November 20, 2015

Chief, Litigation III Section
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of Justice
450 5th Street NW, Suite 4000
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Justice Department Review of the BMI and ASCAP Consent Decrees

To the Chief of the Litigation III Section:

BMI recently alerted its community of affiliated songwriters, composers and publishers to the profound impact 100% licensing would have on their careers, both creatively and financially, if it were to be mandated by the U.S. Department of Justice.

In a call to action, BMI provided a letter, one for songwriters and one for publishers, to which their signatures could be added. The response was overwhelming. BMI received nearly 13,000 signatures from writers, composers and publishers of all genres of music, at all levels in their careers. Some of the industry’s most well-known songwriters added their names, including Stephen Stills, Cynthia Weil, Steve Cropper, Ester Dean, Dean Pitchford, Congressman John Hall, Trini Lopez, John Cafferty, Gunnar Nelson, Lori McKenna, Shannon Rubicam and Don Brewer, among many others.

Enclosed you will find the letters, with signatures attached. On behalf of BMI, I strongly urge you to consider the voices of thousands of songwriters and copyright owners reflected here before making a decision that will adversely affect both the creators, and the ongoing creation of, one of America’s most important cultural and economic resources.

Very truly yours,

Stuart Rosen
November 20, 2015
Chief, Litigation III Section
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of Justice
450 5th Street NW, Suite 4000
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Justice Department Review of the BMI and ASCAP Consent Decrees

To the Chief of the Litigation III Section:

Each of us is a songwriter and an affiliate of BMI. We truly value our association with BMI.

We write today in response to the Justice Department’s request for public comments on the issue of whether BMI and ASCAP’s consent decrees should require the PROs to license on a 100% basis, as opposed to fractionally licensing jointly-owned songs, which has been the historical industry practice. It’s important that our voices are heard, because a shift to 100% licensing would severely impact our creative freedom, our ability to choose which PRO licenses our music and, ultimately, our livelihood as songwriters.

Songwriters are the ultimate small business owners. Many of us have families that depend on the income we receive from BMI. Each of us has carefully chosen BMI as our PRO for multiple reasons: the trusted relationships we’ve developed there; the opportunities BMI provides for our music to be heard; the various creative networking opportunities BMI provides; and, at the end of the day, we like the way BMI values our music and fights for writers to get fees that reflect the fair value of our creative work.

Like most modern songwriters, we often choose to collaborate with other writers. Just recently, every song in the Top 10 on Billboard’s Pop, Country, Christian, and R&B/Hip-Hip charts was the result of collaboration. If the practice of 100% licensing is mandated by the Justice Department, our co-written works could be licensed – and we could be paid – by a PRO that represents our co-writers’ interest in our songs. The licensing fee the other PRO charges might be lower than the one BMI has negotiated or fought for in rate court, and despite our chosen affiliation, we would have to accept the lower fee. Because BMI values music differently than other PROs, we also wouldn’t be able to keep the benefits of BMI’s specific valuation system.

As a result, having our work licensed by a different organization than the one each of us has chosen could dramatically affect our income. It could delay and potentially lower our royalty payments, which would now have to flow through two PROs. Somehow we would each have to monitor what we are being paid by a PRO we have no relationship with, figure out whether they have missed any of our performances, understand how and when they will pay us, determine whether we are getting our fair shares of bonuses under the other PRO’s distribution system, and so on. For these reasons, it might no longer be financially viable for any of us to collaborate with a writer outside of BMI.
It also might not be creatively viable either. The creativity and success of any songwriter stems from being able to work with songwriters of our choosing, regardless of their PRO affiliation. If the 100% licensing model were imposed on the PROs, in order to keep our work entirely within BMI, our PRO of choice, we would have to collaborate only with fellow BMI writers. All of a sudden, our individual and careful choice of collaborator would not be driven by artistic chemistry or compatibility, but by rules imposed by the government. The 100% licensing model sounds like the government stepping into the creative process and effectively dictating our collaborators and our licensing representatives.

As we understand it, music users from radio to digital music services to local television have all traditionally paid the PROs according to their respective shares of the music. Similarly, BMI has only ever paid us for our shares of co-written songs. What the Justice Department is contemplating is in stark contrast with how the PROs have been conducting business for decades and would wreak havoc in the songwriting world as we know it.

Each of us urges you to carefully consider your decision and take into account the impact it will have not only on all songwriters across our nation, but also on our creative contributions to American culture. Without the freedom to collaborate and choose representation, the profession of songwriting is in jeopardy, as is the music that touches all of our lives.

Very truly yours,

Cynthia Weil: "You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'" -The Righteous Brothers, "You're My Soul and Inspiration" -The Righteous Brothers, "Here You Come Again" -Dolly Parton
Draco Rosa: "Livin' La Vida Loca" -Ricky Martin
Maury Yeston: Composer of Broadway Musicals- “Nine,” “Titanic,” “Grand Hotel”
Stephen A. Stills: “For What It's Worth,” “Carry On,” “Love The One You're With,” “Spanish Suite,” “As I Come Of Age” –Crosby, Stills, and Nash
Dean Dillon: “Tennessee Whiskey” -George Jones, "The Chair," "Nobody in His Right Mind Would've Left Her," "It Ain't Cool to Be Crazy About You," "Ocean Front Property," "Famous Last Words of a Fool" -George Strait

John Cafferty: "On The Dark Side" -Eddie And The Cruisers

George S. Clinton: "Austin Powers" movies, "The Santa Clause" movies


Will Rambeaux: "Wild One" -Faith Hill, "How Was I To Know" -John Michael Montgomery, "Good At Startin' Fires" -Blake Shelton


Allen Reynolds: "Five O'Clock World," "Ready For The Times To Get Better,"

"Dreaming My Dreams With You"

Lori McKenna: "Girl Crush" -Little Big Town

Edward Zgorecki: “Mony Mony,” “Crimson and Clover,” “Crystal Blue Persuasion,” “Hanky Panky”

John Wiggins: “Tequila Makes Her Clothes Fall Off,” “Who Are You When I'm Not Looking,” “Anything Goes”


Scott Lynch: “Ala-Freakin-Bama” by Trace Adkins, “Bethlehem in Birmingham” by Toby Keith, “Pictures on Mantles” by Trace Adkins, “Last Man Standing” by Trailer Choir

Richard Band: Scores for “ReAnimator,” “PuppetMaster,” “Ghoulies,” “Walker Texas Ranger,” “Stargate SG1,” Disney, Masters of Horror

Jack DeJohnette: Jazz composer


Chad A Gracey: “Lightning Crashes,” “I Alone” – Live

Scotty Emerick- "I'm Just Talkin' About Tonight" with Willie Nelson; "Beer for My Horses," "I Love This Bar," "Whiskey Girl," and "As Good as I Once Was" with Toby Keith

Tommy Coster: "The Real Slim Shady" -Eminem

Fred Fassert: “Barbara Ann”

Floyd Brown: “Ice Ice Baby”

Robert Meriwether Waldrop: “Roam” - B-52s

Stephanie Bentley: “Breathe” -Faith Hill, “Concrete Angel” -Martina McBride, “My Precious One” -Celine Dion, “Can't Shake You” and “Wild At Heart” -Gloriana

Zakk Wylde: “Stillborn,” “Mama, I'm Coming Home” -Ozzy Osbourne, “No More Tears,” “In This River”

Filip Eisler: Composer for “Empire” and “Shameless”
Paul Jenkins: "Don't You Wanna Stay" - Jason Aldean & Kelly Clarkson, "If I Didn't Have You" - Thompson Square, "Over" - Blake Shelton, "Sunny and 75" - Joe Nichols, "Who I Am With You" - Chris Young
Don VonTress: “Achy Breaky Heart” - Billy Ray Cyrus
John Denicola: "I've Had The Time of My Life," "Hungry Eyes" from Dirty Dancing
Renald J. Richard: "I Got a Woman" - Ray Charles, "Gold Digger" - Kanye West
Muhammad Shouki: “Loyal,” “Drunk In Love,” “Seen It All,” “0-100,” “Try Me,” “IDFWU”
Trini Lopez: “La Bamba”
Victor Carrera: “Man of Constant Sorrow,” “Devil is a Woman,” “Whiskey Shots”
Jason Krause: “Bawitaba,” “Cowboy,” “Only God,” “Fist of Rage,” “So Hott” - Kid Rock
Mitch Allan: "Want To Want Me" - Jason Derulo, "Heartbeat Song" - Kelly Clarkson, "Heart Attack" - Demi Lovato
Dean Pitchford: “Fame,” “Footloose,” “Let's Hear It For The Boy,” “Holding Out For A Hero,” “All The Man That I Need”
Otis Jackson Aka Madlib
Jon Secada: “Just Another Day,” “Angel,” “If You Go,” “Coming Out of Dark,” “She's All I Ever Had”
Margaret Bell: “Anybody Wanna Pray” - Cece Winans, “In Harm's Way” - Bebe Winans
Eric B. Turner: “Down Boys,” “Heaven,” “Sometimes She Cries,” “Cherry Pie,” “Uncle Tom's Cabin” - Warrant
Michael Rogers: "Do the Limbo Rock" -Chubby Checker, "Easy" -Mat Zo & Porter Robinson, "Baby Doll" -Charley Gracie
Nathan Barr: "It Must Be Done" (with co-writer Pete Townshend) from “The Americans"

Pamela Sheyne: "Genie In A Bottle" -Christina Aguilera
Dan Haseltine: "Flood" -Jars Of Clay


Danny Wilde: "I'll Be There for You (Friends TV Theme Song)" "Just The Way It Is, Baby" -The Rembrandts


Sonia Leigh: "Sweet Annie," "Goodbye In Her Eyes" -Zac Brown Band, "My Name Is Money," "Bar" (Sonia Leigh)

Klaus Derendorf: Record producer for Carlos Santana, Josh Groban, Cheryl Cole, X Factor, The Voice and others

Shannon Rubicam: "How Will I Know," "Waiting For a Star to Fall," "I Wanna Dance With Somebody"

Sonny Curtis: "I Fought The Law," "Walk Right Back," "Mary Tyler Moore Theme"
Monty Criswell: "I Saw God Today" -George Strait, "Just Fishin'" -Trace Adkins, "Like Jesus Does" -Eric Church


Don Brewer: "We're An American Band," "Shinin' On," "Walk Like A Man" -Grand Funk Railroad

Pat Bunch: "Wild One" -Faith Hill, "Safe in the Arms of Love" -Martina McBride, "I'll Still Be Loving You" -Restless Heart, "Living In A Moment I Would Die For" -Ty Herndon


Aaron Jay Kernis
Zacharias Mister
Michael Martinez
Chad Kellam
Anthony Stillabower
Todd Nelson
Sterling Avery

Songwriter Signatures
Steven McCullum, II
Damion Collins
Briana Darnell
Chris Powers
Ken Roberts: “Sail Away,” “Holding On,” “Every Day,” “California,” “Only Love”
Rheal Janelle
Craig Evans
Gabriel Dib
Jill Jones
Gary Sellers
Josh Cooley
Rick Kelly: “Make It Real,” “Cream,” “Blu Girl,” “NYC Trippin,” “I Do You”
Steve Austin
Jason Tai
Jeff Herriott
Malik Myers
Lynn Patrick: “Waiting For Maui”
Betsy Rosenberg: "My Bear,” "Searching for a Whale"
Tim Jones
Nate Simon: “Girl Right There”
Aaron Friend: "Inside Doubts,” "Move Away With Me,” "Invisible Man"
Jason Nunes
O.T.C. Toro
Keith Gore, Jr.: Ched Macke- "Talking That Sh*t," "All Kind Of Sh*t"
Devin Bronson
David Das
Bruce Arntson
Andromeda Turre
Reggie Keller
Quantavious Leonta Blackwell
Jeremy Geltman: “Blackened Brew,” “I’m Over It,” “When I Know Your Name,” “How Long Must We Fear”
Ramon E. Benavides
Latice Crawford: “There,” “Through It All,” “Look At Yourself Again”
Israel Sanchez
Raquel Boulis: Girl Code (EP), "Games" - Melanie Amaro
Art Hays
Joseph Springfield: “Teal Grey Sky,” “Sunset Morning”
Deanna Shapiro
Robby Scharf
Stellita Loukas
Stephen Kaye
Neil Merryweather
Kevin Walters
Joshua Picard: Themes for UFC
Darryl Caliman
Brandon Hopson
Joseph R. Hogue
Michael Raskovsky
RK Hunt
Victoria Peterson
James Stewart
Heather Cross
Chris Boardman
Calvin Kennon
Zenon Slawinski: Theme music for The McLaughlin Group (with John Ramo)
Sedne Lacy
Steph Lamonte
James Robitaille
Danny O'Keefe: “Goodtime Charlie's Got the Blues,” “The Road”
Joe Cameron
Brandon Shapiro
Brittany Lambert: “Cleanse Me”
Aaron Corley
Brian Miller: "Snakes on the Brain" from the film 'Snakes on a Plane'
Elisha Parris
R.X. Bertoldi
Jeff MacDonald
Kirstin Fisher
Bryan Ricker
Doug Bossi
Karl Mullen
Jerry Jania: “The Long Goodbye,” “Fell Like I'm Going Down”
Ronicle D. Ellison
Vanessa Briscoe Hay: “Crazy,” “Cool,” “M-Train,” “Feast on My Heart”
James Louis
Dylan C. Jones
Renate Bourgouin
Richard L. Pitts
David Koslowski
Terrance Nelson
Shanequa B. Campbell: “Nothing Wrong,” “Attention Span,” “Professional Whine,” “Electro Control”
Henry Garnell Young, IV
Allee Fütterer
Kim Candilora, Jr.
Frank Macchia
Darrell Alston
Twjuan Scott
Joshua Neal Collins: “Bluff” (Featuring Floco Torres)
Michael Fiorino
Paul Richardson
Christine Vaindirlis
Keith Slattery
Jennifer Herrema
Andrew Stevenson: Trey Songz - “Chill”
Johnathan D. Pratt
“Twas Her Hunger Brought Me Down”
Charles Nicholas Montou: “Saratoga”
Tom McWilliams
James Campanis
Joshua Block
Gary Stanionis: “Hey Lady”
Rodney Burnett
Lindsey Webster
Ike Peters
Anthony C. Bell: “Golden Jill Scott”
Hector Delgado
Kenny Texeira
Calvin Ross: “Bad Fetish”
Vito A. DiSalvo
Steven Nathan: “Bombs Around Me,” “Venus,” “All We Want,” “It Feels Like”
Chad Hively
Edward Savage
Jamar Shaw
DeMaine Barnett
Ingrid Lennea Gerdes
Shahbal Shabpareh
Curtis Pendegraf
Ricky Robertson
Annie Kennedy
Quentin Foster: “Tupac”
Jofre Cruz: “Ay Amiga,” “Dominicanita,” “Made For You,” “Bésame,” “No Vuelve”
Kristopher Gee
Jae Moore
Diane Gee-Frasca: “Beer Tastes Better in a Bubblebath”
Tina Shafer: “Love Is On The Way” -Celine Dion, “Flower In The Rain” -Sheena
Easton, “Above The Band” -Phoebe Snow
Joe Mulherin
George Steven Jobe: “If Love Had A Face,” “Where Were You When I Was Falling In Love,” “When She Runs Out Of Fools”
Shelton Scales, Jr.
Ferris Gluck
Harper Tasche
Brad Damas
Marcus Tamez: “Love Sosa,” “The Funeral”
Danny Ellis
Douglas Tomooka
Allen Ravenstine
Joseph Harris, Jr.
William Evans
Brent Mason
Skip Denenberg
Carlas Williams
Dr. Shawn M. Giese: “Madness,” “Diabla,” “Capital,” “Something,” “Could”
Diana Mera: “#Sobreviviente”
Alex Schiff: Music for commercials
Susan Lindfors Taylor: “A Matter of Degrees,” “Keep My Distance,” “Weren't We Something,” “Friend of Mine”
Sadiel Casto
Stephen Baird
Michael Marino
Erick Devore
Brandon Rowan
Frank Cogliano
Jim McGrath
John Michael Keith
Randall Barlow
Mattheu
Sean Evans
Bill Claxton
Johnny Billups
Anthony Barro: songs for the band “New Years Day”
Darelle Holden: “Baby We Found Love,” “Save a Little Tenderness”
Thomas L. Turner
Ritchie Rubini
Nino Beatz: “F. Friends,” “Sound Off”
Joe Mazzola
Beizhonn Davis
David J. Malone
Gordon Mora, Jr.
Angelo Davila
Samara Manns: “F.T.H”
Travis Smith
Jessica Brown
Joseph Russo
Adrian Saldana Cabrera
Jason Williams (J Dub): “Clap It”
Elvis Rohena: “Dando Palo Haciendo Chavo”
Eric Meyer
Benjamin James Howard
Jonathan (Yoni) Gileai
Terrance A. Banks
William Kuttenkuler
Susan Boehm
Marina Raye
Mario Campbell
DeRogerick Flemings
Nick Caster: “Ride All Night,” “The Way I Am,” “Believe”
Aaron Nigel Smith
Deane Ogden
David Goodman
Robert M. Miles
Camille Harrison: "Standing Still," "Why Should I Love You," "Jelly Bean Jar"
Ben Monroe
Joseph Watson: “Yea Yea,” “Grinder,” “Cam Newton,” “Anti Social,” “Goin Harder”
Troy Raymond
Patrick Ingunza: “Gimme More” -Stella Galli feat Chriss Willis
Stephanie Mckay
Brandon Spencer: “In The Sky,” “Chemistry,” “Shopping Spree”
Randall Souviney: “Again,” “Hard to Find,” “The Mouse,” “Nobody Likes a Loser,” “Time Travel”
Ivy Hewlett
Christopher Mercer: “Today is a New Day,” “No Fear,” “Music Everywhere,” “Bleed Into Me,” “Run Away With You”
Lawrence Edward Magee
Collin Glomstead
Jerome Cruz
Ernie Rowell: “What She Don't Know Won't Hurt Her,” “Sometimes I Get Lucky And Forget,” “Brother To The Blues,” “Buried Treasure,” “Everything I Used To Do”
Conor McHugh
Bruce Ray Brown: “Tell Me I Was Dreaming”
Jeffrey Hull: “Piano in the Dark,” “I Cry”
Luisa Black
James Cain: "Brayton Mountain,” "Amanda Lynn" -Lou Reid and Carolina
Marlowe Cribbs
Darnell Little
Michael Wessner
Anthony DeCarise Hines, I
Chris Lang: “To The Top” (Boeing Theme)
Michael Newman
Amanda B. Lewis
Glenn Kidd
Carmelo DiBartolo
Rebecca Keller
Anthony Griffin
Dejeun Braxton
Jordan Peck
Aaron Pearce
Hirth Martinez: “Altogether Alone,” “I’m Not Like I Was Before,” “Big Bright Street,” “Do Wrong Shoes,” “Busy Man”
Tanya Leah: “I Will Be,” “Stand,” “Clay and Water,” “Keep On Shining”
Maria Ximena Muñoz: “Me Estoy Enamorando,” “Diez Mil Maneras”
Anesha Birchett: “Favorite Girl” -Justin Bieber
Troy Olsen
Jack Michael Russell
Alfred Lloyd Campbell
Devon Graham: “Bad Habits,” “Count Me Out,” “Twerk Sum”
Haley Bonar
Misha Segal: “Phantom of the Opera,” “Pippi Longstocking and The Last Dragon”
Glenda Howard
Gary R. Pickus
Susan Ruth Robkin: “Promise Me Love” - Reba
Duane Denison: “Then Comes Dudley” (The Jesus Lizard), “Flashback” (Tomahawk)
Ryan Keaton: "Bring Me Back to Life"
Mia Tuttavilla: "Touched The Sky"
Beth Waugh
Christian Mohammed: “Burdens,” “All In,” “Shoulda Coulda Woulda,” “Do It For Me,” “Takes Time”
Connor Gallihugh
Josia Barrios
Terrence Dove: Young Twaun- “Dark Days”
Darrell C. 'Focuz' Silva: “Chillin”
Chad Blinman
Kenneth Green (Kenny Kingpin)
Melanie Taylor
Chris Scates
Sydnee Stapleton
Kevin Manthei
Richard Webb
Velma Allen: “Age Ain't Nothing But A Number” - Little Milton
Cheryl Maroney: “Hold On,” “Well Done,” “God's Got It”
Aaron Kamin: “Wherever You Will Go” - The Calling
Charles Bradley: “Hydration,” “40 Oz” “Bigs Burger”
JaCobe King
Kash The Artist: “Energy,” “Scorching”
Elmond Myers
Jeremy Habegger
Malik Brown
Charles E. Blakely
Grant-Lee Phillips
Mitchelyn Nicholas: “Master Keys,” “I’m Covered”
Jimmy Keane
Dan Beyer
Mark Nonisa
Carson Aune: Music featured in the HBO Series “State of Play”
William Bradley Hogge (of Hogz in Dandyland): "Escher & Carrot Cake,” "Depths of Emotional Intrusion,” "Whatever It May Be"
Armando Acosta: “Tira Todo Ala Basura”
Davie Allan
Don Curry: "Mask On Mask Off"
John Wilmer: “Discover,” “What Are You Waiting For,” “Hey 17,” “The Hard Road”
Jeffrey Pescetto
John Immell
David DeFeis
Walter Brown: "Do Me Like That"
Carlo Nuccio
Jay Duerr
Frank Nanevie
Fxnesse
Michael B. Pratt
Robert Greene
Computer Music All-stars: “Mild Fantasies,” “Low Frequencies are Fun!,” “Iridium”
Michael Tamola
Terry Manning
Donald Lorenzo Wilborn: “Cairo,” “Manila”
Harold McNeal: “Neva Know”
Brian Wayy: Judge Mathis theme song
Tevin Dewon Williams: “All over meee”
Patrick Giraudi
Lisbeth Scott: “Real Love,” “One Breath,” “In The Darkness”
Keyen Lopez
Rie Sheridan Rose
Christopher Armes
Sunnie (Sonia) Paxson
Erwin de Ruitter
Jason Pierre
Brittany Yates: “The Lady Soul Slide”
Ray Palagy: “Spreading My Wings”
Sharon S. Mayeux
Robbie Mann
Curtis Cochrell
Manfred Jones
Ronald Fields
Matthew C. Knapp
Ren Lascelles
Timothy Blocksom: “Spirit In The Dark,” “Living For The Moment,” “Where You'll Find Me”
David Cortopassi
Emmie Wade
Pierre Jalbert
Amethyste Spardel: “Moonlight Rain”
David Cope
Jose Miguel Velasquez: “Llorare Las Penas,” “Jaleo,” “Angel”
Michael Babbitt
Moises Horta
Bikki Johnson
Andrew Sheppard
LMB Trelly: "Or Whatever"
Juan Stacey
Joseph Carey
Jeana Tall
Tate Simms
Jahquan Crump
Jose Alfredo Jimenez Ibarra
Joseph M. O'Kane: “Kisses,” “Straight From Behind,” “She Can't Find Love,” “Where Were You”
Dominique Canchola
Primo
Pat Bergeson
Ibrahim Spaulding
Tyrell Mitchell
Reshaude Burley
Danny Shearer
Tristan O'Donnell
Eimi Tanaka
Da Korp/Atif Burke: “Nightmare On Hells Street,” “No Time To Play Around,” “We Coastin,” “Squeeze And Release”
Adriana Lorenzi: “Palabras”
John W. Brock: “Complicated”
Eber Calderon
Alejandra Alberti: "Yo No Sería Yo,” ”Caos,” ”Te Acordarás De Mí"
Geoffrey Leigh Tozer: “Blame The Moon,” “Neon Lobster”
Bryan Alexander
Erik Rex
Sean Bennett: “Southern Man,” “Iron In The Fire,” “Redneck Town,” “Bad Move”
Jayson Zook: "Hey Santa"
Jono Brown
Joe P. Taylor
Raven Richards
Jeremy Johnson
Michael Corcoran
Briana Murphy
Amelia Blake
Erik Gamans
Ben Treimer
Patrick Bruders
Ju-Juane Miller
Matthew Furdge
Rich Mirro: “Changes,” “Shine,” “Angles,” “Go Away,” “Love is Blind”
Sturgis Nikides
Kenneth Mark Harrell
Kyle Brooks
Vernon Miller
Carlos Murguia
Nancy Van de Vate: “All Quiet on the Western Front” (Opera)
James M Cullison: “Wish I Didn't Like Whiskey,” “Barstool Monologue”
Fredrick D LaRue: “L.H.C.,” “She Wanna f***c,” “Hurry”
Ryan Christian

Songwriter Signatures
Joe D'Augustine
Henri Lauriel Wolfshoen
Zach Lemmon
Cordairo McGill: “Many N***as,” “Big Dreams,” “Needa Smile”
Steven Bernstein: Music from "Animaniacs," “Pinky and the Brain”
Eric Meister
Michael O'Neill
Kurt Oldman
Matthew Hyder: “Roll Up” -Hyder ft Chef Greezy
Jeremy Matticks
Joe Archie
Matthew Schulz
Todd Isaac
Julie Christensen: "Thunderhead," "Well Enough"
Thomas Porter
Morgan Keep
Eric Brooks
Robert Alder
Jeffery Bollman
Dwayne Dugger
Christopher Fortier
Matthew Carrillo
Christian Motos: “Cowboy Song,” “Favourite Pill,” “La-la (Sing-along),” “Late”
Jonathan Mercer: “Made Us”
Joseph Velez: “Teardrops”
Tracy Newman
Lascelles Stephens
William Jerome Davis
Maxx From Hp: “Caught In My Free”
Christopher Moore
Gabriel Pulliam
Perry Slater Jr.
Matthew Boyle
Tyrone Hendrix: Liv Warfield- “Getaway”
Damareao Williams
Ruthie Eldridge
Isaac Anzora: “Rollercoaster,” “Think About,” “Little More”
Erwin W. Jefferson, III
Jack Murphy
Chastity Brown: “After You”
Nancy Tutunjian Berger
Andrew Overtoom
Paul Linford
Steven Drizos
Mike Pride
Bryant Carter
TanyaMae Mandigo: “Don't Go,” “Middle Child,” “Dance Calia,” “The Bar Stool,” “Number One To Someone”
Eduardo Bonilla
Ron Sorbo
Michael Donaldson
Damian McNeil: “I Got This,” “Been At It,” “Better Than You,” “Jailhouse Commandments”
Ian Davis
Chris Williams
Marshall Green
Dana Thomas: Music for television series' Overhaulin, Bingo and Molly
Thomas Mgrdichian
Mary Louise Knutson: “How Will I Know?,” “In the Bubble,” “Call Me When You Get There,” “Can You Hear Me Now,” “Meridian”
David T. Little
Chad Royce: Girls Generation- "Mr. Taxi,” JTX- "Love In America,” Hot Chelle Rae- "Honestly"
James B. Campbell
Arturo Arredondo: “Panda”
Eileen Colts
Jeremy Scaggs: “Weight of the world (Cryptic Memoirs)”
Michelle Green
Laurie Hochman: "The Pledge of Allegiance," "American Dream," "Linney the Guinea Pig"
Penelope Houston
Brent McCollough
Bruce Lawrence
Eric Clausen
Josue Dueno: “Vamos a Desnudarnos,” “Sola”
Deborah Cox
Eric Meyers
Becky Davis
Jody Gray
Richard Fahle
John Scofield
Terrence Johnson: “Struggle Not,” “Complicated,” “Hold On,” “War”
Lester Lindsey: “If You Down,” “Dreams Into Reality,” “Know What You Want,” “Life Is All We Have,” “She Gone”
Morgan Taylor
Andrew Chapa
Joshua Richardson
Martin Adam Strudwick
Tom Foster Morris: “All Those Years Ago,” “Angel In The Morning,” “Baby Blue Eyes,” “Waiting On A Train,” “Shame On You(Shame On Me)”

Brady Robinson
Naida Alvarado
Evan Schiller: Soundtracks on PBS American Masters
Doug Yule
Kim Carroll: Scores for “The Horse Boy,” “Across the Line”
Leland Domann: “Howard Gray”
Karen Willett
Gerald Wansley: “Down With The Love,” “Just Get In There”
Valerie Brown
Ryan Spraker
Camilo Medina
William Lovato
Jessica Schneidau
Chloe Keedy
Tehran Freeman: “Hate us,” “Hold Us Down Bananas”
George Gabriel
Paul M. Fox
Maya Rogers
Sarah Bohling
Colleen Rourke: “Baby Jane,” “Covered Sky”
Yaseen Nasser
Davina McIntyre
Megan Linville
Matt Rice
Ricky Davila: “Insanity”
John Waclo: “Hold on Tight,” “City Girl Country Girl”
Anne Montone
Jessi Brock: “My Little Dove” by I Hate You Just Kidding
Shannon McCray: “Make Me Suffer,” “Measure Me”
LaJason Parker
Sepehr Shahrooz: "I'm Dapping"
William H. Craft
Michael Maughan
Mike Ventimiglia
Taylor McCluskey
Ray Welter
Jerry Caglese
Kenneth M Wright: “1964,” “Stay in My Heart”
Christopher Downey
Risto Miettinen
Quentavious Nance: “So Much It,” “I Sang,” “Half Of It,” “I Need,” “Bad Habits”
Catrice Adamson
Michael McCray
Brandon Maddox: "Living on Sunshine,” "Honk, If You're Country"
Tierra Brockman
Sam Hyman: “Fly,” “Whistle Traum,” “Passing the Days,” “In My Heart”
Kesha Jaramillo
David Thorpe: “Firmament”
Cole Marcus
Thomas Taliaferro: “Lovin You Down,” “Candlelight Night,” “Once In A Lifetime Lover”
Jess Disraeli
Todd Giudice
Dan Couch: “Somethin' Bout A Truck,” “Hey Pretty Girl,” “Hole In A Bottle”
Frank Caiafa
Wendie Colter
Mike Frengel
Mollie OBrien
Krystal Brodus: “Heels on Volume up”
Margaret Payne
Johanna Russell
Warren Wiegratz
Bob Thompson
Allon Sams
Jonathan Renn Anderson
David Kraai
Carl Sealove
Sara Traina
Matthew Hauser
Casey "Beezy Archibald" Smith: "We On,” "At Least,” "Kissin On Her,” "Do Not Get It Twisted,” "Imma King"
Chris Pelcer
Stoner Kilo
Christian Dyas
Eric McNair
Scott Huckabay
Taylor Lissandrello
Steve Nebel
Elnora Williams
Bradley Moore
Al Jean
T. Stephen Albright
“Bartender”
Larry Marrs
Dwayne Cannon
Jason Victorine
J Pierre Medor: “Touching You,” “All Because Of You,” “My Love”  
Chris Combs  
Andrew Taylor  
Tomas Altamirano  
Andrei Fossari: “Ordinary Girl”  
Chris Hippensteel: “Swords Are Swords”  
Rashad Roan  
Sara "Soulflower" Wright: “I AM,” “KingQueen,” “Ryze,” “Young Girl,” “Lost Soul”  
Michael Fogle: “Rock Ready,” “All In Vain,” “Cargo,” “8 O'Clock”  
Mitchell Beacham  
Jay Kadić  
Mark Taylor  
Zhigsitu Tolossa  
Joshua Romaine Johnson: “Headphones,” “Lo-Fi,” “Sweetest Villain”  
Paul Figueroa  
Charles Robinson  
Gary Kaluza: “I’m So High,” “City Lover,” “Love Like Rain”  
Chris Lee  
Maya Knowles: “Ancestor's Breath”  
Theo Nogueira da Matta  
Hunter Leath  
Curtis Williams: “Reverse Formation”  
Joseph Patrick Moore  
Dave Ryan  
Kevin Kliesch  
Eli Tovar  
Ahren Lanfor  
Martin Rodriguez  
Blake Baxter: “When A Thought Becomes You,” “When We Used To Play,” “What Happen”  
Tajh Abdulsamad  
John W. Rowin Jr.  
Carlos Franzetti: “Serenata”  
Mariah Keener: “Beautiful”  
Alex Salmón Serhan: “Ciego,” “Reik,” “El Fuerte,”  
Deon L. Boone  
Kenneth Liebenson  
Kirsten Childs  
Jeanine Smith  
Conrad Ytuarte  
Steven McClintock: “All This Time” by Tiffany, “Look At Me Now” by Sixwire, “Christmas Needs Love to Be Christmas” by Andy Williams, “Until Tonight” by Juice Newton, “Just Once More” by The Nelsons
Adam Silverman
Randy J Young
Brandon Chase
Al-x
Andy Middleton
Mark Chosak
Adam Lasus
Christina Gaudet: Music for Wild Things Album, Heart On Fire Album, Where Truth Lies Album, Dance In The Wind Album, Oasis Album
Destin' e Bailey
Boniface Odijie
Steve Hall
Robert Chapin
Brandon C. Broadnax
Laura Mandell
Randall E. Hurt
Harold Cragin
Randi Gaspard: Album entitled Timeless.
Lisa Simmons-Santa Cruz:
Shirley Marte
Ken Hochman
Jacob Seantor: “Lesson Learned,” “Bird Flu,” “Hieroglyphs”
Sam Nelson Harris: “Renegades,” “Jungle,” “American Oxygen,” “Unsteady”
Bill Bloom: “Double Dutch Bus,” “Gossip Folks”
David Howard: “The Will of God”
Jongnic Bontemps
Jerreau Smith
Juan Carlos Rodriguez
Dylan J. Hay-Chapman
Alex Ambroise
Say The Name Publishing
Deshunn Lagrone
Joshua Beauchamp: Tayo - “Madonna”
Darin King
Eduardo Macias
Bob Dellaposta
Thomas Wainwright: “The Howling Tongues”
Chris Allman: “For All He's Done,” “The Blood Hasn't Ever Changed,” “I Could Never Praise Him Enough,” “I’m Free”
Lem Springsteen: "Beautiful People" by: Barbara Tucker, "Free" by Ultra Nate, "Living In Escasty" by: Fonda Rae
Damian Eckstein
David Jones
Jesse Sarvinski
Zeleana J.
Martha Munizzi

Songwriter Signatures
Jackie Hibbard: “Deal Me In,” “Dancing With Her Shoes Off,” “Walls,” “On This Mountain”
Michelle Skyy: “Suicide Girl,” “Where Do I Go”
Jonathon S. Smoot
Jayson Belt: “Patience,” “Today's Another Nation”
Alexander Washington
Daniel Munizzi
Thomas Klingensmith
Joseph Cerisano
Justin Redd Volkaert
Monte J. King: “Downwardly Mobile,” “Ain't No Neighbors Anymore,” “Pour Me an Island”
Gerard Canta
Richard Turner
David Arkenstone
Art Munson
Chanda Dancy
Giancarlo McCormack
Leroy White: "Will You Be My Wife,” "I Wonna Make Love To You"
Luis Bello Brito: “Acércame A Ti,” “Todo o Nada” - Entire Album
Bradley A Kozlowski
Seth Jacobs-Roseman
Sylvester Toteh: "The Gallery,” “Never Cried” Ft Brooke, “Alarm Clock,” “Buy Time”
Ft Tre Wattz, “Unforgiving” Ft.Imma X
Johnathan Wheeler: “Paint”
James W. Colegrove
Marsha Genensky
Dashan Reddick: “I Ain't Done Yet,” “Non-stop”
Don McAfee
Sylvie Chadourne
N. Paul Ayers
Herb Ernst
Michelle L. Green
Jason Gordon
Jeff Bichaylo
Anthony
Rorie Kelly
Ryan Lott
Andrew Godfrey
Carter Sipe
Brad Clawson
Esjay Jones
Sonia Lopez
Tim Pierce
Darius Clark
Martin McCreadie
Elan Hurtado: Mario Cruz "Little Thing"
Aaron Cordle: “Slow Motion,” “Jazz Excursion,” “Energy”
Austin Clifton Mason
Sophia Bastian
Louis Gendron
Scott Mackey
Mario Morales
Greg O'Connor: Themes for Mad TV, Ben Stiller Show, Jamie Kennedy Experiment, songs for Chicago
George Cameron and Steve Martin
Byron Metcalf
Tonya Noga
Moses Edward
Barry Collins: "Your Word"
Danny Garcia: “#YesssLord,” “Bandz” ft Soulja Boy
Barbara Ellis Loranger
Susan D' Aura: “Love You Anyway”
Sven Sundberg: “Seasons Change,” “In Your Love,” You in Blue”
Robert Cunningham
Michael Colone aka Michael On Fire: “Make Me A Drum,” “Apache Wind,” “Mission Hall”
Charles Holford
Eric Wagley
David Hilker
Kevin Topp sr.
Junior Pierre
Brandon McKinney: “Spooky house,” “Heart breaker”
Becky Bishop: “Bigger Than Us,” “The Fine Line,” “Because,” “Trainwreck Girl,” “Every Little Snowflake”
Don DiNicola: Scores for Swamp People, Miami Ink, LA Ink
Kurt Matlin
Terrace Elster: Wormzz - “The Method,” “BrainRack”
Jeffrey Everill-Lee
JR Schmitt
Elizabeth Wittman
Daniel M. Treanor
Derek Sloan: “The Elixir,” “All Good”
Jonathan Toledo: "Looking For"
Saar Hendelman
Matthew DaCosta
Eric King
Nathan Ard
Francesca Koechler
Norris Garner
John Pena
Sean Kirkpatrick
Michael Tara Key
Billy Stritch
Jack Curtis Dubowsky
Glenn Gordon Caron
Montavius McClelland
Rob Fontana: “Here We Are”
Christopher Spelman: Score of "The Immigrant"
David Gonzalez
Tarek Mansur: Epic Score- “Creator of Worlds,” “Prepare For The End,” “Leader Of Armies,” “Strength Of 10000 Men”
Derrick Taylor
Dario Forzato
Madison Goldbach: “Dream I Hold To”
Alexander Stinnett
Alan Lazar: Soundtrack of "Real Housewives Of Beverly Hills" and "Real Housewives of Orange County” Soundtrack on "Sex and The City"
Adrian Thomas-Eikmann
Joshua "Jaey" Paschal: “Scarred, Bitter,” “One More Cup”
Sid Johnson: “Slow Jam,” “Two Occasions,” “We Belong Together”
Donna Aylor: “Eventually,” “All Your Heart Desires,” “Taking Me The Right Way”
Victoria Jacobs
Shannon Henley
Kadaffi Hercules
Warren Hinton: “Drug Dealer”
Chris Warner
David Budway
Tirk Wilder: "Eyes of The Ranger"
Patrick Callahan
Andrew Knopf
David Becker
Anthony L. Jones
Chantal Claret Euringer
Cory Shoemake
Christian Harrison
Michael Andreas:
Bruce Vollenweider/ Bruce James: “Made To Love You,” “Jesus Look In My Eyes”
Bruce Powers
Tiffany Randol: “To Feel Alive” (Percy Jackson)
Michelle Lewis
Jeffrey Foxworth
Ann O'Brien
Wesley Costello
Ralph Bruner
Arron Pruitt
Nicolo Cuvilie
Kinderr: “Fly Away,” “Moon & Star,” “Sellin' Out,” “Medusa”
Enoch Davis
Jeremy Wilkins:
Jason James Thiesen: “Whatever (I'll Find A Way),” “Say It (Come on, say my name),”
“Rescue Me”
Thomas Wilson
Anthony Thomas
Gregory R Allen
Robert Dick
“Want To Be A Christian”
Benjamin James Rew
Keith Newton
Paul Garisto
Aldo Contreras
Thomas Winston
Ron Matelic
Ken Harrison (Bro Ken)
James Hamilton
Matthew Reber: "Born Toulouse-Lautrec"
Edgar East: “La Bienvenida”
Endia Mone
Eli Wulfmeier
Vincent Bady
Majeed Fick
Princeloo Alexandre: “We Know Who We Are,” “Get Away”
Andy Forsberg
Edward Jacobs
Terry Parham
Howard Markman
Ausere El
Michael Hindert: “She's So Bendable” by The Bravery
Sascha Konietzko: “Juke-Joint Jezebel”
Jeffrey Grossi: MC ZiLL - “We're Teaching,” “Still Teaching”
Timothy Williamson Sr.: "Tonight " By Eriq J'MAR
Cara Lippman: “Full Throttle,” “Can't Catch You,” “My Doggie,” “Dangerous Boy”
Fletcher Beasley
Alan Williams
Riss Banz
Hugh Moffatt: “Old Flames Can't Hold a Candle to You,” “How Could I Love Her So Much,” “Just in Case,” “Words at Twenty Paces,” “Rose of My Heart”
Michael Knouff
Justin Ternois
Alex Garay
Daniel Kastelnik
Stephen Davis Branch
Bill Verdier
Shawn Sackman
Adam Nierow: "Reset" (Charice), "Live For Now" (Momo Wu), "Off-Road" (TVXQ), "Run With Me" (Shinee)
Sean Lamar Thomas: “Watch You Move,” “Gone In The Game”
Jeffrey A Lane
Carl Dorsey
Young Master: “Stay Awake”
Cory Barker
Elise Morris
Robin Lewis: “Paparazzi”
Jacques Yolo
Larry Wayne Jones: "Big Freightliner"
Frankie Flowers
Jacier Pearson
Amy Brown
JessieLynne: “Tempting Fire”
Domonique Harris
Cervon Belgrave
Cutt Corbin: “Everything Hard”
Elliot Sokolov
Jacques Burvick
Paul Collins: “Rock n Roll Girl,” “I Don't Fit In,” “Don't Wait Up For Me,” “All Over The World”
Gabe Derrick
Geo Evans
Jose Ramon Gallegos: Commercial themes for Coca Cola, American Airlines, M'cDonalds, Macys, Verizon, ATT
Roger Monroy
Stephen Duncan: “The Chemistry Set,” "Into the Light"
Victor Manuel: “Knuckles Va Champ,” “Another Level,” “Beatem Down,” “Kick It Like Karate”
Rob Schroeder
María A Pulido
John R. Smith: "I Can't Wait," "Point of No Return," "Should I say Yes" by Nu Shooz
LaGrand Frazier
Rakim Erinle
Dustin Sauder: "I Am Not Alone" (Kari Jobe)
James Harrison Bacon: “After Thought,” “Oh Brother!!!,” “What Are You Gonna Do,” “Serenity,” “I’ll Never Get It Right”
Georgi Schultz
Tyler Bates
Mike Bradsher: "I'll Never Fall In Love Again" - The Ron Teamer Band
Angelina DelCarmen: “Lights Out,” “So Convincing”
Marcello Azevedo
Doug Gerber
Nathaniel Smith
Nicholle Thorns
Samuel Pugh Jr.
George Maddaloni
Andrew Love
Richard E. Goss
Zachary Mastoon
Joseph Clark
Jazmyne Magee
Rashed Faouri
Michael Sasaki: “Valdez In The Country”
Dana Hudson
Nathaniel T. Rice
Danny Lee Ramsey: Songs for film
Kaz Zabala
Natalie Jean
Kevin Parks
Troy Engle
Dave Harvey
Kim Nagler
Andrea Marchant
Clark Souter
Tony Khnanisho
Don Castle
Jensen Reed
Chris Gerniottis
Joseph Bohigian
Paul Dresher
June E. Page [Rickie Page]: ”Jeanie, Jeanie, Jeanie” By Eddy Cochran
Jawanza Kobie
Zachary Burdette
Danielle Eubank
Taylor Gray
John Ellzey
Bryan King
Lawrence Lebo
Mark Portmann
Melody Green
Kevin Ramos: “Ella Sabe” By Yameel Corleone Ft. Mgp The Saw, “Paso Por Ti” By Yameel Corleone Prod.By Mgp The Saw
Marcel Anton
Mark Marchetti: “My Baby's Got A Smile On Her Face”
Joe Romano
Faudell Black
Darron McDaniel
Terrance Mcadams: “Got Damn,” “My Shine,” “For Me,” “We Gone Make It”
Justin Crosby: TV music cues
Phillip Brandon
Big Remo
Allen Estes
Robert Kent
Clemmie Penton
Dennis Woo: “Drink the Rain,” “More Than a Memory”
S. Miria Jo: “Pop Star”
Alicia Vick: "You Are," "Rebels that Listen"
Grady Samuelle Prater
Ron Boustead
Donnie Skaggs
Paul Sperling
Konstantinos Panagiotidis
Kacy White: “Pass Me By” feat Eric James
Harold Newsom
Elfego Sardis
Paul Chavez
Marty Lamain
Gerald Gardiner
Michael Snow
Robert G.K.B Clark: “Babylon Rebellion,” “Everything,” “Rumors”
David Shapiro: Charlie Rose Theme
Holland Greco: “Stolen Kisses,” "Stupid Little Fellow," "Tell Me"
John Steiner
Donald A. Sanders: “Little Bird With A Broken Wing,” “Give The Glory Where The Glory Goes”
Robert Joseph Clemente
Patricia Barber: “If I Were Blue,” “Regular Pleasure,” “I Could Eat Your Words”
Anthony Biuso
Jonathan Cresswell: “For Myself,” “Standing To Fall,” “Miss You,” “Gift Wrapped”
Nathan Collins
Glen Velez
Panagiotis Katsivardakos
Joshua Benson
Rajae Grey
Michael Parrott
Rico Hairston: “Let It Flow”
Brian J. Goodban
Tenea Jones: “Stranger,” “The High,” “All Eye Know,” “Hustlin”
Gabor Szucs
Paul B. Farrell
Wilma Page: “My Jesus Loves Me,” “The Lady,” “He Is A Holy God,” “Life is in the Son”
Trey Vittetoe: Selena Gomez- "Falling Down" "Kiss & Tell," Miley Cyrus "Breakout"
Najwa Talley
Angelo Ray: “24/7” (Kevon Edmonds), “Nasty Grind” (Adina Howard)
Martin Strayer
Thomas E. Chess
Robert Keith: “Rotation,” “Thin Line,” “Money Made”
Melanie Roberts: “Let's Take The Time To Fall In Love”
Lawrence Lynn
Timothy L. Waites
Eric Slaughter
Samuel Jones
Jon Rauhouse
Stephen Lang
Joseph Cheatham Derrick, II
Sbusiso Ogisi
Antario Holmes: "Ride with me" - Flo Rida, "Time of our life" - Big Time Rush, "Stronger" - Tank, "Watch me work" Melanie Fiona
Avery Bzdyk
Ian Zuckerman
Michael Stokes: “It's You That I Need,” “Silly Love Song,” “Gloria”
Derrick Carr: “Wise Lessons”
Randy Willeox
Sandra R. Friedman

Songwriter Signatures
R. Jay Souza
Sonya Rutledge
Digital Collapse
Quentin Wallace: “Twerk,” “When I'm With You,” “Work,” “Bands,” “Check Out My Swagg”
Ramon Gonzalez Mora
Zuleikha Bethami
D'Madrae J. Gill: “I’m the sh*t,” “I’m On Go,” “Super Thug”
Arnaldo Vilches
Henry Clay Smith, II (aka; Hank Smith)
Leif Johansen: “Jungle Land,” “Little Sister,” These Eyes
Ricky Bell
John Lavina
Michele Temple
Earl Montgomery Spencer: Situations Album
Rodney Ishmael, Jr: “Infinite ft. JGivens,” “Raise the Word,” “Pray for Me”
Miguel Tejada
Ante Gelo
Michael Moshy
Garfield A. Woodstock: “Mr. Fix It,” “We Need Freedom,” “Peace Maker,” “Real,” “Rescue Me”
Patricia Ransom
Nicole Mount
Robin E. Vosbury
Jussi Gamache
Brandon Haas
Keith B. Rowe
George sarah: Themes for 2008 Beijing Olympics, Music featured in CSI, Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Chris Rock Show
Wilson Gant: “They Say The Girls Crazy,” “Love Has To Grow,” “Vitamin U”
Glenn Adams
Ronnie Mire: “You're Someone Special To Me,” “Midnight Train”
Daniel Tracey Castonguay
Nancy Stoddart: “Coming To America”
Peter Lurye
Richard Murrey
De'Money: “F*kked up,” “Shine”
Dawnn Lewis / Morning Jewel Music: Theme For The Show “A Different World,” "Your Love," "Worth Waiting For," "Let Me Be Your Island"
Frank Roe
Brendon Nielson
Leslie Marie Knauer: “Baby It's You”
Jeremy Barnes
Geoffrey Wilson: Instrumentals for Television and in Films
Toby Wraye: “Don't Go Santa”
Terrence Graham
Madelyn Whitlock
Scott Cunningham (Harold)
Craig Owens: Music for TV shows including “Undercover Boss,” “The Apprentice,”
“Big Brother,” “Wipeout,”” Cakeboss,” “Jersey Shore”
Aaron Thompson
Eftrain Lopez-Merced
Brett Dumstrey: “The Heroes Lie,” “Silvergun,” “Dark Shift”
Murph
Davon McLaughlin
Larry Price
Nelson Hinds
Jermaine Brewer
Ricardo Larrea Cortés: Music for TV Series, Mi Corazón Es Tuyo, Lo Imperdonable,
Antes Muerta Que Lichita, Amores Con Trampa
Benjamin Jacobs
Priscilla Venalonzo
Noah Peterson
Edward M. Smith: Latin Source cues on "Dexter," Entertainment Tonight, Access
Hollywood, TRAICIONERA! (from "Ride Along 2), Tis The Season-Smooth Jazz
Christmas
Robert King
Joel Dean
Drew Forbes
John Goode
Ted Teddy Theodore j Tedesco: “Goodbye to Love,” “Something Special,” “Baby on
My Knee”
Cy Young: "Draw Me A Circle," Songs from "The Children's Crusade"
Jahmel Munn: “Kommas”
Kazuko Ono: “Rainbow Lovers”
Andrew Ruff
Luis Ochos
Giovanni S. Fusco
Shunzo Ohno
Steve Talaga
Susan Pereira
Steve Lee Stewart
Lamonique Hall
John Brute
Todd Howard
Joshua Tomlin
Michael Levine
Kat Green
Roosevelt McGill: “Welcome To My World,” “OnGo,” “Gucci”
Carol Beth Garner
David Poe
Shay Glorius L. Martin
Tech Mic
Jackson Wise
Johnny Coleman
Nehemiah Johashen
Carlos Li Carrillo: “Novalima”
James C. Young
Robert O'Connell: “Stop Sign”
Todd Seeleman
Andrea Wolper
Richard Baluyut
Geoffery Jacobs
Jarrod Lacy
Michael Minor
Michael Floyd Shanks: “Rest My Bones (The Katrina Song)”
Nathan Max
Travis D Bullard: “Take A Stand” (Damion Murrill and Siloam)
Austin Crute
Michael Thomas
Michael Mader
Joey Paige: “Lover Goodbye,” “Don't Say You Don't Love Me No More”
Shonquay Gibbs
V Cooler
Nickey Sams
Jason Ebs: “Chains,” “You've Got To Live,” “I’m So Ready”
Rob Robertson: Music aired on ESPN, CNN, Oprah Network, Anthony Bourdain Parts
Unknown
Bruce
Charlie Ray Jordan
Mick Bolger
Quinn 'SiVe' Lynch
Lauren Blaine: Placements in film
Patti I. Lesser: “Workin' The Net”
Jamal DePaulitte:
Evan Alderman
Dwight Baker
Kain Hatton: Mike B - “Act Up”
Demetrius Pugh
Carmil Nicholas Rizzo: “One More Kiss,” “Hell No,” “Say Goodbye,” “Sonic River”
Jeffrey Greer
Regina Walden: “Oh Yes I Am,” “Shed a Little Light,” “Eye of the Storm”
Chien Lin
Brandon Kadish
Christopher Toland
William Tovey South: “Tomorrow Is Christmas”
Robert B. Robinson
Shanda Perkins
Thomas Dulin
Stephen Ray Willoughby: “See,” “All My Life,” “Walkin With My Jesus,” “Mother Road,” “Can't Go Back Home,” “Soldiers Christmas”
Halley DeVestern
Tonya House: “Could I Have This Dance” (Bob L House)
Ariela Sire
Andy Gonzales
Ofer Ben-Amots: “Klezmer Concerto,” “The Odessa Trio,” “Concertino,” “The Dybbuk”
Whitney Vesterfelt
Tim Hutchison
Pete DeVriese
Steve Gooding: placements in film/tv and video games
Aaron Laird: “Day Dreams,” “Time Goes Forward”
Dangelo: Hi Lite Juniors "Lord I love you"
Andrew Samuel
Cristina Noble
Lenny J. DeFranco: “Jump Street,” Audrey,” “This Time ( We Can Make it If We Try),” “As Long As I Got You”
Shamari Suttle
Jonathan Battou
Brysson Hileman
David Johnson: “Clear Conscience”
Marilyn Anna: “Heart's On Fire”
JeJuan Holmes
Jazmar Thomas: “Ur Mor My Nites”
Vincent P. threats: Music featured in America’s Funniest Home Videos
Doyle Lee Primm
Richard McCargar: “They Say (You Set Me Free),” “Maxstrumental 6C,” “So Alone,” “Every Heartbeat,” “Artist's Lament (Streaming Sweatshops)”
William McFalls: “Blues Boy Willie”
Lauren Adams
Hector David Escarzaga
James Jolis: “Stay”
Jordan Connell: “Just Want You” - Travis Greene
Armando Peraza: “Gitano,” “Mambo in Miami,” “Saoco”
Michael McCuistion: “Justice League Unlimited Theme,” “Batman & Mr. Freeze: SubZero”
Joseph Bosco
Patrick Lee
Carl Hills: “Whiskey Romance”
Luis Rios Peña
Shannon Basham
Aryeh Rosenfield
Zedek Shaughnessy: “I Ain't Playin” featuring OG Maco
Mark Hilliard: “My Amigo” ft. Lucky Luciano
Donn Wilkerson
Jacob Jones
Othello "Big O" Farrow: “40,000 Blows”
Shane Allen
Garth Bright
Isixtyfive: “I’m Major,” “Street Life,” “Where U From,” ‘Told U Once,” “Lost N Her Eyes”
Russ broussard: “Talkin’,” “Peaceful Waking,” “Could This Be Home,” “Avenue of the Indians”
Daniel Schnair
Michael White
Robert Lydecker: "Sleepy Hollow" theme song
Joseph Waldron
Jamar Marcell Hiers: “Mind Of A Street Genius,” “Enemies Everywhere”
Shannon Galvin
Samuel Solomon: “Some Correction Makes The Right Connection,” “Sweeter And Sweeter,” “Fight Club Pop Yo Hood,” “Having A Party”
Carolina Heredia
Michael Hunt
Ernest Lee: “Cool Feeling,” “Walk Away”
Terry Jones, Jr.
Melvin D Eberle
Eddie Ramirez
Virgil Nelson
Glen Spardello
Antonio Romero
Dennis Myers
Scott Bounty
Todd Ray
David E Hansen
Raymond Moore
Laura Kuhlman
Stephen Edward Owen
Nina C. Young
Melvin Gentry
David Ginorio: “I Can't Let You Go”
Ralph Santolla
Sterling Gittens, Jr.
Jeff Martinez
Nick Wold: “Wolves” by Dreamers
Kayte Strong: “Love On A Rainy Day”
Lindy Gravelle: “A Bottle of Wine and Patsy Cline”
William Murphy
Sam Lax
Nathan McEuen
Gerald Harris
Marinho Nobre
Gregg Kirk
Frederick King: “I Live,” “Temporary Citizens,” “Run 2 Him”
Scotty A Melton
Scott Griffin
Rob Kuhlman
Alicia Spates
Michael Barr
TJ Foster
Catina Brown
George Ritter: Music for the TV show "Rules Of Engagement"
Jonathan Isaac Hagen
Pavlos Kaliakoudis
Monika Walker: “Tell Me You Like Me,” “Ghost,” “Memory Kills”
Hadji Thompson-Cotton
Jon Sholle
Damond Lamont Ramsey
Connor Schon
Deandre Smith: “Favorite Girl”
Paul D. Ferguson
David H. Wurst: Themes for “The Hero Factory,” “Marvel 4D Adventure,” “Clutch Powers”
Herman Cody
Jerry L. Fuller: “Travelin' Man, Young Girl,” “Lady Willpower,” “Over You,” “Show & Tell”
Howard M Benson
Amarina Solonos: “Shine” Performed by Minus One
Edward Charles: “The Way We Ball” (Lil Flip)
Andy Goicochea
Christine Henderson: “Positions”
Tyler Valendza: "The Otherside" - Red Sun Rising
Brandon E. Person
Gary Troxel: “Come Softly To Me,” “Mr Blue”
Tab Virgil
BC Smith
Janey Clewer
Manuel Alexander Cuevas Medina
Peter Beauchemin
Brian Theoret
Kevin Washington
James Woolwine
Carl Bell: “Hemorrhage,” “Shimmer,” “BadDay”
Harriet L. Small
Alan Shacklock: "FLY" - Sugar Ray, "The Mexican" - Babe Ruth, "Dancing With A Rich Man" - R Kelly
Brian Vasallo
Kevin Bartlett
Dwayne Stevenson
David Brett Cartwright: “In The Heart of a Woman” (Billy Ray Cyrus)
Matthew Gregory Duncan
Gene Barnett Siegel
Josh Moorehead
Geneva Gore
Robert Novak: NovAK - “Sleepin On Me,” Jordyn Jones - “I’m Dappin”
Franklyn Leon Smith: “Double Dutch Bus”
Gene Warren
Sean Tully
Jose Luis Arroyave
Rosino Serrano
Lorena Cabral
Natalie May Hamilton
Andrew Brassell
Tony Banks
Raven
Carl Byron
Anthony Kistenmacher
John David Cole, Jr: “I’m Just Lucky,” “I Guess,” “Albino Bat,” “My Dreams Are Having Re-runs”
Sophia Bristol
Mel Peppas
Kat Perkins
Dennis J. Florine
John Andrew Parks, III: 'Planet Texas', 'The Ghost of Johnny Ringo', 'I Want My Daddy on the Radio'
Jerry Lee Masters: “Let It All Hang Out,” “Let it Out”
David Hayes
Ben John
Kathryn Bostic
David Schober
Christian Boggs: “Only If For A Night” (Rihanna)
Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil: “All The Hated”
Jeremy Grody
Derrick Evans-El
David Hollandsworth: “Aslan Is On The Move”
Senora Sam: “I’ll Be Good To You”
Adrian Wint
Kenny Ramirez
Robert Graves
Eddie Tamez
Doc Suess: “Greetings (The 1st 48),” “H.I.P. ( Hard In the Paint),” “Dope Man,” “Nothin 2 Lose,” “Like Me” ft. Sean Ingledew
Kermit L. Stephens: “Every Day will Be Sunday,” “There Will Never Be Another Me,” “Not Wanted,” “Looking For A Way Out”
Kyle Wittlin
Dyna Herivaux
Louis Anthony Castro
Aaron J. Robinson
Donald Charles Great
Christina Grand
Dennis Leogrande
Wirtford core
Ronald J. Cox
James Taylor
Kevin Pellet
Maykel torres: “Vete Ya,” “Dime,” “Despedida,” “Eres Tu”
Alvin Washington, Jr.
Stephen Scott
Martin Nethercutt: “One World”
Linda Vanek
Gary Heyde: “The Car,” “Every Time My Heart Calls Your Name,” “One Stone At A Time”
Christopher A. Couch
Justin St. Denis: “Give Yourself Away”
Nio Renee: “Gotta Hold On Me”
Bruce Andre Hawes: “They Just Can't Stop It,” “The Games People Play”
Robert Jones
Alexander Jahaji
Timothy G. Young
Angelo Jannotti: “Friends,” “Blue Gruv,” “Super Nova”
Jason Nokes
Nicolette Utsinger
Sunyatta McDermott
Pat Travers
Kyle Strickland
Samdy Reay
Nate Jordan: “New Phase”
Michael Bozzo
Doug Mathewson
Lonny Gregory: “Leavin' On Your Mind”
Kristina Byrd
Deon Weaver
Brian Tannen
Maria Perez: “Sabotage,” “Image,” “Palito De Ron,” “Esto Suena,” “Mi Bombazo”
Kevin Tolson
Bryan P. Slepicka
Carlos Ellis / Perb Boss
Devon King
Josh glazer
Gabriel Galvan
“Sweetest Thing,” “Dance If You're Dancing”
Jeffrey Weller
John Daro
Craig "Tiger" Smith: “Bust the Way You Were” (Gangplans), “Beeswax”
(NazcarNation)
Jorge Casas
Andrea Louise Great
Shalisha Russell
Jeremy M. Banks
ThatboyYC: “Polo Everywhere,” “Stuff on Replay”
Brian Transeau
Jake Cowley
Sara Allen: “Maneater,” “I Can't Go For That (No Can Do),” “Private Eyes”
Emily Wells: “Becomes the Color,” “Mama's Gonna Give You Love”
Yvonne Oldham (aka Vonzy)
Jae Galdo
Anthony
Robert Lizik
Brian Shirley
Alexander Sitkovetsky
Alex Johnson
Cortez Gaham: CA$G - “Blessed”
Glenn Rueger
Joseph Young: "The Spark" - Afrojack,
Sean Spillane: “Distracted”
Jonathan Ihejeto (Jet 2): “On My Mind”
Ramon P. Jimenez
Frank Gambale
Wayne Newitt
Hennis Gregory Floyd
Richard Boyd
Jonah Wei-Haas
George E. Beltob
Tricia Roscoe: “Life Passed Me By,” “Distant Star”
Scott Ialacci aka DJ Skribble
Dr. Tracy Randall
Teofilo Clark: “Like a Rocket”
Keith Brunson
Portia Martin
David B. Ferguson: “I Don't Know What It Is But It Sure Is Funky,” “Dance Lady Dance”
Patrik Svoboda
Ryan J. Rodrigues: “Island Empress,” “Love Love” - Lion Fiyah
Gregory Johns: “Ballin” - YK Gotti
Chris Holben, Jr.
Franklin Oates: “Straight up (Say You Love Me)”
Charlie Dominici
Larissia Murphy
Steven J Krentzman
John W Colpitts
Solomon D. Ridge, Jr.
Da Breeze
Alan Razz: “Yew,” “Last night,” “The city”
Michael Hart
JoAnne Kurman: “Wind In My Sails,” “Long White Gown,” “Hometown Beauty Queen,” “In Her Backyard,” “Only Heaven Knows”
Mavis L. Sampson
Rick Tarbox/Tarbox Publishing
James Daniel Leigh
Alexandra Jordan: “BonnieXclyde, “Rockin', “Another Round”
Jan Pomerans
Edward Carter, Jr.
Howard Cagle
Kenneth Akridge
Tom Wilkerson
Breanna Steer: "Good Feeling," "Home"
Tracey Wright
Beth Balmer
Robert W. Blake: “Let There Be Music, Let There Be Song”
Joshland Shervette Hill
Garry Goodman
Eric Balmer
Laurie J. Geltman
Vincent Maldonado
Gustavo Galindo: “Barco de Papel,” “Te Perdi,” “Wrong Things Right”
Kimi Couture
Sam Marsey
Patrick Middelthon
Bernard Harvey
Daniel Indart Grinner
Chad Powers
Louis LaManna
James t nderson
Dave Richardson: "Heart Full Of Love" -The Invincibles
Bernard: I’m the Man
Ross Vander Werf
Justin Seiser
Ricky Jackson: “Messengers” (Lacrae), “Weapons” (The Daylights)
Tommy Avery
Eric Hannon
Leon Turner: “Stop, Look & Listen”
Kristofer Tabor: “Move Over,” “Trizz Chosen,” “What it is Single”
James Lee Stanley: “Even Cowgirls Get The Blues,” “Coming Out Of Hiding,” “I Don't Want To Talk About It,” “Rhythm Of Your Lies,” “Plenty Of Reason”
Robert Michael Wilkerson
Gary Bruno
Jet-Eye Music Inc.
Michael Schrand
Jordan Greene: “Jester,” “Forsaken,” “The Vow,” “Battleships”
Sarah Harralson
Britt Daniel
Omar Titus: “I Thought U Knew” ft Swagg Major,” “Do it like me,” “Crazy”
Nicholas Lampariello
Thadis McNeil: Songs for World Poker Tour, Alpha 8, Detroit Muscle, Truck Tech, Engine Power
Dan Hall
Michael Paul Caruso
Alicia Renee Williams: "As Real As You and Me" -Rihanna, “Hands On Me” -Ariana Grande, "Sandwich and a Soda" -Tamia
William G. Webb: “Native American Flute,” “Black Mesa,” “Aunt Tuition and Uncle Brain”
James Joseph
Everett Lakoduk
Matthew Parker: "We Go"
Swiff Waveyy: “The Truth”
Renee Caldwell
Daniel Cardwell
Daniel P Kramer
Benjamin Hemingway
Niki White
Brian Prunka
Nekia Fields: “He Can”
Pete Macnamara
James Zota Baker: "Rebel Road" - Edgar Winter
Olivia
Mark P. Adler
Ishaun Berry
Thorin Dickey
Joshua Ethan Johnson: “Tendency,” “eNuclear City”
Peter Boyer
Gregory Rivera, Jr.
Scot Rammer
T. Grigsby
Martell Taylor
Nancy L. Bennett
Jeremy Miller: “Lit Like Bie”
Kara Francavillo
Charisse Arrington
Dale Spencer
Lauro Padilla
Kimberly Morrell
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Lore
Douglas Lubahn: “Treat Me Right” -Pat Benatar, “Talk To Me” -Patty Smythe and Scandal, “Del Rio Dan” -the Everly Brothers
Marina Stankov-Hodge: “Um Dia,” “Dreams Are Made,” “Misogynistic Misgivings”
William Bearden
Ariella Labrada
Shawn Saindon: “Devil You Know” -Bebe Buell
Andres Kendig
Jason Kao Hwang
Jeffrey Norton
Matties
Armen Donelian: “Stargazer,” “Metropolitan Madness,” “Seasons' Change”
Larry Shell
Alicia
Lawrence Alan May
Bob Barnes: “Hula Hoop”
Roy Eberitzsch aka: Roy Scoutz
Tanille Edwards: “Baby Comeback to Me”
Jen de la Osa
Mark T. Francis: “Cycle and Hum,” “Master of Time and Space,” “Chillin,” “Swing It,” “Dinner in the Bronx”
Bobbie Duncan
Anthony DeStefano
Cheryl A. Burchfield: "We're Gonna Make It Happen"
Gary Snow
Gary Hetler: Cues on cable and broadcast television.
Dwayne Gott
Michael J. Wierzbowski: “Oh, Albany,” “Florida Sun,” “Florida My Home,” “I Ain't Gotta Work No More (The Retirement Song)”
Alicia Jones
Ben Decter
Catherine Leigh Klouda
Sal Ventura
Roger Holloway: “Fed Gator's a Dead Gator”
Tommy Von: “Convertor,” “One Beat,” “Space Face”
Curtis Chambers: “Play It To The Bone,” “To See The World”
Paul Evans: "Roses Are Red (My Love)" -Bobby Vinton, "Happy Go Lucky Me" -Paul Evans
Marc Blatte: “Hands Across America”
Richard Mosley: “Give Me All Your Love,” “This Time Baby,” “Searching”
Michael Panasuk
Avis Marrilla Royal: “We Can Make A Difference”
John Starnes: “Singing with the Saints”
Ian Bellassai
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Paris Bostic: “Waterbed,” “Girlfriend”
Alejandro Vandyke: “More Than Life”
Jennifer Folker
Christina D’Onofrio
Andre Atkins: “60 racks” -Jim jones, lil Wayne and cam'ron, “Home” -Big Sean
Neville Stewart: “Cover Me Inside My Heart,” “You Let Me Down”
Timothy Hare
Alex Ivy Dobbs
Janice FitzGerald
Jamar Jones, Jr.
AG Lowkeii
Carl P Rue
Kyler Hart: Sim Cidi- “Long Time”
Edgar lara
Pete Gitlin: “Until the Morning Comes,” “Lucky in Love,” “Sunshine Days”
John Gilmore
Christopher Duncanson
Tony Kaliszewski
Jerrod Peay
Matt Bent
Huey Dunbar
Irvin Kramer
Wendy Gadzuk
Margaret Deloach
Chelsea Harrison
Stephen Jasko
Thompson Ihejirika (Don Tiago): “For A Dollar,” “Heart Full Of Gold (Golden),” “In Da Trap,” “French Connect”
Timothy Pickell
Nathan Forsbach
David Childress
Michael Lewis: “Come Back Baby,” “Aint It True,” “Everybody Dance Now”
Josh Roberts
Jennifer Warnes: “Song of Bernadette”
Matthew Bell
Edward D. Moore
Lawrence Muldrow Wise: "Girls With Muscle Make Boys Hustle," "Your Regularly Scheduled World," "Down Below (Hope You Don't Mind)," "Secrets"
Clifford Goldmacher: “Till You Come To Me”
Mary B. Serra
Parthenon Huxley: "I Loved Everything"
Robert stoppenbach
John Ramo: Theme for “The McLaughlin Group”
Matt Rogers: “Go Now”
DtrippBeats Douglas Tripp
Emmanuel Schoolfield
Rafael A. Jones/Doeboy Entertainment/Blackout Ent.
Benjamin Perry
Geniuss: “Don't Think About It,” “Jugg It,” “Music Paradise,” “Dance Like A White Girl,” “In Jesus Name”
Lamonta
Michael King
Christopher Velez: “Baphometic Chaosium”
Esther Diez (Laura Sanz)
Larry Cumings
Brandon Cairns
Jacalyn Perriello
Kurt Althoff
Kelli Lewis
Gregory L Hammel
Christina Callicott
Carey Howe
Nicholas Barron
Nicolas Pires
Colin Armstrong
Jay Ruston
Robert D. Cooley: “God Has Chosen His Kingdom,” “Since You Been Gone,” “Ballad Of Hank Jr.”
Dan Maier
Dean Perriello
nicholas harris
Shello Beatz: Sagii - “Nothing”
John W. Greene
Kim L Pollock
Robert Keith Hampton, II (Artist Name: RK II)
A.D. Scott
Zanne Mack
Mark McKenzie: Music for “The Ultimate Gift” and “Batman Returns”
Troy Verges
Marcela May MacDonald
Sean W. Murray: Music for “Call of Duty: Black Ops”
Richie Billay
Neal A. Smith
Nate Jones
Danrek Thompson
Robert W. Shotwell
Lucas Evans
Jason Dowd
Julia Cole: “#GetAwesome”
Brooke Sietinsons
Troy Thaggart
Tim M. Kucij
Jan Ellen Seiden
Kevin E. Milnes
Susan L. Yasinski
David Greenberg
Sylva Cac
John Martinez
Ron (Ace) Williams
Don Hunter
Kenneth E. (Bucky) Jones: “Do You Wanna Go To Heaven,” “War Is Hell On The Homefront Too,” “Tell It Like It Used To Be,” “In A Different Light,” “Knee Deep In A River”
Dante Kester
Grant Grueninger
Arden Kaywin
Michael J Brown: “Something in the Sky,” “Make Em Nervous,” “Daamm,” “See You When I Come Back Down,” “Keep It Flowin (SeAsIcK)”
Robin Munson
Bob Christianson
Richard Blake Thomas
Mario G. Tio
Jason Antonious
Jane D. Southard
Aaron Jackson
Ned McElroy
John Eppstein
Armando Medina
Roy Godfrey: Nashville Tonight
Matthew Silberman
Bill-Lee Music Co: “Do It 'Til You're Satisfied”
Steven Cross aka CROIX
Julia cavazos
Terrence "I Ruler" Salter
James Wilcox
Andrew Inglese: “I Want Faith Like Jesus,” “What A Great God”
Bill Elm: Music for the game “Red Dead Redemption”
Michael Heuer, II
David S. Stanford, Jr.
Damion Rose-Green: “Flirt Riddim”
Joe Nipper: “Like It”
Kevin Blackwell: “Emotions” -kbz
Jamal Jett: “Hard In The Streets”
Prince Edward Tate
Larry Hinson
David J. Porter
Walden James Cox
Jordan Dukes
SouthEastNative Senoj: “Runaround,” “Fashion Statement,” “All I Know,” “Truth Be Told”
Martha Cancel
Peter Barnes
Lenny Flamenco: “Nuestro Salvador”
Robert rangel
Michael Rey
Paul Walker
Cedric Israel
Philip Robert Stark
Lavon Moss: “Beleedat,” “Whole Lot,” “I’m On”
Glenn Moragne
Roger Karshner
Dove Hagan
Benjamin Davis: “I Am Not Alone,” “Only Your Love”
Maxi Anderson
Dwayne Rawls: “Thug Passion”
Winter Lazerus
Snug Boy: “Happy Birthday,” “Mama,” “Jump,” “Party People,” “Triumphant”
Chris Glik
Sonja G. Whitmore: “More Abundantly”
Julian Harris: Themes for the New York Knicks, “48 Hours,” “Bear In The Big Blue House”
Andy Shaw
Phillip Solomon Stewart
Edmund Bandas
kk: Soon enough
Snoopy2Real: “Stay The Night,” “It Aint Nothing To Me”
Danny J. Williams
Norma J. Wright: “Keep Rising To The Top”
Rebecca Huseby
Josh Cohen
Markel Milner
Richard E. Flood: “Trouble's Back in Town”
Patricia Holmberg: “Aspen Leaf Rag and Fugue For Six Flutes”
Timmy St. Amour
Faith Finney
Brother Eden Douglas
Najee M. Morris
Larry Woodon
Chris Brush
Clifford Lowe
Jeffrey C. Dahlby
Adam Blake
John Beemiller
Michael E. Barfield
Erick B. Carlson: “Techno Power Cats”
Jordy Munoz
Kim S. Hansen
Matt Balitsaris
Kenneth Anthony: “Nappy Roots”
-Jake Miller
Bob Schmidt: “One Pull on the Bottle,” “Blind in One Eye”
Grace Adele
Tara Khnanisho
Shaturia Lightbourne
Robert Holman
Terry Shelton
John Sambataro
Gip E. Noble, Jr.: “Love T.K.O”
Trudee Lunden
Richard Lawrence
Al DeGregoris
Lea Chavez: “James Dean”
Todd Gebbia
James Ryan
Shiro Gutzie
Eric Beam: "Shoes"
Wyatt Giampa
Janice Lynx
Aaryn Blain
Steven Martinez
Dave Pike: “Georgia sun,” “Lonely Guitar”
Asheia Bias: “Fire,” “Shake it Out,” “Nobody Sweeter”
Latosha Nightingale
Justin Guarini
Lin Culbertson
Paul Richard
Vetrea Slack Ruffin
John Robert Cooper
Sharon Hope Robinson
Fabio Bargna
Tony Storm
Princess Savage
April Mills
Christopher Moore: “World is Going Down”
Rolando Berring
Harry Hmura
Kiondra "SKY" LaShay Walker: "Bipolar," "What it feels like," "Body Rock," "Talk it like that," "Why You Hate On Me"
Jose Morales, Jr.
Kai Alce
Eli Phipps
Tony Balbinot
Bro. Michael Smith
Bruno Justi
Stuart Margolin: "Day after Day"
David Evan Thomas
Ken. a/k/a Kenny Williams: “Every Body Plays The Fool,” “You Don't Know My Name,” “Love Love Love”
Murry Hammond
Jimmie Skin Gray
Greame Samuels
Daniel Sebenick: “Moments”
Lonnie Osgood
Eugenia Kight
Marsha King
Bradley Bell
Carlos Escalona
Jacob Shea
Toni Peres
Michael M Kumagai
Michael Deshawn Johnson: “Out Of Towners,” “Wonderland”
Charles Wooke: “Love Is A Diamond”
Wayne Ingram
Scott Lee Cupp: “Rendezvous,” “Spain”
Robert M. Gisonno
Timothy Kramer
Joseph Kirkland
Ethan Butler
Jay Maffi
Britta Hurula
Brad Hamilton
Omari McGirt
Dana L. Harris: "No Mystery"
David Alexander
Bruce Williams
David Salas “Fretmaster Salas”
Charles Wuorinen
Pasquale Tassone
Colin Swick: “Eyrie Road”
Scott Wiggins
John Morgan: “The Journey,” “Stories”
D’Mon Leshawn Johnson: RND - “Be With Me”
Jeffery Wilson
Lockwood Barr: “McArthur”
John M. Ward
Dennis O'Rourke: “Honky Tonk Moon” - Randy Travis
Alicia Spillias
Linaya Squirewell
Nick Simmons
Steven Ballard
Richard L. Blank: “Soul Prayer,” “Listen to God's Spirit”
Tydale Tiller: TK Mafioso - BiggiePac
Dennis Richardson: “Young Rich and Boss,” “On my grind,” “World Is Yours,” “Bring it Right Back”
Irving Brown
Jaynie Trudell: “Twelve Bar Blues”
Larry O. Dean
Ryo Kawasaki: “Bamboo Child,” “Raisins,” “Trinkets and Things”
Rory Given
April Coward
Willie Woods: “She Put A Hurtin On Me”
Jimmy Scott / aka Little Jimmy Scott
William Birckhead
Kocarika Evans
Steve E. Williams
Matt Lande
John Davis: “Natural One,” “Nothing Gonna Stop,” “Free to Go,” “Jenny's Theme”
Sabena Stark: “Learning How To Fly”
Rudy Yuly: “Naked” - Joan Jett and the Blackhearts
Russell Scott: “Crazy Mixed Emotions,” “You Drive Me Wild,” “Next In Line,” “You Never Know”
Robert Cannady
Jorge Strunz
Emanuel Gauna
Vonell R. Benton
Kimmel Eggers
Australia Hoover: “Heaven,” “Immaculate Kineception,” “I Feel It”
William Dennis Ware
Ron Hodgden/Boodog Publishing
Gary Mallaber
Linda Grimes
Lisa Bushman
Martin Wiebelhaus
Jeffrey L. Wilson: “Let Me Love You Tonight” - Pure Prairie League
Taylor Sorensen: “The Fugitive Kind,” “Come On Lets Do It OK,” “On My Own”
Clara Bellino
Gary Becks
Gildardo Gonzalez: “Borracho,” “Imagina,” “Que Fue Lo Que Paso”
Margot Paige
“Don't Look Away”
Jalen Darden: “Who Want It”
Manuel Kaufmann
Lillian Diaz
Francis Flemister
Samuel Nolen
Kelly Lynn Johnston
Guru vasist
Shon Loyd
Wilton McKinley Glenn, Jr.: “ Alone,” “Live and Love Again,” “In The Son's Rays,”
“The Great Unknown,” “Good Son”
Robert L Strother, Jr.: “Mama Don't, Popa Won't” - Lolitta Holloway.
Adam Rosette
Jeffrey A. Cohen
Jeanne Schauer
George Anthony
Alton McClain Scarborough
Thomas Hewlett: “Tailspin”
Mikell Sparks: “Undisputed,” “Burnin up”
John Freed
Sean Morris
Roger Alan Nichols
John Kelley
Rod Rozzelle
Michael Jarrett
Justin Argueta
Kendall Clinton
Tom Shipley: “One Toke Over The Line”
Sierra Reid
Jacquelyn Hammond
LaToya McKnight: “Motivation (Unstoppable),” “Road Trippin,” “Special,” “Right Here”
James Ray Sells
Ty Frankel
Gary Hoffman: “Two Little Dixie Cups,” “Corner Of Heartache And Lonesome Way,” “Fool To Be So Blind”
Jeffrey William Noble
Peter Vale: "43" Somos
Ryan Leack
Matt Ryan
Rob Malone
Mark Batson
Lederek Lee McIntosh: “Judy”
Margo Blehm
Bridget Kuhar
Paul Otten
Amir Derakh
Buddy Hankerson
Patrick Shea
Chris Luke: "I Don't Get Much Sleep Anymore," "Reptile"
William Griffin: “Microphone Fiend,” “Follow the Leader,” “I Know You Got Soul”
Trent Dabbs: “Girls Chase Boys,” “Don't Put Dirt On My Grave Just Yet”
Don Jenkins
Baxter Taylor: “Marie Lavou”
Worin Shaw: “Singing Angola”
Sylvia Inwood
Thomas Norton
Irene Bauzá Muñoz
Linda Kim
Jon Statham
Jonna Chambliss
David Givens
John Moulder
Ben Stevenson
Robert Lucarelli
Jan Johnston: “Calling Your Name,” “Flesh,” “Dangerous,” “Skydive,” “Illuminate”
Caraway, Bobby Dwight: “Ballin' Keen,” “I’m Not on the Bottom Yet,” “Too Young to Know and Too Old to Care”
Patrycy Hill: “My Prayin' Knees”
Amy Tarr
Michael Monagan: “Girls” - Kid Cudi, “The Kids of Widney High”
William Washington
Eric Bair
Judy Rodman: “One Way Ticket (Because I Can)”
Donald Ray Lewis
Jose Manwell Reyes
Alex Newman
John Eaton
Sophia Knapp: “Nothing To Lose” - Sophia Knapp
Carol Evett Roberson-Williams
Castleberry Legrand
Tyrell Anthony Young (Tyreezy): “Tonight Is the Night,” “Michael Brown,” “Bout That Life,” “Pieces Of Silver,” “Salvation (Outro)”
Dee Ayala
Amey Davis
Shannon McMahon Bruchal
Ahliyon Ciccone Jiovoni Londoniro
Michael Inks
John Kunkel
Andre Liverpool
Todd Mathis
Michael Greenspan
Darwin Robinson
Dennis Turner
Lawrence Taube
Matt Fury: “New York City Winter,” “Carolina Shore”
Tom Canning
Marc Edwards
Stuart Hollinger
Thomas Canning
Alice Olsen
Alvaro Torres: “Nada Se Compara Contigo,” “Hazme Olvidarla,” “De Punta A Punta”
Jeffrey Lyster
Justin Denson
Hattie Michelle Butler: “Go Hard or Go Home,” “My Time”
William Pope
Christina Caruso
Barry Coffing: "How Do You Talk To An Angel"
William Chadwick
Suzahn Fiering
Clarence Burrell
Charles Coleman: “Black Dress,” “Savage Freestyle,” “4 Minutes of Divinity”
Damon Zick
Davon
Daniel España
Victor Alexeeff
James Cipollini: “Get Up,” “Freak out”
Anna Yarbrough
Marcus Drake
Shelly Feinberg
Leland Micles: “Harmless” by Mulberry Lane
Steve Plunkett: “Turn Up The Radio”
Donesius Young
Jerrod Donnell Gore
William Mallery: “Cuyahoga,” “Thats All There Is,” “Life Is Strange,” “Rutabagas and Peas”
Ki Woo Kim
Raymond Arrucci
Kindell Garner
Katy Morley
Federico Agreda: Main theme for NBC's “World Series Of Fighting”
Louis Malpelii
George H. Westermeyer
Michelle Ann Owens
Brian Reitzell: Many film scores
Jose Luis Oliveira
John Gregory Harney: “The Crossing”
James T. Foster: “Her Cowboys Gone”
Keith Burnsyein
Jared Johnson
Eric Mims
Torey Butler
Zachary Linley
Ron Datraxman Carter: “Everything Is Gonna Be Alright”
Robert Crozier
N'Kima Russell: “Worry Not”
Michael Gleason
Trinity Divine Cumberbatch: “Flatline”
Alexandra Eisenbraun: “It's A Beautiful Day,” “The Harvest Will Be Found,” “Do You Wan to Go To Heaven,” “My Jesus,” “He's so Good to Me”
David May
Jamal Oliver: “Run Jump & Shoot”
Gregory Conway


Jason Murphey: “Tequila Sunrise,” “Indigenous Life, Gone,” “Tables Turning,” “Never Leave the Roots”

Brittanie Bishop

Phil Hurtt: "I'll Be Around" -the Spinners.

Chris Bones

Nyon Pennycooke: “Slow Down For A Minute,” “I Wanna Be Free,” “Big Or It Flat,” “Tell Me, What I Do Everyday”

Ella Hilton-Mitchell

Ray Vega

Curtis Eggeman

Steven D Canham: Redundant Nature - “Repaired”

Kimberly Onyia

Ernest Gundy: “Sad And Blue”

Christy Carew

Hope Vista

Sid De La Cruz

Carlos Rodriguez

Jon Strider Sturtevant

Tyler Goerzen

Brian Keith Lowe


Malik Allen: “Is This Love” - Amagiri Young, “No Love,” “Girlfriend”

Yvonne Gray

Carlos Villalobos, Jr.: Themes for the tv series “Empire”

Taylor Brewer

Donald S. Markese

Brianne Foster

Kenton Benson

Donald Whitehead

Melvin J Rivers

Ronnie Wayne Black

Mark James Osegueda

Marcus Smith

Arum Ganapathy

Roland Kortbawi: Quiero

Jeremy Davis: “Sinful Taboo,” “Sexual Narcotic”

Mike Fazio

Elliott Miller
Michael Carl: “Mem'ries”
Phillip Brice
Don Beckman
Zia McCabe
Peter Holmstrom
Montiae McHenry: “I Puts It Down,” “Still Here, Don't Need Money”
Eric Eabb
Lisa Kirchner
Denise Parker
Felix Rovira
Chris Combs
Christopher Ferrand: Dash Flash Ft. YungViceCity - “My City”
Jesus Velazquez
Will Covington
Lavonne N Clarke
Marvetta Holland
Britt Daley
Jerome Perkins: “Knock It Off,” “C’mon,” “Lock The Door”
Timothy Patrick Cissell: Wishbone Theme Song ("What's The Story, Wishbone?)
Mary Howell
Irvin Lynn Beckman: “None As Wonderful As You,” “Metro Blue Line Train,” “You Will Love Me Through”
Daniel Walker: “Between the Earth and Sky,” “Carry the Light”
Tarra Layne: “Cherry Moonshine,” “Heated,” “Difference,” “Man at Home”
Aviance Sturgis
Miles Arnell
Johnathan Walker
Paul Cafaro
Chuck Miner: “All I Need Today”
William Russell Chest, Jr.
Nelsen Adelard Salling: “Blues All Night,” “Black And Blue,” “Blues Got A Hold On Me”
Maharold Peoples
Fabrice Olibrice
Marvin Burgos
Mona Faith: “Forsaking All I Trust Him,” “Jesus Grace,” “God Is Alive,” “Remember The Sacrifice,” “Holding Hands Across The Sea”
Jerry L Smith: “Journey to Tyme”
Israel Embry
William Hawkins
Marquita J.
Tricia Warden
Man Naw
Clive Aden
Rob Graveley
James Preston
Daniel Roper
Frank Bell Walton: “Dr. Smooth,” “See You Again,” “Next To You,” “Rock Me”
Selwyn Marshall
Christopher Bauermeister: “Boat Dreams from the Hill,” “Accident Prone,” “Jinx Removing,” “Boxcar”
Estanler Aleman
Hayden W. Doyle
Riccardo LeBron
Elbert Montgomery
John H. Jordan
Nora Payne: “You Rock My World,” “Unbreakable, & Invincible”
Blair Chatmon: “It Starts With Me”
Paul Croteau
Cara Springer
Tracey Coryell
Larry Coryell: “Spaces Revisited”
Jon Gordon
Brittany Franklin
Christopher Bell: “Home,” “I Will”
Shawn Rivera: “Last Night,” “Hard To Say I'm Sorry,” “Caged Bird Songs” (Maya Angelou)
Steven Phillips
Natasha
James W. (Jim) Foster: "Meet In The Middle," "Don't Go Near The Water," "(Livin' On) Refried Dreams"
Jacqueline Steiner: MTA
Esteban Ujueta
William Richardson
Rafael J Marino
I. Ruben Martinez
Richard Carl, Jr.
Jason Smircich
Edward A. Sanford: “Smoke From A Distant Fire,” Sanford And Townsend
Cecil J Parker
Kelly O’Neil
Tiffany Carmel Lake
William Snyder, III
Danilo Guilherme
Michael S. Nash
Jon Francis
Patricia Tasker: “No Ordinary Man”
Gutta Gustiavo
Cavan Jackson
Guy Moon: “Fairly Odd Parents” TV score
Charles Amos
Aline Vida: "Secrets and Lies"
Reginald Shelton: “Tell Me” & “Giovonnie Luvaaboy” feat. TS Madison
Shannon Gould
Armonía: “Tranquila”
Christopher W. Browne
Timothy Prudhomme
CalBo Luciano
Yadell Rivera
Theadora Kelly
Edwin Wendler
Kevin Racer
Marquis Love
Eddie Thomas
Renée Mackin
David Bride
Kesler Daniels
Elizabeth Clark: “Single on Valentine's Day”
Erup: “Click My Finger,” “Gal A Run Them Head”
Wayne Moses Wisner: "Bang Boom" FinaTTicz fea. Ray J, "Don't Drop That Thouin Thum," "Diamond Digga," "Quantum Leap Physics"
Eavey-Monique James
Mark Creaney
Gareth Laffely
Lance Bakemeyer
Nor’Vonn Clayton
Jeff Mamett
Nicholas Reuille
Baron Nelms
Ja'keem Jordan
Elijah
David Meltzer
miguel gomez
Max Bunyan
Paul Keigwin Vitale
Oscar W. Richardson: “I Feel God Stretching Out in Me,” “Keep My Mind”
Alexa Cheak
Steve Skinner

Songwriter Signatures
Robert Clinton
AC Romig
Kim Niemi
Patrick Collier
Angelica M. Vidal
Marcus Manderson
Lennie Sorenson
Chris McCormick
Shannon Wright
Anfinn Skulevold
Casey D. Orr
Robert D. Fulton
Javier Rios
Joseph Tomino
Brian Santangelo: “Smile,” “1 inch Punch”
Rakeem Overby
Vladimir Gutierrez
Alona Moore
Jeff Alexander
James Italiano
William Ben Brooks: “A Hard Left,” “After The Flood,” “We Ain't Going Anywhere”
John H Tisdale, Jr.: “Nasty,” “That's Wassup,” “If They Could See Us Now,” “Time is Up,” “Run”
William Greenwell
Mario
Jerry Butler: “Glad I have Known You,” “One Way Ticket,” “I’m Always Missin' You,” “Dan,” “Little Two Room Shack”
Holly S. Munford: “Peaches and Cream,” “Dr. IRVIN Nurses,” “You make me feel 18”
Ron Gilmore
Suzanne Douglas
Gene Hood
Joshua Parsons
Mr Anto Y Max
Clarence J Turner: “The Gift Of The Most High God,” “The One In Three,” “My Sustainer”
DC Snyder
Tiffany Fredianelli
Breon Carter
Garvin Edmondson
Paul L. Dottley, Jr.: “Fear The Beard,” “Cold Dead Hands,” “Scars,” “Good Ol' Days”
Paul Messina
Howard Anderson
Anthony House: “B”
Adonis Aletras
Keith Leblanc
Curtis Edward Dudley
Antoine Bailey: "Get you crunk"
Al Jewer
Julianna Raye: “Holding All My Love For you,” “Dewberry wine”
Joey Paschal: “Staying Power” -Barry White
Mark J Tomorsky
Seth Peterson: “Sailing Fool,” “Big Country”
Francisco Pimentel: “Until The End Of Time,” “Still Balling, Punish Me,” “Blackstreet,” “This How We Roll”
Matt Richards: “How Many Times Will We Say Goodbye?”
Mickey Lee Soule
Levar Jarrissn: “They Gone Learn” -Freddy Rugga
Chin-Chin Chen
William Ortiz
Andrew Mitran
Belinda Lipscomb
Lydia Vaughan
Davin Wood
Dan Greer: “Let Me Love You Tonight,” “Still Right Here Right In My Heart,” “Feel The Fire”
Doug Quinn: Themes for Fox Sports
Michael Pritchard: “Propensity,” “Humaness,” “Before the Sun Goes Down”
Fred Cannon
Jordan Sapp
Charles Mott
Demerits M. Green
Gerald Stenhouse Jemmott: “So Excited” -BB King
Craig Hlady
Joyce Situ
Curtis Mattox
Valdi Sabev: “Freedom,” “Perfect Day,” “Open Your Heart,” “We Are Free,” “Here With Me”
Andrew Scott Wills: "Blue Bandana" -Jerrod Niemann
Edward Flower
Robert Moyle
Juli Maners
Jack Lechner
Randy L. Jones
Jose E. Figueroa, Jr.
Arthur Forest
Antonio TopcaT Randolph: “Turn My Swag On”
Mariea Watkins: “Music in the Air”
Herman Beeftink
Tyler Karli

Songwriter Signatures
Junito Crespo: “Homenaje A Frankie Ruiz”
Randall Newkirk: “No Chill”
Claire Marie Lim
Andrew Moritz
Bradley Radtke
Ellen Sherrill
Ricardo Carty
Anthony Wayne Conard
Jeff Lade
Karl Powell
Alexander Manley: “Trap Funeral For The Perverted King”
Michael Peter Smith
Sheila Young
Mary Simpson
Daniel Ellington
Mark Barkan: “The Tra-la-la Song” (Banana Splits Show), “Pretty Flamingo”
Jerome Gray: “One 2 Da Fever,” “Gone Off”
Craig Johnson
Sheena Johnson
Percy Metcalf
Rändi Fay
Daniel Andres Capelo
Zo Duncan
Sohrab Habibion
Matteo A Manzella
Dennis Kesseler
Quentin Clark
James Hosmer
Larry Wright DBA Fatneck Publishing: "Real Live Sh*t"
Martin Torres
Phoebe Dorissa Sharp: "Dragon" -Shogun feat Adara, "Disappear" DRYM remix- DJ Feel feat. Adara
Don Kendrick
Antonio Gunnells/Nio Greene
Tyler Boone: “Take Aim,” “Don't Forget My Name,” “Front Page Show,” “Next Life”
Nicholas Race: “Ain't Sh*t Changed” ft. Chris Brown
Hashim Austin
Timothy Alexander
Joanie Bartels
Marcus Brown
Felipe Carvajal Rojas
Nellie Jones
Nia Walker
Attila Weinberger: “Break The Man,” “Down On You,” “Don't Kill The Melody In Me,” “I Can't Get Enough,” “Sweet Little Number”

Brent Ronen
Judith Campbell
Zebrina Anderson
DeAngelo Herrington: “Worry,” “Flexin,” “One Night Of Fun,” “Watch out,” “On Sum”

Thomas Orsi
Erik Scott
Tris Beezley
David May
Fredrick Kenniston
Laurence Williams, II
Terrick Williams: “Ski Mask and Chucks,” “Song For The Ladies, You Know What I’m Saying”

Eric Huberlon: “Give Me A Sign”

Robert Illes
Rocky Z Sharp
Leon power
Kara Frazier
Brady Bell, IV
Cristina Turek: “I Want Your Dough,” “This Is The Love”

John M. Whitfield
Jason Grant
Bernard Joseph Baron
Laima Gaizutis
Earl Moise: Outsiders feat AJ aka Zhou - “Trying To Find My Way”
Passion Walker: “NoCalls,” “TheManILove,” “5a.m.,” “VeryBestFriend,” “Sister'sByChance”

James Whelan: “Mad About You”

Sharon Labor
Jevon Bond
Victor Cabrera
Anthony Smith
Oleg Somov
Kaneisha Debruce
Tom Ralston
Michael Olayinka Abdul


Ayonna fuller
John Edward Batten III: “Blessed”

Mr. Lynn Daniel (Running Wild Music)
PoLoMaNHallL: “Day By Day,” “Trapp'N From VA”
Marybeth Vita-Edwards: Theme for "Extra"
Antoine Jackson
Tellis Davis, Jr.
Jean Joseph
Richard Robson
Arne Hovda
Eric Blackmon
Thomas G. Cain: "It's Christmas," "When The Hurt Comes Down," "Earthquake," "The Love of a Woman," "Closer Than You Think"
Dexter Dixon
Christopher Henry
Tanner Brown: “The King Who Had It All,” “Song Of The Century”
Peter Hartzell
Alejandro Mariano Sirvent Barton
Anthony Carter: “I’ve Got The Power,” “Your Love is Hard,” “It's Gettin Kinda Hectic”
Jameson Hill
Chavonn Cooper: “Love is The Key,” “Totally New,” “Three of a Kind,” “Love Guarantee”
Russ Lawton
David Barnes
Larry Ransome: “All The Way” -sanh
Dan Sturgis: “All I Can Stand”
Jae-Mi Shishido
Verna Ingram
Vincent A. Rocchio
Rocky Jimenez
Sharon Hawn
Guy Gorman
Reginald L. Scriven
John Bernstein
Ethan Kent: My Hope Is In Glory
Connie MacLeod: “Every Time it Rains,” “I Wish You Well,” “Waiting for My King,” “I Love Your Name”
Azar Dagher
Thomas Hunter
Paul B. Allen Stout
Maurice Hunt
Steve Ryan
Pablo Rodriguez: “Puerto Rico Mi Amor”
David Smalley
Oscar Almonte: “Levantate” -Hector Acosta, “Dime” -Jmartin
Eric Goldberg
Christopher Montalbo: Incidental composition for “Once and Future Nerd”
Oscar Hernandez
Tina Driver
Mose Allison: “Partisan Farm,” “Your Mind is on Vacation,” “Stop this World,” “Everybody's Cryin' Mercy”
Igochukwu Aso
Joseph A. Tiso
Mike Koch: “Take A Shot,” “Party In My Cup”
Christen Tejada: “Un millon,” “Le Di Con To A Tu Jeba,” “Dime Mami Chula,” “Lluvia De Dinero,” “Una Mala,” “Tamo Melo”
Joseph A. (Tim) Lineberry
James Patrick Johnson: “Double Wide Momma”
Brian Kelly
Kiah Kelly
Edward Tadross: “You Without Me,” “She Won't Care,” “Watered Down”
Mike Ragan
Erick Hurt
Christine Marshall: “Who Am I (Salute Me),” “Mz Diz Mz Dat,” “They Don't Know”
Kent Steel Music: “2nd Floor On My Trailer,” “Bad is good”
James Jenkins
Andrea Buttignon: “Chica Ideal”
Geron Woodruffe: “Ganja Farmer” -Marlon Asher
Robert Nieto: “Prisoner,” “Mi turno,” “Luciernaga”
Brigitte DeMeyer
Zane King
Robert Frazza
Gail George
Demetrius Ely: “Dollar Signs,” “Never Change”
Raymond Monette
Teah Abshire
James Conner
Richard Johnson, III
Leroy P. Mitchell: “Starting All Over Again,” “Magic Stick,” “Star In The Ghetto,” “It Hurts So Good,” “Everything I Am”
Charla Wurm-Adams
Kent Blazy: “If Tomorrow Never Comes” -Garth Brooks, “Ain't Going Down To The Sun Comes Up” -Garth Brooks, “Getting You Home” -Chris Young
Victor Samuel Calderon Gutierrez
Bona-Joy Saalfeld
Damion Blackwood
Raymond Suarez
Gregory Whitfield
Mason Jones
Toye Lenley
Oba Simba: “She's Hot”
John Ryan: “Childe Roland,” “Lost at Sea,” “The Grey One”
Debra Frederick
Robin Nemati
Dave Cleveland
Jesse Sanders: “Bustin Surfboards”
Marc Sacheli: “Jungle Boogie”
Michelle Lockey
Martin J. Quadrato
Greg Joseph
Kim Leachman-Wright
Guy Westmoreland
Jimmy Cooper
Grigor Arakelian: “Melody and Dance of Sun,” J’ewel Rose (The Gem Rose),” “Avetis,” “Tertruk,” “Akna Par (Dance of Akn)”
Donna Waldrup: “Stormy Weather,” “Sweet Ride,” “Wannabe”
Kenny Suarez
Brian Jacobs
Jeanne Cotter
Francois Robert
Peter Xifaras
David Miller
Robert J Haddad
Tim Rygiel
Weslie Riggs
Liz Constantine: “There's a Rumor”
Chris Hodo: “Nothing is Impossible”
Denzel Patterson: “Aint Done Turning Up” -Chief Keef, "Stop Runnin" & "Im Killin" - Starlito, "More Bandz" -King Louie
Michael Kirkpatrick
Matthew M. Evans
Jordan Gomillion
Christian McCoy
Ric Robbins: “Ooh Ahh (My Life Be Like),” “Here We Go,” “Love, Peace, and Happiness”
Dennis weber
Volette Smith AKA Yoyomisunderstood: 'Love me like you use to," "slipping away," "I wanna be with you,” "do what I want," "tip her"
Benjamin J Toth
Joel Diaz: “La Vida Sin Cristo,” “Vuelve Hacia Mi,” “Soldado De Cristo,” “Dios Sin Igual,” “Mas O Menos”
Jimmy Fortune: “Elizabeth,” “More Than A Name On A Wall,” “My Only Love”
Brenda Mosley
Bianca Mancinelli
Sandra I. Ramos: “Let 'er Rip” -Dixie Chicks
Neil Trammell: “Sonora to San Angelo,” “Maple Syrup,” “Valentine, TX”
Kiara Rivera: “We All Night” - Mani Madness
John F (Jeff) Claus: “Sally Ann,” “I Live Where It's Gray,” scores for PBS documentaries
Bryant L. Jones, Sr.: “When The Praises Go Up,” “I Came To Praise His Name,” “I’m So Grateful,” “Walk This Road To Glory”
Sean Rule (Room 153 Music)
Marion Frazier
Terry Heislen
David Jaffe: “Silicon Valley Breakdown”
Devin Powers: “Til My Heart Stops Beating”
Paul Harrison
Peter Salett
Randall Aulicky
Peter Bliss: "Emotion" - Barbra Streisand, "I Guess It's Christmas Time" - NYSNC
Ben Bromfield
Mark Ford: “Stubernic,” “Head Talk,” “Polaris,” “Stealing A Moment,” “Moon Chasers”
Amy Belisle
Tuck Neilson
Jeavon Adamson
Guilberto Garcia: “La Fila India,” “Metele Bien,” “Titere,” “Una en Un millon”
Connie Vannett Skidmore
Mark Dwayne Jones: “Step Inside The Gate” - Kingsmen Quartet, “Just One Hope” - Adoration Quartet, “Happy Time In Heaven” - The Northmen
Ray Lynch: “Celestial Soda Pop,” “The Oh of Pleasure”
Ned Jackson
Dyv100k
Jon Kemp: “Turn Up, Turn Up (Remix),” “Let's Get It (feat. Insane P),” “Turn Up (Insane P Mix),” “Look How We Do It,” “All This For My Figures (feat. Wizza B.)”
Carl Stovall
Chad Fischer
Britton Shaw
Scott Haynes
Gregory L. York
Troy Gregory: “Prove You Wrong,” “Who Wants To Sleep With The Birthday Girl,” “The Invisible Miserable People,” “The Drama The Horror The Star”
Nancy Deckant: “Reach”
James Callahan
Kerry Muzzey
Greg Degler
Damon Alston: “Regular”
William Delaney
Steve Kluesener
Julius J. Davis, Jr.: "Strive" recorded by Gloria Gaynorn
Grey Larsen
Jakeith Pickney
Joe Parker
Paul Carman
Zachary Henkel
Tammy Sue Everett
Larry Gates
Terrell Burnside
Gregory T. Biribauer
James D. Armstrong, Jr.: 'Beijing Girl', 'Portrait of Yoko'
Gregory Watton: “What's Your Story?”
John Serry
Conrad Korsch
Gregory Elkins
Michael Lewis, Jr.
Aeone
Andrew James MacDonald
Leigh Herrick
Kelleigh Bannen
Adam Paprota: “20 Years From Now,” “Best Left Unsaid,” “Water Tower,” “Big Brown Heart,” “Blue House”
Patricia M. Ryan: “Donut Brain”
Michael Juan Nunez: “HooDoo Moon” (featured in the TV series 'True Blood')
Greylan James Egan
Antonio Sage
Jay Sultemeier: “6 Minute Abs”
Ronny Roman Bunke
Israel Medina: “Pathos,” “No Retreat,” “Push,” “Crazy Time”
Ben Antelis: “Lucky Day”
Tyrone Robinson
Robert Beard
Josie M Kankelborg
Ian Rashkin
Deon Lynel Lee, Jr.
Marsia Shuron Harris
William McKay
Khyran Shank
Hope Knight (aka Hope Diamond): “I Wanna Do A Woggle,” “Up All Night,” “Crushed Out”

Songwriter Signatures
Robin Lerner: "This Kiss" - Faith Hill, "She's My Kind of Rain" - Tim McGraw, "Out of my Bones" - Randy Travis, "Crazy Love" - Luther Vandross, "Safest Place to Hide" - Backstreet Boys
James R. West
Erskine Williams
Louise Goldberg
Johnny R. Soria
Cherie Smith-Mosbey
Lena Simon
Eric Christian Alexander
Jeffrey Burke
Vothear Medina
Jason Valerio
Etterlene Jordan: “God is Good,” “Love Over & Over Again,” “Why’d You Let Love Fall,” “This Is My Dream,” “Power To Dance”
Manuel Zabala
Matthew J Minor
David Wilson
Joseph Dunlap
Ted C Randazzo
Noah Agruss
Andrew S Peirce
Steve Bogard: “Carried Away,” “Praying' For Daylight,” “Carrying Your Love With Me,” “Every Mile A Memory,” “Long Trip Alone”
Broham: “F*ckin Wit It,” “My Struggle,” “Give No F*cks,” “Everyday I Pray,” “Keep My Grind”
Terry Dry
T. Sherrell: “Show Me,” “Down Fall,” “Dope Boy”
Claudi Amaral Silva: “Skindo Le-Le,” “She”
Steve Gale
Jerome Gregory Alexander
Nick Miller
Michelle Gomez: “Kiss Da Sky”
John B. "Jack" Cruz
Julian Brookins: “The Jugg”
Jeff Challandes
Dean Sabatino
Miriam Cutler
Robert Allen Szala
Jeff Orr: “Jesus and Bocephus”
Thomas Kelley
Devon LaDarius Bain
Barbara B. Cooper
Lamont Coward
Tyler Tayse: “Everywhere We Go,” “Lazy Saturday”
Jerbrel Bowens
Richard Hugunine
James Dunn
Essene Moorman
Gary McCormack: “And The Band Plays On (In My Dreams Tonight)”
Olga L. Diaz Ferrer
Hank Alrich
Derryl Perry
Brian L. Foley
Ethan Pkamura
Lisa Pure: ”Lost,” ”The Love You Bring Me,” ”I’m Over You,” ”Walkin,” ”Movin On”
Elizabeth Uchiyama: “Look At Me,” “Scratch The Kitty,” “The Friendly Stranger,”
“Back In Love Again,” “He Left It In His Other Pants”
Louis St Louis
Chazon Bridgewater
Elmer F. Mitchell, Jr.
Lynne Meryl Koenigsberg: “Pilgrimage,” “Just A Little Bit Of Change”
Tracey Debra Johnson
Rodney Auger
Robert Martinez
Micah Walker Short
Victoria Bruce
Thaddeus Bruce
Rickey Carmichael: “That’s All I Got”
William Mangum
Rebeca Mauleon
Nicholas Alsup
Ed Quinteros: “Come Dance With Me,” ”Vivian,” ”Slow Down Sandy,” ”Lindy Lou,”
”Waited For You”
Gary Mason
Sean Harkness
Stephen Favazza
Sean Kallas
Miriam Mayer
Erik Wurgler: “Nowhere To Run,” ”My Brothers And I,” ”Dream”
Robert C. Kaufhold
Bobby Steele
Joseph Douglas Lambert: “Ready For Love,” “There Is A Place”
Rebecca Muli
Johnnye Ann Wilkerson-Hooper
Daniella Manning: “You and Me Tonight”
Edward Kessel: “Hey Little Suzie (Cause of All That),” “Southern Star,” ”Clueless,”
“Superstar,” “Crazy Feet,” ”Dancing Girl”
Kamau Seitu Peterson
Eric Higginbottom
Doug MacLeod: “Nightbird” -Eva Cassidy, “Cash Talkin' The Workingman Blues” -Albert Collins, “Your Bread Ain't Done” -Albert King
John Clefstad
Kenneth Robertson
Barbara Pickering
Stephen George Geyer: "Believe It Or Not," "My Opinionation," "Drive," "Together Through the Years," "Hot Rod Hearts"
Thomas E. Adams
Rick Shaffer a/k/a The Reds®
Jelani Abdus-Salaam
Bruce Edward Cohen
Bernard Walker
Derrick Pratcher
Sam Lapides
Greg Allain
James Scheffer
Jordan Galvan
Nora Morrow
Edward Arkin
Adrian Chibas
Matt Miller
Terrance Johns
James Ollard
Jimmie Reynolds
Romero Rivera: “Nephewtexasboy,” “I Got That Work”
Herman Dye
Robert Woo: Miracles, Mountain Light, Cradle Song
Robert Mercurio
Kris Estes
Saydah: Bound2Break, Rhythm
Russell Spencer
Ty J. Caballero
Sydney Hopson
Kyle Kniceley: Trailer music and Sound Design featured by FOX, NFL, CBS, NBC, Universal, Discovery, MTV
Niko Marks
Amanda Emilio
Kendrick Scott
Kurt David Gooch
Brandon Macklin: "Aint New To Me"
Tim Parsons
Chris Loudin
Donna Eveland: “Follow”
Javier Ithua Valdez: “Eres,” -Jay Valdez
Brandon Caldwell
Daniel Flores
Kathleen Boyd
Stephen Chbosky
Willy Perez-Feria: “Time Heals” -Jon Secada
Inge Schultz
Justin Underwood: “Plus 2,” “Run up them Bands (Run Em Up)”
Kyle Esposito
Scott Rubealcaba: “Hold Up”
William H. Bell: “Put The Pot On Baby”
Rachel Dixon: “WarPaint,” “Hey, Green Eyes”
Michael Dulin: “The One I Waited For,” “Beloved,” “Wedding Day,” “Simply Satie”
Carmine D. Lombardo: “Baby Toys,” “Jungle Drums,” “I Hear Stories,” “Seems Like Only Yesterday,” “Dare to Dream”
Richard Payton
Marc Ferrari
Phil Schroeder
Alexei Boris Alabre
Curtis Wright: Shoota - “Designer”
Murray Nivens
Andre Deon White, Jr.
Scarlet Newman-Thomas
Michael Jay: “Like Toy Soldiers” -Eminem, “Declaration Of Love” -Celine Dion
Peter Habib
Bruce Tannest
Anita Rivas
Peggy Stieren
Kevon Lester
Robin Tapp: “He's My Weakness,” “Let's Fall In Love Tonight,” “Getting Ready For Christmas Day,” “Do You Right”
Kelvin Carter: “No More Tears”
Dwayne Fyne
David J. Thompson
Cory L. McCalla: “Rihanna,” “2nd Grade”
Alina Wanda Olszewska Tosi
Terry Low: “Summer of Love Add/40,” “Dogs and Ponies,” “Aethelred's in the Darkroom,” “Over the Limit”
Gregory Ives
Stevi Daft
Seth Brassell: “Turning up,” “Winter,” “Real Everywhere,” “Turnt Up,” “Flexing”
Brett Rhymestine
Luis Anthony Cardenas
Leroy Giraud: “Soledad”
Christopher Lance Croucher
Ann Gates Fiser
Raymond G Belton: “This Is it,” “Show Me”
Jarvis Davis: “Cut Up,” “Shooting For The Star’s,” “Just Hit Me Up,” “She Working It,” “Let's Eat”
Ron Barnes
David Saffell: “Float,” “Baystyle,” “Uptime,” “Luv2Luv U”
Leon Douglas, II
Tyler Eckhart
Walter Simmons
Randall Lee
James E Lane
Marlon Foster: “Ratchet Girl,” “WorkinWitaMonster”
Aundrea Radford: “Systematic,” “Emotionally Cool,” “The Last Woman On Earth,” “Another Breath”
Elliott Burkhardt: “She Knows,” “Monte Carlo”
Afshin Salmani
Joseph S Stanfield
Annie Kamiya: “Dream Again,” “Lost In Love,” “Color of Love”
Susan Ackoff: “Mony Mony,” “Mirage”
Angelo M. Alford
Eric Champaloux: “Bad girl” - black alley,
Arturo: “Hoy Es Viernes”
Ray Bascom
Gregory Manigault aka "Slim Kartel": “Milli,” “No Justice,” “Red Fox,” “LiL N**ga,” “Molly Party”
Michael Walter Degen
Paul Cufflin
Simon Jones: “Call on Jesus”
Michael Hebert: Scores for the films “Bloody Thursday” and “Last Call”
William Carpenter
Michael V Cooper: “Fun,” “Lovestrain,” “Too Tight,” “Chase Me,” “Shake” And “Dance With Me”
RaKeith Harris: "Always On The Road"
Natalie Cromwell
Jean Baptiste
Jonathan Devoto
Courtney L. Smith
Ross Copperman: “John Cougar John Deere John 316,” “Strip It Down,” “Smoke”
Nathan Sjogren
Matthew Allan Cranmo: “Weseriouswelive”
Joel Gette
Kenneth Lewis
Scott Ferguson
Peter Pagonis
Verletta Kyer: “Don't Wait Until”
Julio Franco
Kessler Jerry
Reid Martin
Kristin Adao
Richard Mouser: “Are You There”
Marcus Mitchell: “California Foreign,” “iTalian Whip,” “Killin' It,” “Pop It”
Philip Jackson
Justin Allen jones: “No Graceland”
Gregory Jackson
John K Cowan
James Frazier
Gordy Garris: “Runnin' Through the Streets,” “Back To Me,” “Hater”
Carey Colvin
Peter Michael Amato: “Elicit Sound”
John A. Wiles, III
Tara Eberle-Drouin
Tony Harris
Tom Teeley
Douglas Walker
Tylar Brumfield
Glenda Jackson
Darryl Gibbs
Daryl Synowiec
Dashawn Williams: “Nightmares of The Dope Game,” “Better Not,” “Blue Song,” “Fo Sachi Helmet”
Joseph Baker
Michal Snell
Meggie McDonald: “Convince Me,” “Dark Night”
Cameron Driessen
Walter Robinson
Travis Watson
Michael Turner: “Never Alone”
Steve Henshaw
Oscar Quesada
Mark Tully
Sohrab Saadat Ladjevardi
James Rayfield
Jarvis
Kimberly Fletcher
Reem
Todd Dickinson
LT Bobby Ross: “Goodbye to West Virginia,” “The Fisherman”
Steve Maii
Egypt Dixon: “All My Dreams,” “Alias”
Anthony Giannelli
Juan A. Romero
David Russell
Frederick Turner
Abram Dean
Rachel Solomon
Catie Waters
Jarvus Williams
Jaime Villalvazo
Paul Brown: “Over the Line: A Seattle Seahawk anthem”
Tristan Overgaard: “West Kept Secret,” “Pray 4 Me 2,” “19 Nutty”
Robert Weinstein
Marty Panzer: “Through The Years,” “Even Now,” “This One's For You,” “I Am Your Child,” “It's A Miracle”
Gregory Faust
Sean Gould
Phil Ferlino
David Ochoa: “Atada A Mi Corazon”
Lincoln Chips Moman
Robert Rodriguez
Yossi Nafkar
Dave Day
Peter King
Vanessa Hill: “We Dared The Lightning,” “Mama Was My ‘Shero,’” “Catching Up On the Blues (Fed Up Med All Blues)”
Brett St Germain
Jasmine Howard
Lynn Avants
DeChon Crushshon
Clayton Driessen
Kristen Fredericks: "Lucky With You," "Ain't it Grand," "Sunshine," "People Change," "I'm Here for you"
Lars Halvor Jensen
George Van Heel: “Praise the Lord,” “Hello,” “Wow,” “Cut the Garbage,” “Hurry Up”
John Kagaruki
Carolyn Baron
Wanda M. Jordan
Stacey Alexander
Charles Ramsey, III
Aliccia Bollig-Fischer
Chuck Hammer
Emmanuelle Guile
Thomas Mendoza, Jr.
Artist Co Da'Millionaire: "Go Get Some Money," "I'm From Memphis"
Cheneta Jones
James Gunter Woodson
Matt Merta (Mitch Matthews): "Built to Crash" (NPR's "Car Talk"), "Something About A Train"
Bob Quaranta
Greg Mitchell
Phillip Rosas
Rebekah Griffin Greene: “Atlantis Revelation: Music from the Atlantis Trilogy novels”
JaQuan Hamilton
Lul Bro: “Win In Every Way”
Terry Gorka
Adam Littman
Robb Royer: “For All We Know,” “Sold,” “Quittin' Time”
Kayo' Killz
Markel L. Clayton
Steven Demetrious
Samantha Green
Duy Vo
Chris Yurchuck
Amanda Colflesh
James Hawkins, Jr.: “We Had True Love,” “My Women's Love”
Timothy Driscoll
Matthew Stahl
Acion Hoilett
Jamar Wright
Kathy Popolillo: “Code Of Silence”
Doug Jackson
Christina Aldendifer: “Bottle” -Leann Rimes, “The Great Unknown” -Shawn Mullins,
“WalkAway” -Chuck Cannon, T”ake A Little Bit” -Farewell Angelina
Kenneth N. Offei
Clarindo Monteiro: “Wonder,” “Merry Go,” “Reality Check”
Alesa E. Gallian
John F. Wilson: “Suit & Tie” -Justin Timberlake
Adam Scharff
Greg De Belles
Ashley Howard-White
Edward Cobb/Lennie Sorenson: “Tainted Love,” “SOS,” “Dirty Water,” “Every Little Bit Hurts”
James Bianco
Christopher English Smart
Angela McKenzie
Manuel Moreno
Hugh P. Hunte: “Causin a Menace,” “Concentration,” “Respect,” “Tha Anthem”
Martone: “Groove Tonight,” “Love You I Do,” “This Love,” “Chocolate (Spoken Word Mix)”
RichMook: “Yes I Do”
Chris McVey: “Dance With Me”
Colleen Paterson-Velasquez
Jake Stephens
Sheaman C. Austin
John Paruolo
Karl Rosette
Mike Dugan: “My Brother From Another Mother”
Sandra Morgan: “That's The Way It'll Be,” “No Fear,” “Could Have Been,” “What An Honor”
Alberto Lopez: “Firewalker,” “Tropicoso”
Andy Smith: “Spit That Out,” “Never Alone,” “Sunny Day”
Finesse Queen: “Petty Girl,” “Memories,” “Torn,” “Love Of My Life,” “Money Motivated”
Christopher (DC) Fuentes: “Nuyorican,” “Dreams,” “Came To Party”
Kristi Hoopes
Shakira Jones
Owen
Jessie King: “Street Life ft hard life,” “By any means ft Cigarello and Kodak”
Joe Cannon: “Mr Painter,” “Paint My Dad”
Almetta Russell
Margrit Joan Eichler
Almetta Russell
Anthony Darlak
Michael LaRocca
Tom Weisend: “Star Maker,” “Turn And Walk Away,” “Outside Lookin In,” “Always Was”
Chris Lane
Dane Roewade
Terron Sutton
Daniel Surico
Kimberly Michelle Peterson
Michael T Marlett
David Balakrishnan
Steve Snyder
Maxium Ellis
Danyel Morgan
Brian Conley
Gil Pritchett
Rachel Ries
Wellington Jimenez: “Truth in Needles”
John Shannon: “Dreams”
Harvey Derrick
Lewis Girdler
Charles Bellmore
Vernon Hinesley: “Chances, Whiskey with Brian”
Julie Ann Bailey: “Words Keep Falling,” “Highway To You,” “I’d Give Anything,” “Take Me to the Top,” “Powerless”
Damien Thompson
Andrea Valfrè
Ariel T.: "Tell Me"
Montrell Anderson
Angela Evans
Careen Crossley
Dometrius Larnell Gaynor
Ethan Freckleton
Dustin Miller
Johnathan Brackett: “She Like Me,” “Road 2 the Future,” “Str8 Up,” “Copycat,” “Leaving With Me”
Tank Deezy
Kirk Ross
Yoav Goren
Jarrod Turner
David Jacobs
Donnie Williams
Albert Glenn
Shamar Lewis
Meredith Blis Sincoff
Brett Campbell
Micah Dean: “Dear John”
John A. Costello, III
Jesse Harris

Songwriter Signatures
Abraham Jacobyansky
Theresa Brooks
Scott Krippaehne (pka Scott Krippayne): “What Faith Can Do,” “This Is My Now” - Jordin Sparks, “Paw Patrol Theme Song”
Devonte' Rivers: “Everyday” and “Stash The Packs”
Mattie Fuller
Khristina Skeete
Naomi Trench: “Rock this Party,” “Everybody Dance Now”
Ruth Franks: “Roses In The Snow” -Emmylou Harris
Ramona Moore: “Console My Soul”
Charlena Williams
Chris Williams
Terry Johnson: “Second Time Around”
Nicolas Segreti
Peggy Burnham
Declan Quinn
Gilbert Van Wyck
Valerie Cruz
Juanita Lewis
William Reynolds
Bernadette Goellner DBA Nicki Kris: “Beautiful,” “Together We Stand,” “I Come Alive,” “We Go On”
Christopher Garcia/Cg Prince: “Go To Work,” “Club Popping,” “All About Me”
Alex Guillory
Joanne Higginbottom
UmmNa: “Im Here,” “Back To Da Basics,” “TGL,” “Made of Gold”
Edmund Stubbs: “The Lords Prayer,” “She's with Jesus,” “I’m staying Home,” “4th Of July,” “Reconciled”
Drekk Money: “iCommando,” “iCalculate,” “Getting to the Money”
Joseph R. Giangrosso
Joe Knott: “Add Some Music To Your Day”
Bill Reid: “Good Night,” “Moon,” “Talking Junebug Blues,” “That's All Right, Jack”
Mark Jovanovich
Carlo Colasacco: "State Of My Head" -Shinedown
Mariyam salisu
Lee Morgan: “Her”
King Bars
Angie Carriere
Gustavo A. Pozo
Richard M. Gordon
Monica Smith
Ni-Shay Samuels: “I Believe”
Kennth Fillmore: “The Fuse Is Lit,” “Extra Baggage,” “I Don't Wanna Be Right”
David Campbell
David G. Blackshire
David Harper
Jimmy Payne: “Woman, Woman, Have You Got Cheating On Your Mind,” “My Eyes Can Only See As Far As You”
NesioRL: “Yo Quiero,” “Todo Cambio,” “Ellos”
Kevin Taylor, Jr.
Eremilindo Daniel Roman
Roy Anthony Ross
Rodolfo Cruz
Jerry Muhammad (Couch)
James Jackson: “Choose,” “Foreigns,” “Paper Chase,” “Mike Lawery,” “Nasty B*tch”
Annalise Emerick
LeeAndrus Thomas: “Forgivemelord,” “WithoutChrist”
Mookmane 9Oldmouf
Anna B Schulze
Roman Diaz: “El Castillito,” “Underground,” “Yo quiero Volar,” “Bombeo”
Candi Sosa
Charles E. Davis
Maria A. Davis
RayMontana
Darius Bell
Daniel Young
Andrea Malloy: “I Don’t Miss A Call”
Mark S. Miller
Justin D. Smith
Joseph A. Williams
Jacques Powers
Wendy Starland
Michael K. Finnigan
Stefan Schnabel: “Yolokarma,” “Succeed
Marquise Williams
Rachel Patricia de Rougemont: “Cars With the Boom”
Zachary W. Marion: “Love So True”
Ronald D. Davis, Sr.
Jim Milan
Chris Herin
Daniel Hutchens: “Can't Get High,” “Henry Parsons Died,” “Quarter Tank of Gasoline,”
“End of the Show,” “Makes Sense To Me”
Jeff Youngblood
John Bishop
Byron C Empson
Shana Aisenberg
Travis Yates
Andrew Kubiszewski
Debra Zara Turner
Stephen Leighty
Samuel Stephens
Chris Wheatley
Patricia Rogers
Joseph Modeliste
Omar Gray
Chris Gates
Michael LuBrant: “Dangerous Mind”
Michael Zambrelli
Lane Gardner
Edward Nixon: “Lean,” “Sweep Da Flo”
Jacopo De Nicola
Kevin Westberry
Andrew Wartts
Jeffrey Steinberg
Mitch Cohn
Jake Birch
Terry Fenwick
Brandi Shanell
William M. Peters
Kristopher Pompey: “Drill time (Slim Jesus Diss),” “Same ole N*gga”
Breezy Da Blocc Bellboy
Ray Bierweiler: “Cover Me,” “In the Silence,” “Stand Up and Praise Him,” “Stand Up or Be Denied,” “We Are a Living Faith”
Robert Landrum
Joe Lervold
James Robinson
Stanley Pierre
Marsha Weldon/Blaze Foley: “If I Could Only Fly,” “Clay Pigeons”
William Ackerman
Mark T.
Albert Birney
Scott Henderson
Ronnie McCoury
Evan Wix
Loki-B
Lynn Goldsmith: “Kissing with Confidence,” “Adventures in Success”
Kyle Meenehan
Conard Howe: “Miss NYC,” “In Da Air,” “Addicted”
Tim Grogan
Jabe Beyer
Keith A. Patterson
Jaclyn Dima
Luke Martin
Fin Johnston
Debresia LeSane
Clifton Chase: “The Message”
Michael Weaver
Scott L. Miller
Eric Baines
Rodney Waschka, II
Ron Komie
David Johnson: “Get it Right”
“$Crilla GanG or No GanG”
William Simmons: “Freak-a-Zoid,” “No Parking on the Dance Floor,” “Don't Rock the
Boat”
Maggie Watkins: “Your Favorite Sin”
Shawn Rorie
A. Fitzallen Smith
Jav Rivera
Khiari Swift: “Get Down,” “What You Do To Me”
Bathsheba Adams
Alan Busteed
Michael Puwal
Ian Aughinbaugh
Jonathan Roszak
Kristen Baum
Noe Aires
Mary E. Moreno: “Red, White and Blues”
Lonnie McIntosh
Bob Underwood
Joanne Galka: "For You," "Road Trip," "Mood Ring”
John Clavette
Frank S Morgan: “Sing Your Freedom Song”
Benjamin Foy
Jorge Lastayo: “The Wave,” “Feelin iT”
Durwood Haddock: “There She Goes,” “I Don't Wanta,” “Big Night At My House,”
“Wat Til I Get My Hands On You”
Jeffrey M McClellan
Richard Leppanen
Joel Lindsay: “Gal Dash Weh”
Pedro Aznar
Biography,” and Video Games including Disney's “The Lion King,” “Monty Python &
The Quest for the Holy Grail,” “Math Blaster”
Ofir Nafkar
Matthew Ferry: “You Won't See Me Cry” -Markus Schulz
Michael W. Robinson, Jr.
Kristen Schuerlein
Christopher Grabau
Anthony Lambert
Brinn Black
Terence Dunster: “What Am I to Do?”
Lamar Simpson
Bryan Wagstaff
C.F.K.B
Terahshea Jones
Josh Bruce Williams
Andrew Ledford
Todd Spahr
Jose Miguel Cardoza
Rael
Helen McCreary
Obad Elijah Rodriguez pka Elijah King
Joseph T. Spaniola
Jeff Freundlich
Ronald Tucker: “Blue Day,” “Clone Farm,” “Hey Now You Know”
Amy Rose Uriah: “When You Call Me Baby,” “It's The Nites (That Drive Me Crazy)”
Hurtis Deveroux
Dennis Koble
Billy Tarkington
Gary Crawford, Jr.: “Kush in Da Morning,” “0 to 200,” “Dirtybyrd Gang,”
“Dirtybyrd,” “I Don't Dance”
Claire Lynch: “Hills of Alabam’,” “Some Morning Soon,” “Dear Sister”
Juan Carlos Suarez
Wilbert Rivera
Art Phillips
Brandon Grimes
Jason Clayborn: “Your All I Need,” “I Worship You,” “Over and Over”
Christopher Schmidt
Azelle Ricks
Tyler Colt: “Back To The Start,” “Look At Me,” “A New Day”
Bob Mair
Arthur Retiz, Jr.
Ryan Parrino
Brenda Colladay
Sheldon P. Ott
Adina Howard
Bobbi Goldin: “Whatever You're Lookin' For, You're Lookin' At” -TG Sheppard, “We'll Know” -Jake Simpson
Skyyler Blu Azure
Imani Patterson
London Lawhon: "Locked Up," "Back To You," "On My Way"
Craig Duncan
Lee Barbour
Richard Seiner
Jayde M Delano
Jenavieve Reed
Matthew McDaniel
Sherrie Austin
Brian Medina
Danny Mark Wells: "Check Yes or No," "These Days," "Little Bit of Life"
Christa Collins
Tara Tinsley
Richard Scarbrough
James McNair
Féla J Ross
Verl Dasher
Jeremiah Eisenbraun
Kelly Hill
MyLishia English
Paris Holley: "I Choose You"
Cody Carson
Elvis Samuel Mendez: "Pegame Tu Vicio Merengue"
Tim James Price
Kaitlyn Mann
Rudeboy Darebbel
Zachary Crosby
Rhett Putnam
Wood Newton: "Riding With Private Malone," "Bobbie Sue," "Twenty Years Ago,
"What I Didn't Do"
Nico Hartikainen: "Children," "Get Used To Me" -Justin Bieber
Letty Jo Randell
Patricia: "Beautiful Love," "The Road to Peace"
Leslie King
Sam Sparro
Alex Finesse
Evans ObSaint
Andy Diaz
Henry McBride
Taurean J. Morgan
Gwapoelkay
Ron Wagner
Aisha Kahlil
Pedro Gwalla
Carl Lynn
Diron Howell
Berioso: “Tonightt,” “My Squad,” “Ain't Concerned”
Marzlightyear: “Life on Marz”
La'Dwaun: “So Mean,” “Promiscuous,” “Long Night,” “Show You,” “Turn Up”
Katherine (Katy) Cox
Ivan Moss
Marisa Martin
Phillip Taylor: “She Wanna Be,” “Wine For Me,” “Red Rose,” “Not Worthy,” “Ma People”
Sandra Hutsell: “You're My Addiction”
Dickey Lee
Matthew Haun
Ray Smith
Tyler Lafourche
Juan Luis Morillo Vargas
Ken Churilla
Jamar McNaughton
William Vance
Irma Thomas
Andy Gabrys
Mark Knox
Marty Dodson: "Everybody Wants To Go To Heaven" -Kenny Chesney, "Must Be Doin' Somethin' Right" -Billy Currington, "Fire It Up" -Joe Cocker, "Bounce" -Cho Yong Pil, "While You Loved Me" -Rascal Flatts
Johann Wilkerson
Alissa Lindemann
Tiffany Scott King
Team L.I.F.T.: “What Have They Started,” “Dreamland Paradise,” “Outside the Box,” “Illest Soul,” “In It Freestyle”
Charles Hager
Mikey Hernandez
Javier Cierra
Leslie Bowe
Willie Suarez
Melissa Coppins: “City of Gold,” “On My Knees Tonight”
Alistair Stevenson
Lili Haydn
Holland K. Smith
Darryl Jackson
Cassandra Harris
Kiid Loudd
Jonas Imbert
Kevin: “Ridin,” “Keep It On The Low,” “The Love Circle,” “Falling”
Phyllis Smith
Guy Van Iderstine: So Many Miles, Again, Songs Of The North
Taron
Gabriel A. Lujan: “YL Booty Bounce”
David Fisihetau: “I Thank You My Lord,” “Remember Jesus On Christmas,” “How Great Thou Art,” “Welcome To Utah,” “In A Dream”
Alexis Fleisig
Mark Hatfield
Brian Young: “The Blues Man Is Here Tonight,” “Bad Luck & Trouble,” “Heaven Knows,” “Casino Blues”
Nikki Kelly
Linda Presgrave
Seven Davis, Jr.: "One," "Sunday Morning"
George Vahamonde
Ray Young, Jr.: “Weekend,” “Qualo,” “3 Of Em”
Freddie Campbell
Wayne Owens-Bey: “Party All Night,” “Josey Whales,” “We Gonna Party”
Marsha Radcliffe
Jacqueel Feaster
Hilton Valentine
Ricky Nelson Saviñon Pichardo
Louis dandridge: “Oh Baby”
Charles Joseph Spider: “Spider,” “She Did It,” “Mesmerized,” “I’ma Let You Have It”
Jessica Ruddock
Errick Williams
Johnathon Mauk
Laura Pole
Lynne Peryon Lang
Christopher Paul Lang
Oudie
Gil Gann
James Reid
Tyler Grant: “I Come From the Country,” “Times Have Changed,” “Witch Creek,” “Green Thumb,” “Engineer”
Rick Robinson
Caroline Aiken
Daemar Williams
Humberto Yudex
Chris Higgins: "I am"
Latraveious Stroud: “Tweakin & Geekin”
Ronald Walsh
Tyquan Young
Clyde Garner
Brenda Lee Tryon: “My Christmas Gift”
B.E. Media: “Hop On One Leg,” “Show & Prove”
Trini Lopez: “La Bamba”
Joshua Tarp
Jose Jesus Corona Sandoval: “Rock Me Baby”
Sandra Ferguson Bates: “Eat Drink & Be Merry,” “Livin in The Past,” “I Can't Feel
The Same Way About You,” “We've Met Before,” “Luanne Brown”
Leonard Clark
L. Hill
Michael Scotte Webber: “Make Believe,” “Drowning Pool”
Jesse Reichenberger
Danny Dunn
Patty Mattson
Ithinkitsbbp: “Open Your Eyes”
Adrian M Knight
Mark Stuart Gagnon: “The Pressure,” “When I Was Young,” “A Lighter Shade of
Grey,” “Share Your Light,” “This Year For Christmas”
Russell Vidal
Robert Strauss
Daniel Gotz
Linda Hogan
Chris Anderson
Vanessa Howard: "If I Could," "He Can," "Dream," "I'll Get There"
Rees Finley
Seth Walker
Larry Mitchell: “All the Thangs”
Syne,” “Still Falling (Katrina),” “Ice Cold Beer”
Colton Rydell Jones
Claudia Perez: Saliendo El Sol
Kendale Ross: Joe Moses: “N.*.g.g.a,” “Follies,” “Good P*ssy”
Kristopher Boyd: “Prayer of Jabez”
Rodrick Doss: “Sold My Soul”
Corry Loveday
Dallas Hodge
Craig Krampf: "Oh Sherrie" -Steve Perry
Miguel A Lopez: “Me Vale,” “Es Tu Recuerdo,” “Dime Donde,” “Es En Vano
Quererla,” “Yo Quiero De Ti”
Karl Hodge
Carla Edith Quezada Lozano
John Gold: “Vampire's Kiss”
Roger Green
Reba Sullens
Rene Victor Ornelas: "Angelito," "Lo Mucho Que Te Quiero"
Fallen Tiffanee Newton: “Love Phases,” “You Can't Tell Me”
Nehemiah McNair, III
Robert Street
Eric Saber
Richard Wright: “Respect Due,” “Spanish Fly,” “Devil Send You Come”
Kidd Dino
Karen Gallinger
Kyle Ort
Dimetrius Gilbert
Kara Zagorskie
Cedric Scott
1Flaim: “A Mill”
Nazerine Henderson: "Save Me" -Listenbee feat. Naz Tokio, "I think She Ready" -Iggy Azalea,
Stacie Stephens
Keith Hart
Rawle Gittens
Jonathan Killearn
Johanna Hall: “Still The One,” “Dance With Me”
John Van Tongeren: “It's Not Over (Till It's Over),” Real Tight
Clinique Colebrooke: “Body Bag,” “Getaway,” “Give Me A Reason”
Paula Maya
Liam Fudge: "About You" -Trey Songz
Andreas Schuller: “Wiggle,” “Fireball,” “Headlights,” “Burn In Up,” “Turn Up The Love”
Plavka Coleridge: “Right in the Night,” “Find Me”
Sharon DuBois
Kendrick Nichelson
John Livingston
Wrek Less
Bill J Jenkins: “Tunes Out of Time,” “Don't Be Afraid”
Jin Yeop Cho
David "Mr. Forge" Rike: “Metas Y Suenos”
Raymond Martin
Karam Salem
Tony Lamar
AD ThaProduct
David Arnson
Xiaotian Shi
Jeffery Flowers
Gary Romero
Eric V. Hachikian
Nina Crosby-Knight aka (Nina Blanco)
Jonathan Miller
Gregory Allan
Chris Callen
Geniece Spencer Ingold: “In My Robe of White”
Rob Dirscherl
Jeffrey Ciampa
Ed Sloan: “Cold,” “Colors,” “So Far Away”
Scott McCollom
Adrane Harris
Adriana M. Hayes
Beth Custer: “Red Helicopters,” “Empire of the United States”
Antonio Williams
Brian Curtin
Gary Guzman
Johanna Quick-Carleno
Valentin Martinez
Ian Campbell: “Midnight Express”
Angelica Firetto: “The Big City,” “Just Trust Yourself,” “Normal Phases of Life,”
“Least Expect It”
Kimanzi McCray: “She Got IT,” “Chain Swang,” “Swag On A Billion,” “Standing
Strong,” “Hustle Up”
Cory Stier
Clayton Burkley
Amber Duley
Charlie Puth: “See You Again,” “Marvin Gaye,” “Slow Motion”
Mark B. Korpi: “Brown Derby Liquor,” “Queen of Complication,” “Knocks Me Out,”
“Darlene Darlene”
Irene Diaz
Michael Bolger
Christene Kings
Terrell Winn: “People Who Died,” “Three Sisters,” “Tension,” “It's Too Late”
Johnathan Royal
Sedric Edwards
Eric Tobias Wincorn
Hank Cicalo
Marvette Joyner
Kurt Kreimier
Nick Veno
Leon Arellano
Seth Littlefield
Ronnie Segree: “I Work For The Weekends,” “Gone Fishin”
Maya Chavez
Michael Parker
Otis Mathis
Joseph Breaux Gargano
Marcus Dwayne Gonzale: “Laidback”
Diamond Ford
Matthew Jordan
Yung Juno: “All of Us,” “Keep It”
Javon L Beason
Kathleen (Kat) Maguire
Mark Porostosky Jr.
Terance Morgan
Dan Haynes
Jody Friedman
Natalie Gelman
Dustin Williams
Clarence Johnson: “I Got A Love Jones”
Russ Hopkins: “The Cactus Song”
Zac Salzman
Felicia Bentine
Karen Exley
Steven Schwartz
Stevan Pippin: “This Time I'm In It For Love,” “Ain't No Trick,” “Better Love Next Time”
“Poorboy,” “Hopey,” “Friday And Saturday Night”
Orison N. Bolden
Rosanne Tompkin
Dan Siegel
Michael L. Walker: “My Soul Is Anchored in the Lord,” “Please Be An Angel for Detroit,”
“Blessed and Brought Up,” “Have You Been Washed In His Blood,”
“Come Forth”
Joseph S DeBeasi: Score for the film “American Sniper”
David J Hudson
MzNeyaFendi: “Empty,” “Fall Out,” “We Gone Get Rich”
Ulysses McKiver
“Right Now”
Bobby Swayne/Swaine: “Baby Baby All The Time,” “Air Travel,” “I Was Born When
You Kissed Me,” “Temptation Walk,” “Oh It Hurts”
Mauricio Yazigi: Music in shows such as The Bachelor, Dancing with the Stars, The
Bachelorette, Americas Got Talent, Jane the Virgin
Nadine Quinones: “Let No Man Put Asunder,” “I’m Just So Tired”
Kimberly Rutherford
Marvin Lee
Linette S McCracklin: “The Walk,” “Think,” “Just Got To Know,” “My Answer”
Paul Sultana
Letter-P
Simon Eugene
Daniel Mark Crews
Michael Patterson: “Shake It Like A Dog,” “So Attracted,” “Pump The Party,” “N.O. Block Party”
Jeanette E. Carney
Scott Horton
Tomas Ramos
Ty Frankel
Christopher Jenkins
Jerry Cohn: “All This Is Right,” “Tell Me I Know Different,” “City In The Rain”
Ken Morrison
Jerry Frost
Godfrey Meyer: TV show background cues
Felipe Garcia: “It’s Time”
Louis J. Svitek Jr
Rhonda Morrison-Formby
Nancy K. Roth
Michael Sokolis
Phillip Mack
Derrick Critton: “Swag Turnt up,” “Cold World,” “Damn”
Sherry Desmond
Jack Van Zandt
Giovanni Grimaldi
Alyse Black: “Willowing,” “Both Ways”
Lucas Cook: “Where It's At,” “I’ve Seen Changes,” “Back Porch Blues”
Nick Vincent
Jacquelyn Bertles
Aaron Tyson
Emmanuel Dixon
Melanie Meriney
Charmar Drake
Bobby Taybron
Adam Knight
Enongo Lumumba-Kasongo
Sean Kasey
Diamond Piece
Ivan Irizarry: “Dtf,” “Not Rated,” “Salute To My City,” “Poland Spring”
Keith M Jordan: “Put Me in the Game,” “I’m Winning”
Kyle Steckley
Moriah LaPointe
Kagen Donoho
Maelan Abran
José Eboli
James Hancox: “Walk the Walk”
Fred Nelson
David J Spalding
Donnie Brooks
Jonathon Watkins
Russell Landwehr
Ole Georg
Charlotte Georg
Andrew Morgan Smith
Mark Watson
G. E. Stinson
Joel Jáuregui Saldaña: “La Vida No Es La Misma Sin Futbol,” “Héroes,” “Jugando En La Ciudad”
Lemuel Jimenez
Vance Marino
Jerry Jeff Walker: “Mr. Bojangles”
John McDermott: “Little Black Backpack”
Gary A Piatt
Bob Petrocelli
Thomas Theurer
Shawn Weez
Julie Rector
Matt Angel
Isaac Sprintis
Michael J Redding
Ruel Raphael
Cristabelle Braden: “Hope Survives (Anthem For Survivors)”
Sam McIntire
V.M.
Lydia Ashton
Kayle Clements
Christopher Pumphrey: “Runnin' Blind,” “Sound Of Love,” “Red Dress of Reba”
Ron Finn
Aaron Phillips: “In Private” -Golden and sg
Golden Iheanacho: “In Private” -Golden and sg
Duncan Arsenault
Bob Mete: “Dark Moon Over Me,” “Raindrops & Moonbeams”
Marlin Bonds (Hookman): “Marry Me” -Jason Derulo
TraceyAnn Morrison
Matthew Greene
Charles Schlacter
Aaron Lippert
Damian Demond Gamble
Terence Donald Ehrman
Harry M. Boardley Jr
Ken Isham
Antroy
Jon Ginoli
Karlton Kennedy
Cassie Nickols
KC IGBO: “Jesus I Lift Your Name,” “Time To Worship,” “Christ Is Risen”
Ryan Nicholson
Ed Robinson: ”I Can't Stop Moving”
Timothy Russell
Darius Jenkins: “Tonight It's On” ft. Joe Lee
Joshua Coleman
Chris Upton
Ronnie Raymond
James Carvalho
Mr. Kerry Kennard
Richard Emmet
Kingsity: “The Corner”
Talima Wilson
Alex Del Zoppo: “What's Wrong, In A Rainbow,” “Grab On Ahold Of My Soul”
Guy Walker
Marydee Reynolds: “Big Mistake,” “Emily Says”
Greg Moore
Mary Rives
Jared Mancuso
Billy Driver
Daniel Fraire
Ric Zimmerman
Ron Gamache
Ronnal D Brendle
Ben Herrington
TIlmann Sillescu
Jeff Tobin: “My Job Sucks (But Others Suck More),” “When MTV Was Cool,” “The Ballad of Natalie Maines”
Eddie Reyes
Catherine "Cat" Ello
Roy Brischetto: “Your Holiday Song”
Regent St Claire
Andrew Hawk
Lambert Toombs
Charles Waldron
Riley: “Feel the Same,” ”Calkyrie” -Battle Tapes
Katie Wilkinson
David Frederick
David G Walton
Adina Howard
Ehren Ebbage
Lisa Anderson: “Psalm 23,” “Speak To Me”
Shie Rozow
Barbara Brown
Kyle Troop
Alice Keister
Trina Broussard: “Inside My Love,” “Losing My Mind,” “Love You So Much”
Hahn Rowe
Dean Fertita
Tom Roznowski
Jessica Lindsay
Joshua Jones
Robert Neary
James Bratton
Kari Steinert
Andrew Altman
Richard Curl
Mauri Skinfill
Jackson LeBeau
Robert Sprayberry: The score to "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?"
Joel McNeely
Joshua Noteboom
Rex Zamor
Michael Winter
Emily A Peterson
Quinn Mitchell
Bill J Kitau
Charles Stella
Lorraine Chavana
Al Greenwood
Oreese hoyes
Scott Gursky
Chris Newberg: “Standard American” -Gunnar & the Grizzly Boys
Kori Linae Carothers
Jaime Reynolds
Bettye LaVette
Bill Burns
Sean P. Driscoll
Steven Drozd
Juan Carlos
Daniel Nowlan
Jerrell Cunningham
Matt Margucci
Fil Eisler
Tom Gullion
Patrick Kearney
Carolyn Southworth
Kenneth Paulino
Kenneth Cook: “Rejoice,” “This Good News is Mine”
Ronald M Anderson
DeAndre Harris: "Talk To Me" (feat. G), "Never Changin' (feat. True Platinum)
Barry Phillips
Mary Jane Leach
Carl Roberts
Derrick Carolina
Terrance Weaver
David Shackney: Themes for CBS Sports, NFL Sunday, The US Open
Ronald Hanson
Rainer Kühnl
Al Payson
Jeff Ciampa: “Signs of Life,” “Spring Song,” “Somewhere Sometime,” “Ice Rain”
Anthony Cleveland, Jr: “FaceOff,” “Dream of You”
Erico Martin
Francine Mazzei
Dallas T Coryell
Mark Brooks
Kristen Foreman
Mary Keating Bruton
Andrew Roettger: "Brooklyn" -Fabolous featuring Jay-Z, "Headphones" -Nelly featuring Nelly Furtado
Keith Lowers
Craig Dobbins: “3rd Force” -Discovery Channel’s Shark Week
Peter J. Schmutte
Christopher Grosso
Bryan Wilkinson
Eric Elder: “Clear My Mind,” “Marilyn's Theme,” “You Are The Way,” “There's Always Hope”
Anna Crowell
David Lee Scott: “More of Everything”
Aisling Brouwer
Scott Fraser
Douglas Ingoldsby: “I’ll Be There For You” -Graham Nash
Jeff Johnson
Scott Drane
Luisblasini: “Mi Borinquén,” “Entre mas Lejos,” “Te Encuentres A LOS Santos”
Stephen O'Malley: “Alice,” “Brando,” “Candlegoat,” “It Took The Night To Believe,” “Tower Place”
Lloyd Landesman
Sarah Anthony
Ezra Uriel Cheatom
Joyce Moreno
Wally Jake Tatar
Francisco Esteban Mares
Lenny Friedman
Jacob H Miller
Edison Fraser
Edie Magoun
Omar
Josephine Campbell
Daniel Roberts: “New York In December,” “Forever”
Brian Woodbury
Luis Boria
Ryan Kirkland
Scott Schreer: Themes for Fox Sports
Sammy Peralta
Anthony Drewes
Larry Herbstritt
Franciscus Fleuren
Dewitt C. Johnson, Jr. (Buster Johnson)
Dylan J Camacho
Tom Sykes
Phil Higgins
Jeremy Shabo
Eve Sutton: “Magic Invisible Money,” “FAX!,” “(It’s a) Loan for a Home,” “Bankers Blues,” “Family of Two”
William Rodriguez
Francois Grillot
Jordan Hudson
Sergio Cervetti: “Concerto for Harpsichord;” “Candombe for Orchestra;” “Wind Devil;”
“Concertino For Piano, Timpani And Woodwinds;” “Some Realms I Own”

Joe Leathers
Mike Boyman
Brant Adams

Lewis Anderson: “Whatever Happened to Old Fashioned Love,” “Lost In The Feeling,”
“Midnight Fire,” “Somewhere Down the Line,” “One More Time”

Mike Bentley
Roger Culberson
T'Anthony Bonacci
Jacqueline Bryant
Kyle McCulloch

Davie Moore: “Forever I Will” -Lonnie Hunter

Brian Monroney: Music for TV shows including The Big Bang Theory, Ellen, Weather
Channel, TMZ

Joseph Macias
Andrew Hayles
Michael Mooney
Robert Lazo
Gabriel Moses
Kilnati

Jason King Shurden: “First To Go,” “One More,” “Black Car,” “Hogs”

Marc Lawrence
William McGee

Rick Estrin: “Don't Do It,” “Dump That Chump,” “I’ll Take You Back,” “I Met Her On
The Blues Cruise”

Anthony Melamb Jr: “Tighten Up,” “Destined For Greatness”

Ellsworth Walton: “High hoe'pes”

Richard Howard-Allen: “Wasted,” “Side Of The Road,” “By My Side”

Michael Tomlinson
Eric Bayne
Michael Stearns
Rebecca Willard
Matthew Miller
Matthias Gohl
Samantha Caplane Shaber
Sammi Hanratty: “Finally a Teen”

Frederick Melendez: “Paid,” “Hot,” “Abrazame,” “Unforgettable”

Steven Melin
Wilbert Rivera Vega: “La Llave”

Scott Cresswell
William A. Fletcher
Scotty Melton: “Faraway (In Another Town),” “Roger's Park,” “Lonesome And You”

Gloria Estrada
Shantelle Brumfield

Charles Lloyd: “Forest Flower,” “Sombrero Sam,” “Of Course Of Course”

Songwriter Signatures
Ronnie Hodges: “Rock,” “Lose My Touch”  
Teisha McKie  
Stephen Blumberg  
Mahroof Sharif  
Benjamin Eric Harrer  
Jeff Palm: “In Dirt,” “Orchidlike”  
Cristiane Pinheiro: “Deixa Fluir,” “Tu Reinas,” “Nos bracos do Pai”  
Eric Brodberg  
DJ Crowe  
Martin Wereski  
Dominique McTyer-Haddon  
Nik Ritchie  
Peter C. Harrjs  
Sally Stevens: Who Comes This Night?, The Paris Song, There Is Time, Main Title from ‘On Any Sunday”  
Michael P Arnold: American Rock, Hey Now, Let’s Start The Show, Hangover  
Rune Westberg  
Timothy Hill  
Edward R Lara  
Monche: Get it -Monche  
Yvette Mcclendon: He Took My Place  
Mark Kevin Davis: “Shama Lama Ding Dong”  
Ali Ramsaier  
Traniqua Polk: “Drug Dealer's Children”  
Vanessa Rogers  
Steven Greenberg: “Funkytown”  
Christopher Sapien  
Jeffrey Bass: “Lose Yourself” -Eminem  
Robert S. Dick: “With Your Eyes and Your Smile,” “Appleland Breakdown,” “Satan's Reel”  
Rhonda L. Tolle-Beaman  
Wayne Taylor  
Louis Matos  
Jacqueline Mackenzie: “I Tell You”  
Dean Caputo: “Redneck Techspert”  
Chloe F. Orwell  
Uli Talivaa  
Tony MacAlpine: “Hundreds of Thousands,” “Tears of Sahara,” “Black Ruby Begonia”  
Garry Leonard  
Winston De Jesus  
Marc Lorenz: ‘Amor Amor”  
Perry Howard  
Eddie Cumana
Trina Hamlin
Brittany Elyse
Vivian Kerr
Raymond Lowengard
Richard Horowitz: Score featured in the film “Any Given Sunday”
Lelia: “See You Soon”
Jonathan Pointer: “For Rose,” “Washington Street”
Jeremy Gibson: “Revolt”
Jose Angel Rivas-Moreno: “True Colors”
Jay Banta: “Higher Self,” “Words”
Larry Keel: “The Mountain Song,” “Long Way Round”
Mark Koval
Brad Elvis Steakley
Thomas Fudge: “Errbody Know That”
Jeffrey Kollman
Donna Rawlins
William Pope Jr: “I Don't Want Her”
Malc Dat
Jason Lekberg
FyiahT: “Beautiful Soul”
Anton Perkins
Johannes Luley
Matthew J. Hill
Zach Ziskin
Blair Heumann
Ron Haney: “Tell You Something” - Alicia Keys
Anthony D. Hines, I
Michel Tyabji
Terry Allen Dennis: “God's Up To Something” - Jason Crabb
Jason Pinero
Richard D. "Rick" Vanderpool
Peter Leggett
Josef Szaday
Todd Rubenstein
Doug Hinrichs
David Gaston Green
Leonard Burnett: “Blessed with Mountains”
Andrew Maury
Weston Cox
McKay Stevens: “Atmosphere” - Kaskade
Jessica Faust
Alan Williams: “Vagabond Mind,” “Hellp,” “Ode to Silver,” “Teakwood,” “Burbank”
Peter Seeba: “I Bet You Love Being Broke”
Pearl Williams
John Daniel Adams
Sandy Carroll
Douglas Miles Clarke
Marta Albarracin
James C. Moore Sr.: “Git Back,” “Hello San Francisco,” “Close The Door”
Josh Stewart
Bob Huston
Adam Malka
Tanvi Shah
Bradley Lloyd Iverson: “Sarcasm,” “Don't You Dare Forget The Sun,” “Keep Myself Alive,” “Cynical Skin,” “Buried Alive”
Mitchell Langelier
Jeff Leonard
Blondell Lehocki
James F Jackson: “Go Ahead And Leave”
Jermel Anderson
Karl Kenneth Morrison: “Over A Million Strong,” “Get Way,” “Mary Jane”
Takia Brown
Reginald Morin
Mississippi Crisis
Stephen Dawson
Faisaal Belmokhtar: “Never Stop” (Original Mix)
Laura Thomas: “My Story,” “Just For Me,” “More”
Andrea Gibson: “Bullets and Windchimes,” “Eli”
Randy Sayner
Rob Myers
Millard West
Nikki Vega: “My Kind Of Mess”
Glenn Cashman
Joan Wasser
Christopher Arotin
Gregory J Smith
Roy Cash, Jr.: “I Still Miss Someone,” “I Call Him”
Edward Ratliff
L David Young
Russell Hughes
Gary DeMichele: Scores for “Big Night” and “Secret Lives of Dentists”
Reginald Van Carreker
Frank Lewis
Asia Walker
Owen Conforte
Caley Rose
Rand Bishop: "My List" -Toby Keith
Merry Ellen Kirk
Tim Tully
Terry Foust
John Hess
John Kaefer
Carmen Carter
John Evans
Mark Scaramucci
Max Springer: “The Crackling” (with John Duncan)
Jim Gaines
Pat Sullivan
Wayne Cobham
Natalie Hull
Stefano Masuelli
Joseph Mazzola
Wanda Metcalf: Molasses Disaster
Brent Reems
Leland McLaughlin: Far Gone
Alan Pasqua
Eliza Gilkyson
Alex Greggs: “No Strings Attached,” “The Game Is Over,” “Two Of Us,” “Space Cowboy” -NSYNC, “Can We” - Brandy
Jonathan Thomas: “Piece of Mars,” “Óld Graveyard in the Woods,” “Mummify Me”
Michael Ballew
John Avellani: “Table For Two”
Michael Henry
Eric Ramirez: “There U Go,” “How Dare U”
Shannon Wexelberg
Pam Schmidt: “I Am So Thankful”
Pete Donnelly
Christopher Hewitt Reed: “Caught Up”
Isobel Sollenberger
Eric Keyes: “Words of a Song,” “No One Know My Thirst,” “Not Of This World”
Gene Parsons
Domenic Bucci
Todd Novak
Michelle L. Hall
Matthew Miller
Evan Kopelson: “Where Do We Go From Here” - Vanessa Williams
Mickie Merkens (Michelle Merkens Wood): "Yarrington Town"
Marc Darroch
Donald R. Davis
Nelson Ramirez Jr
Bruno Reuter
Allen Pingleton
Joseph W Delmerico, Jr
Griffin Anthony Occhigrossi
Kenny Selcer
Jane Morris
Donna De Sopo
Theron Marsh
Gregory Jay Gunsch: “All The Time”
Joel Diamond
Susan Tapia - Successor to Jimmy Duncan: “You Are My Special Angel,” “String Along,” “I Asked the Lord”
Hector Gallegos
Richard Showalter
Ashley Verigood: “Tunnel Vision Periphery,’ “Cerulean Cipher”
Tamara Hyler
Michael Danchi
Kathleen Auburn
Gary Frisby
Salli Lastra
Donte Perkins: “Hood Politics” -Kendrick Lamar
John Ottman
Nelson Joel Del Valle Alicea
Nathan Aronow: “Bikin' the Bike”
Dennis Hugh Swofford
Anita Watkins-Stevens
Eric van den Brulle: “Celestial View”
Tammy Y. Ahn
Major Johnson Finley: “Over And Over Again,” “Baby Baby Come On”
David Lee Powell
Arielle Marcelin
Errol G. Specter
Tom Hagerman
Scott Biggerstaff
Lamonte Silver
Luke Zacherl
Ken Forsythe
Ronald Dibble Jr.
Quentin T. Bethea
Kyle Pribble: “Forever the Same”
Nick Morris
Randy Yates
Bruce A King
John Kekar
Angel L Gonzalez: “Dark Desire” (Lifetime Movie) Soundtrack
James Allen aka Phasho: “Hustla” featuring Greedy Gonzalez
Mitch Coodley
Eda Yenal
Ramon Bustamante
Paul Ehmer
Douglas Garnett
Celeste Griffin
Grant Palmer
Brian Clarke
Melanie Taylor
Allison Crystal: “Coming Home To You”
Hagay Mizrahi
Ranko Damjanovic
Mario Lopez
Martin Williams: “Meekest Music”
Melvin Alli-Owe
Benjamin Kay
Nick Peluso
Ian Kaine MacGregor: “Unbreakable,” “Where Are We Now?,” “Me Against the World,” “Supernova,” “Mirrors”
Jennifer Chung Song
Natasha Ria El-Scari
Russell McKamey
Richard Taylor
Michael Ochoa
Nicholas Anthony Mark Martin: “Happy Touch,” “Touch By an Angel,” ‘Backaz”
Gerald Van Kollemburg
Gilbert Ruedaflores
Jeffrey Alan Jones
William Troy
Tennyson Stephens
Anthony Bowman
Blaise Streets: “Hold On Tight,” “Resist,” “Go With the Flow,” “Wrong,” “Party On”
Sally Rae Niner: “Trucker's Prayer,” “We Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet,” “I Stand In Amazement,” “B-L-DOUBLE O-D”
Richard Romero
Chris Goering
Danielle Aviles
Emery Toler
Jonathan Hayes
Gia Allison
Brett Gillan
Jaffer Hussain
Massimiliano Piazza
Perry Michael Allen: “Hangin' On,” “So Good To Be Here,” “Soon As I Get Home”
Thomas Jackson
Sean Kenney
David Wiley: “Concentric Circles”
Philip M. Sullivan: “On Fire” - London Egg
Ruthie Morris
Boon Sim
David Kendrick
James Gardner
Mitch Stein
Shyam Bhagat
Ian Phillips
Aldon Baker
Caleb Crockett
Justin Deblieck
Beata Moon
Earl Moody: “Left Me In Hell,” “Nothing To Lose,” “Rodeo Bum,” “Hitch In Hell,” “Pictures In A Letter”
David Basen
Rashad Harrell: “Boxx Cutta,” “The Kraken,” “Sign Language”
Kristin Young
Paul Kish: “No Matter How High I Get” - Bobby Womack
Matthew Naples
Dikla Yashar aka Ashrei
Brent Giddens: “Tangles,” “The Very First Time,” “Risks,” “He Didn't Know”
Andrew Keresztes
Justin Bethel
Vctor J Bruno
Jai Dowdy: “I Be Reppin Jesus”
Vladimir Moreau Samedi
Jeffrey W Holmes
James Robertson Jr: “Satisfied,” “In This Room,” “Higher”
Hugh Wyman
Erik Johnson
Alesia Humphries
Richard Harris
Derek Harp: “All This Time,” “Say Goodbye,” “Night We're Gonna Forget”
Geri Soriano-Lightwood
Jason Ricks
Peter Trappen
Denise BonGiovanni: “Wondertwin”
Joshua Ross-Hunt: “Have You Ever” - Lil Terry & Kidd
Setoria Key
Rodney Lee
Leonard Macaluso
Alec Sartianno
Billy Mallery: Lionsgate Logo Fanfare, Scores for the Films: “Islander,” “Illegal,” “Fear No Fruit”
Bob Ezrin
Hoover Rell
CashGang Key
Nekira Grant: “Trap Door”
LazyPoizon
Terry Coffey: "Always Coca-Cola"
Jason Hansen
Adam Gorgoni
Joshua Freeman
Darwin Jones
Gina Leishman
Theo Saunders
Mark Knoll: “High Time,” “Lay It On the Line,” “Sweet Little Thing”
Adam Scott: “Idolise,” “Commodity”
Maurice J Carr: Percussion score for the documentary "Teenaged Papparazo"
Miamon Miller
Ari Vais: "Season In The Sun," "Something In The Way"
DeMarco Thomas
Frankie Lee: “One Guitar”
Margo J. Kaatz
Francis Dylan Hester
Emily Miller
Aaron Birdsall
John S Farina
Scott Gray
Michael Mayeda
Arrington Young: “Depend On Me,” “Started Off A Phone,” Bout Tha,” “Dumb Way”
Pier Luigi Salami: “Drive Fast, Live Young” and “Black Crowns” -Tyga
James Whitt
Christopher Lawrence
Derek Jones
Garrick Willingham: “Say No Mo” -Cino
Charles Simmons: “Mariya,” “Wet Dreamz”
Alan Vavrin
Peter Primamore: Theme to TODAY
Aaron Golematis: “Since I Met You,” “Winter's End”
Janie C DuVall
Curnell Thomas
James Laboz
Aaron Lindsey: “He Saw The Best In Me,” “No Greater Love,” “Again I Say Rejoice,” “You Hold My World”
Cadence Amor: “Bae For The Night,” “In the Air,” “The Way I Love”
Mark Hayes
Angelo Carter
Ryan Loftus
Jeff Jones: “Keep A Couple Beers Cold” -JB And The Moonshine Band
Tal Wallace
Aldtric Johnson: “Urgent,” “Thanks for Loving Me Too”
Timothy G. Landers: “Rio Sol,” “Avalon,” ‘It's All For You,” “Summer Fun,” “So Sweet”
Richard Cox
Misha Bullock
Jason Jackson
Ariel Levine
Tom Botkin: “Bonfire”
Peter Smith
Peter Kim
Gary Murray
Marty Funderburk: “Forever Changed,” “Life Goes On,” “Love Came Gently,” “I Want to Know That You Know”
James Bernard
Brinley Addington
Chris Korda: “Save the Planet, Kill Yourself”
Mindy Canter
Eric Dorigo: ‘Frustration,” “Nothing Is Real”
Elise Gargalikis
Brad Gordon
Richard keith: Songs featured on The CW series “Significant Mother”
Frankie Alvarado
Javier Pérez
John Starks
Dave Williford: “God Knows,” “Seek and Save,” “It Was His Love,” “Move Along”
Jason Nesmith
Bob Woodruff
Jared Cuellar
Renada Soul
Chris Bernard
Larry Jackson
Frank DeMartini: “Someone I can Love”
Thomas cheek: “Ghost of the Old Ohio”
Lynn Tredeau
Mike Mac
Justin Bendell
Joan Johnson: “You Are All I Need”
Janice Spagnolia: “Losing You,” “Get Down Goblin”
Dan Israel
David Cournoyer
David J. Israel: “1814! The War of 1812” Rock Opera
James Barth
William Bishop Graves
Yuriza Jared
Carl Dorsey
Aaron Haugland
Charles Roland Berry: Music featured in the films “Ted 2,” “How To Train Your Dragon,” “The Interview,” Superman”
Marc Minot
Christopher Don Kester: ‘Let Loose,” “Can't Stay Mad At You,” “Work,” “Just Drive,” “Well Ok Den”
Peter Wucists
Matthew Dumond: “Replicant,” “Eternal Sunshine,” “Witchlord,” “Constant Dreams,” “Dance Floor Massacre”
Joshua Gordon
Cam Jo’van: ‘Wish Upon a Star” -CNN Heroes
Jancarlos Orellano
Timmy Thomas (Timothy E. Thomas): “Why Can’t We Live Together”
Ronald Johnson: “Love For You,” “Wishes,” “Put It On Ya”
Dan Griffith: “Happy Sunshine,” “Derby Blues,” “This State Of Mind,” “I Did This”
Azhia Nichols
Natalie Bonelli: “Letting Go”
Thomas Harman
Art Woodward
James Robitaille
Art Dixiw
Tyler Fiore
Bruton Stephens
Yak Barracus: “Len Bias”
Yaw Agyeman: “Where Would You Be”
Jeffrey Dean
Atiya Sinclair
Brandyn Burnette: ”Kiss You Inside Out” -Hedley, “First Flight Home’ -Jake Miller
Scott Cupp
Jerry Honigman
Samuel James Zammarelli
Michael J McAnally aka Mike McAnally: ‘Song for Coltrane”
Larry Teves
Chad I Ginsburg
Juan Carlos Soto: “No Puedo Creer,” “Invitame,” “Dos Lagrimas,” “Alborlito,” “Queiro”
Dalvin Carter
Tracy Counts
Peter Ragusa: “Blind Love,” “Soul Of A Man,” “I Told You So”
Connie Long
Victor Giordano
Eric Hyman
Noah Preminger
Seth Kurland: “Famous Jews,” “Lonely View,” “Little Black Curly Hair”
Cas Weinbren: “Beautiful Life,” “Be the Night,” “Prove You Right,” “Making The Most Of It”
Charlie Brissette
Proz Magwood
James E Taylor
Paul Glover
Gardner Cole: "Open Your Heart" -Madonna, "Galileo” & "Say Once More" -Amy Grant, "Everything" -Jody Watley, "Break Through The Barrier" -Tina Turner
Dave Lopez
Kennyomar Garcia: “Nueva Soy” -Mariela Castaneda
Artist Robinson: ‘Going To Texas,” “Chasin' Willie”
Evan Johnson
Vincent Valentino
Deandre McDade
Brian Ralston
Jason
Moses Burrell
Chaviano
Sean Brown
Matthew Muro
Bonnie Thompson: “Turn Back The Hands of Time,” “Got it Right this Rome”
Antony Rico: “Man Of The Century”
Travis Howard: “Willie Lynch”
Tracy Lipp
Eric Goldman
Ray Baker: “There's A Heartache Following Me”
Penn Johnson
Michael Pemberton: “Roller Coaster,” “Eye to Eye”
Peter Knobler
Robert Sean Chambers
Joey McGee
Anna Marie Mitchell
Carlos Rios: “Dancin' On the Ceiling”
Bradrick Kimble: “Made To Shine Everything A Go”
Paul Guerguerian: ‘Grooves for Odd Times,” “Tibetan Bowl Meditation”
Jamarcus Newton
Jason Szklarek
David Swanson
Dona Oxford
Kathleen Edwards
Nell Robinson: ‘Happy to Go,” “Complicated,” “Woe is Me”
Burt C. Szerlip: “It’s A Sure Thing”
Jeffrey Hefner: “Kiss Me,” “The Peso,” “The Mrs. Don't Like It”
Thomas Lukas
Richard G Redding
David Reid
Ed Moore
Bodie Valdez
Shelby Neubauer
Mark Bingham
Jenevieve Olani Johnson: "Let Me In," "Good Good"
Ryan roper
Akil C King: “Conqueror”
Noah Sorota: “Falling Skies”
Jared Fry
Athan Maroulis
Daniel Myrick: “She's Country,” “Truck Yeah”
Jane Fossgreen
Asmar Dunnel
Lawrence Hardmon
Dmitry M. Epstein
Barry Nelson
Whitney Draper: “Ritzville”
Mark Wood Jr
Patrick Griffin
Giancarlo di Battista
Nathan J Kress
Brian Grilli
Guillermo Martinez Sr
Freddie Gardner: “The Blu Capsule”
Carlos Galarza
Gary Luebbe
Brian Forsythe
Donald Sundal
Eric Mondragon
Tonya Whiteside/Miz D'vyne Fai'vr
Norman McDonald: “Okay To Believe In Santa,” “Long Gone,” “Jessup Avenue,”
“Free,” “On Vacation’
George Terry
Mitch Rossell
Steve Cohen
Emily Kern
John Nooney
Selena Rosanbalm
Andy Suzuki
Jon Powell Gray
Ryan Crossette
Houston Fry: Commercial pieces for GE, Apple, Samsung, Toyota, Honda, Capital One, Nike, Coke, TJ Maxx, Macys
Geoff Stanfield
Nick Moss
Elvis Redwood: “Only Man She Want” -Popcaan
Edward Peghin: Music for the television series, “Chop Cut Rebuild”
Marc Brener: “The Rumperbutts” Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
Erik Hopkins
Ivan Pokorny
Ryan Gordon
Thomas Michael
Lisle Mitnik
Jordan harris
Derek Brown
Ken Sharp
Troy McGruder
Glenn Workman
Dorothy Ware
Sean Wilson
Christopher Rife
Rand Bellavia
Kedrick Miller: “Grinding”
Corey Madison
Uptown Studios
Jason Elmore
Calvin Frazier: “Confused Love”
Louis Caldwell
Linwood Moses
Nailah Thorbourne: “Love Is Wicked,” “Light It Up,” “Brick And Lace”
Marcus Dawson
Frank Zaruba Jr.
Tim Walter
Aric Murray: "Angels," "The Way She Moves"
Carl Lemon
Gary Ciuci
Claude Le Henaff
Ryan Brewer
Johnas L Burch
Tutwiler Music
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Erik Ferentinos: "I Can't Take It" & "Just One More Time" -Stephen Pearcy
Edgar Galeano
Hal Bynum: "Lucille;" "Chains;" "There Ain't No Good Chain Gang;" "The Old, Old House"
Adam Sanborne
William Marquez Jr.
Montsho Lewis
Marvin Palacios
Lee James PKA LeeVing
Allen Stafford: “I Love My Hood”
Carl Page
Melissa Iverson
Chad McNair: “Girls Get Wild,” “Daisy Dukes,” “Party In The Woods,” “Grass Ain’t Greener,” “Hands Up”
William Sumner: “Wine Highway”
Sam Roberts
Anthony Watson: “I&i R.A.S,” “Mankind,” “Judgement Day”
Jervell Barksdale
Christopher Bracco
James Carter Cathcart: “Give Me Forever (I Do)”
Detorrius Carney
Cody Brubaker
James Rast - Azalea Park Music
Bob Pace
E. Martin Olson: Music for Disney's “Phineas & Ferb”
Peg Delaney (Marguerite): “Sing It Soft,” “Lullaby For Jessica,” “My Tuna,” “Dream Vacation”
Gabriel Karlick
Viki Dee
Laura Anne Short
Scott Garapolo
Konstantinos Christides
Phill McHugh
Olushola Otugalu: “Death Of Me,” “On Point,” “Quarterback Job”
Rolf Schnyder
Dain Blair: Music for the TV shows ‘Deal Or No Deal,” “Extreme Makeover Home Edition”, “Super Nanny”
Glenn Crocker
Adolfo Santillan Canales
Nicholas Nolan: “Flying South’ (Duck Dynasty Main Title), Music in Survivor on CBS, Music in Curious George on PBS
Jeff Moses: Big Boy
Andrew Gross: Scores for The King of Queens, Bio-Dome, NOVA documentaries, Tenacious D in The Pick of Destiny
Armando Colon
Mogens Egeskov-Madsen
Ashley Liverman: “All For Love”
Jennifer Smith: “Someone”
Jamal Miller
Kevin A Memley
Bradley Colton
Earl T Bridgeman: “I Sing The Blues,” “Get Me Some,” “I Am The Cool,” “Lead A Horse To Water”
Lee Patrick Mastelotto: Songs for Me Mister, The Rembrants, King Crimson
Thomas Hassell: “Sold My Soul To Country”
John Mullin
Matthew Leone
Kerry Neubauer
Frank De Rosa: “Big Guitar”
Dominic Tassinari
Brent Franklin
Trevis Thomas
Jaime Chavez
Austin Gravelding
Roman Acreman
Robert Apostle
Michael Ribiat
Jonathan Santiago: “Ball Out,” “I Found You”
Gregory Cohen: “Calling All Hearts,” “Make The World Go Round,” “Future Is Mine”
Dwight David Turner: “Do Your Dance”
Patrick McGarey: “Life Passed Me By”
Harold R Ingram: “Cruising,” “Who Do You Love And Others”
David Jones
John Morgan: Music featured in StarShip Troopers 2, Trinity and Beyond
Dahnaad Ahshaad: “Journey to Glory,” “Friend”
Lilly Humes
Reagan Riddle: “My Hope is In The Blood,” “The Good Shepherd”
Alvaro S Torres
Al Hunt
David Feldstein: Score to Disney’s “Kirby Buckets”
Gregory T Boutsikaris: “Handsome Gal”
Steve Greenbaum
Falena Whitman
Levi Tovar: “Change,” “Shield,” “Surrender”
Glen Brady: “Come Alive”, “iParty (Dj Wool Remix)”
Eleanor Dubinsky: “Listen To The Music (Escucha La Musica),” “Wait For You,”
“Shelter,” “The Wind Won't Knock It Down”
Nick Burris
Gushaun Durham
Stan Adams
James T. Sale
My Life,” “Rejoice,” “In Whom I Trust”
Tracey K Houston: “Smokey Bear”
Eleni Vlachos
Derrick Waller
Antoine L. Williams, Sr {Vinci}: “Swerve,” “International Superstar,” “This Means
War,” “Shut the Bar Down,” “She Amazing”
Bennie Anderson
Tony Dofat
Lisa K. Hilton
Alvaro Torres: “De Punta Punta,” “Nada Se Compara Contigo,” “Reencuentro,” “Te
Dejo Libre,” “Te Va A Doler”
P. Daniel Newman
Ramsey Clark
Benita Hill: “Two Piña Coladas,” “It's Your Song”
Matthew G Windey: “#Castigao,” “Ella Se Pregunta FT Jeanphi Oficial”
Young Troce: “No Way”
Prayer” -Lynn Anderson, “These Golden Fields” -Don Rigsby & Midnight Call, “Family
Quilt” -Nu-Blu
Greg Seltzer
Samuel Watson
Marcello Grasso: ‘Dancing in the Dark” -Solange
Paul Brownow
Foday Musa Suso: “Moonlight” co-written with Herbie Hancock
Danny Dunlap
Larry Castle
David Lin
Meridian Green: “Song For Siena,” “The Lorax in Laytonville,” “Get Up Blues”
Row Block
Sean Patrick Baldwin: “Looking To Fall,” “Reprise In the Midst of the Raging Storm,”
“Calling Brian Wilson,” “Apart of Your World,” “Angel,” “Something About Here”
DeAundre Davis
Bill Bergmann
Matt Craig
Dan Slider
David Paul Newell
Margo Pendarvis
Noreiyea
Simeon Spiegel
Stephen Bennett
Bryan Eatmon: “Weed Country,” “The Raid,” “I’m From The Mountains”
Nichole Thrower: “Jesus and Jazz’
Kecia Burcham
Charlotte Truman: “Finished Symphony”
Craig Shephard
Lisa Matassa
Robert Garcia
Stephen Becker
Pedro Josue Mira Muñoz: ‘Dejame Saver Destan A.D.”
Steven Freeman
Kenneth L Combs
Derek Evry: “Without You”
Dominic M Tiberio
Robert Gallo
D’Vonne Melvin-Eugene Lewis: “Liberation,” “Shadow Boxing In The Wind,” “Mighty Nation,” “PopKing,” “Bottoms Up”
Carl Dotson
Ronell R. Griggs: "The King Has Spoken"
Jemond Billie
Norman Mellin
Joe Marone
Nicholas St. Jean
Angel Vazquez
Denny Snyder
Michael Truman: “Finished Symphony,” “Break My Soul,” “Disappear Here”
Willie Williams: “Just Drank,” “Party Like A Frat,” “Just Drank OG (Original)”
David Mahler
Nathan Magsig
Pauly Joe Calkins
Lynn Holland Jr: “Faded”
Melvin J Murphy Jr
Alexandra Cook: ‘You Are God,” “Heaven to Earth”
Bob Virgin: “Would You Lie To Me,” “Pray For The Weary,” “Legend Of The Sago,”
“Did I Tell You That I Love You”
Raymond J. Graffia
Rory Fream
Beatrice
Joseph Biancalana
Kyle Gordon: “Red's Dead,” “Strange Love”
Matthew Leonard
Larry Brown
Darrel Jones
Lewis Hyatt: “Say Hello To Heaven”
Fragrance R. Harris
Miles Wheeler p/k/a Masspike Miles
Amy Pittman
Chris Cunningham
Eric Davis
Rodney Mayfield: “Pins and Needles,” “Above the Clouds,” “Rain Fall Down,” “Crash and Burn,” “If Not For A Woman”
Dwayne Celestine
Shane Stewart
Hilary Billings
Eric Allen Howe
Saji M John
Michel Rubini: Scores to "The Hunger," "Manhunter," "The Hitchhiker"
Buddy Merriam: “Monroe Special”
Jessica Schoen
Sammie Hutchins
Anthony Taylor: “Don't Mind Me aka While I Cry,” “All Alone In Love,” “In the Dark,” “My Bu'ghi Thang,” “Once in a While”
Danny Harlow
Aaron Jorgensen
John LeCompt
Rick Perry: 'Make Up Make Out’
Nicolas Carr: Music featured in the TV show ‘Spongebob Squarepants”
Marty Cooper: “A Little Bit Country, A Little Bit Rock 'N Roll,” “The Lonely Surfer,” “You Can't Be A Beacon (If Your Light Don't Shine)”
Sam Carter
Jeffery Brandon
Travis Walvoord: “Young Hearts,” “No Heat,” “Tear Me Apart Again”
Barry Aiken: “Balboa Park”
Benjamin Cohen
William Crain
Jeff Bruner
Robert J Marsh Jr: "If Time Stood Still”
Frederick Pascarelli
Antonio Del Toro Mendez
Sandy Linzer: “Working My Way Back To You,” “I Believe In You And Me,” “Dawn (Go Away),” “Let's Hang On (To What We Got),” “Keep The Ball Rollin”
Kevin J Barnett
Anthony Paule
Ron Damte: "Sugar, Sugar"
Cesar Buenaflor
Richard Reid
**James Moore**: “I Still Can't Say Goodbye”
**Thomas Shaw**: “Monk Time,” “Oh How To Do Now,” “I Hate You,” “Cuckoo”
**Jeremy Sweet**
**Dav Mikals**: “Let's Get Stoned And Kill Two Birds,” “I Had My Harley Before I Had You,” “Black Train 27,” “4 Letter Feeling,” “Party Hat”
**Joel Uritescu**
**Masaya Wada**
**Stephen Pender**: “SAPhisticated Christmas”
**Andrew Seltzer**
**Reginald Streeter**
**Michelle Gonzalez**
**Ryan Petersen**
**Bob Sima**: “Putalittlemoreloveintheworld”
**Richard August**: “Str8 Like That,” “Welcome to my State,” “Go Head Baby,” “Rolling on the Westcoast”
**Sounds of Jubilee**: “Lone Wolf”
**Quanah Dykes**
**Michael Denne**
**Chris Milam**
**John G Brady**: “Hooked On You,” “Givin' Back The Blues”
**Luis J Bello**: “Acércame a Ti”
**Sondra Gordon**
**Michael McKenzie**
**Bernadette Randle**: “Chance with You”
**Chris Root**
**Felicity Combs**
**Ric Harris**
**Tom Hedden**: Themes for NFL, NASCAR, World Poker Tour
**Dasa Kalstrom**
**Alan Johnston**: “Sweet Appalachia”
**Felix Contreras**: “Metela Sacala,” “Sentimos,” “Jalelo,” “Si Te Gusta La Punta,” “Baila Con Migo”
**Nicholas Hollander**: “Stunt Runner,” “Benjamin Lee,” “Piano Rag,” “A Place Called Home”
**Michelle Sinigayan Lapham**: “Phoenix and Tessa,” “Madame Goldring,” “No-Rock-O”
**Jeremy Leidhecker**
**Patrick Miller**
**Thomas Samuel Orr**
**Bryan Shayne Manard**
**Jeffrey P Crouse**
**Mark Allen Campbell**: “Jesus Is The Way”
**Fredik Odesjo**
**Chris Godbey**
**Carl Funk**
Reuben Eudovique
Victor Vega Encarnation
Herbert Addison
Scott Saturday
Ryan Dixon
Nathanyel Nieves Driver
Mario Pupparo: “Amor a la Mexicana”
Mia Shante Lewis
Ray Bradley Riddle
Jonathan R. Mirage
Eugene Williams: “Trying To Live My Life”
Robert M. Pollack: “The New Mexico 2 Step,” “The Greatest Daddy In The World,” “Good Morning Lord”
Marion Jones for Joe Jones
Ben Wise
Jason Clay: “Lie,” “Walk With Me,” “Juju The Promoter”
Matthew Hill
Joseph F. Curran
Krista Herring
Kristin Price: “Where Would I Be? (The Question)”
Jim Ward Morris
Keturah Weathers
Richard L. Marshall
J Michael Henderson
Elliot James: “Honey, Do That For Me;” “Ex Oh, Heart Candy;” “Wave Of Love”
Corey Kelly
Leo J. Russlan
Erin Powers
Joyce Lephew
Ann J. Morton
Maynard Williams
Catherine Schindler
Juliann Ankley
Shena Canty
William Swarner (QI-BALL)
Raheem Buggs
Thomas Cardwell
Myles Cooper
Laura Davidson
Ray Sanders
Antonio Saunders: “America's Nightmare,” “My Thoughts,” “Lord Forgive Me For My Sins,” “Money Dance,” “I’m a Thug”
Wendy Fraser: “She's Like the Wind”
Queyi: “Like That,” “Dangerous,” “Turn Up,” “Guaranteed,” “Merry Christmas”
John Keen
Derrik C. Hoitsma, Jr.
Derek Wilson: “Black Thirteen,” “Gunslingers,” “Drawing Of The Three,” “Crimson King,” “Battle Of Devar-Toi”
Andres du Bouchet
Douglas Shawe: Songs for Disney
Jordan Holland
Matthew Maccarone
Anne Tipper
John Cobbett
William ingram
Guy Jenkins
Jillette Johnson: “Torpedo,” “Cameron”
Jim Eagan
Deborah Arnold: “God Gave Us Love”
Andrew Wyatt: “Grenade,” “When I Was Your Man,” “Animal,” “Somebody to Love Me”
Robert Marsh
Hubert Laws: “Power Trip,” “Family,” “Mr. Smith”
Donte Bankhead: “Bankhead”
James Shaw, III: “David's Dance,” “Fiery Furnace,” “Possible”
Buddhaa
Angelo De Augustine
Joel A Block
Herbert O. Robertson
Grady Jones: “What Did I Do,” “The Intruder”
Gary Stenulson
Frank Stetar
Jerry Dwayne Barnes: “Bless God America,” “I’m Singing For My Jesus”
Max Perry
Rodney K Jackson: "Finally" -Cece Peniston
Duane Neillson
Cary Brothers
Kenneth Beeler
Billy Aerts
Mic Woff
Jams F. Small
Scott Ramsey: “Salt Life,” “Key West,” “Living on Island Time,” “Open the Bar”
Scott Anthony Stevens: “The Ghost is Me,” “Take A Stand”
Jacob Friedman: “Dance Tonight,” “Riding Like The Wind”
Sarah Glassman: “Nothin But A Fool”
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Konsta Jokipii
Benjamin Horn
Joyce Williams: “Take Me Higher,” “Power In The House,” ‘Try God,” “Be Still,” “Jesus Is The Love”
Nikola Jeremic
Pat Gibson
Adam Zuckert
Lori Parigi
David Biga
Yusef Jackson
Bennie Diggs
Danny Schneider: “Cultural Vultures”
Steven Glassmeyer: “Love Or Something Like It”
Jonathan Gil de Rubio
Gabriel Otto
Brandon Newton
George D. Garcia Colon
Sergio Almendares: “Fue En La Cruz,’ “Mi Misión,” “Atrévete,” “Diferente”
Alan Fox: “Juju Momma,” “Ain’t Nobody Owns The Blues,” “Riverboat Man,” “She Makes Me Hot,” “Straight From The Bottle”
Lana R Moore
Michael Maresz
Francisco Fernandez: “iBoogie”
William Elton Moore IV
Jennifer Bone
Frank Denson: Scores for: Blue Thunder, Magnum PI, A Team, Blossom
Michael Kramer: Score for the Cartoon Network show- Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu
Christian Young: "You Stung," "Out of My Head (ft. Kathleen Taylor)," "Guiding Light," "Stars”
Kawaski J Nelson
Stanley B Davis
Shane Bingham
Grady Range
Terrel Wallace
Joey Ciotti
Karen FitzGerald
Gregg Hutchins
Damian Watts: “I.D.F.W.U,” “We Flexin”
Jayne Olderman: “Let Me Be There For You” -Patti LaBelle & Chris Willis, “There is No City as Pretty as Savannah,” “When I Found You (The Adoption Song)”
Melissa Ferrick
Gary Alt
Ernest Isaac Benavidez / Lynnwood King: “The Heroine”
Thomas Anthony Mangin: “My Soul Sings;” “Get Lost, Get Found”
Paul Trefzger: “Tears Come Tumbling,” “Tonight I'm Gonna Fall In Love Again”
Morgan Paros
Reggie Jackson
Ross Redmond
Matthew Crowley: “Interpol,” “The Story of My Life,” “Send A Letter”
Amy Jaramillo
John Camp: “Kiss Kiss Kiss”
Sam Huff
Jace Murdock
Ronnie Kelly
Allyson James
Karen Rose: “Mary of God,” “I Need You Jesus”
Roger Romeo Godbout
Ali Sarijlou
Nigel Barber
Malcolm Holcombe
Rick Meyers
Ilisk Byun
Dr. Scott Watson: “Aesop's Fables,” ‘Aquatica,” “Hercules vs. the Hydra”
Michael Hazen
Garrett Zablocki: “Can't Be Saved”
Ronnell Barnes
Robert W. Holt
Jean-Pierre Williams
Christopher Thomas
Paul Rabjohns: Film scores
Dane Petersen
Linda Toebes
Donald Livingston: “Jesus Will Provide,” “Jesus Died For Our Sins,” “It Was Grace That Brought Me,” “You Don't Know Like I Know,” “Don't Give In”
Alex Mosher
Daniel May: Score for the IMAX film "Everest"
Eric Barao: “On Holiday,” “In Love With A Broken Heart,” “Trying Too Hard”
William West
Alonzo McGowan d/b/a lit boy productions: “I’m Suppose To Put It Down,” “Out In My City,” “Stand Up,” “Magazine Clean,” “Thump In The Trunk”
Steve Shapiro
Teresa Rogers Critzer: “In Nothing We Trust,” “Girl After My Own Heart,” “The Only Thing I'm Guilty Of,” “Been There Done That”
Gary A. Taylor: “Good Love,” “Just Gets Better With Time,” “I’m Coming Back”
Jeffrey Fisher
Ruben J Freeman: ‘Fancy,” “Straight Outta Pittsburgh”
Rose Angelica
Sean Wheeler: “Song About Songs”
George Brown
Philip Arnold: “So Turnt Up”
Michael Byron
Quan Blaze
Jerome Bennett
Nathaniel Doane
Ryan Chamales
C. Richard Bush
Satomi Matsuzaki
Peter Duncan
Ethan Winogrand
George Elian
Christopher Boscole
Bob Geresti
Scott Wilk: “One Foot in Front of the Other,” “Suspicion”
William Luby
Brian Toler
Pedro Vazquez: “Noche De Aventuras,” ‘Sensual,” “Extasis,” “Tu tienes la Magia,”
“Dame un Poquito”
Marlin Fowler
Scott Paul Davis
Gary R. DeCarlo: “Na na hey hey”
Steven Colyer
Teri Tobin
Gilbert J. Karson
Douglas Trantow: Theme to “Playing It Forward”
Jason Murray
Jerry Kimbrough
“Say Dem A Gyallis”
Sirrondell Daniels
Bob Sites
Kathy Foster
Leslie Blackman
Barbara Bailey Hutchison
Nathan D. Duvall: “Horvall,” “Requiem For A Tower,” “Wicked”
Van Lawson
Will Johnson
“Sidetracked,” “Happy Tears Fall”
Carmen Grillo
Marc Enfroy
Aaron
Marvellia GP Carmichael
Ray Flacke: "Tahitian Skies"
Stephen Washington: ‘Watching You,” “Do Fries Go With That Shake”
Gsix Gramz: “Visionary,” “So 1000”
William Shuren
Jill Benes: “Party Like A Rockstar,” “So What If I Care,” “Firestarter”
Margery Peters
Stephan Crump
Richard Larsen: “Fading in C# Minor,” “Freedom on Fire”
Adam Sickler
Brad Vickers
Matt Rogers
Orlando Mcallister: "City Trills"
Steve Harding
Brett Babbitt: “Heaven Standard Time”
Helen Austin
Joselito Javan
Matt Harvey
Letitia A. Coley
Eddie Gerald Humphries
Stephen Smartt: “The Key,” “El Dorado,” “Keep the Change”
Andy Ford
Shane Clark
Kirk Clarke
Christopher K. Ramsdell
Windell Alcorn: “Cali Luv,” “HardLife,” “Blood Sweat Tears’
Denise P. Isaac: “Daddy Drama,” “Yo Its Stupid,’ “In His Presence”
Brian Gottesman: ‘Retrosexy”
Briand Melanson: “Dirty Party Secrets”
Tom Jackson
Samuel Sonuyi
Larry Allen
Iso Whitsett
Mary Waters
Craig Stuart Garfinkle
Robert John Lewis: “Infected”
Matthew Whittaker
Miguel A. Ruiz
Anwer Zuraiqi
Mecca Mitchell
John M. Buchanan, Jr.: “1993,” “We the People,” “Windsong,” “Blowout,” “I Rolled It You Hold It”
Mark T. Morrison
Howard Kleinfeld
Jens Jurgensen
Vincent Stratton: "Good Morning Lord"
Sarah Grinder
Diona Howard
Loriel Golden
Stephen Friedland aka Brute Force:
Katrina Graham
Frank Aimetti
Brian Voiles
Joao Alberto Alves Couceiro
Rick Lawson: ‘What A Friend,” “United We Stand”
Theano & Chuck Lamb: “Cool on the Coast,” “Witness,” “Girl From Massapequa,” “Indian Waltz”
Joshua Montalvo
Azubuike Kingsley Nwabrije: ‘Roma”
Diana Pand: ‘Journey to Bethlehem”
Eric Butterfield
Rick Gallego
Brad Carter
Tony Powers: “Lazy Day,” “98.6,” “Remember Then,” “Today I Met the Boy I'm Gonna Marry”
Thomas Murray
Drew M Hale: “I Just Can't Help Myself”
Angela Jackson
Darryl Taylor: “Time to Believe”
Emilia Wilson: ‘Downtown with SCRD’
Walter Grund
Bivas Biswas
Howard Jennings: “This Love”
Sara Fuga: “Open Space,” “Day Zero,” “Song Of Peace”
Bill Franks: “Might Get Lucky”
Nina Maria Scotti
Dustin Decker
Joseph Chiofalo
Derrick Walton
Gregg Chorebanian
Edward P. Butler Jr.: “Remembering My New Years Resolution,” “My Fans”
Robert Osborne
James Gibbs
Sarah Frazier
Randy L Aulicky
Chris Crites
Jawan Jackson
Wilton Vought
Stephen Redmond
Mark Watson
Gary S. Sloyer
Bethany
Yvonne Silva
Janet Sandoval
Juventino Casas Olvera: “Arrastrando La Cobija”
John Casey Hopson
Angelo Shackelford
Dale Crockett
Tad M. Wheeler: “Near As Never”
Marc Danzeisen
Asa Anderson
Billy H. Franze
Evyn Charles: “You Bring Me Out”
Nate Cyphert
Timothy G Story: “Asleep the Snow Came Flying”
Gerri White
Riley Knapp
Branley Midouin
Allan Edwards: ‘Finessin,” “Champagne,” “Feel It”
David B Ferguson: “I Don't Know But It Sure Is Funky,” “A Funky Song,” “Dance Lady Dance”
John Zadeh
Paul Quintilone
Salvatore Nastasi
Ray Pace
Michelle Pereira
Don J. Preston: “Stranger In A Strange Land,” “Circle For A Landing”
Jonny Fritz
Amy Lee
QweenSChing: “Keep It On Da Low,” “Stay Blayzed”
Eric Mast
Mark Fletcher
Ron Jankowski: “It's All Falling In Line,” “T Shirt Blues,” “Chaos”
Vicky Smith
Pamela Pruett
Andrew Mackay
Davie: “Blues Theme,” “Apache,” “Shape of Things To Come”
James Chappell
Marti Jones
Guy Carter
Shane Windham
Stephan Murphy
Jeffrey Allen, Jr.
Robert Roseberry: “I Just Wanna Know,” “Real”
Yavrenim Cruz
French Walker
Jan Lisewski
Damitri Carter
CL Rosato
Grant Slawson
Brahm Wenger: “Air Bud,” “Air Buddies”
Tony Duran Dorsey: “Like Me,” “Neighborhood SuperStars,” “I’m Grown”
Joyce Elaine Yuille
Edwin Barton
Craig De Maio
Robert Porembski: “Feelin' More Like Christmas,” “(There's Nothing Like) A Polish Christmas,” “I’m Gonna Eat My Vegetables”
David Rieley
Kristin Beriau: “Numbers and Names,” “Playing Games,” “Forever,” “Breathe”
Rob Liano
Roosevelt Goodson
Ian Dogole
Paul MacLachlan: “The Cure”
Dina Rudeen
Yeofi Andoh
Trina Esther
Dylan Magierek
Eric Stinnett
Jerome Lyons: “Chemtrails”
Eddie Tolbert
Jamar Hiels
Dennis Coffey: “Scorpio,” “Wings of Fire,” “Taurus,” “Black Belt Jones”
Angela Richardson: “Pop Lock And Drop It,” “Booty Me Down”
Jacqueline Robison
Warren Weldon: “The Raven”
Rob Oswald
Jammie Blount
Edward Cheek
Jonathan Fields
Greg Fulleman

Songwriter Signatures
Mark Roberts: "Baby Let's Rap Now" -The Moments, "Spaceship Coupe" -Justin Timberlake
Courtland Doughton
Domenic Pecce
Jonathan Meraz
Leland E. Edgecombe
Karis Arreguin
Harold Robinskn
John Keith: Music featured in the TV show “Bob's Burgers”
Kevin Marshall
Jonathan Allen Bey
Philip J Franchini
Matthew Levine
Ron Holden
Chris Harding
Daron Taylor: “I Just Wanna Testify”
Shakir King
Neal Medlin
Tim Dacey: Music featured in the TV show “Bob's Burgers”
Les Sampou
Steve Manuel
Richard Hurwitz
Jean Na
Alford Amicy: “Pa Janm Bliye,” “Mwen Plen Lanmou Pou Ou,” “Lanmou Entèdi,” “Manman Pam”
Jeff Cesario
Leroy Rodriguez
Thomas Christenson
Walter E. Elridge, Jr.: “Um Leader,” “I Got Ya,” “The Best of Both Worlds”
Ernest Vereen
Kendra Shank
Ron Rogers
Byron Brizuela
Jonathon Hansen
Raphael ieru: “Slikk-Ya boy Slikk”
Ronald Myers, Jr.
Mildred Feliz: “Sippin N Tippin”
William Low
Sean Smith
John Cannon
Harlee Goodwin
John Faryar
Juan Carlos Díaz Palacios
Athena Hiotis
Mandy Lockhart
Perry M. Lamek: "One Love," "I Fell In Love," "She's Still Foolin"
Normita R. Jeffery
Richard Wesley Peden
Allan John Van Brocklin
Katie Haverly
Art Dellerson: "Now I’ve Got A Woman," "Please Don’t Wear That Bikini"
Lizzie Shanks
Chris Dorman
Robin Grant
Vanessa Lee
Alan Alexander, III
Chelbie Birdwell
Lloyd R. Brooks, Jr.: "P*ssey On Fleek"
T. Jae Christian: "I Used It All On You," "You’re So Good For Me (And That’s Bad)," "Love And Broken Hearts"
Doyle Primm
Tryshe Dhevney
Craig Johnson: "Havin Church," "Here I Am," "Time Ain't Long As It Has Been," "Same God," "Give Me Strength"
Joe Taylor: "Lisa," "Black Widow (Lita Ford)," "Long Lost For Love," "Fight," "Decent"
Celeste Lake
Chad Laniewski
Brenda Rose Farley: "Blood Of The Innocent," "The Gift," "My Friend Abraham," "We Are Carved In The Palm Of God's Hand," "I Know God Can Do It Again"
George Soto Avena, Jr.
Jonathan Wright
Nadia Tarnawsky
Elsten Torres: "Por Una Mujer," "Todo el Año," "Los Demas," "Caramelo," "Closer Tonight"
Jackson Penturff
Eddie Bond
Darryl McCorkell: "We In Da City"
Jason Pappas: "My Love Will Never Stray;" "Best In The West;" "Danger, Danger;" "Just Stand Up;" "This Crazy"
Joe Curtis
Cole Dillingham: "Step By Step"
Mark Ignoffo
Scott August: “Heart of the Sky,” “Quiet Journey,” “Evening Song”
James Jewkes: “Baltimore Bukkake,” “Argyle Vampire”
Tom Wedvik
Rachel Lowery-Winston
Torrrell Ruffin
Anthony Ollie: “In My Lac,” “Burn 'em Up,” “Brim Low”
Scott Vandrey
Aileen Quinn: “Mama Didn't Raise You Right,” “Spin Me,” “Believe,” “Come On Over,” “Walk The Talk”
Morisa Jackson: “Flux & Plush,” “Raf”
Denise Naugle: “You Are God,” “Believe,” “Hosanna,” “I Reverence Thee,” “I Choose You”
Jomirys Lozano
Roberto Horacio Aramburu
Corey Gordon: “Wifey Type” ft. Raw D.I.
Darron Grose
Shana M. Montanez
Graham Andrews
Jerel Marshall
Sara Herrera Maldonado
Gerald Martin
Derrick elkins
Lawrence (Larry) LaPole: “King of the Surf,” “My Woodie,” “Sleeper,” “A-Bone,” “Dancing with Santa”
Michael Faltin
John Andersen: Music for the film “Volcano”
Steve Grandinetti: “Already Gone,” “Till The Day That I Die,” “Like A Buffalo,” “My American Heart”
Michael Harrison Walpole
Jerry White
Avery Johnson: "Never Scared"
Paul Chiten
Chase Malone
Melissa Musique
Tom Nolan: “Woman From Another Planet,” “Don't Wanna Die Workin’”
Brad Roseborough
Folkminer Music: “Bodie”
Gary Meister
Susan Stewart
Meylin Maldonado
Jonathan Beard
Ken Kruckenberg: “Big O Jingle,” “We've Got You Covered,” “The Christmas Box” - Earthwalks
Goh Nakamura: “Embarcadero Blues,” “Surrogate Valentine”
Joe Davis
Eric Cutshall
Jackie Moran
Richard Mirro
Cindy Valentine: “Finest Hour,” “Pick Up The Pieces To My Heart,” “In Your Midnight Hour”
Richard Hughes
Steve S. Rivera: “En Oh En Oh” -Jowell Y Randy
Ryan O. Murphey: “Talking to the Wrong Man,” “Running Shadow,” “Vertigo,” “Mountain Storm”
Adibfar Itrat
Ellysha Nedab
Andrew A. Fradale
ZebrA OctobrA
William Shepherd
Corey Gibson
Hayden Thompson
Steve Lewis: “Just One Night”
Greg Ingraham
Donny Kees:
Patricia Hylton
Ashad Vaughn: “They Don’t Know” -Fabb Abb, “Westcoast” -Siir Brock
Chastity Marie
Erik Dylan Anderson
Troy Lund
Anthony Gainer
Thomas A. Douglass
Jennifer Bynum
william Elskes
Helen Ksypka
Randall Dalasinski
Blake Aaron: “Groove-O-Matic,” “Encantadora,” “You're the One For Me,” “Wes Side Story,” “Europa”
Tony Buschauer
Pepe Sosa
Joe Stephens
Bill Archer: “Cancun,” “That's The Way We Roll Round Here,” “Redneck On The Internet,” “Where Country Starts”
Harry Eckert
Troy Perry: “Rain Dance,” “Big Bucks”
Dan Holman
John Rhys Eddins
Kenneth Paul Lachney: “I Love Lousiana,” “I Couldn't Be Me If I Didn't Have You,” “Apocliptic”
Jonas Friddle
Kirk Michael Howe: “Best Part Of My Life”
Jeremy Rollins
David Garner: “Phenomenal Woman,” “Vilna Poems”
James Stephen O’Connor
Carl J. Williams
Amanda White: “Nightlife”
Sasha Smith: “Fly My Way”
Ross Jordan: “Black Widow,” “Strong”
Dennis M. Myers
Abigail Hidalgo-Villatoro
John Hammond: “Slick Crown Vic,” “You Know That's Cold,” “Come To Find Out,” “Heartbreak Blues”
Jerome Haywood
Scott Greer: Scores for: Treasure Raiders, V.I.P., Brad Meltzer's Decoded, Prophets of Science Fiction, Legend of the Superstition Mountains
George Krikes Jr.
Jimi Finn: “She's the One,” “Downtime,” ‘The Night the Pirate Came Out in Me,” “Beautiful Gift”
Vaughn Slep
Donita Sparks
Natasha Knight
Adulfo Hidalgo Villatoro
Doug James: “How Am I Supposed To Live Without You,” “I Fall All Over Again,” “After You,” “Don't Tell Me,” “Tell Her,” “Break It To Me Gently”
David Scoggins
Ted Allen
Rocky Larson
Kay Stackchips: “TrapLife”
Justin Hardy
Luis Lucre: “Escape From The Game”
Micheal Landers
Rob Khurana
Chris Galpin
Polosavage
James C. Blake, III
Gus Hawkins: “Soul,” “Sleeping Beauty,” “Tell It Like Is”
Shaun Gonzalez
Mark Soljacich
Judith A. Culp
Allison Lilly
Sophia Lolley: “Cherry Pie”
Jorge Alberto Campos Zazueta
Ryan Masse
David Mahler
Jarmone Davis: “Yes You Can” -Marvin Sapp
Samuel Lopez
Christopher King
Marquail Harris: “No Talking,” “N*gga You Stupid,” “High Love,” “R.I.P. To Our Relationship”
Mauri Yolanda Belarmino: “Soul Pop”
Kevin Atkinson
Beth Matthew
Omar Currie
Jason White: "Red Ragtop," "Ain't it Enough," "Choctaw County Affair"
Justine Dorsey: “Best Worst Day Ever”
Jayland Sanders
Eric McDaniel: “Cornbread,” “Hard Liquor’
Orlando Jenkins
David Smith
Jamaal Kennedy
John H. Razook
Terrance Howard
Dan Radlauer
Jeff Leonard
Russ Wilson
Scott Monetti
John Hermanson
Mark Hawkins
Jack B. Sigler, Jr.: “Love Can Make You Happy”
Walter Jefferson: ‘Bet Dat,” ‘Westside Yg’z,” “I’m Stressing”
Bob Allen
Tim Boykin
Jonathan Brian Preston
Jason Thomas Ness
Suz Slezak
Joseph Cline
Russ Parrish
Gary Watson
Juan Toro
Anthony Bean
Jim Dale
Frederick Brown
Steven Goddard
Mark Ward
Andrea Pejrolo
Scott Rockenfield
Irina Perez: “Things I’ve Seen (Spooks)’
Steven Messuri: “Edge of the Wall,” “Jo's Song”
Marcus Words
Adolfo de la Parra
Kurt Anderson: “Damn, Good and Ready”
Jeremiah McLane
Mike Lacey: “Next To You”
Richard Mainegra: “Separate Ways,” “Here's Some Love”
Tyler Trababd
Tiana Evans: “The Tasty Club Spelled”
Dallas Brooks
Redd Volkaert
Christina Cone: “Come Back,” “Rattles Your Heart,” “Wiser,” “Heartland”
Patrick Smith
Robert Jones: “You Are My Leaning Tree,” “Don't Pet My Dog”
Coley Westcott
Melvin Rogers: “Used to Be the One” -Ginuwine, “It's Real” -MYA, “Luv-u-Now” -Melvin Rogers
Luis Vega
Jeremy Bremner
Evan Gore
Christopher F. Jones
William Barnes: “I'm Gone” -Kayla
John Michael Karnatz
Bobby Turner
Michael Egizi
Edgardo Casillas: “Shoot the Moon”
Annie Fitzgerald Olson
Andrew Green
Michael Rashas
Hector E Gutierrez: “Labios De Miel”
Susan Sheridan: "Wet,” Beverly Hills Cop Soundtrack
Karen Martin
Josef Peters
Trey McGee
Thomas Mayes
Gerald Smith
Puneet Samtani
NJ Currie
Randall Douglas Hauke
Joel Langley
Melissa Posod
Fred Spears
Daren Ross: “No Ones,” “Something Different,” “Ride Wit A Banger,” “Yo Thang,”
“One Night Stand”
Phil Smith
David Keen
Dakota Grey Bradford: “Prism,” “Fernway”
Che B. Fitzgerald
Armen Chakmakian
Deborah Deijkers
Timothy C. Hern
James Scott Baston: “The Bubble,” “Georgia Peach,” “Cassidy's Sky”
Ruben L. Gonzales: “Lonely Memories”
Darnell Glenn: “F*kked Uph”
Ronald Dixon: “Get Em Got Em,” “Dream On,” “Smashin,” “I Don’t Mean It”
Mike Downing
Barry Blum: “Jump Shout,” “Rocket To Your Heart,” “Ritespot,” “Wac's In Slacks,”
“Pride Comes Before A Fall”
Bill Steinway
Temistocles H. Rutili
Ashley
William McHenry: “African Song”
Ronald K. Conley, Jr.: “Chedda Ave,” “They On The Internet Now”
Aaron Trumm
R. Scott Bryan
Heather Larimer: "Other Girls," "Right Again," "Everyday Hero"
Mark Gray: “Fast Lane,” “Yeah”
Dahiana Rosenblatt
Geoff Barone
Josquin Des Pres
Joey Dang
Alfred Lazaro
Scot M. Clayton
Alex Walsh
Craig Smith
Norea Hoeft
Willie Clayton
Tomer Aharon
Gregg Pagani: “There Goes My Baby” -Charlie Wilson
Antony Burnet-Smith
Phucka Yu
Roni Brunn
Jacob Archer: “Urban Rain,” “Journey Into The Unknown,” “Atlantic Whisper”
T.J. Graves
Patrice Palmer
Brooks Lucas
Ethan Lipton
David A. Myers
Kevin McCall
Anna Marie Carter: "Together, We Rise," “RISE UP Emanfari!!”
Mittur Ramprasad
Jake McMullen
Samuel Strange
Fred Cortright
Keith LuBrant
Brian Bothwell: "As the End Draws Near"
Charles Hoover
Clifford Abraham
Brian Akeley
Phillip Peloubet
Phillip Johnston
Howard Scott: “Mamacita”
Michael J Thomas: “I Think About Amy”
Marty Sheller
Birdie M. Jones: “Gather Me Back To Me,” “Love Sweet Love Is In The Atmosphere”
Brian Fuller
Michael Calpito
Steve Hott: “Here For You,” “Cold and Broken,” “Down”
Jose C. Hernandez
Richard Dillon
Eric Liljestrand
Sherri Thal
John Silliman: “Jupiter,” “My Job Lost Me”
Eric Smith
Wade Handsome
Keenan Foster
Jim Lewin
Mariah Ver Hoef
Andi Starr: “The World Will Follow”
Jonathan Stark
Jonathan Baum
C. Keen
Brian Dredge
Carl Caldwell: “You Gotta Dig A Little Deeper,” “Moonshine in the Hills,” “Wrongway Skidmark”
David McAllister: “Ooh Na Na” and “What Life Is Like”
Jamie Bishop
Marilyn Oakley
Sean McKeown
Carrie Moore
Nicole Thomas
Keith
Sherri A. Lewis: Soundtrack to “Lilly’s Light”
Paola Martinez
Anthony E. Whaley
Ernie Penley
Greg Debonne
Mohamed el Mrabet: “Times of our lives”
Lee E Shepherd: “Decisions”
Joseph E. Jones, Jr.
William J. Hogan
Neal Smith: “School's Out”
Robert Welch
Donald Ray Blassl DBA Don Ray
JP Lourence: "Pieces of you," "Trippin"
Abdelaziz: “Times Of Our Lives”
Carolyn Adkins: “Fear Not Tomorrow”
Jerrold W. Lasmbert
Lilpilly Guwap
Bigga Telly Baby: "Hit My Jack"
Stephen Majewski
Jeremy Permenter
Dywane Smith
Herb Hartley
James Alan Bartram
Luis Lozada
Ricardo Joseph
Oleg Bilak
Jalan Crossland
Rpy Murray: “Lose Control,” “Freak Me”
Shing Ka: “Green Dragon”
William Leonard
G. Ricky Damayor
Chris "Freekbass" Sherman
Jared Lee
John Parnau
Robert Matheus
Bryan-David Smith: “Yay Or Nay”
James (Rollie) Thomas, Jr.: “Summer Girl,” “Fallen Apart,” “All Night Long”
Hillary Burton
Jerome Rosen
Richard J. (Rick) Roberts: ‘Colorado” -Flying Burrito Brothers; “You Are The Woman,” “Just Remember I Love Y Strange Way” -Firefall
Bruce Moreland: ‘Sky is a Poisonous Garden” -Concrete Blonde
Don Zuzula
Anzu Lawson
Michelle Lee
Mick McMains
Paul Andrew Bates
Jerome Lopez
David Harry Frost: “Beacon”
Phil Ranelin
Pete Anderson: “Even Things Up,” “Blue Hour,” “Working Class”
Elliot Glass
Donovan Perkins
Richard A. Moore II: “That Ain't Right,” “You”
Vijal Patel
Robert Brown: "Ask Your Doctor," "Knowing Glances"
Christopher Rubin
Alexa Cruse
Anibal Kerpel
Carl Hage: “Hello Baton Rouge,” “Annaline,” “Together,” “Gypsy Falls”
Stefanie Kammerman
Derik Schumacher
Ken Winkelman
Harvey Averne: “Never Learned To Dance,” “You're No Good,” “My Dream,” “Accept Me”
Milton Nelson
Zach Peterson
William Kapac
Kevin Theodore
Maribel Ullmann
David Brown: “I Luv Cali,” “Smooth Salin”
Stan Ausmus
Sara Lynn Sheranian
Jon Petronzio
Frank Weaver
Bruce Marshall
Jonellen Heckler
Fred Herrera
Robert Lindkvist
Charles Amirkhanian
Ron Schultz
David Schwan
Peter K. Vigil
Markus Plummer: “Thotitwah,” “Still A Fan,” ‘RedCups & Swishers,” “Work”
Rich Goldman
Yarrow Earth Hock: “The Shoe”
Wade Tonken
Andrea Reinkemeyer
Ruth Mendelson
Douglas Nethercote
Aaron Chavez
Christina Souza
Charlie Wolf
Oranthal "Rockyy Montana" Gaillard
Jonah Bach
DeMarcus Wiggins
Mark Guglielmo: "Green and Gold" featuring Eminem
Michael Rowland
Saira Raza
Jessica Chirino
Robin Brodsky: “Freedom,” “When You Want”
Andre Dyson
Curtis Matheeson
Ginger Millerson
Eric Mayo
Patrick Gleeson
Andrew Markus
Ken Whitaker
Bill Bolander
Robert Earl Longley
Roy Crayton, Jr.
Ocleslia Jordan: “O-Baby,” “O Wow,” “Phony” Ft Blakk Harlem, “Just Want To Be With You”
Erin O'Donnell
Darren Moran
Sam Holt
David Bobrowitz: “The Creation (A Rock Cantata)”
Jose Cordova
Dustin Hulton
Chris Reeder
Klaus Flouride/Geoffrey Lyall: ‘Holiday In Cambodia,” “Dog Bite,” “Keep on Walking”
Frank Klepacki
Raymond Johnson
Don Parsons
William Kirchen
Joel Wallace
Okaidja Afroso
Maggie Martin: “Luna Marie,” “Shake Those Bones,” “Sleepy Maggie”
Scott Milligen
BZ Lewis
Robert Mangiardi
Felix Hatfield: “The Warden (ocms)”
Gene Bernard/Eugene B. Florczak: “Wabble like a Duck,” “Rose's in a Dream”
Parry Jack
Laura Burnett
Jerry Turberville: “13 Steps”
Kuldeep Shah
Gregory White Hunt
Juan Monegro: “Tukuti,” “Pasa La Hookah”
Michael James Clark: “Slow Hand,” “Heart Of The Night,” “Reckless,” “The Woman In Me”
John Stevenson: “Tomorrow's Just Another Day,” “Hangin' Around,” “Reflections”
Larry Williams
Philip Joseph Hyland
Joel Derouin
Joseph Franklin
Jeffrey T. Rolka: “Don't Blame Me,” “The Last Song,” “Every Little Thing”
Benjamin Cuiffo
Joseph Bosco
Jamie Christopherson
Johnny E. Roberts: “I Was Made To Roam,” “Simply Because I Care”
Javel: “Show Me Sumthin”
Craig Ebron: All I know
Morgan Wright
Toni Harris
Kevin Moyer
Catherine Coward
Penny: “Friends”
Aynsley Dunbar
Steve Waltner
Laila Belle: “Stirring Honey In”
Somalia Ramin
Kevin Phiri
Lawrence Hill: “Mirror,” “Shipwrecked,” “Woman is a Woman,” “Kiss Me”
Simon Beins
Bernard Jungle
Michael Coiro
James Douglas Lyon
Felix Erskine
Howard Drossin
George Turnage
Logan Pringle
John Tacon
Marc Fresco: “Are U Down”
Michael Foster
Clarence Edward Irwin: “The Wondrous Things You've Done,” “As Time Goes By,”
“The Promise Of Jesus,” “Chapel In The Sky,” “Sunset Valley”
Damiano Austin
Sherman Ford
Larry Wiggins
Edson Elorreaga
Ahliyon
Paul Beebe
David White
Matthew Ullom: “November Weather”
John DeBortoli: “I’m A Boy Watcher,” “America's Challange”
Steven Holbrook
Bryan Lewis
Torrance Saunders
Aun Te Quiero,” “Yimelda”
Simon Jackson
Dernst Emile II
Wayne Peet
Michelle Medeiros
Ricky Harrell: “Best Friend” -Young Thug
Ashby Frank
Elese Russell: "All We Do" - Trey Songz
Dsvid Murdock
Alvin J. Brown: “Love People,” “Words of Wisdom,” “Father Friend,”
“Communication”
Nick Flannery
Jai Lewis
Brentt Arcement
Freddie Johnson: “The Big House on Gold Street”
Vinx de'Jon Parrette: “Digga Tunnah” (from Lion King)
Dane Hill
Michael McGee: “Kiss My Doublewide,” “The Lie,” “Clouds In My Hair,” “Me and George Strait”
Robert Delia
John Kuper
Gina Camp
Adrian Barrera
Jonathan McElroy
Dylan Wilson: “Nothing Wrong With You”
Sermonte Springs: “Bust Em,” “I Think I Love Her,” “Bag It Up”
Elijah Black
Joseph King
Sebastian Evans II
LaDonna Taylor
Eric Forbes
Tony Storey
Steven Casper
Chris James
Christopher Garza
Sara Hickman: "Simply," "I Couldn't Help Myself"
Jose L. Rivera (JLP Rivera Music): “Fairy Tales,” “Just One”
Michelle Coleman
Brendan McNamee
Antonio Camerillo: “We Are Young’n”
Dennis Olmstead
David Conard: “Cowboy Serenade,” “Hard Times”
Louis G. Hergert IV: “Scrambled Eggs With Cheese”
Chris Russell
Eddy Merx: “Can You Feel My Love,” Dance People Dance (with Sarah MacFaith)
Richard Hernandez
Ian Smith
Virginia McJunkin
John Arthur McCleskey: “How Did I Get Here,” “Chattahoochee River Blues,” “Joyce Lilian”
Jamie Samms-Grannum
SaraBeth Swagerty
Jean-Paul Di Franco: “Life is a Rock”
Jonathan O'Hara
Mike Martinez
Andrew B. Christopher
Jeffrey Sneed
Vern Thomas: “If You Heard Jesus Knocking”
Philip Keat: “Cheri,” “I’ll Be Staying Here With You,” “In The Old Hawaiian Way”

Chris Billik

Richard Stratton
April Carson
Marshal Dutton
George Alayon
Troy Birklett
Tendai Maraire
Jeff Noble
Richard Kohl: “UFOs”

Fred Hughes
Steven Gilliard
Nicholas: “Outtacontrol”

Tony Gilkyson
Matthew Briggs: “Traphouse Remix”

Evie Sands: “I Can't Let Go,” “Love In The Afternoon,” “I Love Makin' Love To You”

Gary L. Bell
Ben Gray
Michael Lee Rose: “Creepie,” “Mother”

William S. Coughlin

Mondray Polidore: “Listen To The Song While It Crys,” “Put That Back On Me,”
“Don't Make Me Act A Fool Tonight”

Ronald Nelson
Alexander Bacani
Domenic Salerni

ClevelandJ Coburn: “Barley Broke,” “Rain In The City”

Morgan Kibby

David Wheeler: “Short Lived And Onesided,” “Jamies Song,” “Kick In The Face,”
“Vampire Genicide,” “Elves And Arrows”

Joseph Nicolo
Danielle Carter
Belinda Coomes

Aujianee B. Claire

“Don't Run Away”

Ellen Lucille Thomas Simpson

Alfredo Matheus: “Que Precio Tiene El Cielo,” “Lloran Las Rosas”

Marques Tolliver
Derek Stanton

Evan Solot

Greg Camp: “All Star,” “Walkin' On The Sun”

Jerry Sanchez

Anavella Regalado
Thomas O. Tipton
Paul Filipowicz: "Junk In The Trunk," "Most Dogs," "Chickenwire," "Midnight at the Nairobi Room," "Jackson Transfer"
Jacob Sampson
Jerrill Credle
Don Randi
Jamar Lucas: "Breaking Barriers"
Rodriquez Wright II
Anthony Amato
Mike Hannaford: “Step Into My Flame,” “Undertow,” “While I Wait,” “Strangers On A Train,” “Mr. Grey”
Jonathan E. Moreno
Candyce Dalton
Reginald B. Staggers: “He's Up There”
Randie O'Neil: “Women I Am,” “Going back”
John Thomas Dispennette
Will Ray
Christopher Wong
Craig Gillespie
Sage Guyton
Omar Faruk Tekbilek
Michael Mac Bean
Theo Bishop: “Hyde Park,” “Off The Cuff”
Amanda J. Horn
Elizabeth Austin
Sabrian Sledge: “Ain't It Man,” “Curtains,” “Oh Yeah,” “So Icey,” “World Wide Gangsters”
Juan Cayetano, Jr.: “Clap On It,” “Falling Rain,” “Gotta Have It,” “Master Of Ceremony,” “Money Don’t Change Me”
Davide Berardi
Eliseo DiDomenica
Kima Whipple-Jackson
Dale Burie
Jose Lam
Dave Owens
Stephen Goforth
Brandon Tyler
Clifton Lee Ellis
Spencer Arthur Simmons
Kocarika Evans
Terry Grant
Sean Canzius: “Yr So Wet 2.0”
Jessi Teich: “The Haunting,” “Diggin' A Ditch,” “Twisted Soul”
Chase Sparkman
Cassandra Sotos
Dennis Churchill Dries
Chick Graning: “All Sideways”
Marvin Stanley Pierce, III
Joan Jeanrenaud: “Axis”
Peyton Parker
Celeigh Chapman
Doug Flint
Russell Crain
Godren Duckett
Carmen Menza
Terri Cavender
Steve Schiff: “Don't You (Forget About Me)”
Roy Swedeen
William Mikkelson: "Sound" - Vera
David W. Thomson
Milton C. Smith
Janet Mercado: “A Quien Ire,” “Rey De Gloria”
Arthur Nasson
Holly Anton
Brian Banks
Larry Bruce
Anthony Rom
Limuel Swearingen
Jordan Weiner
Poe Coliyon: “Music”
Kevin Steininger
Lawrence C. Kaplam: “Old Zeb,” “Song For Gale,” “Song For The Bowdoin,” “John,” “Connecticut Twister”
Dean Fields
Siobhan Heard
Mark Woerpel
Rory Miller: “Crab Up”
A'Lajede Gaines
Femi Andrades
Shemika McFarlane
Rozano Falls AKA Seo-Loc: “Like A Brother Remix,” “A Day At The Park,” “Fun N Da Sun,” “Do You Know Who I Am”
Carl Rusk: ‘The Trains’
Kevin Pike
Damone Barlow
Larry Armer
Trevor Lloyd Cooper
Trevor Wayne Howard: Music composer for The Inspectors, Drop Dead Diva, The Event, and Judging Amy
Johannes Christiaan Kooreman
Daniel B Fulkerson: “A Tombstone Every Mile,” “Six Times a Day (The Trains Came Down)”
Peter A. Smith
Erick Rodriguez
Cradlerboy: “Gangsta Walk”
Fabian Vazquez: “FA33” - Living Ronnied
Lorraine Chandler: Songs for RCA/Kapp
Fantuzzi
Van Gammon: “Me & Utopia”
Catherine Williamson
Joi Veer: “A Simple Wish,” “In the Dark”
Ilka Cortes: “Caballito,” “El Perdedor,” “Tonta”
Janice Marie Johnson: “Boogie Oogie Oogie,” “Rescue Me,” “Do It Good”
“Never Let You GO,” “Heaven on Earth”
Devon White: “Don't look down” -Dev Dott Dolla
Kragen Lum
Howard Sheldon
Eric Bird
Hector Melendez: “Oceans,” “Revoke,” “Roads,” “Whispers” -Stroes
Elaine Richardson
Eddie Easterly: “The Dreamcatcher (Inception Mix)”
Brad Halverson
Morgan DeVinck
Hollie LA
David Reynolds
Stan DeWitt
Ryan Johnson
Juan Carlos Pastrana
Anthony Haun
Kevin Randy Ball
Dana James
Terry Workman
Ricardo Encarnacion: “Double M Genius” -Wale
James C. Koch
Gabriel Martinez
Moulaye Diakite
Rosemarie Tan: "Damaged" -Danity Kane
Adam C. Pike
Demetrius Antuna
Martha Trachtenberg: "Ticket Back," "The Touch of Your Hand," "I Choose You"
Bruce Babcock: Underscore for “Murder, She Wrote;” “Matlock;” “Diagnosis: Murder;”
‘MacGyver;” “Falcon Crest;” ‘Father Dowling’
Stephen Bull
Santiago Salinas, III: “Y Sufriras” -Grupo Palomo
Clint Hanks
James Flynn
Joshua Charles Harris
Albert Romero
Jeffrey Howell: Songs on Foghat's Last Train Home
Alejandro E. Flores
Brian Berdan: Film incidental music
Vic Donovan: “Long hard road”
Frederick Cargill
Romero Lubambo
Igor Gorbunov: “During Flying” -The Show Broadway Group
Albert Fox: TV score for Cartoon Network's “Regular Show”
Michael McLoughlin: “Why You So Angry,” “Too Many Tears,” “Lump It”
Phranc: "Lifelover," "Amazons"
Steve Guion
Michael Barfield
Stanley Mathews: “When I Get To Heaven,” “Cave Bitch” -Ice Cube, “Night Calls” -Everette Harp
Chris Xefos: “Detachable Penis”
Paul Hammond: “Tumbling Down” -Tessanne Chin
Nicholas Bray: “New Solution,” “Empty Weather”
Michael Diasio
Jacqueline Algarin: “Silver Bullet” -ENI
Caleb McCoach: “Vanity”
Joseph Bradley
Ralph Scala: “We Ain't Got Nothin Yet”
Christine Smit
Zg we3d: “Tunnel Money”
Bayo Yahi Allen: “Everyday,” “Turn Up,” “So Official,” “Famous As I Wanna Be,” “Trap Holiday”
Michael MacAllister: "Keep Lying" -Donna Missal
George Steven Judd
Melissa Pedersen: “If You Need To Find Love”
Chad Rutherford: “Boom Boom”
Rolando Gutiérrez
Jeff Levi
Doug Fallon
Michael Howell
Juan Jose Vargas Irizarry
Kuul: ‘Rugged”
Gents Ravan: “Tightrope,” “Jerry So Pidgeons,” “Eye Of The Needle,” “Flying,” “Pedal To The Metal”
Glen Holland
General Jeff
Cory Layton: “Oh, Be Clever” -Next To You
Janice Smith
Brianna Nead
Dale Effren
David Kraus: Classical guitar and jazz ensemble composition
Sheri Suzanne Staton
Debora K Harrah: “God Is My Refuge,” “The Storm”
Artemyev Edward Nikolai
Evo Bluestein
Michael Taylor
Alexander C. Pol
Jacob Davenport
Antonio Gutierrez
Richard Furstenberg
Cristina Soto: “Still With Me” -Tritonal & Seven Lions, “Bass Nectar” -One Thing
Lauren Spring: “Gethsemane,” “Time,” “Better,” “The Dream”
Brian D
Roy A. Brown
James Stemple
Devante Hunter
Daniel Bintang
Jason Kambouris
Travis Nelson
David Hipchen
Tim Eriksen
Christine Lakeland Cale
John W (J J) Cale Estate, C L Cale EXEC
Joshua Bell
Horacio Ordonez
Roberto Garcia
Drew skinner
Luis Manuel Vidrio Palomera
Rex Smith
Duwayne Simmons: “iDropLyrics”
Rahmonn McMillan
Jayson Richmond
Mario De Novi
F.E. Breese
Lawrence E. Williams: “Let Your Love Flow”
Juan Mendoza
Anthony Washington
Brett Tharp
Jeffrey Robinson
Jeff Waites

Songwriter Signatures
Cameron Lotharp
Kenneth V. Wagner
Julianne Hanson
Mike Lane
Judith Weikle
Edward M. (Ned) Selfe: “Far Down the Road,” “Pearl's Place,” “Ruby Slippers,”
“Orbital Decay,” “Famous” -Robin & the Rocks
Meredith Call: “Epic Shores,” “The Silence,” “Reach Out,” “Deep Down,” “Hot As Hades,” “Broken Down”
Scott Allen Williams
Stefan Ashton Frank
Deborah Ann Offenhauser
Zach Glaros
Michael L. Hutchens
Alex Story
David Wayne Cospelich
Kareem Daniels
Phil Edlefsen
Timothy Patrick
Jean Berrouet: “FGK”
Yul Dorn, Jr.
Dan Diaz
Anna Moo: “Peanut Butter Blues” w/Bo Diddley, “Santa Got Stuck,” “Florida”
Dave Edwards
Christina Hand
Gayle Brownlee
Probyn Gregory
Gina Brigida
John Charles Danley
Harry Urschel
Dezir Twinz: “Broken Love,” “Painted,” “I’m Somebody,” “Here For You,” “Joker (Deuces)”
Bernard McClure/Bj Torch: “Step Ya Game Up”
Thomas Desisto
Dave S. Schweizer
Marc Ambrosia
Dean Slocum
Steven Jones
Shertz James
Maurice Woolridge
William J. Eldridge
Marquis
MoneyMeeko
Jimmy Cunningham

Songwriter Signatures
Joshua Shar
Johnny Collins
Germán Castro: “Juegos Prohibidos”
Charles Notari
Gino Cunico
Rich
Steve Jarrell: “I’ve Still Got Sand In My Shoes,” “Carolina Man,” “Southern Belle,” “Till Next Summer,” “Pages”
Dinah Marie Plam: “My Heart Can't Let Go”
Kevin Nolan: “The Voice Of Summer,” “You Make My Heart Beat This Way,” “Life's Regrets,” “While There's Blood In My Veins”
Teresa Johnson
Mykaela Buhl: “Rare”
Chris Pedersen
William Collins
Jay Norville
David Klein
Gary Boren: Composer for ABC's “Hangin W/Mr. Cooper”, “Jerico” by Lewis/Taylor Productions.
Shaqwana Seabrooks
Joseph Bradley
Susan Reiner
Gerald Mazzarini
Christine Smith
Myra Jeannette Frisbie: “Whiskey Drinkin' Night”
Vickye Parker
LeQuanda McDuffie
Jerimiah Peterson: “Machine 190,” “Life Cyclone”
Jonathan Reese Sneddon
Jacob P. Borum
Roger Ealey
Tia Walker
Brian Christopher Hamilton
Robert March
Joseph Veloz
Kindra Lee Cole: “Dry Bones,” “New Harvest,” “Your Baby,” “Healing in His Name,” “Lifemaker”
Juliet Kurrasch
Ian Stewart
Stefan Forbus: “Alkebulania”
Mark Teixeira: Songs for Duke Robillard Band, Al Kopper band
Keith Macphee
Christopher Edwards: “My Country Girl”
Barrion E. Carter, III
Michelle Alford
Sean Van Vleet
Arthur Crume
Rodrick Saunders
Steve Gibb
David Mazza
Harris Simkovitz: “I’ll Say I Will”
Mike Turnis
Christopher B. McCarty
Christian Guzman
Geoffrey Keezer
Patrick Waldschmidt
Jackie Wilson
Coyle Girelli
Julian B. Chatman, Jr.
Robert Newson: “I Really Love You”
Moni Hill
Timothy J. Marshall: Songs For Conway Twitty, Charlie Pride, Mickey Gilley, Little David Wilkins, Jack Green
Miguel Balmaceda: “Spanish Blues,” “Medicine Man,” “Mountain Melt”
Kenneth D Caldwell: “Angels Come Angels Go,” “Day Late Dollar Short,” “Young Hearts,” “Moonlight”
Kenneth Goss
David Lemar Ewing, Jr.
Alex Landy Hill
Scott Seegert
Javier Garza: “Ojos Asi” - Shakira
Kim Kearney
Bill Ciprian
Jarmel Eubanks
Laura Boosinger: “Letter From Down the Road”
Scott Aitken
Craig Pruess: "Silver" - Cliff Richard, "Triumph in the Air" - Sheila Walsh, "Sacred Chants of Shiva" - Art of Living, "Young Americans Talking" - David Van Day, "Bend It Like Beckham" (score) - Craig Pruess
Roy Lormis
Ronald Wells
Duval Destin
Ernest Youngblood, III: “Walking by Leather”
Michlien Aqleh
Robert W. Lapsley
Wenda Williamson
Kenneth James Gibson
Mozell Wins
Mark Haake
Freddie Southwell: “Front Back Side To Side” -UGK
Kasey Lansdale
Roger Nemour
Sherry Brown
John Carroll
Adam Smith
Joel Wachbrit
Dimitrios Spatharakis
Laura Ngoundo-Black: “Sending My Love”
Michael Heaney
Kerwin Young: Songs for Public Enemy, Wandering Eyes (Sister Act 2 soundtrack), theme for Ruckus (KCPT weekly television show)
Michael Cole
Reggie Turner
Anthony Guerrero
Craig Scheunemann
Jorge Pena: “Quién,” “Hola Amor Como Estas”
Daniel Ortiz
Timothy Sumaker
Russell Blalack: “A Beautiful Place”
Charles E. Stallings, Sr.
Justin Dukes: “Sexy Girls”
Eugene Colon: “SNS” -Trick Daddy, “Sexy Gurl” -Trina
Patrick Magee
Shawn Kincheloe: “SupplyAndDemand”
Nicholas Toro
Al Shelton
John Shine
Christopher: “Paper”
Robin Chappell
Marshay Dukes
Anahita Kashefi
Nick the Great
Carlos Oliva: “No Comprendo,” “Nada Como Miami,” “Con El Bolsillo Pelao,” “Panfilo,” “El Pescao”
Todd Simon: "Jerk Ribs" -Kelis

Songwriter Signatures
Gregory Washel
John D. Loudermilk: “Tobacco Road,” “Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye,” “Abilene,” “Turn Me On,” “Indian Reservation”
Dustin James DeLand: “Generic Protest Song,” “Be Water”
Ed Mac: “Mac Ed”
Cal Waymon: “I’ll Make It Easy”
Kenny Wright: “1964,” “You Can Fly,” “Satisfy My Love”
Erick Gilbertson
Hayward LaRue Marlow
Mark Tomlinson: "Umoja Now I Say God's Children"
Brandon Kirchgasler: “Little Miss Far Away,” “Not a Problem”
Welton Gite
Gilberto Caldero: “The Wind” ft. Mntality & Izabella Francesca
Natalie Gate
James K. Smith
Keisha Jenkins
Brandon Gmelin
Wilbert Jones: “B*tch (Yeah Hoe),” “I Saw Halo’s,” “Grudge”
Steve Collom
Terrence Willis
Michael Morangelli
Cedric Garrett
Stephanie Christine Lewis: “Bia Bia”
Amber Figueroa
Rob Onekea
Renard Anthony, Sr.
Howie Smith
Curtis Wayne Hurley: “Forever Praise,” “Jesus Loves Me,” “Reign Storm (Lexi's Song)”
Nate Echerivel
Jason Crowden
Balde Silva: "My Angel Baby" -Toby Beau
Ben Kopec: “Discharge” - featured in the film “Promised Land”
Zachary Eli Lint
Timothy Cilento
Karen Roger
Julian Taylor
Dillon Yoder
Aysha Webb: “Take Me Higher”
Carl Kevin Robinson, Jr.
Levon Ravenell
Juan Croucier: “Round And Round,” “Lack Of Communication,” “Lay It Down”
Bryan Chamale: “Yo Necesito de ti Jesus”
Jacob Lee McMillan
Alicia Myers: “I Want To Thank You”
Brenda Lau: “Chimbombó,” “Qué Bueno es Perdonar,” “Eterna Primavera”
TJ: “My Heart And Soul,” “Serenading Roses,” “Call Of The Wind,” “Blue Montana Skies”
Ronu Majumdar
Bill Stevenson
Otis Gould
Thabane Trueman Kubheka: “Durban City,” “My Number One,” “How This World Now Doing”
Michelle Leverette
Ray Coon: “Malitia,” “Merchants of Caos,” “Beyond the Grave,” “Mudbone Risin,” “Before Your Eyes” -Triplever
John G. Harney: “The Crossing”
Holly McCracken
Benjamin T. Kruder
Eugenio Abel Valvidares
Lauren Bernofsky: “Mooch the Magnificent”
Jean M. McClain
Fabrizio Mancinelli
Steven Bello: "Quicker Than The Devil," "Surfing To Venus," "Burn The Sky"
Mick Casali
Jerry Hayes
Martell rhodes
Jill Bingo: “Twenty Flightrock”
Jeffery Burns
Cheryl Barker
Jeff Benthall
Stacia Campbell
JunYi Chow
Ricardo Espinoza Sotelo
Fred L. Bridges
Devaun Mosley: "I Got" -Smash G
Paul Holland
Hector Hernandez Venegas: “Hawaiian Lullaby”
Joseph Redding
Ceasar Maddox
Johnita Collins: “One Morning Soon,” “Child's Plea”
Dan Bucci
Anthony Bruno: “Last Exit To Brooklyn” -Gean Pitney, “Tell Him I'm Not Home” -Chuck Jackson, “What's Yesterday” -Dean Martin
Joseph Brock
Keita Strong
Adam Pallin
Ontario Sims
Paul Anthony Bindeman
Billy Kinnard
Nick Griffo
Anthony Jackson
Brayam Campos: “The Rebirth,” “Double Entendre” - Eric Bellinger
Travis Ekedal
Big Yogi
Douglas Fitch: “Nobody Loves You the Way I Do”
Billie Ray Martin: “Your Loving Arms”
Sergio Andrade
Rudresh Mahanthappa
Daniel Waldrup
Elizabeth Borden: “Out Of Touch,” “Moonlight & Whiskey”
Jim Norman
John O'Neill: “Welcome to LazyTown”
Robert S. Minnig
Markane Murray
John Dennis
Ernie Reed
Tone Uncensored: Irrelevant, Like Dat, Ova Here
Jason Munday
Samantha Cutler
Ian Krupp
Terrance Tremon Rucker: “Its So Hard / Dope House”
Khalilah Shareef: “Options” and “Happy Ending” from the movie “Stock Option”
Timothy Johnson: “Her Body Preach,” “You're Beautiful” - DJ Timmy V
Carolina J-Kidd: “Alka-Seltzer”
Todd Ashley
Serhio Runi
Ramsey Noah
Sean Defeudis
Craig Marsden
Alan Bennett
Joshua Marquez
Pauline Buchanan: “Testimony”
Ken Hudson
Salvador Cuevas
Michele Brustia
William Rigby
Dale Leroy James, Jr.
Brandon Chapa
Justin Mckee
John Williams
Tomasz Stobierski
Syria Sylvers
Alan Whitfield
Terry Tuck
David Gabel
Samuel B. Burckhardt
Jameese Smith
Alfred Hughes
Jessica Tam
Pete Marriott
Theodore Edward Wizard Mills: “What’s Come Over Me,” “Blue Magic”
Jade Vincent
John Warren Evans
Walter R. "Skip" Wilkins, III: “Take the Fourth,” “Quiet,” “Please,” “Uvidime”
Patrick Reid
Maria Florido
Marvin Kalfin
Greg Polmateer: “Eternity,” “That November”
Cheryl Brandon-Gurlides: “Chasing Rainbows”
Brian Dunning
James Neal: “Gods of Thunder,” “Sinister Double,” “Crazy in the Night”
Paul Margolis
Joseph Henderson
Nneka Morton
Stayve Thomas
Andre Hardy: "Switch Sides," "Can't Love Everybody"
Michael Piccirillo
Steve J. Curtis
Jeff Markee
Eric Sims
Hiram Gyle Waddy: “Dying Inside To Hold You,” “Stories,” “Your Love's Right”
James Heitz
Charles Joseph: “Mesmerized,” “I'ma Let You Have It,” “Spider”
Claudio Rosati
Markus Howard
Leroy Preston: “My Baby Thinks She's a Train,” “I Wonder,” “Full Moon Full of Love”
Eben Trahan
Pharoah Bankzs: “Major,” “Success,” “Hustle Baby,” “My Lonely,” “For My Babies”
Jermaine Kelley
Nyasha Zimucha
James Bulmahn: “Mr. Know It All,” “My Little V-6,” “Step Away”
Wray Berrett
Sean M. Kaplan
Richard H. White
Diane Rubright
Alexander O. Bodal
Isaiah Diego
George Ducas: "Beer Run" -Garth Brooks and George Jones, "Real Fine Place To Start"
-Sara Evans, "Always The Love Songs" -Eli Young Band, "Kiss Me In The Dark" -Randy Rodgers Band, "Won't Be Lonely Long" -Josh Thompson
Tim Harrington
Laurnea Wilkerson: “Can't Let Go,” “Infatuation,” “Keep Your Head Up,” “Universal Love”
Jim Cornwell
Robert Smith
Karl Marrett
Carol Evette Roberson-Williams: “Virtuous & True,” “New Creation,” “I’ve Been Redeemed (Let's Have Church)”
Maurice Frazier: “Work That Body”
Henry Martin
Alexander Varble
Daniel Walker
Wendell Smith: “4th Street”
Roger Christopher: “Hemingway”
Torrance Esmond
Alphonso C. Hoke: “She Ready 2 f*ck”
Herbert Cox: “Little Girl of Mine,” “Can't We Be Sweethearts”
Keith Fox
Nicole Witt: “Brothers of the Highway,” "Troubadour" -George Strait, “She Didn't Have Time” -Terri Clark, “Trains I Missed” -Balsam Range
KeVon Tyler: “Let's Get It”
Stephen Marinaccio: ‘Come Away With Me,” “Smoke & Tangerines”
Patrick Gambuti, Jr.
William Derby: Underscores for US National sporting events, shows, and international movies
James DeVito
Maithily Nandedkar: “Bryns Song: The Puzzle” -Mystery-T
Mary Lis
Lisa Silver: “Forty Hour Week”
Russell A. Freeman
Jack McDonald
Jamel Jenkins: “When I Say O Yall Say Zone,” “U Gonna Need Your Krome,” “Splack Out Till You Black Out”
Anthony Pucino
Jim Piper
Brandt Huseman
Peggi Blu
Richard Oppenheim
Rollie Thomas: “The Beach,” “Fallen Apart”
Joe Schauer
Kim Simmonds
Miguel Diaz
Christopher Johnson
Anne Bryant: Main themes for “Jem,” “Transformers,” “Great Space Coaster,” “My Little Pony”
Talawrence Sims
Phildon Tremain: “Acting J'lo,” “How I Ride,” “Slow It Down”
Big Slicc
Craig L. Miller: “Same Chance”
John Reese
Dianne Doss Latham
Jerry Englerth: “Sputnik”
Mark Larman: ”My Baby” - Trace Marx
Neville Roberts
Kenneth Ruge
Ray Kubian
David Langley Hamilton
Lenny Bertoldo
John Koetz
Shaymen D Castillo: "V.I.P," "You Should Be" by Dim & “Drunkie” feat. Rush Wun
Ashton Armstrong: "Four Boog"
Luis X Rivera
Jamese Cox p/k/a JCox
Chris Robertson
Meredith Hope Raney
Selena Iverson
Marsha Moore
Will Jones
Lance Beckwith York
Brian Sterling
John West: “Heaven's Hands” - Nancy Wilson, “Got To Give It Up” - Jennifer Holiday
Bruce Siekmann: “Sweet Embrace,” “Exit Seven,” “Get a Job Bob”
Jeffrey Allison: “The First Time I Laid Eyes on You”
Antonio Hernandez Pardo
Aidan Carroll
Roger Filgate
Jim Stamper
Alverson Layne
Justin Cross
Evan Coffman
Christian Ference-Gray
Elmer Barrera
Erin Accomando
George Huntley
Jason & Rebekah Ketchum
Janet Wood: “Eternal River Album”
George Kerr
Meredith Meyer
John White: “Eighteen Miles To Nashville,” “Between The Lines,” “Nine Miles Of Bad Road”
Sandy Kerr
Randal Wilson: "Time Well Spent' & "A Promise to Myself"
Michael Miller: “Heart and Soul” (by The Heart Machine)
Jon Secada: “Just Another Day,” “Angel,” “If You Go,” “Coming Out of Dark,” “She's All I Ever Had”
Wesaline Kerr
Dave Wittner
Carl Johnson: Music featured in the animated series “Gargoyles”
Anthony Allan Kerr
Fuquan
Dan Folland
Jordan Lovelace
Sandy Kerr
Mark Morgan
Patrick Samuels
J. Doss
Doug Gillies: “Wildside” (Loverboy), “Smithereens” (Rustbelt)
Thomas Gonta: Halloween 5
Marc Tilson: “The Bee Charmers Charmer”
Ebony Satterfield
Drizzo Man: “I Can't Get Wit It,” “Never Sell My Soul,” “Lingo,” “Dope Girl Trap Girl”
Dave Viglietta: “Lie Cheat Sreal”
Randy Handley
Joseph Rojo
Kevin Jones
Gerardo Perez Giusti
Alex Hayes
John Pasagiannis: “Open Up Your Arms,” “World Smiles”
Gonzales Ozen: “Stranger Can We Remember Love”

Songwriter Signatures
Kenneth Robinson
Trevor Lawrence: “I’m So Excited”
Clare Mirage McCall: “Discipline”
Martin D Leidy, Jr.
Robert L Alcorn, III
William Carr
Alih Jey: “Adrenalina (Spanglish)” -Ricky Martin,
Paul Kitchen
Phyllis smith
Melissa Blanchard: “Scanner,” “Lust Coil,” “Side Stepping”
Maurice Chevalier: “Glass Promises,” Shang's album “Beautiful”
Jeremy Powell
Robert Patrick Lopez
Alex Ovando
Christopher James
Jay Patten: “Cuando Condo”
Helen Massele
Leodegario Bucio: “Que Feo Se Siente,” “La Canasta De Huevos”
Jimmy Paredez: Te Voy A Querer (Jennifer Lopez), “Vuelve Morenita” (Estefano)
Brian Knave
Olivia Slater
Denise Dearth
Sam Trump
Stephen Lewis, III
Barbara Earnest
Danny Roberts
Austin Brasier
Ronald Wright
Daniel Marsh: “Daydreaming”
Joey Furlan
Terrance Yearby: “Slyde,” “Grown Folks Music,” “Alone,” “We Made It,” “Move On,” “Promise”
Frederick Jackson
Sacha Galvagna
Jeanette Berry
Stephen Heuvel AKA Melk: “Filthy With The Movement”
Drew Middleton: “Love Is Here”
Mari Nobre: "Thank You," "And Now," "Linda"
Faraz Emamdoust

Songwriter Signatures
Crystal Wood
Mary Munsey: “Nine Days Old”
Jerry Schneyer
Gerado Badea: “Cada Dia” -Jerry Badea
Karen Beth
Ronald Wayne Hellard: “I’m No Stranger To The Rain,” “If There Hadn't Been You,”
“I Tell It Like It Used To Be,” “Velvet Chains,” “Honeymoon Feeling”
Heidie Fifield
Cleveland J. Coburn
Nancy Levy
Kai Jansen
Roshod Forster
Zia Meyer
Kdub Gutta: "Go," "Closer," "Relate"
Gerald Scott
Howard C. Davis
Tony Mays: “Gas Me Up”
Melvin Harrod
Michael Liljestrom
Pamela Clay
Dominic L. Wright
Jason V Chapman
William Andrew Sullivan
Russ Nolan
Fiona Lehn
Mark Helias
Aidan Rivera
Kelvin Martinez: "Should Never Make Me Wait"
Dec Quinn
Latrice McGlothin
Devin Resnover
Brian Watters
Mark Davies
Josh Laviolette
Harlan Michael Weniger
George Wundsam: “Deep Fayed”
Tom Carey
Claudia Hallowell: “We Are All One”
Timothy J. Scott: “Monster On A Leash,” “The Best Is Yet To Come,” “You Made A Fool Out Of Me”
Aaron Cordle: “Energy,” “Dem Trap”

D’Layna Huguez-Dixon


Eugene Timmons, Jr.

Cass McCombs: “County Line”

Kipchoge T. Jackson: “You Bring the Freak Outta Me”

Samuel Stephens: “Its Just Like A Mini Mall”

Michael Campion: "I'll Always Love You," "Frustrated," "Dance All Nite"

Elcompa Tony: “Sed De Amar”

Isaac Palmer: “Cut Loose,” “Bounce,” “Carousel”

Michael J. Nelson


Mark Patterson


Eddie Burton: “Dancing Your Memory Away,” “If Only You'd Love Me Again,” “You Need A Lady In Your Life,” “Bitter Harvest,” “Daisy Chain”

Jacob Baum

Eugenio Davis

Shane Burrows

Shawn Douglas: “Summer (With Out Her Here),” “Jaala,” “Tuesday Windstorm”

Jon Lee

Dan Goodchild

Gabriel Lytle

Evita Dawson

Reed Robbins

Terence Benton Smart: “Teddy”

Alexander J. Kydd

Joshua Davenport

Jim Marunich: “How Many Times”

Rigo Amezuca

Anton Scott

Michael McGinnis: “Simple Little Downhome Rock And Roll Love Song For Rosie,” “The Great Kansas Hymn,” “It's All Good,” “Its All Good At Camp”

Pedro Dabdoub: “Mundo de Caramel”

Kristen Hewitt

Ellen Shipley: “Heaven Is A Place On Earth,” “Body and Soul”

Daniel Fearing

Josh Margolis

Jeffrey J. Poskin

Gary Tash

David Hughes

Dax Riggs

Jason Reid
kelley Ryan
John Solomon
Christopher Ruel
Christopher Wise
Terry L Nunley
Alex Ismael Pabon
Charles Cedell Carter
Leslie Mitchell
Daquan Lowery: Eyekon- “Small Circle”
Jacques Yolo
Juan Mendoza
Tonya Marie Faris: “Tired Of The Things I Do”
Bert Colwell
Sam Conjerti: “Love Always Ends In A Cliche”
Daniel Carey
Clifford N. Rhodes: “Why Do I Love You So Recorded” by Johnny Tillotson
Arthur Kornfeld
Nolan Neal Seals: hinder - “Letting Go,” “Rather Hate Than Hurt,” Saliva - “Unshatter Me,” “Lost,” “1000 Eyes”
David Ivy
Randal Harding
Hans Oskar Haggdahl
Melissa Black
Askari Carothers
Clarence Bernardy
Ray Turner
Jarred Gazarian
Candice Davis-Bicoy
Carlos Bedoya: “Work It,” “Lose Control,” “Settle,” “Sentía”
Aubrey Grant
Ronny Moorings: “Out Of The Rain,” “A Day,” “Stranger,” “Farewell,” “Jasmine and Rose”
Daniel Parkin: “Palm of His Hand”
Joey Glaser-Atkins
Laurence E. Baskett
Phillip Harris: “Get Toe Up Tonite”
Yasha Barjona aka Rahni Song
Tracy O'Brien
Karleen Watt
Dustin Miller
Raman Sachdev
David Farage
Chantie A. Richardson: “I Do It”
Christina Linhardt
John Brekke
AL Mark: “Monsters,” “Swagged Out,” “Remy Martin Up,” “Man's World,” “Listen Up”
Edgardo Simone
Kehinde Charles Olanipekun
David Walker
Wayne Chachi Woods
Edgar Villavert Combong
Greg Erwin: songs for “Saint Motel”
Kevin Degrood
Ron Umile: “Hold On”
Eddie Floyd
John Serrie
Cajun: “Gotchu Shook,” “Watch Out,” “I’m On,” “Ridin for My City,” “All I Do”
Yolanda Ramos
Nicolaas Tenbroek
Randy Perkins: Easy
Joan Tua-Montijo: “Cruzare,” “Tomados De Las Manos,” “Es Pues La Fe,” “Cuando Tu Gloria Cae”
Lillian Glenn-Wagonblast
Cynthia D. Combs-Watts
Dusty Wright: “Watching Angles Cry,” “Cherry Red Mustang,” “Round & Round,”
“Weather This Storm”
Steve Byron: “Night Full of Rain”
Theora Johnson
Matthew King
John Thompson
Travon "Tray-D" Compton: “See You Dance, Work”
Mark Widerman: “Aquaman's Lament”
Lekeisha Allen
Sander Jensen: “Eternal Happiness,” “My Love (Guess Who I Was Dreaming Of),”
“Millions of Reasons to Smile”
Jack Wilson
Carlos Crespo
Mikel Cloman
Marvin Whitemon
Kelley Howie
David Koontz
Brian Jackson: “Stopwatch Static” (featured on "24")
LeRoy A. Hansley, Jr.
Erik Chelstad
Olajide Roots: “Kali Love,” “Word,” “Purple,” “My Krew,” “If It Ain't Bout The Money”
Doug Brandon
Shon Smith
Toby Williams
Jason Krutzky
Braulio Arellano, Jr.: “Until We Meet Again,” “Dreaming,” “Lost,” “SA,” “The waking”
Melvin White
Gayle Davidson
Russell Curry: “Hanging With Da Dopeboys”
Dalton Cyr
Cindy Cyr
Kameron Gall
Jason Asnes
E. Diann Cook
Samuel Bakula-Mpaji: “LiftUpMyVoice”
Gary Guajardo: “No tengo dudas”
Cooley Foolie Music: “JOB” feat Prince Lolo
Joe Greenaway
E.J. Harris
Emily Swoveland: “Intro (Dear Me),” “Drop That”
Gregory G. Martin: ”Dumas Walker”
John Butler
Giovonni Stokes
Carolina Blacc: “Doin Me,” “RNS (Real N*gga Sh*t)”
Nathaniel Byrd
Bradley Minnigan
Andrew moritz
Joshua Brewer: “Ball Away,” “Rough Neighborhood”
Rocky Athas
Joshua Woodlief
Robert Strickland
Lee Variety: “They Drink The Blood” By Dancing Granny B
Joseph Harris
Carlos Ramirez: “United We Stand (feat. RAWSRVNT),” “I Am Church and State”
Robert October McKnight
Bob Sammons
Ronnie Lee Grimes: “Talk To Me,” “More Than Anyone Deserves” -LeAnn Rimes,
“Winsome,” “Lose Some,” “Lonesome” -Chris Young
Stephen Stockton
Vivian Green Thomas
Frances Georigianna Barry-Singer: “I Saw Hanukkah Harry Beat Up Santa”
Shawn: “All I Do,” “Heart Of A Lion,” “Whats It All About”
Autour Love, Jr.
Reber Clark
Gigi Virginia L. Bowen
Lester L. Johnson
Roni Lee
Tyshaun Hendricks
Gerald Johnson: “Gutta Gutta,” “Racked Up,” “Intro,” “Straight Drop”
Andres Galindo
Tat Tong: "Happy Little Pill" - Troye Sivan, William Hystad
Thurane Aung Khin: “Take Me Home,” “Final Stand”
Berll Pemberton: “Brainwash,” “pages,” “headstrong,” “help needed,” “issues”
Aaron Mrowka: Nuânces- “Sand Grains”
Marquis Hailstalk
John Glover: “You Dont Have To Be A Star To Be In My Show”
John Andrew Murray
Tony Fagenson: "Inside Out," "Here's To The Night," "Think Twice" -Eve 6, "We Don't Have To Look Back Now" -Puddle of Mudd, "All the Way Up" -Emily Osment
Edward Guzman
Abigail Arciniega
Carl Parrott: “Kingdom Love”
Ron Haun: "He Washed My Soul," "In a Whirlwind"
Amber Taylor
Tanane Burrus
Corey Armstead: “Money Talks”
Shannon Eastee
Kenneth E. Bell: “Even The Nights Are Better (Air Supply),” “Touch Me When We’re Dancing” (The Carpenters, Alabama, Ann Murray), “Is It Still Over” (Randy Travis and Carrie Underwood), “Shine Shine Shine” (Eddy Raven), “I Just Came Here To Dance” (Frizzell and West)
Shannon Easter
Young Tre: “I Know,” “So Bad,” “Savannah Cali Love,” “Take Flight,” “Ain't Real No More,” “My Life”
Kim Wilkens
Richard Williams
Donovan Lowe
Crescencio Hernandez Ledezma
Nicholas Burks
Derrick
James Caruso
Aaron Haywood
Jason Atkinson
Rafael Bautista
Marlin McElroy
Sonia Oliveira
David Peters
Ronan Coleman
Onur Koc
Sergio Padilla
Allowyn Price: “There's Power,” “Yeah Yeah Yeah”
Valerie Gilchrist: “Changing Partners”
Johnny M. Broughton: “Come Shepherd Come”
Brett Johnson
Michael Laird
Peggy Finston
Canela Cox
Clayton "Jeff" Jeffries: “Heaven,” “I Know I'd Know You,” “It's All I Want To Do”
Robert Mizani: “Big Brown Bear”
Johnny Gill- "Black Box"
Carla Marie Barnes: “Gotta Do Betta,” “Wait,” “Make Me Whole”
Stephen Welch
Kevin Carter
Lucy
Alan Fitzgerald
Craig Keith Dodge
Thomas Nehls: “Waggity Wag,” “Erika,” “I Always Catch The Third Second of A
Yellow Light”
Willy Breed
Edward Blair: “Watch Out For The Pain,” “Touch your body” -Sweeteven
Bodie Chandler
Hugh Benton Moffett
Danny Orr
Marquita Sellars
Damian Glover
Brando: “Tribal War,” “System Rearrange,” “Touch Road,” “Crush Road,” “Hypocrite”
“Colors Of The Light”
Colleen Casey
Aaron Jones
Aaron Johnson
Shannon Rounds
Alan Grandy
Jennifer Schott: "Two Lanes of Freedom" -Tim McGraw, "Better Than You Left Me" -
Mickey Guyton
Michael Small
Trust Peoples: “Ablaze,” “Blessings,” “Be Strong and Fight”
Miette Hope
Merton Mulford
Erick Scott
George B. Lilly
Jones Beene: “Don't Give Up,” “Do Not Be Afraid”
Marie Anderson
James Trombly
Orveal Mejia
Kimberly Moran
Memphis Maiden: “Would you,” “Come over here,” “The other side,” “My World,” “I wish you were here”
Felicia Spencer
Mansour Jafari
Rigo Marroquin: “Como Olvidar,” “Mas Me Enamora,” “Como Una Estrella,” “La Tarea,” “Porque No te Atreves”
Marinna “Strings” Teal: “The Gotham City Remix” (R Kelly), “Oh Yeah” (As Tateeze W/ Big Tymers), “Addiction Remix” (Kanye West), “I’m Not Ready Remix” (Keith Sweat)
Tyheim Smith
Leslie Scott Hanson
Gintas Janusonis
Dave Lebolt
Jeff Elder
Rhonda McCullum
Bryant Gilley
Gregory L. Dottery
Angie Heaton
Donna Milgaten: “Blessed Are You”
Michael Archer: “Fog of Illusion,” “Blue Eyed Southern Lady”
Chris Haskett
Tim O’Connor
Edward Silberie
Jim Byfield
Christopher B Pitts
Eric Paul
Dana Forrester: ”Take it Away,” ”Let’s Get the Party Started,” ”Second Season”
Daemein Patterson: ”Why?,” ”So Good”
Peter Christian Wichert: ”Let the River Flow”
Carlos Young: ”F*ck U Pay”
Pete Lamberty
Chelita Hagan
Joe Kimble: “Million T.S.P”
Valentin Genov
Christopher Wil
Asia Meels
Eric Gomez: “Sketch Out Dreams”
Victoriano Trinidad
Damien Randle
Michael Boltz
Kendall Wells: “Geeked Up,” ”I’m From,” ”I Gotta Get It”
Wenda Zonnefeld
Johnnoy Smith: “Rumbo Bike,” “Mullo Mullo”
Mark Boyce
Andrew Dalton
KBJ!: “Rectal Bleeding”
Bruce Saunders
Mary McClain
Garry Shepard
Gail Toney
Nevin Jayawardena
James Voëlz
Chadwick Cadet
Chad Atkins
Lamar Sanders
Ryan Beveridge
Jennifer A Cutting
Theophilus Marrow: “Booty Heat”
Dajuan Gibson: “Fire” by Chantel Songbird
Eric Van Houten
Bill Schell
Derrick Despanie: “Chariot,” “Nd I Got It” By Truda
Salvador Saavedra
Harold Terrell: “Swang N Out”
Mary Stribling: “Chocolate”
Ray Villegas: “Padre”
Horace Kingsley Thurber, III: “Wildest Horse,” “Merridy’s Ayre,” “Sugarman”
Terrance Roberts
Charlie Jerome Smith
Craig Leroy Robert
Leah Rose Duncan
Robert Duncan
Michael Reading
Nicholas Davis
Dean Cortez
Lloyd Dorsey
Per Sinclair
Lem Thyret
Greg Chambers: “In The Moment,” “Can't Help Myself,” “After Hours,” “In The Pocket”
Tobias L. Tankard Jr.
Marc Capponi: Songs for Rocknoceros
Craig Gross: “They Buried My Son In Arlington”
Ronald Spearman: “Don't Walk Away” - Jade
Dominick J Eagles
Julie Hawkins
Bobby Joyner
Robert Hrichak
Taji Shaheed: "Do It Again," "Homecoming," by Shaheed404
Sarah Gayle Meech
Manuel Gonzales (MGUN): "Tritan," "Funkshun," "Debit," "Blunt Run"
Thomas Mcfarland
Andrew Horowitz
Vincent Anastasi
Eric D. Prince
Lionel Carter Jr.: "Type Of Way" -Rich Homie Quan
Lynne Farr: “Seems Like I Gotta Do Wrong” (With Dee Ervin), “Take Me Where You Took Me Last Night” (With Dee Ervin), “Why I Love The Ice Cream Man,” “High Flyer,” “These Four Walls”
Jason Alexander Cacioppo
Michael Parnell
Edward Marc Berghoff: “Cowboy Bill,” “Healing,” “Crazy 'Bout You Baby,” “One Saturday,” “Louisiana In The Rain”
Dennis Springer
Latonia Butler
Joel D. Arthur
Suzi Ragsdale
Tim Farrell: “Rosewood Alley,” “Joyride To Tranquility,” “Off The Cuff,” “Across The Northlands”
Peggy Atwood
Meg Cassell
CAG: “Fall Thru,” “She Ain You”
Cristian Basso
Brandon Ramey: “Drunk Sex,” “Purple Rain,” “Dirty South,” “Who Got Stop Me”
Destiny Montague
Leonard S Scott
Mark O Thomas
Iamj-Bo
Byron Jones
Lanre Ejibunu
Ryan De Jong
Galvin Newman
Castle Park Music Pub
Michael Drentea
Bob Yorey
Derrek Jensen: “Bottom”
Melissa Myatt
Denny Sarokin
Bryce Davidson
Dave Palmer
**Todd Rakestraw**: “Gentle River” (Alison Krauss)
Christen Flatt
Gyasi Carter
Richard Layton
Dennis H Vigil Jr
Johnny Wolfe
**Michael Smith**: “Ambitions” (Lil Ronny Motha), “Big Daddy” (Outfit TX)
Britaney Coleman
**Michael Chisom Junior**: “Krazy,” “Animalz,” “Scandalous Pros,” “Nobody Knows”
Joanne Funderburg: “You”
David Calabrese
Donte Fance: “Scat,” ”Kazoo House,” ”Love Doctor”
Courtney Embry
Noah Lifschev
Alejandro Peña
Lynne Vanne
**Sheri Roberts Greimes**: “Family Tree,” ”Hasta La Vista,” ”Good Night Texas,”
“Feeling Too Blue,” ”I Can't Love You Anymore”
**DeVante Sago Sr.**
Diane Ransdell: “Diana Canta la Venganza” (album)
Theodore Gordon
Giulio D Agostino
Lauren Ventura
Jaquan Brisby
Delano Thomas
Mike Rogers
BJ Ruinz
Fred Karns
David Mills
Randal Reed
Amati Owen
Stef
**Jonathan Tea**
James E Parker: “Chicken Truck,” “I’ve Got A Feelin’,” “Bigger Hands” - John
Anderson
Daniel Terrell
Devaron Priest
Bobby G. Cargill
Eric Barnes: “Famous” (Audio Playground)
Renee’ Coale Willis
Key Wilde
Brad Alexander
**Sonya Vallet**: “Big City Lover,” “Words Of Love,” “A Better Way,” “Belle et Bete,”
“Santo Al Amor”
Mathew Lee Welch
David A. Goodman
Joel Torres
Chelsey Robinson
Jamel Smith
Ricky Lee Phelps
Saykoo Heights: “Yung Shenron,” “No Tomar,” “Need 4 Speed,” “Kitana,” “The Answer”
Dboi Da Dome: “Trashbags”
Jennifer Stockdale
Vanessa Fortenberry
Antonio Jemed
Corey Gray
Cathy Cameron
Dwayne Wright: “Inna Yuh Panty”
James H. Jett
Karl Allweier
James Michael Burt
Alfredo Chacon
Aaron Tarrant
Jennifer List
Ismael Pantoja: Famouskidbrick - “Like A Laker”
James Hand
Kelsey Christian
Deborah Perry
Rich Moore
Dylan Savage: “Steady”
Sydney Hodkinson: “String Quartet #7”
Daryl Walters
Adley Stump
Sidney Allen Herring
Bruce Baker: “Queen of the Spirits”
Taylor Turner
James Hobbs: “New Life in the Old West,” “West Texas Rain”
Vernon Jo'el Whitehead: “Keep Me There”
Dorian Lamb
Timothy Jerome Barnwell: “Give A Fish,” “Man's Final Frontier,” “Dawn Of The Dreads,” “Mama's Always On Stage”
Clay Bell
Daniel Moody
Drew Jacobs: “I'm Allergic To My Job,” “Five Whys,” “Wives for Dummies”
Ofir Nafkar
Janel Jackson
Katiah Lunn
Jerry Brewer: “Merry Christmas Elvis”
Dan Shearin
Gil Trythall
Darlene Arneson
Mano Reza Kashef
Michael Gibney
Chris Gauger
Thom Bishop: “All Over You,” “Trials of the Heart,” “Mr. Arthur's Place,” “Just Because You Didn't Answer,” “Wake Up and Dream”
Thomas B. Valentino: “Tears Of Joy”
David Moser McKay
Brittany Branch-Morgan
Robert Charles Mann
Vicki Spencer Perlow: “I Wait,” “Too Many Boyfriends”
Paul Skripnik
Rio King: “Dream Theme,” “Autumn Rain,” “Hangin Out All Over Town,” “Hide N Watch,” “Boogie Woogie Rhythm”
Hitman The Producer
Darrin Feder
Miguel Alvarez
Kasaarena Batiste
Ronisha Harris: Torae Ft. Roni Marsalis- “Override”
Ryan Farish
Justin Moore: “Will I Ever Make It Home,” “Almost Perfect”
William D Miears
Dyan Carbone: “Swing, Swing, Swing,” “Taking a Bath,” “Queen of the Bath,”
Doug Saltzman
Charles Gaidish
Jacques Powers
Peggy Jo Oliva
Frederick M. Freeman
Mert Ozcan
Raymond Karle
Calvin Spencer: "The Plug" ft. Sen City, Reef Buck and 4th Ward Banna
Armando Davalillo
Kevin Harris
Christian Salyer
Justin Grigg
Lois Zucek: “It's Everyone's World,” “Save The Animals,” “Save The Earth,” “America Honors You,” “Little Tiger Shark”
Edmund Hartman: “Football Funk”
Corey Miller: “Down For My N’s”
David Gross
Emily Zuzik Holmes
Todd Andrew
Jose R. Ruiz
Zach Maxwell
John DeNigris: “Whiskey Kings,” “Supermodel Suitcase,” “Roses”
Dave Janusko: “Round Here” -Counting Crows
Anthony Taglianetti
Stephanie Grace
Terry L. Miller
James D. Fleming
Carl W. Jones
Kenneth Stanback
Arturo Satterwhite: “Im Wit It,” “Rite Now”
Alexander J Perez
Alanna "Luna" Newman: “Flows In”
Phill Mann
David Ross Benson: “San Francisco Connection,” “Ride The Waves,” “Roam”
Marcelle Grant: “If Some Rain”
Adonis Martinez
William Dumas
John B Mears: “Christmas in Wisconsin,” “Blame It On The Fact That Im A Man”
Jeremy Lappitt
Caroline Ferrante: “Old John Deere,” “Annabelle”
David N Carroll: “Reign,” “Shades of Gray,” “Gator Man of the Lowcountry,” “Grateful,” “Why Don't We All Get Naked?”
Dennis Jernigan
Kevin Young
Tyrone Crum
Joshua Dillard
Ramon Gooden
April Matulich
Wyse SoLyrycal: “Remember Me” ft. Stefano Nu_Soul
Grady Neal Shelton: “No Way Out,” “Socially Unacceptable”
Robert Stone
Joseph Katsaros
Kenny Morón
Susan Tucker: “I Need Revival (In My Soul),” “Beautiful Jesus,” “Breakthrough”
Andrew Porta
Delonzo Adams
Bryan S Muse
Spencer Bohren
Ben Crenshaw
Carlos Cruz
Steve Toland
Ollie Collins, III
Robert Casady
John Cirillo
Luis Mitre
bruce burch  
Kenneth Matthew Puig  
Hsrry Grivas (pka Harry Slash): “This Is Extreme!,” “Huka Blues,” “Survive If Let You,” “The Clap,” “Ride Round My City”  
Dottie Moore: “My Son” (Oak Ridge Boys), “Mile Out Of Memphis” (Carl Perkins)  
Jermaun Defreeze  
Kenneth M Sutton: Themes for “Kiss Kiss Bang!,” “Over The Top Power,” “Mustang,” “Burn Notice,” “The Scorpion King”  
Lawrence Hamilton Jr  
Derrick Utsey  
Felix Manzi  
Titus  
Aaron Michael Antczak: ”Faceless,” ”Severed Wings,” ”Live Your Dash,” ”Dark Angel”  
James Sclavunos  
Jim Beavers: “Red Solo Cup,” “Drink a Beer,” “Why Don't We Just Dance”  
Lisa DeSiro  
Gaston de la Vega  
Intoxikated Muzik  
Christina Rusnak  
Leonard Arrington  
Wallace R White  
Latoya Washington  
Gordon Payne: “Some Things are Meant To Be,” “Pastels & Harmony,” “Jesus Rock My Baby,” “Till It Snow in Mexico”  
Bradford Loomis  
Ollan Webb (Leonardo Draculay): “Fairytale Memories,” “Spanish Angel”  
Eddy Raven: “I Got Mexico,” “Thank God For Kids,” “Bayou Boys,” “Sometimes A Lady,” “Island”  
Arthur E. Pullam, III  
Frank Myers: “You And I,” “I Got Mexico,” “I Swear,” “I’m Already There,” “Front Porch Looking In”  
S. Todde Lawton  
Daniel Blumenfeld  
William Johnson  
Barbara Williams  
Anthony Nunez: “Sweet Sexy Thing”  
Humberto Vergara: “On a Sunday Afternoon,” “Latin Active,” “The Brownie Patrol,” “The Dazz Mixx”  
Kevin Fisher  
Twofold
Paula Mcmath: “Taken All My Life,” “Three Flights of Stairs,” “Virgin Queen
Elizabeth The First”
Roberto Linares Pacheco: Wandel El Menor - “Me Levanto Temprano”
Jerry Hoard
“Hawaii Blues”
Dave Stamey
Tammy Vice
Kelsey Colbert
Jason Blume: "Change My Mind"
Phyllis Johnson
John Lubin: “Activis,” “Double Jeopardy”
Noumi N Monstah
“Fractals”
Michael Rheault
Karl Paterson: “Nice Guy”
Jerome Garrett
Sean Fermoye
Breck Philip: “Boppin Central Ave.,” “Uncle Funk,” “Bodai Ut. Express”
Kevin Gordon: “Down to the Well,” “Deuce & a Quarter”
Alexander Tobias
Matthew Tryba
Michael Dunbar
Sara Petite: “Bootleggers,” “The Master”
David Deaver
Jimmy Jagessar: “I Wanna Kiss You”
Olga L. Diaz Ferrer
Terrance Bradley: “Errtime” Feat Nelly
Harry Mudie: “Already Home,” “Mad Mad Ivy”
Tom Proctor
David Ryan Brammer
Matthew Pelsma: “Hell on Wheels”
Dean Backholm: “Mother and Child,” “Undeniable”
Michelle Brians Hanlon
Kevin Reardon: “No Other Love,” “Let's Try It,” “Hate To Say (You Told Me So),”
“Hard At Work (At Hardly Working),” “Changes Will Come”
Aaron H. Vaughan
Matraca Berg: “Strawberry Wine,” “XXs and OoS,” “Wild Angels,” “Back When we
were Beautiful”
Todd Moody
Coati Mundi: “Happy Death Day”
Harold Lawson
Mack Abernathy: “Pocket Rocket Ranger”
Scott R Boyd
Troy Z Frost
Daquan Russell: “Bounce,” “Been Thuggin,” “Happy I Made It,” “Put It In Motion,” “Time Go By”
James Verboort
John Rey Reed
Edward McKinley
John Henry Harvey
Nicha Hilliard
Rachael Lilagan
Becky Hobbs: “Angels Among Us,” “I Want To Know You Before We Make Love” - Alabama, Conway Twitty, “You Are” -Glen Campbell And Emmylou Harris, “Jones On The Jukebox” -Becky Hobbs
Kevin Regan
Ysaye M. Barnwell: “Wanting Memories”
Barrington Brown
Jourdan Myers
Mary C Lemons: “A Winning Hand,” “Black Crow,” “I’m Going To Try,” “Used to These Blues,” “Get This Thing Off’a My Back”
Thomas Nazziola
Andrew Gibson
Carlton Mansfield Johnson
Linda Moody
Kenneth Carter
Greg Nicholson
RC Bishop
Sean McCann
Lars Rosager
Lila Salinas: “Chocomil”
Joseph Silva
Sherrill Blackman
Nigel Merritt aka Rello_Shawty: “Been Did That”
Justin Torrence Flourney: “Pull Up”
Rich Jones
Swagtana
Mauro Negretto
Larry R. McGill
Daniel Diaz
Jimmy Wilson
Alexandre ASTIER
Jerry Diaz
Emily Warren
Charles Dnc Ford
Jessica Bowen: "Remember"
Michael Floros: “Above the Law”
Bishop Paul Burrell
Allen Dickey: “My Darlin Ms Led,” “Miracle Wizard,” “Sunday Morning,” “Who are those People,” “Children are the Future”
David Bonilla
Danny C Moneyhun
Derrick Jefferson
Davonte Carter
Vaughn Wesley Cunningham: “Heaven Bound Techno,” “Time Capsule”
Worin Shaw: “Angola,” “No Slave,” “Let Mi Guh,” “Never Really Knew,” “Cry Fi Di youths”
Phil O’Donnell
Rudy Demetrius Rodriguez
Dean Petrella
Rick Schettino
Joseph Gose
Malcolm Dunn
Matt Turk: "Bette Says," "When a Boy," "Cold Revival," "Dear Mr. President"
Francine Brown: “New Orleans Two Step,” “I’m In Love With A Man,” “Two Roses And On Dinner,” “What Happened To Love,” “This Time Of Year”
Eric Wills
Rita Kittrell: “Because I Asked”
Connie Harrington
Sheryl Farris
Godfrey Nelson
Allan E Harrington
Marcus Hummnon: “Bless The Broken Road,” “Born To Fly,” “Cowboy Take Me Away”
KPT
Big Ratchet: “Competition”
T. Hendrix
Jerry Brian Girley
Parris Lane
Taborah A Adams: "Ride on the Rhythm," "My Love For You," "I Am"
Garret Savluk
Rick Burge: “I Love You Too”
Edward Harrington
Eric Arn
Bobby Joel Bennett: “You Are,” “She’s The One,” “Let’s Talk About It,” “Automatic,” “You Can Depend On Me”
Teresa Boaz: “Country Ain't Country,” “It's Okay,” “She Blames Herself”
Milton Loyd
Tony Caravan
Juice: “Turn Up”
Chris Nauman
Ron Bolton
Caleb
Michael Matosis: "The Other" by LAUV
Robert Harari
Anthony Lang Edwards: “Turn It Up” -Mr. Soundman
Trevor Ira Lawrence
Scott Mcburney: “Your Smile,” “Cowboy Up,” “Have A Little Faith”
Vincent Hood
Phil Barnhart: “I Want To Be Loved Like That,” “No News,” “A Broken Wing”
Denise Thompson: “Magnify The Lord”
Dean Evenson
Carl Evans
Bill Waugh
William Jones: “Money” - J. Lev ft Sid Sauer
Charles D Jeffries Sr.: “When I Stood Up,” “Roll Out The Red Carpet,” “Royal Hands,” “I’m Heaven Bound”
Jay Ottenwess
Taylor Christian Hurtado
Brett Staggs
Eugenie Moore
Michael Masaracchia: “Word,” “Kaught A Play,” “Dawn Hoes”
Ramon Fuller: “Faithful & True”
Roger Holzheimer
Bryan Polashenski
Jonathan Dickey
Andy Allen
Henry Herron
Randy Bowling: “Walkin Louisiana”
Richard Anthony Foster
Piril Pineda Ruben Dario: “La Espumita,” “La Travesura”
Matt Grant
DeAnna Prevo: “All I See Is Dollar Signs,” “Down Bihh,” “Nobody Else's Business,” “Hate Me Or Live Me,” “All About Respect (Loyalty And Respect)”
Michelle Ippolito
Malcolm Hailey
Gloria J Fowler
Barbarette Buntley
Michael Durham
Robert Boyd
Harold Fortuin
Deven: “Baby Work It”
Richard Pulley aka Rishard
Catherine Sikora
Meg Cooper
Richard Frasier
Chezrik
Nelson Welch
Robert Maglinte
Mark Dobroth
Madelyn Victoria Vallejo
Samuel Herb: “Drunk I Am,” “All The Shots,” “Basic White Girl”
Bill LaBounty: “This Night Won't Last Forever” (Michael Johnson), “Rock My World Little Country Girl” (Brooks & Dunn), “Somewhere in the Vicinity of the Heart” (Shenandoah/Allison Kraus), “No Explanation” (Peter Cetera/Pretty Woman soundtrack), “The Weekend” (Steve Wariner)
Will Carter aka Tenderness: “What's On Your Mind,” “After The Lovin's Over,” “Everything You Want”
Bryan Toben
Bill Sterling: “His Final Grand Tour,” “What's Tootsie Gonna Do Georgia Street”
Ben Dixon: “Cantaloupe Woman,” “Fat Judy,” “Say Yes To Your Best,” “All The Way Home,” “The Moneygitter”
Coseim Edwards
Eric Robinson: Ghetto E- "Where do we Go," "Get It and Get Off"  
Marc DuQuesnay
Jon Weisberger
Nancy Katz: “A Jerry Springer Christmas,” “Sunny Day”
Steve Bonino
Robin Wilkerson: “I Ain't Crazy”
Andre Harris
Robert Spencer: “One and Only”
Cynthia Rotenberger
Rafael M. Hernandez: “A Mi Patria,” “Nuestro Bebe,” “El Voto Hispano”
Robert Dire
Ted Johnson
Leonard Hicks
David Robbins
John D. Miles: “Honky Tonkin' Memory Ln.,” “One Man's Eyes,” “So Lost In Vegas,” “Beating Of a Heart,” “Lived My Life”
Eric Holland
Tonya Simmons
Fannie Campbell
Don McCalister Jr
Tom Slocum
Sam Smith
Gilbert Burke
Derrick Brown
Arte Tedesco
Jesse L. Miles Sr
Anne Goldberg
Demetrius Nelson: “Yes We Can,” “To Tell You Now,” “What Must I Do?”
Jim Skafish P/K/A Skafish: “Disgracing the Family Name,” “Sign of the Cross,” “Joan Fan Club,” “Deck the Halls”
Joseph M. Hillery Sr.
Clarence Grigsby
James Roland: “You don’t know me,” “Trapping”
Michael R. Johnson
Mervin E Jackson Jr
Sam Allen
Terrance Steele
Scott Benzel
Jermaine Jennings
Debbie Bond
Frederick Douglas Porter
Timothy Cooper
Ted Winn
Raylene Huls-Strickler Coe
Nelson Cuevas
John DePatie
John Kennedy: “Probably Wouldn't Be This Way” - Leann Rimes
Herbert Ray Pitre
Darren Olivier Spurrier
Jill DeWeese
Phil "Flip" Damon
Carlos Avalon
Joseph Natkowski
Tom Miller
Isreal Hicks
Serena Joseph: “Something Special,” “You Know,” “Krazy World,” “System,” “Your Love Is Kool”
Jeremy W. Smith
Sandra Kaye Hinnant: "Hard Drinkin' Good Timin' Woman," "Grandma's Song," "Old Dirt Road," "I.C.W. Cowboy"
Preston Alexander Beatty
Barry Sigman
Scott A Douglas
Colby Cockburn
Simply M: “2029,” “Just a Rock Star in Love”
Quandras Barnett: “Made Me,” “So Hard,” “Grind,” “Perpindicular Hustlin,” “M.O.B”
Daniel Gutierrez: “Networkin’ Ft Young Bleed, “Natural Born Hustlah”
William D Hayes
Bud Duncan
Darrell Jones
Ricky Ray Rector
Carlos Arango
Patty Schmidt: “Don't Take The Christ Out of Christmas”
Mark Steven Foster
James Lester
Victoria Gonzalez
Tom Siler
Judith Brown
John Legg
Amanda Ridder
Joe Zauner
John Warren
W. Bruce Mcmeans Aka Bruce Channel: “Hey! Baby,” “As Long As I'm Rockin' With You,” “Stand Up”
Scooter Lee: “Ribbon Of Highway,” “Honky Tonk Twist and Rompin' Stompin (Orange Bowl Half Time),” “High Test Love”
Joseph geppi
Latrelle Giddins
Michael Serpentelli: “Into Your Blood,” “Try Again”
Josh Johnson
Winslow Crockwell
Shae Watson
Edmundo Arvizu
David Prather
Neveah Monroe
Jeff At Woos
Warren W Crowell
Carol Worthey
Taylor Ford: “There Are Not More”
Rick Atkins: “I Can't Wait,” “Santa Ana Winds”
Amy Lowery: “Can't Believe We're Here,” “Why It Can't Be”
Malcolm X Bishop
Philip Benson
Gualberto Lozano
Kenneth D Fulton
Arthur Davenport: “Out Of Control,” “Walking Song,” “Reality Bends (to meet the eye),” “Little By Little,” “Here And Now”
Dave Mayne: “Few and Far Between,” “Somethin' To Believe In,” “When Tomorrow Comes”
Jeriel Teel: “Pophouse Works,” “Don't Be Stingy,” “Spiritual Versatility”
Robert Mitter
Phil Munton
Frederick Reliford
Joy Counts: “Heaven,” “You Bring Out The Woman In Me,” “This Good Old Girl Has Wised Up To Guys Like You”
Caleb Chapman
Joseph Ellis: “Go For It!”
John Dreher
Milton Shiffman
Nathan Laskar
Jeremiah M. Soto
Nora Patterson
Jose Diaz
Arvin Bell, Jr.
Stephen Feierabend
Dorian Wesley
Robert J. Davis
Katie Joy
Larry Selie
Dennis A. Tilton
Andrew Fite
Christopher Dann Hendrix
Crismar Vasquez: “Believe You,” “Gucci Sh*T”
Jeffrey M. Pitts
Taiho Yamada
Damond Little: Cle - “The Top”
Dave Guerrie: “Trailer Park Playboys,” “Bowling For Love”
LeVar Burton
Joe Kelley, III: “We Can Go,” “On Her Mind,” “Suede Shoes”
Daniel Ferguson
Margaret Brouwer
Ramza Aleem
Jay Thomas
Alicia Grant
Albert Tenaya
Salim Boykin
Jason Bradley
James C Simmons
Skip Graves: “If I’m A Fool For Leaving”
Christopher D. Morgan
Warren Cooper
Jason Bitner
Deshawnaye Dennis: “He Loves Me,” “Come On Ft: Bill Biggz,” “Playa Sh*T,” “You Mad Or Nawww,” “Ride Wit Me Ft: Big Spook Loc”
Kenneth A. Minardi
Gareth Cometa
Craig Padilla: “Woven Planet,” “The Light In The Shadow,” “The Heart Of The Soul,”
“Lost In You”
Cealpheus Williams: “So Electrical,” “Incredible”
Kenneth Osborne Lloyd: “Lay Your Head” by Osborne Lloyd
John Leei
Jeffrey Scott Rust
Dillon Upton
John Glasser
Michael Mastrangelo
Timothy D. Ward
Michael Arthur: “Gold Digger”
Scott Wiggin
BC Covington: “Lose Control,” “What U Want (Shawty Said),” “Do It 4 My Lord”
Terry Montana
Lloyd Blake
Weston Boucher
Vincent Bath
Jack Thomason: “Run And Gun,” “Hit Me With The Love,” “No You”
Xavier Smith: "Empty" by Janet Jackson
“Jake The Snake,” “Touch My Level”
Alton Hyman
Demetrius Caldwell
William Basinski: “The Disintegration Loops”
Rocky Scott: End Of The Bar (Album)
Smurf Hicks
Demaricus Hicks
Tyrome Gaddes: “Summer Days”
Hakim Abdul Samad: “Mama Africa” (Akon)
Michael T Jordan
Preston A. Dunn
David L Wilkinson (Greenwood): “Redemption Blues,” “Sand Plum Dream,” “Niagra,”
“No Refuge,” “We Believe (A Good Citizen),”
Manuel Maldonado: “Wat Cha Wearin” By Flo Tha Lonestar
Martin Santiago: “Little Blue Flowers”
Derrick Harmon
Mary T Ladouceur nee Mary T Warren
Michael Raven
Milton Green
Roger Beall
Eddie tatum
Mike Gardner
Theresa Henson
Madeline Joyce Haddock Summers: “Get On Board,” “If I Could Hear My Mother
Pray Again,” “Are You Rapture Ready,” “Gift From God,” “Hide Behind The Cross”
Raul Duarte
Wendell Hill, III
David Solis
Robert Hazen
Rick Diaz: “Saguaro Moon,” “Merry Christmas From Tahoe,” “I’m Gonna Shake the Decorations Right Off Your Christmas Tree,” “Fallin For You”
David Feinman
Ed Collazzi
Bonnie Pine: "Stuck" Cowritten With Dean Dillon & Casey Beathard
Lolo Blac: “Done Me Wrong”
Wayne Hall
Seth Hayden
Gutta Trouba: “Im too Real,” “Hood Affair,” “Beat it Down” -3Da Hardway
Robert Street
Marc Wiggins
Carmen Simmons: “You Deserve”
David Barreto: “Hey You,” “Caught Me By Surprise,” “Willie Bum Bum”
Scott Goldberg: “Pole Dancer,” “Walk To Barber,” “White Trash Radio”
Albert Huang: “Rule of Thumb,” “Nonprofit,” “Fingerfight,” “2X Broken”
Sergey Leontyev
Silverio Ferreira da Silva
Jose Acosta
Mophoka
Lacory Ryals
Ms. Alkawanna S. Kelley
Jesse Baker: “Into the Light”
Ralph H. Williams Jr.: “Jah Gonna Bring Them Down,” “State of Emergency,” “Lake Monona,” “Glass Box,” “Blue Anthology”
Sikx Hilton: "Drinkin' Next To Hank," “Momma Always Played Country Music Records,” “Within and When,” “Where The Sun Don't Ever Shine,” “You Light The Dark For Me”
Rob Thomas
J. Kelly Norman
Charles Edward Knox (Ed Knox): “Texas Institutions”
David Sollenberger
Dale Grant
Aubrey L Hunter: "It Must be Magic"
Jo Ann L Roberson: “Stay Encouraged God Will See You Through,” “God Can Do Anything But Fail”
Michael Agars
Jonathan Roniger
Donjuan Wade
Daniel Taylor: “Nice Beat 3,” “Jazzy Vibes & Harps”
Jerime Cortes
Ron Townsend: “Count Your Blessings”
Alecia Ellis
Phillip Lee Holmes
Neil Dawson: “Carol of the Bells,” “Texas Tornado”
Frank R Poupart: “No Son Juguestes,” “Canto a Borinquen”
Isiah Whatley: “Good,” “Testimony,” “Hold On,” “Jesus Set Me Free,” “Satan You Cant Turn Me Around”
Ivori Busch
Victoria Dolceamore: Music for films
Jim D. Bush
Michael Pride: 90210 Theme Song
Charles"Tony" Jones
Kelly Ward
Gwendolyn L. McCain/ PK Production Inc.
Ana Lee
Bob Brennan
Barry Rose
Lianne Smith
Meghan Twitty
John Boydston
Bridget Kennedy
John Gonsalves
George Bobby Boyd: “Females Welcome” by Trinidad James
Richard Pirone
Tiffany Smith
Michael Landauer: “License To Kill,” “Sinister Double,” “Hellrider,” “Slippin' Through The Cracks,” “No Haven For The Raven”
Aaron Boyd
Joseph
Eugenia E. Swinson
Abby Feferman
Patricia Cooper
Cheryl Christiansen: “Sweet Surrender,” “Best Days Of My Life,” “Am I Losing You,” “No One But The One You Love,” “The Best Thing We Can Do Is Say Goodbye”
Steve Kornicki
Efrem Chillis
Joe Muscara
Alina Gasperino
David D. Stewart
Bradley DeRuiter
Rashad Thompson: “So South” (Chico Snap)
Jacob Gerard
Mamie Jackson
Natural Disaster
Steve Vozzolo: “Girl At The Mirror,” “Norman Always Knew,” “All The Colors Of The World,” “Four Freedoms,” “Fifteen Minutes Of Fame,”
Raul Pacheco
Elijah H. Blackshear Jr.
Shanta Jones
Vince Blakey AKA Vince Black
Jon Kaye
Marcus Ashley
Luke Tierney
Jason Moss
Etta Val Johnson: “Coming Soon,” “Earth's Loss Heavens Gain,” “Prettiest Flower There”
Gideon Freudmann
Thom Harwood
Alfino Garcia Jr.
Gary Van Nyhuis
Jessi Shadden
Arthur Bruce Schroek: “Lovin' Things,” “Here's To The Band”
Zack Moyle
Tiffany Carlen: “Its a Girl Thing,” “Candy Canes for Christmas,” “Texas Song”
Juan Serrano
Christopher Ward
James E. Fitch, III
Kevin: “Free Derry”
Sam Douglas
Lamar Claxton: “Treated Like A Star,” “Glocce On Me,” “Designer Errthang,”
“Collections,” “Oompa Loompas”
Dan Marlin
Robert Restaino
P. Andrew Willis
Ethel Candy Watkins: “Be Calm in the storm”
Charles Wilson: “Real Sisters,” “Im Not That Type Of Guy,” “Try Me Remix,”
"Computers,” “Totaled A Bugatti”
Hannah Agyeman
Michael Sweatman
Dustan Louque: “Art,” “Whoa Now” by Louque
Paul J. Lashway
Fabian Bell
Maritza Gonzalez: “Lounge,” “Headphones,” “Take A Piece Of My Heart,” “Here We Go Again”
Aaron Ellis mills
Shania White
Jamesonn Tyler Bynum
David Dorr
Sylvesta (Vesta) Weber
Jermaine Byers
Pat Travers
Jeff Walthall: “I Believe,” “Not The Same,” “I Trust You,” “More Of You God,” “Everything”
Matthew Blank
Gillian Sandman
Jovany Barreto
Michelle Mae Orr
Daniel Moore
Marilyn Shrude
Aaron White
Ariel Chobaz: "FLY"
Jayjuan Davis
Scott Fritz: “Coca Cola Anthem”
Jason Siler
Lee Feldman
John Steuck
Justin Rodrigues
John Gill
Gravity: “Beef”
Tracy Johnson
James Jersey
Marshall Wood
Laurent Eyquem
Dennis Winslow
Christopher White
Adam Barber
Alessandra Adina
Matt Zlaket: M2 - “Legacy”
James Wright
Bernard D. Lenz
David Sheils
Dave Matthias
Thomas Turak
Milo Coello
Leonard Bissainthe
Kelsey Horton
Michael Hernandez
Yolo Akili Robinson
Lori Carson: “Little Suicides,” “Fall in the Light” (with Graeme Revell), “I Want to Believe You” (with Paul Haslinger), “You Won't Fall” (Stealing Beauty), “Snow Come Down” (Waking the Dead)
Renard Edwards
Bill Whittington
Colin Edwin
Dewayne Hill
Juice Tucker
Edward Carter Jr
Mary Flower
Luigi Giugliano
Pio Marasco
Henry Marx: “The Next Time I Fall”
Thor Jonsson
Patrick Sheehan
Nicholas Allen Johns
Matthew J. Como
Andalyn Lewis
Bertram Cash
Giovonni Riggens
Michael A Cordone
Matt O’Keefe
Manolo Borja
Brandon Fisher
Daniel King
James A. Griffin
Kristjan Bild
Chris Hanning
Katherine Falk
C Conrad Miller
Luis Villa
John Batdorf
Tevonne Robinson: “Don't Play Around,” “Run Through A Check”
Joy Clayton
Dominick Luizza: Lili Roquelin - “Bliss Of My Soul,” Basti - Discography, Jozeph - Instrumentals
Loston Harris II
Tobias Picker: “Old And Lost Rivers,” “Keys To The City,” “Emmeline”
Frank Riddle II
Mark White
Drew Ferrante
Don Huffman
Guy Hatfield
Jonathon E Beckham
Daniel Kroha
Niels Bye Nielsen
Chad Yaro
Batu Sener
Paul Fontana
Marcus Jones: “Feelin Good”
Dalvoury Shelton
Patrick Brinson: “Unknown”
Irl Sanders
Zach Carpenter: “Touch Screen Beauty,” “Asylum”
Andrea Becker
Mikal Aka Michael Reid:
Roberto Falsetti
Martijn Terporten
James Brack
Michele Myers Boardman
Matt Byron
Keisha Cole- “No Complications”
William Gordon: “A Little Romance,” “Back in Baltimore”
Roderick Kelly
Lori Schober Oszterling
Leonard Didesiderio
Kevin Gullickson: “A Taste of Heaven,” “Humanity,” “Footsteps”
Andrew P Como
Mason Douglas
Vincent Luviner
Joshua Finnie
Shawn Amos
Daniel Padilla
Richard Rowlinson
Scott Amendola
Niyah Gonzales: “Understand (Misunderstood),” “Seattle's Rainy Skies,” “Disguise,”
“Say Hello Again,” “St.Valentine”
Paul Payabyab
Jay Mckelvey
John Harrell
Jenna McDaniel: “Train Wreck,” “I Can't Stop”
Aristotle Iatridis
Michael Quartey
Wendy Marie Dawid
Bruce Roberts
Tommie Shields
Simrit Khalsa
Marc Nieto
Carlos Vielma
Cochise Stewart
David Parsons: "Let Me Love You"
Garrick Husband: “I got 5 on it”
Sam Augustin
David Smith
Shawn Simons
Jeremy Cottrell
Carlton Bass
David L. Russell: “Friday Once Again,” “These Hard Times”
Joseph Youngman: "The Devil's Den" (w/ Skrillex), "Channel 42" (w/ Deadmau5),
Matt Bennett
Takia Brown
David B. Oliver: “No Mercy For Me,” “Hold On To Love”
Jason Singer: Songs for the band "Hellestars"
Bob Novak
Brick Casey
Neil Artwick
Jamshied Sharifi: Scores for: "Harriet The Spy," "Muppets From Space"
Charlucci Finney: “Where do I go from here,” “Dancing all over the world” - Erica Mena
Andrew Forsberg
Chris Kelly
Ramona Johnson: “Haterz”
Olga Munding
Chris Seefried: "Moneygrabber," "Gold," "Don't gotta work it out," "Everybody's 1"
Paul Harlyn: “Cairo”
Christopher Roberts: "Happily Ever After" K-Ci & JoJo, "Live and Wine" Julien Believe ft Bunji Garlin, "Tornado" 4TEN
Tower J Hazard
Richard Ford
Michael Turallo: “Reno” by The Gods Of Macho
Joel Ackerson
Eric Stuart
Elaine Silver
Laura Heaberlin
Mario Sprouse
David Miner
Joan Kelton: Mean Gene Kelton catalog
Andrew Killmeier
Zev A Burrows: “Fox Tale” (film score)
Nicholas Rogers
Justin Hellickson
Fur Dixon
Jamal Newton
Serge Turnier
Daniel Alonso
Jeremy George
Antoine Washington: “Wen I Wake Up”
Mark Emery: Soundtracks for National Geographic, The Discovery Channel, National Commercials for Ford, Triton Boats, Bass Boats, Galyans, Dicks Sporting Good
Craig Richey
Don Bruner
Seth Paulus
Tom Strahle
Kip Raines
Claudio Pelissero: “Legends and Heroes”
Ralph Torres
Boyd Mcdonnell
Travis Pierre
Richard Raven
Philip Ward
Jorge Villamizar
Michael Mayorga
John Hadfield: “Robot Monkey Head”
Wayne Lanham
Richard Luzzi: Songs for the band REV THEORY
Mark Lamoine
Kennie Glenn
Matt Hirt
Kevin Rolstad
Francisca Clinton
Stephen
Kalan Blehm
Jerry Taylor
Gregg Kostelich: “Close To Me”
Lennon Bone
April Combs Mann
Jim Slick
Jason Armes: “Forgive me Lord”
Spencer Stephenson
Tom Craskey
Dax Pierson
Jeff Cerise: “Over the Phone,” “Another World,” “Changes,” “Take your Time,” “Color TV”
Bryan: “All Together”
Jess Hal
Michael Hilewitz
Brandon Korn: DJ Khaled- “Hold You Down,” “How Many Times”
Tim Galvin
Anthony Maceira
Roger Brown
Darius Stamps: "Imma Sleaze"
Miles Morgan
Voia
Kevin Wyatt
Jamal Taylor
Gene Rice
Martin ruiz: “Acabo De Enterarme”
Jeff Blumenkrantz
Mario Armando Flores Aceves
Del Price: “Deep Power”
Jimmy Nash
Richard G Feldman: “Promises” - Eric Clapton
Austin Smith
Lisa Crafts
Luis Widman
Eric Elbogen
Justin Sarachik
Jamie Leffler
Jesse Lester
Rev Jeff Saffold Sr.
Charles Martin: “Leaving Town” -Dexter Freebish
Volney Campbell: “Not Lookin Back”
Bob Gatewood
Eric Alexander Tannery
Synthia Saint James
Mel Montgomery: "You're Right, I'm Wrong, and She's Left," and "The Cross Still Stands"
Garrett Miller
Shawn Hafley: “Dirty Harry Potter,” “Ain't Dead Yet,” “Misbehavin’,” “Manners To Grow On,” “Rub Me Wrong”
Aaron Sandlofer
Nathaniel Harris: J-Rand- “Up Against The Wall”
John McDermott
Anna Wang
Joachim Svare: Wrote and produced all songs in Nichelodeons new hit cartoon show "Shimmer And Shine"
Anthony Valenziano
Bryant Rutledge: “Gucci Sweatshirt,” “Turf Day,” “Uppercut”
Jonathan Burkes
Freddy Echiverri
Nathan Thomas Currin
Chuck Cirino: Scores for “The Return of Swamp Thing,” “Not of This Earth,” “Chopping Mall,”
Humberto Garcia: “Bota Y Tambo”
William Roper
Gene Pritsker: “Variation O Sakura,” “Cloud Atlas End Title”
Lara Hope Levine: “Whiskey Pick”
Don Harriss
David Reinstein
Christopher Jones: “Paper,” “Don't Play Wit'em”
Matt Vowles
King Duke: “457,” “Kitana”
Daniel Betancourt
Jon Thurmond: “Stay,” “Elizabeth Shue,” “The Forever Garden Part 7”
Matthew Rodriguez
Kyoko Kitamura
Jack Kieffer
Avi Bortnick
Khem Robinson: “BoogzBoogetz Bodega”
Charlotte Ritchie
Karlo-Andre
Katie Roche
Al Jarnow: Lyrics and compositions for Sesame Street films
Anthony Braxton: “Let Me Go”
Miguel Picker
Curt Cuomo: “Psycho Circus” (KISS), “Pledge Allegiance to the State of Rock and Roll” (KISS)
Katrina Harley
Aiden Sandlofer
Eldon McGraw
Keithen Montgomery: “Traveled,” “Stumblin,” “I Gotta Get It”
Dorian Powell
Hillel Frankel
Michael Vance
Frederic Bryant Hollister
Pablo Surman
Gerald Douglas: “Something New” by Gerald Douglas
James Brown: “Obey Your Guns”
Vu Do: “A Red, White, and Green Christmas”
Osinachi Nwaneri
Will Franklin Chapman
Charmed Jenkins
Jacquelyn Smith
Joseph McDaniel/Joe Dert: “Untold,” “Mind Lost”
Michael Hill
Larry Hochman: “The Wonder Pets” (TV)
Karan Broussard
Dennis L. Ellis: “Until We Meet Again”
Scott V. Smith: “Pray,” “It's Just A Matter Of Time”
Donell Brown
Paul Serrato: “Groove Move,” “Flats Broke”
Bryce Kain
Rayheim Drayton
Billy Gomes
Kiescha Benton-Williams
Tony Rybka
Christopher Powell: Man Man- "Head On"
Emilio Cancio-Bello
Teresa Edwards
Tony Agapiou
Manzy Lowry
Ruth Mirsky
Jon Derosa
Curtis Foster: "It Could of Been Me"
Ricardo A Gaez: “Tangerine Sky”
Giuseppe Di Caccamo Jr.
Marvin Stanley Pierce, III: “I Don't Need Her.”
Shemar Tompkins
Bryan E. Miller
James Senegal Jr: “Thug Life”
Rodolfo Carlo Pérez Bribiesca
Michael Dion Johnson Jr
Johnny H. Castle: “Tight Blue Jeans,” “Man in the Bottom of the Well,” “4:44 a.m.,”
“She Makes Me Rock Too Much”
Cassandran Tate aka Cat Tate: “Snew You Vibrator”
Nanette Natal
Finatik
Todd Duane
Delveto Williams
Garret Bever
Mia D Cohen: “Lord,” “Im So Amazed”
Uzoma Okere: “Work Of Art,” “Wild Heart,” “Let It Go”
John Wahlen
Samuel Chaney: “Self Made Star,” “Dedicated Father,” “Live World AIDS Anthem,”
“Be Yourself,” “Time,”
Will Waller
Brandon Moody
Ryan "Noiz Kelley"
Khary Johnson
Danny Odom: “Dual Locality”
Jake Taylor
James Kochalka: “Hockey Monkey”
Valeri Gaina
Kevin Mckendree
Carlo Masu
Tamar Sears: “Bloodstone,” “How Does It Feel,” “Go On And Cry”
Derrin Foster
Rachel Rickert
Nathan Woodard
Jonathan Smith
Denise Labrie
Daine Edwards: Purple (The Gemini Project) Album
Darian Sahanaja
Rick Plant
John Sines Jr
Alexsey Zakharenko: “Ave Maria”
Jennifer Paul
Ramon Ortiz
Jeff Charbonneau
Robert Easson
Gerald Veasley
Kyle Martin
Francesco
Alba Francesca Battista
David Vong AKA Lil Malice
Spyridon Exaras
Will Connors
Gerardo Gonzalez: “Pasión,” “Cumbión del Sur”
Adam Lukas
Kat Parra
J. Hunter Moore: Songs recorded by Alabama, Ricky Skaggs, Don Williams
Sandy Blythe
Walter Mitchell
Adriana Rozario
Mike Brewer: "Feeling I get " by Mike Brewer & Mary Butterworth group, Music featured in the movie "Lost in Translation"
Lou Esposito
Tiffany Duckworth
Samuel Lipman: “Crab Walk,” “Hawktronix”
Terry Major
Lars Fox
Brian Maloid Aka Beme Roads: “Tee Ree,” “Canjun Santa Stole My Creole Girlfriend”
Andrew Balfour
Scott Morgenthaler
William F. Peay: “O. G.”
Dave Garner: “Break My Heart,” “All I Need,” “Moment of Weakness”
Steven Corn: “Who May Climb The Mountain”
Richard J Cuccia Jr
David Kessner
George Soule
Coby Brown
David Alfonso
Kyle Chambers
Kent Sparling: “Loss Rose”
Gabriel Solorzano: “Por Que Seguir”
Jenni Muldaur
David Allen Navarro: “Los Norieros”
Y’Marii
David Klotz
Fred Lonberg-Holm
Davida Levine
Josseph Brucato: “Thank You Soldier,” “Whoever Gets Me Next”
Ahmad Welch: The Yungin - “Beautiful”
Bobby Lee Markcum
Tree Adams
Jeziel Garcia: “Trappin’ and Rappin’” by DZTHERAPPER
Gordon Zacharias
Lydia Langford Joiner: “Silver Linings”
Don Brooks Jr.: “Let Me Get It”
Erik (Dwayne838) Sandvik
John W Thompson: “Sanctuary”
George Lyter
Andre Crenshaw
Richard Gilewitz
Esther Sparks
Abel J Zarate
Richard Carnall Hart
Vaughn Stewart: “I Need To Know” (Stuart Little Movie), “What Is It About You,” “We're Dancing” (CenterStage)
Warren R Hudgins Jr
Russell Tarlton
Mel Waldorf
Jose M. Lozano
Nathan Weber
Diane Ponzio
Carole Rively
Jen O'connor
Cristian Canaveral
Joshua Being
Brandon Clark
Katreece Barnes
Patrick Best
Robbie Kreinces: “Gimme Back My Groove,” “What About Tomorrow,” “Big Red Truck”
Clarence Jones
Abderraouf Djeffel
Susie Hansen: “Representante de la Salsa,” “Solo Flight,” “Es Muy Tarde”
Eric Krans
William T Giannini
Steven Resendez
Joshua W Gilbert
Gary White: “I Like It” -Sammie, “5000 One” -Dj Drama
Rick Good
Robert Applebaum: “Y’rushalayim (Meal Psgat),” “Funky Dreidl,” “Witches' Blues,”
“Shall I Compare Thee,” “Shalom, V’shalom V’shalom”
Shawndrell Hampton: “No Love,” “Falling Again,” “Jose's Girl,” “Come Inside,”
“Don't Make Me Wait”
Jay Vincent: “LEGO Ninjago”
Debra Fordham
Christopher Barlow
Casey C
Kirk Francis: “Mukilteo Hula”
Allan Rich: A"Run To You" from The Bodyguard and "For The First Time" from One Fine Day
Jhon Deivy Tenorio Lerma Aka Teno El Melodico
Tore J Pennywell
Carl King
Mike Streng: “All I Want Is You,” “Hold On” -VoxMirage
Grant Hill
Leonard Patterson: “Don't See the Good in Goodbye,” “Home of the Brave,” “Kick Drum”
John S Howell
Robert Stein: “Sweat,” “We Are All A Family”
Judy Welden: “Come On Home,” “My Soul's A Dyin’,” “Church Called the Risen Son,”
“Shelter in the Rain,” “Fishin' for a New Love”
Lyle Divinsky
W. Gregory (Greg) Turner
Sy Babb
Gerard Smith
Dontiez Mckinnon
Marquita Rodgers
Alvin Olavarria
Chris Blood
Rayner Marrero
Scott Van Nieuwenhuyzen:
Bruno Linares
Paul Sweeney
Eric Dates
Luis Castro: “We On It Remix,” “We On It,” “So Popular,” “So Popular Remix,” “I See You Girl”
Isaiah Gripper: “Father's Letter,” “Rescue Me”
Steven Cordova
Gingher Leyendecker
Kevin Anderson Mallett: “Swerve and Serve”
Johnny Graves: “Call To Jesus”
Thomas Hawkins: “Bam,” “Good Times,” “Peace Love and Happiness”
Jamaar "FoDuB" Brown
Sophia Martínez Grey Verduzco
Don Fritzges
Kayley
Vince Roberts
Percy Bady
Susan Ann Schmidt
Jeff Beauvais
David James: “Lie to Me”
Willie Aron
Scott Shiflett
Gina Vera: “You Can't Take My Crown,” “Jesus Has His Hand On Me,” “For The Love Of God”
Joseph Roots
La Verle Washington
Ron Mann: Music for The Harms Way Project
Diana Mayne
Michael Formanek
Conner Sweet
Paula Bellenoit
Cristobal Marin: “Under Your Mistletoe”
Vivien Chebbah
Leonel Arias
Carlos Alejandro Salas
Gary Holt
Jeff Hyde: “Smoke A Little Smoke,” “Springsteen,” “Cold One” Eric Church, “I Can't Love You Back” Easton Corbin
Ronald Bean
James Atteberry
Demic Wilcoxson
Kevin W. Simiyu
Malvin Dino Vice: “The Boys Are Back In Town” (Gap Band), “Sweet Caroline” (Gap Band), “I Want You Back Again” (Yarbrough & Peoples)
Erik Carlson
John Andrew Mcwilliams
Harold Ousley
Jeremy Howard
Hal Stephens
Kevin Sawka
Kyle Gutierrez
Ben Lievens: Co-Writer of all songs by 'Make This City'.
Kristo Rodzevski
Jonathan Arnold: “Been There Done This,” “Who Got It,” “It's About Me” - King-J.Boi
Jennifer Rivera
Melissa Bailey: “Maria”
Rocket Ritchotte
Chassidy Mitchell: “Redeemed”
Michael Pollock
Kathryn Baar
Carolyn Alberts
Jay M. Michaels: “Opening The Harp Chakra”
Stephen Gambill
Will Umotong: “Plot Twist I,” “Inception,” “Ramen Noodles,” “Benjamin”
Joseph Patten
Edreich Stitts
Elodia: “Bring Me Water”
Jason Raeburn
Othniel Tomtania
Ryan Miller: “Business”
Erik Hawkins
Luther Bell (RandiVision): “Blue Dolphinz,” “Purple Cloudz,” “Balloons”
Matt: “Hands on My Body”
Brian Mcvay: “I’m Calling You”
Chris Anderson
Roland Watson: “Wham Dance”

Cynthia Vera
Tony LaRocco: “Coyotes,” “Bird”

Carlos Ross
Ben Markley
Dennis Lambert: “Ain't No Woman (Like The One I've Got),” “Nightshift,” “Don't Pull Your Love,” “We Built This City,” “It Only Takes A Minute”

Nicholas Larimer
Christos Kedras
Jeremy Koepping
Elvis Rohena: “Cashirulo”


Peter Hastings: Music From “Animaniacs,” “Kung Fu Panda” Theme song

Erich Bulling

Louis Grassi

Jeremy Vanderloop
Carin Greenberg
Dmitriy Mityukhin: “Betrayed,” “Rise Again,” “Discovery”

David Melendez
Avery Davis
Scott Harper
Frank Nickle: “Money And Violence”

Jan Seides
Anthony Paul Mccoy
Devin Hayes: “Brand New”

Eric Tingstad: “Eyes of Amelia,” “Medicine Tree,” “Ceremony of the Aurora,” “Mississippi”

Brooke Young
Robert Neft
Danielle Souza: Former member of The Outré, Singer/songwriter in Dead Posey

Robbin Henley
Gabriel Mustiful
Carl Rogers Young
Lamar Harvey
Kenneth Hurst: “Beats Knockin”

Chloe Moore
Lacoya Hays
Lance Greene: "OK,,” ”Money Bags" featuring Jim Jones

Cassandra Kubinski: "Swim,” ”Not So Different”

Derrick Holland: “Go,” Time Out,” “Don't Ask,” “Main Girl,” “Photo Freak”

Victoria Vera

Songwriter Signatures
Dr. Bruce Faulconer: Music featured in the television shows DragonBall Z, Your New House, The Bystander Theory
William Dalton
Prince Woodfy
Joseph Plummer: “Dashboard,” “First”
Noreen Crayton
Keith Griego: “No Games,” “Sparkdala”
Mark C Malobay: “Dance of the Starfish,” “Meta Tauta,” “Tears in A Bottle,” “Kana”
Zack Centrella: “New King”
Chrissy Pate
Saeed Renaud
Darryl Kubian
Elisabeth Dellner
Bruce Iglauer
Jerica Henderson
Pete J Deblasi
Timothy C. Blake
Jason Gomes
Michael Bazini
George Hardman
Smoove G Da Mack
Michael Lucas
Mark Rickerby
Robby London
Scott Neis
James Parker, III: “Tipsy”
Charles Allen
Erik Diaz: “Electricity,” “Makin It Hot,” “3 Seconds Flat,” “Wake Me When It's Over”
Matthew Walker
Josh Heineman
Shania Stewart: “Mirrors”
Cris Marshall
Craig Bradley
Ranidu Lankage
Claudio Pablo: “Mi Verdadero Amor,” “Perdistencorazon,” “Mi Desorecio,” “Yo Te Perdono,” “Malditas Mentiras”
Kenneth J Sargent
Greg Fox: “Generation,” “See The World Given To A One Love Entity,” “Spiritual Emergency”
Peppy Castro
Mark Wolfson
Michael Getches
Biagio Concu
Scott Bennett: Collaborations with Brian Wilson
Dana Everett: “She Like Me,” “Rollin,” “When I Fall”
Reshawn Shuler

Songwriter Signatures
Michael Farrell
Nancy L. Harmon
Jason Fox
James Pegg
Fletcher Wiley
Kenneth Gregory: “He's Coming”
Danielle Shoulman
Driver Williams: "Smoke a Little Smoke"
Majorie
Marie Ann Bell: “Lord Jesus Heal My Soul”
Mike Grosshandler
Victor Turpin: “Done With The Show”
Michelle Wolf
Brett Fromson
Mark J. Miller
Majorie Snuggs: “Satisfy”
Matthew John: “You Are There,” “Just Say Goodbye,” “Reach For The Stars”
Guy Carter
John Zunino: N2DEEP- “Back To The Hotel”
Cora Sugarman
Luke Schmalutz: “The Best of You,” “It's Fun to f*ck a f*ckup,” “To Rock is My Role,” “All My Friends,” “Hole in the Floor”
Curtis L. Clark Jr
Ryland Bouchard
Shauna Mckenzie
Tawrence Brown
Chris Hathwell
John Schaefer
Bob Garver
Leticia Ascencio
Stefan Wise
Carlos Benjamin
Gregory G Lee II: “Harden Than Before,” “Cashout,” “Outta My Mind,” “Bounce”
Kenneth Burke: "Ooh Child," "Keep Risin to the Top"
Kennethia Nelson-Herndon
Joe Hrasna: “Broken Wing Angel,” “Is Anybody Out There”
Gabriela Interiano: “Lejos de ti,” “Vacio”
Vince Frates
Charles Gasser
Julius Sweeney: “Another Round,” “Always On My Grind,” “Saddle On Up (Rodeo),” “Get That Money”
Gabriel Plantillaz: “Mil Ganas De Ti”
David Holt
Patrick Joseph
Elijah Woods: “Global Warming”
Simon Joyner
Karen Dyess
Brandon Kitterman
Craig Montoya: “Everclear”
Antonella Hamilton
Lori Martini: “I’m Not Perfect”
David Staton
Fanny Lu
Donnie Gibson
Lee Kimble
J-phunQ
David Thulin: "Compass (feat. Manwell Reyes)" by Jonathan Thulin, "Dead Come to Life (feat. Charmaine),” "Architecture" by Jonathan Thulin
Enchantee Minor
Daryl Williams: “Glory To God In The Highest”
Michael Culross: Music featured in Disney's Phineas & Ferb
Vincent Emmett
David Alan Earnest
Lathan Cordelle Allen
Taumata Grey
Kurtis Beleck: “America,” “Lights Out,” “Top Shelf”
Edo Plasschaert
Daniel Rose
Nick Paolise: NJ Dub- “Beer”
Quin Pearson: “Hands Up In The Air,” “Celestina,” “Step Up All In”
Crystal Jpgnson DBA Cryssyj J Music
KeiArahn Lewis
Michael Farris
Anthony Buda
D'Andre Brooks-Metoyer
Paul Holland
Thomas Hirschmann
Robinson Peralta: “Ese No Soy Yo,” “Yo Quiero Amarte”
David Castle: “Ten To Eight,” “If You Feel The Way I Do,” “Istanbul Blues,” “Music For Your Soul”
Cliff Magreta
Edwin Serrano Jr
Emmanuel Tabor
Natalie Yepez
Jordon Campbell: “God Alone,” “Figures”
Carl Dean Williamson
Guillermo Maldonado
Patty Silversher: “Gummi Bear Theme Song,” “Happy Happy Birthday To You,” “Tale Spin Theme,” “Places In The Heart”
Bless: “All About My Bread”
Corey Bastin
Julio Anthony Blanco
Spook Handy: "Vote!" and "Lead Us Home to the Promised Land."
Zachary Richards
Maverick Hill: “Mr. Daydream Believer,” “Mythology,” “Voices”
Mike R Brasuel: “Cow Tracks In The Sand”
Richy Pena: “Chino & Nacho,” “Mi Niña Bonita”
Carlos Sanchez-Gutierrez
Ryan Southworth
Jason White
David Shattuck
Ishmayo Gregory
Luis Angel Sanchez
Ellarlee M. Simmons
Jesse Saunders: “Love Can't Turn Around,” “On & On”
Ted Thomas, Jr.
Adam
Zachary Davis
Chelsea Davs
Lauren Carter
Dan Kinney
Sean Cory Cooper
Patrick Giraudi
Andy Prieboy
Chad Lawson
Veronica Stigeler-Cowher: “America,” “Right or Wrong,” “Cry For A Minute”
Jared Cotter: “Down” -Jay Sean feat. Lil Wayne, “Do You Remember” -Jay Sean f/
Tony Spada
Vernon Hill
Eric L Johnson
Matthew J Sivertson
Shafer Mahoney: “Sparkle,” “Shining River”
Rambo Blaque
John Michael Mc Curry
Shadwick Wilde
Deshon Bullock
Gary Lee Conner: “Nearly Lost You” (Screaming Trees)
Jeff Andrews
Winston Sailsman Jr
Pete Cowley
Chad Brock: “Yes,” “Lightning Does The Work”
Anthony Merando
Andre William Owen
Malachi Gilmore
Arthur Lamonica: “Tell Me Your Plans,” “Laugh And Walk Away”
Blak Rapp Madusa: “Blak Summer”
Alex Hall
Kieth Glen Schubert
Dominique Lee
5hunniT
Nicholas Viterelli
Neel Daniel: “Beautiful,” “Wisdom”
Clinton A Hunt Jr: “Make This Leap,” “Lifting the Sea,” “Worn,” “Be Naive” -The Hunts
Gary Thorstensen
Geoffrey T. Fuller
Torrey Trimble
Sofia Salazar
Phil Bunch
Katt Rockell
Don Wesley
David Rose
Isaiab Ward
Robert Ferrari
Aaron Goldberg
Stanton Sutton
Nick Magliochetti
Ahcheal Harris: Loudpacc Ak- “Drill Sh*t”
Edward Carter
Jose Luis Joey Medina
Christina Chatzilakou: “Beyond Religion”
Daniel Hopwood: “Ready for Murder,” “Get Violent Ft Archaic the Devil,” “Cannibal Lectures”
Dot Bainga
William W Larson
Ron C. Helm
Mickey Theis
William Whamond: “All Under”
Darryl Gilbert
Danny Chambers: “Rain Of Your Presence”
Atina Mattiel Brown: “Count Your Blessings”
Anthony Musallam
Fields Blanchard
Devlon Samuels

Songwriter Signatures
Erick Bardales
Gilbert Van Wyck
Elisabeth Yorke Bolognini
Katie Lyon
Jessie Lynn: “Boots N Bling Its A Cowgirl Thing”
Enrique Nambo Jr
Bernard Schreiber A/K/A Bernie Lane
Jim Eddings
Corey Pope: “Be Somebody,” “All I Really Wanted,” “Addicted”
Jerry Owen: “Glee” (Orchestra), “Grant Wood Gallery” (piano), “Piano Concerto” (Orchestra & piano)
Julia Barrett
Casey Jones
Charlie Barnett: score to "Paperclips"
Thaddeus Corea
Sean Ewen: “Irresistible”
West Thordson
Kyle Fisher: “Mayflower,” “Judge” - Entropy
Avram Gleitsman
Chris Baum
Carlos Rodríguez Garcia
Calvin Jackson
Gary Foote
John Castro
Randy Joe Duke
Derrick Monk
Mike Mitschele
Lamar Hill
Kenny Painson
Sallie Marie Tompkins
Rodger Whitten
Wil Bane: "Pure Hatred," "No Hope for the Human Race," "Invoke," "Conform"
Christian Brown
Anthony Hillman Jr.: “Entertainment,” “Franklin County,” “Treasure”
Salvatore N. Guido: “Word of Mouth”
Jerry Chapman
Kennnie Ray Robinson: “The Presence Of Love” recorded by Rodney Carrington, “If Only In A Song” by Charlie Louvin, “Yesterday USA” by Bobby Bare, Hank Cochran, and Jim Vest
Eugene Perry: “Drunk & High”
Harry Levicky
Jaewoo Park
Adam Roszkiewicz
Edgar Butch Barnette: “Life Happens”
Kenny Garrett
Brenda Williams
Ryan Frost: “Dying Without You,” “Wolves of War”
Stephen Cavit
Bennett L Arnold: “Simplify”
Kevin Campbell
Curt Cacioppo: “America: A Prayer”
Jacqueline Lord: “Broken”
David Grow: “After All These Years”
Emir Isilay
Charmaine Slaven
Liquid Stranger
Daniel Cadiz
Lafayette Wilson
Amber Nicol: “Cowboy”
Andy Nolan
Reynold Scott
Sasha Vallely
Bernard Golden: “It's All Because Of You,” “Sweet Sinsational,” “I Just Wanna Be,” “Lightning,” “Can You Feel Da Musk”
Carla Fisher: “Perfect,” “Go On”
Adam Rogers
Joyce Richards: “Lovin You,” “Got You Now,” “I’m in the Mood for Christmas”
Sherwin Charles: DR. Dolittle Soundtrack, Water Boy Soundtrack
Evan Monheit
Muhammad Rashid
Terrence Wilalon
Russell O Mercer Jr
Veda Smith
Dequin Bradford
Dawn Richardson
Jonathan Prickett
L. Spenser Smith
Yishay Stewart-Mitchell
Geoffrey Pearlman
Brian McMahon: “Agitated,” “Jaguar Ride,” “Accident,” “Splitterty Splat,” “Anxiety”
Quinton Marcel Caruthers
Rhys Godwin: “Sour Deez & Haze,” “A Thousand Miles (Make a Wish)”
Benjamin Weikel
Gary Sefton: “Different Kind of Flower,” “Soldier of Fortune”
Matthew Cutter
Chance Langton
Deena Kaye Rose
Iyobosa "Enpho" Ighedosa: Fugitive - “Bad Girl,” Mya ft. I YAZ- “Runnin' Back”
Jay Pachino: “Hustlin' All Night”
Karen S. Gillespie: “Jesus Is In The House,” “Over For Good,” “It Will Always Be Christmas To Me”
Gary A Rea
Wesley Talmadge Yates II
Kellie K Clanton: “I’m Already Gone”
Martin J Staaf: “Ripple VIP,” “Bully,” “Bombaclaad Star”
Andrew Purchia
Gilbert Ybarra
Matthew Primous
Jeff Mahajan: “Crazy Legs”
Lorrenzo Hampton
Elias Logothetis: Cues written for Disney programming
Stephen Lukach
Jess Domain: “We're Coming Home” - Pokemon Genesect & The Legend Awakened
Alex Martinez
Alexis Grapsas
Bryan Fields
Aaron Robinson
Alex Perkins
Jesse Smith
Johnny Gale
Gregory Thomas: “Beverly Hillz,” “Clownz”
Lisa Movado
Jane Manjau
Robert Cornegy
Nena Anderson
Joseph Cagle
Michael Dowers
Marc Smith
DeMario Jone
Matt Ender
Eric Speier: Music featured in Napoleon Dynamite the animated series, Mission Hill, Oregon Trail
John B. Hogan
Philippe Willems
David Martin
Anandi Gefroh
RC: “Puma”
Stephen Mattos
Oryna Schiffman: “Moon of Deception,” “Tangled,” “Slip”
Corey Feldman: “Ascension Millennium,” “It's so simple,” “What's up with the youth?,” “Something in your eyes,” “Remember 222”
Emily Morrison: “Rainbow Ride,” “Sleeping Late”
Kurt Reil
Gabriel Maldonado
Nate Brown
Eric McClure
Cedric Thompson
Tamara Palmer
Kenny Jones
Brandon Trey Parr
Jordan Weeks
Julian L. Coles
Mauro Lannini
Bryan Pringle
Taniyah Latavia Lashay Portis
Timothy Gardner: “Seriously In Love,” “Undeniably Blue”
Anthony Longo
The Jr God: “Paper Chaser”
Hilario Felix Ramirez
Nick Lucero: “Got You Where I Want You”
Larry Michael Lee aka Larry Lee
Emily C Persinger: “White Collar Whiskey,” “Accident,” “Swoon”
Cameron Shadinger: “All Out War”
Chase Rose
SK Jacobs
Michael Coren
Erica Porter
Kevin Holevar
Kwame Greenidge
Judith A. Feller
Juan Irming: “Introducing Neals,” “Clean Slate,” “Feel Like Leisure Suit Larry,” “Inbox My Heart,” “Barcade Date,”
Michael J Kuce
Michael Sterling
Christopher Hudson
Dominic Brown: “Lil Saint Louis Mdg Da Mob Intro,” “La4ss Work”
Charles Roberts: “My Friend,” “Dog Never Get the Blues”
Josilyn Drake
Robert Anderson
Javier Soto: “Besos De Caramelo,” “Zumba Fuego”
Mel Parker: “Valdosta Woman,” “Four Yellow Wheels,” “Timberlake Child,”
“Everybody Knows,” “Should'a Could’a”
Nicci Sill
Teesha Rain
Yosef Nero: “Like Dat”
Mike: “Whos Loving You”
Martha (High) Harvin: “Stay Tonight,” “It's Hustle Time,” “You Need A Woman Like Me,” “It's The Little Things You Do,” “Why You Calling Me”
Darnell Smith
Lauren Gurgiolo
Jason Miles
South Park Lunatic
Robert Haggarty
Warren Ham
Barry Rowe
Pyrex K Dot: “White Man Can't Jump” By Peewee Longway, “Big Money Ro” By Tootiero, “Racks” By ASAP Ant, “My Baby” By DamondBlue
Denny Thompson
Cornelius Hanger: “The Life”
Shih-Yuin Wu Chang
Brandon Davis
Norman Johnson
Tim Tate: “Don't Follow Me,” “Power Of Love Is Real”
Brandon Houston
Chris Bucheit
Delanore Troupe: “So Good Tonight”
Scott Morgan
Ivan Johnson
Julianna Banks
Tommy R Webb
Chris Sullivan
Mark Jewett
Jerry Embree
Robert Jubilee
John Smith
Josh Guerrero
Jules Blattner
Stefan Bredereck
Lew Baldwin: “Denis' Loop”
Dean Wareham
Michael Mchenry
Brian Podlasek
Jonathon Waters
Sean Sedita
Kathi Lamb
Zaid Abdulrahim
Laurie Stutt
Sue Perrotto
Merrell Johnson
Saeed Younan
James Smith
Dan Henderson: “There's Nothing New Under The Son”
Donny Mccaslin
Jazmin Crumley
Cruise: “Get It In,” “Ain't No Tellin’”
Tom Teasley
Bernhard Penzias
William Twaddle
Jeffrey Hart: “You and Your Kind”
Christian Fox
Laurence Cedar
Kevin McBean
Holly Gleason (writing as Lady Goodman): "Better As A Memory"
Cameron Moore
Richard Bone
Michael Miller
Roderick Carter
Gerald Alston
Patrick Franklin: “Maybe It's Because I'm An Irish Londoner,” “Boys Of Queens”
Russ Lattime
Jean M Mcclain
Geoff Ellsworth
Travis Geer
David Bills
Roy Hurd
Captaincur3: “Frenchy” (feat A-F-R-O)
Rondeau Williams: “Thing Called Us”
Jonathan Ortega
David Farrelly
Allison Jeffre LaValley: “Revelation 19:1”
Gabriel Arocha: "Elect Me"by Ayyroc
Tyler Thornton: “Over the Line,” “Dilute”
Rae Brown
Ridley Grey
Mark Benkowsku
Sean L. Dungee II
George Merrill: "How Will I Know”
William Elam: “It's Not You It's Me”
Curtiss Thompson
Alvin J Fields: “Let's All Chant”
Robert Germosen: “No te vayás”
Freddie Omar Lugo Rodriguez
Cheech Gratah: "About Time,” "Thank The Haters"
Kentrelle Johnson
Craig Morrison
Vincent Serino
Brett Cripe
Josh Cohen
Shawn Jackson
Don Dunn: "Baby It's Me," "Hitchcock Railway"
Melody Verdugo
Brett Rosenberg
Barak Moffitt
Jeffery Bruce Miller
Karl
Miles Michaud
Abraham Osorio
Daniel Baeza
James Martin: “Is it Likely?”
Morrisa Jeanine Elliott
Graham Weber
Eric Frye
Raymond Chafin
Brittany Barbera
Christopher P Virzi
Peter J. Maddock
Andrew Venable
Steve Saviano
Terry Garthwaite
Devon Barra Mackinnon
Gary Brandin
Nick Huntington
Erik Levingston
Michael Wilson
Kelly Bryarly
Philip Cordaro
Cecile Inocentes
John Kelly
Danny Figueroa
John Salazar
Mario J Brown
Daniel Watters
Justin Ehmer
Andy Howell
Shay Alexander Keys
Edwin Cabrera
George Adrian Lloyd
Alice Genese
Brandon Meeks: “Black Rose Pedal,” “Storytellin’,” “2K”
Renée Petruccello
Jenna Watters
Billy Wayne McGee
Olivier Zahm
Raymond L. VanPelt
Qumaine Ellis
Melbourne Reid
Mike Morton
Jay Weisman: “A Christmas to Remember”
Jesse Ayers
Jason Burroughs
Ashley Lagunas: “Roots Grow,” “Wholly Undivided Set Part,” “Down This Road I Go,” “He Healed My Lame”
7king: Songs for B.O.B.
Mauro Munoz
David Sanchez: “Hooked on You,” “Sweet Sensation,” “She's Fly”
Jamil Mitchell
Grant Shull
Clifford Curry: “Im Still Here At The Crossroads,” “I Cant Stop,” “A New Day,” “We Have Love,” “Gotta Cry For Two”
Dean Rosenthal: “Kansas Has This About It,” “Stones/Water/Time/Breath”
David Fetcho
Yanna Trance
Laura Schwendinger
Chris Camozzi: “Swingshift”
Regi Mor
Hiram Cuevas
Ashley Woody
Lucky Mataele: “I Got Someone”
Quentin Harris
Ron Sanchez
Audrey Spillman
Dean Charles: “The Boondocks”
Alfredo Rivera
Mark J. Levy: “Circles Around The Sun,” “Interludes For The Dead”
Wilmer Escalona
Darwin Martin
Robert Roa
Glynn Martin Jr: “Last Train Home To Georgia”
Chan Poling: “Love Is The Law”
Erik Belz
Thorry McRae Koren: “Get On It”
Ryan Chrys
Gregory Araya
Gary Putman: “On The Trail,” “Strong As I Am,” “Prime Movers”
Heidi Ursula Ricks: “My Street,” “Sweet Tenderness,” “Tobacco Road,” “My Street, Due,” “The New Trend”
Charles M Burch
Arsenio Dale: “Whole Lotta”
Juan Carlos Enriquez: Music for NBC, TNT, Universal, Sony, Netflix
Esther R. Scott: “By His Stripes,” “Can't Let Go,” “Open my Heart”
Anthony Amos
Delma Anthony Churchill
Desean Hendrix: “24/7”
James D. Filkins
William Lee Ellis: "How the Mighty Have Fallen”
Steven Grove
Frank Dean: “You Walked Tall,” “Sometime After Two,” “Since You've Been Gone,” “Virgil Gaines,” “While You Were Sleeping”
Gayla Earlene
Mikaela Carlton
Yumiko Matsuoka
Nahomie Galbaud: La Sirena's “On Top”
Chris Swindle
Duncan Blickenstaff
Juan Arango: “Pienso En Ti,” “Azul Profundo,” “Solo Tu,” “Olas De Sueños”
Darryl Mcdowell
Gregory Breal
Steven Argila
Priya Prins
Mahmoud Abdou
Angel Pearson
Ryan Summers
Michael Skinner
Charles Rodney Curley: “Look Into My Eyes”
Luke Rothschild
David Marsh Jr.
Michael Brady
R. Benjamin Reed
Emmanuel Ngobeh
Justin Wells
Dan Reid
Mark Zaslove
Steve Durkee
Myles Boisen
Slzpy T.
Damon Stout
Amplified Life, Inc.
Tanessa Barnes: “Unshakable Faith,” “Stop Bullying,” “He'll Take Care of You,” “Summer Breeze,” “Free”
Chad Kent
Waleska
Jimmie Robinson
Scooter Lee: “Ribbon Of High,” “Honky Tonk Twist,” “Rompin' Stompin’”
Curtis Calderon
Robert Mould
Rick Barry: “Courage For A Rainy Day,” “Graphic Narrative,” “Removing The Stitches”
Tecoy Porter: “Oh Give Thanks,” “All The Way”
Brian Hawthorne
Zachary Jobin
Nicole M. Wray: “Faithful Man” by Lee fields, “Lady” by Nicole Wray, “Man On The Moon” by Kid Cudi
Jeremiah Semien: “Someone You Want,” “Tears From Heaven,” “The Way Is The Light,” “Be One With God, And Smile”
Noel Wilfeard
Randy Rogel
Sandy Rogers: “Fool for Love”
Travis J Marvin
Junior Bazile: “Mouche Kandida,” “Pumpkin,” “Gracias Amorcito”
James Weidman
Jillian Graffagnino
John Mathis: “I’m Gonna Leave The Light On,” “Walk On Faith,” “Nothing But Good”
Quincy Davis: “On Dat Potion”
Andrew Keresztes
Blak Thadon
Veg Crash Mccoy
Synthia Dean
Michael Gross
David Ciemny
Jorge Suarez
Michael Woods
Lauren Farrah
Vaughn
Kellin Watson: “Ship,” “Give Up The Ghost,” “Tight Rope”
Kenneth Aiken
Dutchy DoBad
John F. Smith
David Wells
Chester A Blum
Alice Stuart: “Fulltime Woman,” “I lose Control,” “Natural Woman”
Kevin P. Murphy
Richard Carter
Katrina Watts-McFarland
Mark J. Maguda
Fox Watson
Jonathan Chandler
Todd Erickson
Lisa Linehan
Brad Wilson
Alice Shields: “Komachi at Sekidera”
Barbara Tucker
Michael Borden
Dave Moody: “Cotton Eyed Joe,” “Forever Man,” “Cooper Creek”
Scott Bomar: Hustle and Flow Original Score, Black Snake Moan Original Score
Liz Tormes
Preston Long
Beth Hanggeli: “Mayday,” “One Hit Away,” “Heaven's Little Corner Cafe,” “High Pond,” “One Of These Days,”
Jon M. Robinson
Yasmil Marrufo: "Te Quise Olvidar"
Young Squad da Ruga
Clarke Rigsby
Sammy Bandz: “24/7,” “Benjamins,” “Flaunt,” “Photos”
Pierre West
James Renald
Adrian Peritore
Trent Hafdahl: Songs for the band After The Burial
Rob Goraieb
Michael Liebau
Jay Kirkpatrick
Sean Scura
Matthew Hein
Ryan Stewart: “Memories,” “Autumn,” “Eyes of a Child”
Ryan Figg
Jeremy Boyd
Michael Marhefka
Melani Skybell
Stephanie Lewis
Marlin Cook
Devon Callender
Spencer Mitchell-Moore
Wendell Jerome Gilmer
Gregory Wilson Jr.
Chaitanya Ivaturi: “Picture Perfect,” “Taj Mahal,” “Let Me Be,” “Tear Drop,” “You And I”
Tureeda Mikell
Victor Sagastume
Thomas Van Voorhis
Gary K. Thomas
Sherry Hodge
Dacota Fresilli
Travis Webster-Booth
John Ramey: “A Man a Holdin On To A Woman Lettin Go”
Erich Hubner
Adam
Gary Gemmiti
Mark Verbos
Thamar Liafortune
Wayne Cross
Craig Brenner
Nick Cocozzella
Levon Cook
Andre Noralez
Leon Oehlers, Sr.
Gordon A Schaeffer
Augustine Ayanful
Dennis Dunaway: “School's Out,” “I’m Eighteen,” “Under My Wheels,” “Elected”
Raju Ivaturi: “Reminiscence,” “Will I Ever Know,” “Empty Stare,” “Guiding Light,” “Don't Look Behind”
Darren Grant: “Father's Love,” “First Love”
Bernie Schweickart
Matt Kinard: “Little Ghost,” “Perpetual Motion Machine,” “Scared Bones”
Lorraine Myers: “Yesterday is Tomorrow in Disguise”
Robert Szeles: “999,999 Girls”
Tommy Strazza
Shantrell Arline
John M. Evans
Jim Colonna
Jillian Farrar
Aaron Rademaker
Tramaine Artemis
Esther Maus-Tester
David Means
Joe Littel:
Stephen James Taylor
John Quigley
Wayne Tester: Garth Brooks- "The Change"
James Suggs
Tommy Conner Jr.
Michael Wayne Harris
Melody Pemberton
Dennis Ryan
Eddy Francoi
D'Artagnan Sosa
David Angerstein: “Tonantzin”
Tyler Ashcraft
Byron Weems: "You Know Me," "Set Free By Faith"
Mira Cook
David Knauer
John Bickerton
Scott Milch
Andrew Sturmer
Stacy Widelitz: “She's Like The Wind”
Paul Priest
Nancy Rumbel
Jason Donnelly: "God Knows,” “Drop It Low”
Rodlin Gelin
Howard Johnson Jr: “Sunset Bay”
David E. Haskell
Zachary Price: “When I Look In Your Eyes”
Adan Melo Hernandez
Rose Pyatt: “Somebody's Baby,” “Will You Miss Me When I Am Gone”
Tommy Musto
Sharron Kay King
Renay (Shadow) Ghant-Eaton
John Perkins
Jeff Pevar: “Jesus Of Rio,” “River Of Dreams,” “Katy Did,” “It's All Coming Back To Me Now,” “That House”
Christopher Ayers
Ronzell Williams: “Off Sum,” “Too Much Finesse,” “Racks”
Nicolette Gicewicz-Birnie
David Clowers
Roger Dickerson II
Drew Krassowski
Jeannette Kantzalis
Donald Suite
Kourtney Heart: “My Boy”
Andre Tillman
Dominic Ierace
Tarag G. Carpenter
Bryan Morton
Anthony Campbell: “Throw It Back” - Flight School feat. DTU
Brian Cullman
Joseph Pearson: “Some N*ggaz,” “Roll It,” “40 And A Chop”
Ronald Nesome: “Take My Name”
Marcin Janiszewski
Bernard Harrison: "Beautiful Day,” ”Still Messin With Bill"
Dalibor Banović: "Čekću te," "Dunav," "Peron Rastanka"
Vicenta Kimble
Viola Sykes
Darnell: “F*kked Up”
Eveleena Pritchett
Brandi Thomas
Stephen Hensley: Beautiful, Hollow, Light
Savion Crecy
Vinson Valega
Christopher Vaughn
Harold Armstrong
Roberto Valderas
David Staub
Haile Yesus: “Burn the C.I.A.,” “Bahatawee Makes Me Happy,” “Defender Of Zion,” “I&I A Ethiopian,” “Cracka”
Jerry Long aka Kokane: Snoop Dogg- "Wrong Idea," Dr DRE- "LA," Tha Easysidaz- "Ghetto," "I Luv It," Xzibit- "Rimz & Tirez"
Patrick Liddell: “Video Room 1000,” “Uptown Music IV,” “Cycle,” “Kiva of BEEZ”
Sarah Fontaine Weyman: “Running On Empty”
Michael McKnight: “Trapped,” “Live Forever,” “About You,” “Souldium”
Thomas Vinelli: “Live for the Moment”
Timothy Eckert
Ronan MacManus
David Wortham: “Cut Me To The Bone”
Matthias Glink: “I’m loving it” (McDonald’s Theme)
Ryan Cantz
Derek Ramnarace
John Seda: “Among Dead Men”
Orion Wilhoite
DeAnna Cool
Siva Krishna: "Dancing With Tears," “Not Authorizes," "Crunk Trunk"
Andy Thelusma
David Moran
Patrick Dennis McCaffrey
Bart Janssen
Leo (Lion): “Str8 Drop,” “Ready 2 Kill,” “Gigga Party”
Natasha Pauling
Steven Cole: “EBO Babe,” “Lambo Doors”
Charly Ott
Josh Mitcham
Lindy Barger
Richard Crandall
Jason Lents: “The Next Song”
Michael Tracy
Charles Rose: “Lunchtime,” “Glasses In The Air,” “Better Days”
David Minner
Graham Bowman
Darrell "Dee Jay" Johnson
Terrance Harding
Joyah Gumbs
Cecilia Villar
Darien Ramsey: “Annoying ft Sleezy,” “Dre. Dub,” “Go Home With Me ft PRaw,” “Mr. Miyagi ft Lil zay,” “Sleezy”
Shoniqua Alleyne
Murphy Kid
Benjamin Rudnick
José Garza
Shenna Walker
Kobie Kiambu Parker
Mary Elaine Mahon: “Rise Up Singing”
Robert Steelman
Christopher West
Mike Payne: “When He Was On The Cross,” “I Was On His Mind,” “Who But God?,” “Meet Me At The Table,” “Angels”
Francisco Alejandro Lopez Jr.
William C. Engelhart
Christopher Farrell
Steven A. Wilson
Samuel Silas: “Let It Whip!,” “Vortex,” “My Mood,” “All That Jazz”
Jonathan Harris: “Chasing time,” “ATM Jam,” “Ice Princess” -Azealia Banks
Darrean Smith / Shorty Foe: “Remember Me,” “Twelve,” “Macaulay Culkin”
Amber Hendricks: “Show You Crazy,” “Girl Like Me”
Yves Abel: “Fenomene Tabou”
Joseph C. Martin
John Ims: “She's In Love With The Boy”- Trisha Yearwood, “Falling Out Of Love” -Reba McEntire
Benjamin Hirschhorn
Dave Gibson: “Queen Of Memphis,” “Ships That Don't Come In,” “Daddy Never Was The Cadillac Kind,” “Jukebox In My Mind,” “Lonely And Gone,”
Laurence Marshal aka Laurice Daniels: “The Disco Spaceship,” “We Will Make Love (All Day And All Night),” “When Christine Comes Around,” “Christmas Valentine,” “Girls Cry”
Terence Y. Graves
Scott Mcpherson
Lucy Smith
Wil Maring
Gabriel Hays
Akeem J. Wells
Artemyev Edward Nikjlay
Carlton Anthony Norman
Wayne Hagstrom
Mo Goldner: "Dismissed With A Kiss"
Marla Booker
Neal Dahlgren
Julian Drucker
Alyson Holland
Hugh Culbreth: “There's Only One Way,” “In The Name Of The King”
Cameron Copeland
Walter Suhr
Anthony Brock
Kenjamin Mcdougal
Jeff Knutsen
Darnell Bolden: “Dirty Secrets,” “Sanctuary,” “Luv Affair,” “Ready Set Go”
Joe Vitale
Jd Bradshaw
Trent Tomlinson
Dennis Franco
John Rosenberg: “I Do Believe In Christmas”
Tyler Stone
Kristi Bride: “Lost in Flight,” “Soul Beautiful,” “Profound Peace,” “Unsolicited Advice”
Ayax Arroyo
Bill Beard
Joseph Vilpu: “Snuff,” “Spiral Staircase,” Daybreak,” “Leithian,” “Just Us”
Carter Logan
Jonathan Brimmer
Amauri Rovira
Rafe Van Hoy: “Golden Ring,” “What's Forever For,” “Baby I Lied”
George Johnson
Bk Helton
Eric Warren
Robby Latiolais
Dewey M. Lowrimore
Maria Simone Weithers: “Waves,” “If I Stay”
Jermaine Mitchell
Sasha E. Brown
Karyn White: “Romantic,” “Superwoman,” “Secret Rendezvous”
Kevin Mello
Laurel Moore
Jesse Dyen
Arica French
Elizabeth Lang
James "D.C." Wilson, III
Dayna Wills Kelley: “Texan in a Stetson”
Calvin Thomas
Florencio Cortez
Mt Champion
Rannveig Amundsen
Mic Brown
Saragail Benjamin
Martin Kent: “It's a Nightmare”
Nathan Rightnour
John Curry
Rick Roe
Charles Vaughn: “Man Like Me”
John R. Rumley
Jake Harsh
James Yester: “Goodbye Columbus,” “No Fair At All,” “Your Own Love,” “Barefoot Gentleman,” “When Love Comes To Me”
Sean House: “Work,” “Work Remix,” “Cut Throat,” “All I Know”
Justus Delbridge: “Get up”
Rob Barbato
Brian McDougald
Tim Brogdon
James M. Lindsay Jr.: “How Can I Tell Her,” “Don't Fight the Feeling,” “Boogie Woogie,” “He's Looking Good and Moving Fast”
Tremeka M. Wilson
Paul Horowitz: “Miles Away,” “You Better Wait”
Chris Freeman
Luis Antonio Lambis
Ken Higgins
George Teren: “When I Get Where I'm Going,” “Real Good Man,” “Ladies Love Country Boys,” “Stealing Cinderella,” “Homewrecker”
Paul Ottosson
Kyle Forester
Rob Johnson: “Guitarchitecture”
Yusaf Ali Awan
Ronald B. Walker
Madeline Osbourn
Kirk Collins
Ku Kahakalau: “Piʻi Mai Ka Nlu,” “He Pō Lani Makamae,” “Keiki o ka ‘Āina,” “Kuʻu I’inaikaalani, Kuʻu Wainohia,” “Nā Pali Alo Lua”
William Greene
Patrick Lee Hammond
Micah Dunson: “Never Leaving Cali,” “Hero”
Lonnie Jordan
Brittany Allyn
Jeffery M. Bryan
Princess Blue Publishing
George Carter: “She Got That Yum” “I Ain't No Hoe”
Frank W. Bennett
Tamara Silvera
Dean C. Hall: “Big,” “Good Looking' Mamasita,” “D-O-A”
Anji Cornette: “Let it Go” (HarvestBloom)
Joel Yarbrough
Tamairá Ealom
César Cuesta: “Que Te Lo Empujen”
Anthony Stubelek
Trevon Xavier Jones: “Cako”
Smokey Hormel: “Color of Your Eyes,” “The Long Shadow,” “The Backyardigans”
Clarence Keaton: “Its Yours,” “Lyrical King,” “Breaking Bells”
Joseph Yerke
Luis
Marcia Kostick: “Black Graham”
Robert Reilly
S. Duane Hughes: "Smerphie's Dance," "How We Do"
Thomas J. Coster Sr.: “Europa,” “Flor de Luna,” “Dance Sister Dance”
Timothy James: "Like Dat" -Carlo Del Negro ft Snoop Dogg, "Space Age Shades"
Mckenzie Ellis, "My Adidas" Mckenzie Ellis, "Girls 'n Da Hood" Mckenzie Ellis
Greg Bagby
Dale Muir
Darlene Fowler: “Lord You're The Best Thing That Ever Happened To Me,” “Every Mile,” “Closer To Home”
Tonni Fewell aka Pharoah DeNiro: “City Lights Part Two,” “Blacc Jesus Piece”
Jon Jester
Patrick Hale Robinson: “Catwalk”
Milton Blake
Jeremy Lovelady
Gerald Allen
Christopher Shively
Marcos Malave Acosta

Songwriter Signatures
Tommie Jones
Nate Young
Tia Sillers: “I Hope You Dance”
Tammy Chambers
Bob Welch: “Pipeline”
Mario Gonzalez: Pitbull - “Be Quiet”
Ted Wilby
Darrell Supercinski
Mark O. Selby: “Blue On Black”
Eban Schletter: Songs featured on SpongeBob SquarePants
Ed Marshall
David House
Steven Lincoln
Jamie Dunlap: Music featured on South Park
Amanda Torp-Pedersen
Troy Sterling Nies: Soundtrack For “The Whisperer In Darkness”, “The Call Of Cthulhu”
Elijah Brown: “Ice Cream And Cake,” “Peanut Butter Jelly,” “Wootang”
Demetriss Tapp
Eliasib Martinez
Natu: “She Got That Walk,” “What's Your Name,” “Haters,” “Wait A Minute,” “Perc And Moli”
Victor Allen: “I Love Me Some You,” “It's In My Heart”
William C. Evanochko
Samuel Hughes
Richard Eames: score to Saved By The Bell
Nicole Daspit
Douglas Oliver
Renée Austin: “Pretend We Never Met,” “Fool Moon,” “U-Haul”
Allan Celestine
Jon Knox
Anthony Johnson: “Green,” “Hot Summer Nights,” “The Road Out of These Mountains,” “Tennessee Girl,” “Train Headed West”
Eric Dinwiddie
David Alan Basseliz
Curt Sobel
Myles Tha Sixteenth
Basil Fearrington
Rashid Frye
Donald A. Blackwell: “Jamician sun”
Jan-Joy Sax
Brian McCann
Wyatt West
Oscar Boykin: “You Dus-Stea”
Leah Stephenson: “Looks good on you,” “Taken”
Jacob Shively
Glen King: “Midnight Words,” “Somebody Wrong Is Looking Right,” “I Can't Quit Loving You”
Roger Alan Wade: “Country State of Mind,” “If You're Gonna Be Dumb, You Gotta Be Tough”
Tom Hambleton
Wesley Haley: “Hallelujah,” “If the Lord's Will”
Kevin Williams
Ian O’Neil
Sherwin F. Agullana
Chris Hope
Mandela Galloway
Lorna Wilson
Craig Monday
TJ Harris
Kelvin Robertson: “M.O.B.”
Porsha Williams: “Poetry Is A Form Of Art”
Callie Wilson: “Mistress of the Devil”
Michael Leach
Dan Capeau
Terrence Burke: “A Song About Cryptozoology”
Revolver357: “Aquafina,” “Cool Wit That,” “Amazing,” “All I Need,” “Tomorrow Not Promised”
Nakeia Jones: “Me Forever”
Lee Quirino: “Somos Dos Gatos,” “Hombre Inocente,” “Nina Mujer,” “Nunca Me Quizo Mi Padre”
Jamal Keys
Duke Bardwell
Philip Wandscher: “16 Days”
Will Collyer
Marion D Thomas aka Diane Lampkin Thomas: “My Grace Is Sufficient”
Michael B Tucker
Thomas Redmond
Alonzo M. Bowens Jr.
Jimmie Clinton
Chidimma Okoro: “Loose My Mind,” “You Lied”
Jerry Hannan: “Society” (Eddie Vedder)
June Murphy
Gary W. Holmes
Chris Larson: “Coming Home,” “As She Dances,” “Lauren”
Elizabeth Duenas: “Don't Make Me Wait,” “Caught Inside,” “Hopeless in September,” “Vellum”
James Freeman
Ramon Omar Camacho: “Me Vuelvo Loco,” “Mi Mundo,” “Solo Tu,” “Herida De Amor” Ft Justin Quiles, “Ahora Le Lloras”
Tatiana Hargreaves
Steve Reid: “Warm Summer Rain,” “Passion in Paradise,” “Sunrise Celebration”
Brian Rill
Jason Littlefield
Philip White
Kaleb Dorr: “Out of This World,” “So Cliché,” “A Man and Himself,” “Without Love,” “You Make Me Feel Alive”
Alex de Grassi, Tropo Music
William Rooseveilt Dailey
Taron Ackles
Alfred Nobriga
Lida Husik
J.P. Sheridan
Victor Muhammad- Sahib Muhammad
Pierre Karlsson
Robert Valenti
John Gillies
Alex Gonzalez
Vincent DeFilippo
Pascal Zumaqué
Ethan Jodziewicz
Adrian Arteaga
Jonathan Guilfoyle
Gregory Vick
David Busse: “Always Win”
Michael Nomad Ripoll: Scores for Mr & Mrs Smith, Happy Feet 1 & 2, PS I Love You, Men In Black 3
Steven Patrick Collins: “When The Music's Not Forgotten”
Richard Vitale: “Cubano Cha Cha”
Jimmy Michel
Jim E. Christiansen: “ShaLaLaLaLa,” “Mm-My Kraken Lover,” “Lordy”
Albert Manno: “I’ll Never Break Your Heart”
Matthew Morse: Theme From HBO Family's "Crashbox," The Cult Movie "The Guyver"
Michael Maftean
Marco Antonio L. Bustamante: “El Numero Uno Por Siempre”
Shawn Dewbre
Jerry Best
Dennis Dragon
Rachel Wilson: “Mama Was Right Again,” “Back to Kansas City”
Tom Snell
Goran
Albert Bicknell: “It's Alright”
Arnoldo Torres aka Young Quicks: “Diamond Piece,” “Young, Fly & Latino,”
“Against All Odds”
Theodore Alford
Chris Cohen
Bill Luther: “My Best Friend,” “What I Need To Do,” “Let's Make Love,” “Get Off On
The Pain,” “Let It Go”
Mamadou Yabuku II
Charles Lyon
Glenn Smith
Jose Rios: “Dame Un Call,” “Malas Intenciones”
Lanaeus Jerriel Braswell Blood
Rudi Protrudi: “Ward 81,” “Bad News Travels Fast,” “She's Wicked,” “Get Naked,”
“Action Speaks Louder Than Words”
Heidi Shepherd
Ken Beal
Chevelle Morris
Devyn Kennis Clark
Gene F. Riordan
Michael
Mr. Charles Knox
Steven Cravis: “Through the Kaleidoscope,” “Dancing Spirits,” “Reunion,” “Why?,
“Distant Hearts Longing”
Jim Funk: “Buy Me A Rose”
Robert Thomas Stewart
Alson Farley
Erich Hunt
Charles Reed
Alson Farley
Ronald Shafer
Lashanda Crawford
Jimmy Roach: “My Whole World End (The Moment You Left Me),” “And I Panicked”
David Anthony Quintana
Greg Di Gesu
Anthony R. Shockency
Brian Jackson
Eric Enger
Roy Keith Patterson: “Let You In,” “Days Gonna Come”
Scott Thom
Brian Pomon
Preston J. Lawhorne
Octavia Harris
Sandro J. Morales
James Delahunty
Marcell Ramon Jackson: “Ride For Me,” “Drop It Down Low,” “Rep Yo City”
Jamal F. Jones
Tonia Stevens: “Body Fidelity”
Anthony Caputo
Todd Vaughan
Jack Neymeiyer: “Get Higher” -Finding Clye
Reginald Jones
Nathan Brown Jr.
Brian L. Sanders: “Every Now and Then,” “Take This Love Home”
Marcel Adjibi
Kelly Rivera
Rodney Swain
Deanne Iovan: “Dollar in My Pocket”
Donte Butcher
Marshall Dymowski
Bill Engvall: "Here's Your Sign"
Imani Jarrett
Don Peterkofsky
Elizabeth Rasor
Eugene Brown: “We Trying To Get It”
Jaja Bashengezi: “Wasia,” “Mama Africa,” “Rafiki”
Mark Roseberry: “Me And Opie (Down By The Duckpond)”
Darryl Short: “Biofeedback”
Geoff Siegel
Dennis Jones
Jerry Vessel
Shaunta Ford
Martin Davich: “ER”
Brendan B. Brown
Greg Trooper: “Ireland,” “Everywhere,” “We Won't Dance”
Darik Faas
Mark Starchak
Tim Menzies
Roger Conley
Kaize Adams: “Glory,” “Captain of My Soul,” “So Pure,” “He's Worthy,” “Psalm 8,”
Antonio Jackson
Marquita Waters
Abdel Dirar
Robert Davis
Philip Michael Foote
Kostas Lazarides: “I Can Love You Better,” “Timber I'm Falling In Love,” “Blame It On Your Hart,” “I Ain't That Lonely Yet”
Richard Weber
Jim (James D.) Miller
LadyZee Bankhead: “God's Stimulus Package,” “This Olde Crazy Love,” “Life's Struggles”
Kerry Patrick Clark: “In A Perfect World”
Crasseros Jackson Jr
Angel Sessions
Todd Osterhouse: “Too Far Gone,” “Spinning Chain,” “Who I Am”
Daniel: “California,” “Ain't Sh*t Change”
Chrisy Gavin
John Selway
James K Timmer: “Yeah Boy” - Kelsea Ballerini, “Rockin Chair” - Craig Wayne Boyd, “Nothin Wrong” - Adam Craig Band
Ken Withers
Michael Lashinsky
Upal (Bolden) King: “Another Angel”
Alexander DeMammos
Paul McCoy
David Field
Kyle Johnson: “Never Win,” “Get Confused” - Fischerspooner
Randall Pugh: “Jukebox” (from the film Brokeback Mountain)
Socie M. Saltwater
Desmond Wilson
Del R. Bryant: “I Cheated On A Good Woman's Love”
Larry A. Velez Jr.: “Downtown Dallas,” “Badstreet Usa”
Richard Hinds: “All Hail SuperStar,” “Not Bout That by,” “No Conv” by SuperStar
Tommy
C. Nye
Robert (Bob) Owens: “Wherever I Go,” “He Answers All,” “Good Morning God,” “If It Weren't For Jesus,” “My Country Home”
Jaymie Jones Schilken
Azweni Antico
Emanuel Burgess: “F*cking With My Dawgs,” “Came From The Projects”
Diego Benlliure Conover
Eric Baker
George Vavold
Robin Everhart: “Pressure and Time,” “Keep on Swinging”
Chuck Seward
Jeremy Wells
David Rivkin
Richard Band: Composer for “ReAnimator,” “PuppetMaster,” “Walker Texas Ranger,”
“Stargate SG1,” Disney, and the WB Network
Ramiro Padilla
Keith Douglas
Michael Wilton: “Empire”
Renato Annicchiarico
Alex Nekrasov
Chuck Auerbach: “Hard Row,” “Whispered Words”
Carlos Alberto Agundiz: “Viernes Sin Tu Amor” (Vagón Chicano), “El No Eres Tu”
(Los Horóscopos de Durango), “Intente Olvidarte” (Palomo), “Mi Peor Enemigo
(Pesado),” “Ni Se Te Ocurra” (Los Horóscopos de Durango)
Ran Shir
Keishera James
Xavier Thompson
Erica Jackson: “Alpha Mind State”
Isaiah Stephens
George E. Smith
Guillermo Rivera
Aaron Schilb: “Black & White”
Joseph Aaskov
Wesley Golding: “One Way Track”
John Scaglione
Michael D Bias
Zineb Chraibi
Kirk Leroy Miller: “Good Time”
Preston Smith
Andre Maxwell: “Trap Bumen,” “Gusto,” “I Luv My Hood”
Jeanine Eastman
Roger Guthrie
Lisa Sheppard: “Neon Lights,” “Come On In,” “One Track Mind”
Scott McCauley
Hart Ramsey: “God's Up To Something Good”
Don Rizzi
Chris Bodjanac
Scott Bourke: Akon Ft. E-40 - “Gotta Be More Careful,” Yo Gotti - “Bands,” Fred The
Godson - “Let me be the one”
“Patiently Waiting”
Gary Scott
Brooke Simmons: “With You”
Tabias Conner
Roger Steen: “Haloes”
Steve Noonan: "Buy For Me The Rain" (HIT for the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band)
Romeo Green: “Love You,” “Give Thanks,” “Refuge,” “Take You Out”
Gregory Pascuzzi
MarcDoten
Victor Valdez
Nic Saavedra
Marquinn Middleton: Marquinn Middleton and the Miracle Chorale: “I plead the blood”
Jose Solano: “Muchacho De Campo,” — Voz de mando
Autumn Jackson a.k.a Fadoelo: "Realest," "Moviee," "Club Hoppin," "We Can Make It Through," "Can't be Touched"
Doiglas Thomas
Jerome Higgs: “Who I Am” -Big Rome
Weba Garretson
Shataka Potter
Larry Kennedy
Moses okonoboh
Mark: “I Coulda Been Rich,” “Afraid Of The Dark,” “I Don't Want To Do My Laundry,” “Me And My Baby”
Dean Dillon: “The Chair” -Here For A Good Time, By George Strait, “A Lot Of Things Different” -Boats, By Kenny Chesney
Kingdarshhh
Timothy Drury: “Everything Is Different Now,” co-write with Don Henley
Matt Norris
Sean Hoffman
Tracie Bennett
Mark: “Insolence-Poison Well”
Najee Hubbard
Aaron Lewis
Terrance Hudson
Darick Slaughter: “Writing”
Ed Adkins: “There Goes The Bride,” “The Get Go,” “Bitter Sweet Teardrops,” “Scratch My Itch” -The Derailers,
Leor DiMant
Byron J Cordell
AJ Bernard Lee: “Be My Lady” “Bok Robbery” “Red Clay” “Playing Games”
Jeremy Spillman: “Arlington,” “Hell On The Heart”
Brendan Higgins
Carey Smolensky
daie allen
Lewis Ligon, III
Michael Morris
Logan Willoughby: "Goodness"
Kevin Bolling
David Sloan Wraggs: “Before I Wake,” “Grindn Out Freestyle,” “Smoke Pop Pour,” “Trust Me,” “We Be On That Money Tip”
Dan Robinson
Michael Rygiel: “Plowed,” “Molly” (16 Candles), “Have You Seen Mary”
Ronnie Maze
Harrison King
Tracy davis
Danny Adler: “Cincinnati Fatback,” “All Aboard,” “Big Women In Memphis,” “Kickapoo Sand,” “Gravel Feed And Grain”
Jeffrey McManus
Mark Brinkman
Vincent Scorziello
Kevin Gonzalez
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Quanita Jones
Randall Lynch
Chase Ryan
David Sanchez Guillen
Sean Miller
Nestor Santos
Luc Mazard
Michael Lee Wilhelms: “Honey Will You Love Me (When I'm Bald)”
Michelle Weeks
Rich McCulley: Songs for Film and TV
Cara Pollard
Randy Kiunke
Khalif Neville
Mark Anthony Montgomery Jr.: “6 Piece,” “No Allowance,” “Lilbro3Mdub”
Justin Mason
Kerry Gumbs
Patrick Crawford: “God Won't Let Me Fail”
Anthony McMath
Petar Mandic: "Don't Let Him Go," "Lilly," "I Will Change My Way," "Tough To Handle," "Cute Little Lady"
Robert Mortimer: "Line Up," "Our Stupid Selves"
Karthik Srinivasan Suresh
Destini Fuller
Charles King
Zakee Taylor
Danielle Marie
Jeff Kinder: April
Chris Welch
Cesar Peguero
Carrie Garcia Hudson
Richard Martinez
Nicholas Cody: "Sponge Won't Soak"
Sweet Sunshine Blues
Leja Angelove
Ricardo Hamilton: “One Day”
Irfan Azam
Evaristo Cruz Jr.
Victor Love Song
Hutch Harris: “Now We Can See,” “A Pillar of Salt,” “Here's Your Future”
Puanani Gartrell
Jennifer Crouch
Curtis Willis
Mati Lyons: "Skys on Fire"
Larry Lindsey: “On My Mama,” “No Time To Sleep,” “Make It Understood,” “Fareal,” “Special Ed” -Lil L
Josh Carson
Kendell Torrence: “Percocet,” “Get Money,” “Atlanta,” “Keep Sum”
Michael Inks
Mick Linden
Catherine Irwin
Mike Chinn: “Stay Til Two In The Mornin,” “Keep Em Comin”
Byron Isaacs
Derek
Patrick Winningham: “Four White Stallions,” “Mercy,” “Scarecrow”
Rick Patrick
Bob Esty
Briana Winter
Eric Heiberg
Frank Agnew
John Macom: “Surrounded” (Party of Five, Dawson's Creek), “Lately” (Party of Five, Dawson's Creek), “Grand Slam Man” (Roger Federer Song)
Trae Titus
John Standefer
Rick Robinson
Bruno E. Mikos Jr.
Chimedtogtokh M: “Thanks”
Susan Smith: “Pachamama”
Sarah George
Sara Lund
Ricardo Moniz
George Patterson
Lindsay Will
Dan Finnegan
Eric Olson: Kelly Clarkson - “Catch My Breath”
Richard Santana: “What You Gon Do”
Cassandra: “Welcum To The Jungle,” “Pull Up,” “I Do It,” “No Sleep,” “Everything Is Gonna Be Alrite”
Jean-Paul Vest
Phillip White: “I’m Movin' On,” “I’m A Survivor,” “Nobody But Me”
Jimmy Baker
Anthony Scott
Latrell Royster: “Club house,” “Champagne,” “Stuntin”
Katie McNally
Denise Wickersham (Niecie): “Draw The Line,” “Not No, Hell No,” “Wanted Woman,” “God's Got This,” “Typical Chick”
Neal Sundet: “Monkey In the Jungle”
Rebecca Russell
David Hnatiuk
Linton leee
Miguel Rey Melgoza
Monty Harrington
Jesse H. Rodriguez
Bur Goldstein: Trailer music for XMen 3, Harry Potter, Bridget Jones' Diary
Greg Carlin
Christopher Bailey
Steve Snyder
Andres "Dre Z " Estrada: “Build love”
Jake Mitchell
Jeffrey Morin
Kim Wiggins
Benjy Davis
Michael Shane Rogers
Derrick Turner: “Bad Bitch”
Dennis Schmit
Chris Crawford: “General Blaze”
Charles Kees
Milton Gonzalez
Eric Mercury: “You Are My Heaven”
John Graham
Jamal Rollins
Byron Burke: “That's The Way Love Is,” “Right Back To You”
Elisha Mosley
Lois Blaisch: “Could've Been”
Donavan Turner
Jonatan Alkalay
Pat Polzin
Daniel Mendez
Veronica Sanchez
Benny Polanco: “In The Potter’s Hands”
David A. Catalano
Kerry Livgren: “Carry On Wayward Son,” “Dust in the Wind”
Sarah Allison Turner
Dr. Joe L. Alexander
Lee Lucas
Brian Brookman: “My Old Man”
Robert M. Murray
Dinorah
Michael Stevenhagen
Nicholas Austen Fichter
Reubon Luttrell
Silvia de Jesus Pinal: “12 de Cerveza”
Josef Butts
Triproy
Kyle Sanders
Kristie Dortch: “You Are God”
Kiantay Winston: “Unknown”
Ben Eiserike
John D. Neal
Jacob Plasse
Pedro: “Manin Cruceta”
Roger Whitridge
Kevin Cubberly
Walter Hills: “Movies for the Ladies,” “That Get'At em Klan,” "Aint taking Me"
Ronald Ermini
Jose Lopera: “Guitarras en Mi Corazón”
Thom Huge
Dejhon Solomon (King Roz Dee)
Ryan Beaver
Jamie Fox: “The Perfect Storm,” “Fight For You,” “Exceptional,” “Roadblock”
Duane Pelt: “It's Alright”
Chaday Brown
Kaitlyn Barbee
Jesse Stern
Amy Krechel
Peter Myers
Bruce Mahin: "Preludes de Paris," "Whitman Psalms," "Dreaming in Daylight"

Randall Arbogast

Marvin Johnson: "Redneck Roses," "I Hate It When You Do Two."

Asyah T. Saintil: "How Do you," "Just Ain't Enough," "Lips," "Ride," "Mistakes"

Vincent C. Parker: "Can't Explain," "Broken Vibes," "Grit & Bare it"

Steve Potak

William: "Raygun Superstar" -The Business People

Dana Walden: "How 'Bout Us," "Try Again"

Reuven Amiel

BZ Lewis

Ingrid Andress

Dan Africano


"Pretty Girl"

Angela Krechel

Elwyn A Delk

Courtney Krechel

Jamaal Bellejambe: "Bottles On Deck," "Ain't Getting Loot"

NASA: "How Did It Happen" Ft. YounG Hitta

Andria Livingston

Chilindia McRaven: "She Lets Me"

Manuelo West: "How Wonderful (You Are)"

Wyatt Nations

Christopher M. Surratt

Clintin {YoungMac} Watson

David Woeckener

Tom Liebengood

Conrad Caldwell

Thomas Langford

James Carter: "Moon Dance"

Markellius Winkfield: "F*ck Da World"

Alexander Dontre

Jeryl Bright

Guy H Evans, Sr.

Jason D Moscartolo: "Little Bit More," "Someday"

Andriana Lehr

Kenny Gilliam: "Do You Know Him," "She Left Me Today," "Right Before Good Bye,"

"Look Up America," "Ten Word Telegram"

Toby Norwood: "Ice Cube," "Time Goes By"

Sean Watson: "Hard Edge"

Nick Heller

Wilson Gonzalez: "Shine Your Light," "You Make Me Feel," "Blues for Barbara"

Michael Sweet: "Honestly," "To Hell With The Devil," "Calling On You"

Vonte Boyd: "I love You Jesus"

Jeff Roach

Scott Henry
LaGena M. Washington
Elaine Rubenstein
Noel Arzola: “Don't Drink and Drive” “The Light”
Paul Greaver
Mark "Markus Welbie" Green
Jenny L. Kondula
Clovis Simons
Shunta Robinson
Edward L. Julson
Eddie Mininfield: “Hold Me”
Zola Chrenko
Nelda Swiggett
Thomas Sims
Melissa VanCoevering
Bergen Williams: Power Rangers Princess Theme
Romeo Williams
Jennifer Bidlovski
Derrick S. Durett: “Future Flow,” “Ride For My Team,” “Faxx Freestyle”
Rhoda Levine
George White, Jr.
Karanja Mattocks
Julio Jauregui
Agustin Zavaleta
Lawrence Brown
Sebastiano Della Bianchina
Todd Ufkes
Pat McMakin
Mark Atienza: “Desire,” “Black Trick,” “Other Than Me”
Ruben Pantoja: “Mueve La Calaca”
Will Maticz: “Foreva Eva,” “Can't Judge Me,” “Idontnaenae,” “Hot Sh*t,” “F.K.B.M”
Ronn chick
Loren McGee
Coty Smith
Julian Mackey: “Workout” (feat. Don), “Note To Self”
Michael Santoro
Lorenza Ponce
Nicolas Felix
Gordon Mumma
Richard Marx
Michael W. Black
Leonardo Canneto
Casey Sheya
Joel Piper
Kimberly Phat
Carolyn Davis
Linzy Westman: “I Surrender All to Thee”
Lynne Summers
Peter Beckett: "Baby Come Back"
Oliver Sonnenberg: “Unbreakable”
Carl Tawiah
Timothy King
Necoa
Fred McFarlane: “Show Me Love”
Joseph Boynton
Peter Calandra: Fox Fifa World Cup Theme, Espn Special Olympics World Games Theme
Michael Paynter
Nick Conway
Billy Montana: “Bring on the Rain,” “Suds in the Bucket,” “More Than a Memory,” “Hard to Love”
Ellen Starr Wiland
Bruce
Dave Tough
Steven Edmonson
Christian Pierce: “Bodies,” “Tear Away,” “Sinner,” “Step Up,” “Killin Me”
Brandon Bryant: “All we were taught,” "LoopHoles"
Edward Israel
Gisela Ines Gimenez
Tiana Noyes
John Eric Schmidt
Lorraine Perry
Naiya Love: “Bout Mines,” “Real Brothers,” “Pounds Of Mary,” “Where We At”
Barry Currin
Mary Griffin: “I Surrender,” “Without You,” “Anytime,” “We Need Love,” “Thinking About You”
Robert Kelly: “Git it,” “Somebody Help Me,” “Better Luck Next Time Little Girl”
Eben Pariser: “Willow Tree,” “Oh To Be”
Jon Plumb
Pravesh Parmanand: “Everyday In The A!,” “Keep Going!”
Nicole Lee
Jerim Gaines
David Hyde
Devaul Neal: “God Bless How I Chew This”
Delbert McClinton: “2 More Bottles Of Wine,” “Giving It Up For Your Love”
Sweetie Stewart: “Innocent Can't You See,” “I Am Human Too,” “It's In Your Worship”
Alexis Flores Percy: “I Just Want A Drink,” “Cash,” “Welcome To Boston,” “Live”

Tynia Coats

Stephen L. Stewart

William Russell DuBose

Maniak

Jonathan Horne

Angela L. Rice

Bob Schiele

Michael Watkins Jr.: “Thick and Tatted”

Nathan Hager


Jonathan Haidle


Keith Stegall: “Don't Rock The Jukebox,” “Dallas,” “We're In This Love Together,” “I Hate Everything”


Jorge Garcia Castil

Jacob McReynolds

Thomas Truax

Patrick O'Hearn

Fela Ross

Patrick Doney

Kato Khandwala: “Heaven Knows” - The Pretty Reckless

Gregory Scott Reeves: "Made In America"-Toby Keith, "That's Cool"-Blue County, "What's Not To Love"-Blue County

Jerron F.

Marco Maffei

Obrain Mitchell: “Mary Jane ft Greedy Ghanja”

Wilfredo Padro: “The Blessings”

Jonathan Fung

Michael Joy

Tobias Record

Abelardo Flores Gonzalez: “El Hombre Que Mas Te Amo,” “Beso A Beso,” “Se Mamo El Becerro”

David Huston

Philip Boulding: “First of Spring,” “Song for Reconciliation,” “Grand Solace,” “Crossing to Skellig,” “Where Dragons Dance”

Matthew S. Noble

Nuriel Xzolazo

Kenton Duty

Shamel Hazzard
Glenn R. Clifton, Jr.: “How You Do That featuring Master P,” “I Smoke I Drank featuring Mr. Magic & Lil Boosie,” “They Day they Made Me Boss”

Timothy J. White
Alexys Forrest


Patrick Haire
Chaquis Maliq

Mairin Flowers: “Last Wishes” “Most Want3d” “Kingz”
Madeline Spooner
Venus Dodson: “Night Rider”
Monique Knight: “Throw Dem Handz Up”

Steven Hicks
Marcel Primous
Thomas Harron

Eric Wayne Moore: “Eye Candy,” “I Have A Dream”
David F. Escobar
Sakiyna Ingram
Jason Staples
Steve Alan White: “Mission Critical” (dsoabn)

Marva Scott
James Mendenhall
Jahmi Wellman


Michael Winger

Torrian Jackson

Arionna Zy'Kia Swinton: “Closer 2 You”
Casey Muller: “City Lights,” “Blue,” “HollyWood”
Chantel Wright: “Variations of the War Cry”
Billy Yates: "Choices" - George Jones, "I Dont Need Your Rocking Chair" - George Jones

Sherrieff Rose
Brandon Allen
Jerome Pratt
Daniel Lee Griffith
Betfy Cole
Renee L. Chambers
Wendell Culbreath: “With A Feeling”
Matthew Heath  
Roberto Lopez  
Paul Cole: “Look Though These Eyes”  
Jason Beckwith  
Jeffrey Jacques  
GLC: “Spaceship,” “Drive Slow,” “The End,” “Poe Man's Dream,” “The Light”  
Robert Halstrom, Jr.  
Terry L. Taylor: "Gimme Something,” "Flower Child"  
Frank Coleman  
Francisco Becker  
Miguel Martinez: “Y Sigues Siendo Tu,” “Amame”  
Stephen Norton  
Alicia Allen  
Doug Moody  
Candace D'andrea  
Raul rekow: “Maria Maria” -Santana  
Nate Fenwick Smith  
Gustavo Bufalino  
Thyangia "Thai The Great" Joseph  
William Moran  
Steve Gonzales  
Eric Lloyd  
Jonathan Spero  
Walter B. Jihnaon  
Daniel Rice  
Michael Kipp Buckner  
Renzo Mantovani  
Jason Rodney  
Frank Bell  
Bud Buckley  
Larry Stewart: “Your My Number 1,” “The Ride Of Your Life”  
Nikki Hill  
David & Susan Trotter  
Thomas Hood  
Bill F. White  
flex2thaER: “Temple,” “Bless U,” “Accomplishments”  
E. Johannes Soltermann: “Songs Of Jahaarti,” “Have Wings - Will Fly”  
Caitlin Gray-Harley  
Clyde Edward Ward  
Michael Tiffany  
Anna Montgomery
Dan Brown: “Carry Me Away,” “Yellow Hammer”
Marc D. Johnson
Ron Fein
Claron Rosman
Peter Davis
Jonah Cordy
Anthony
Davin J. Givhan
Eris Leopold: “Box to the Boot”
Terrance Moore
Cynthia Manley
Andrew Fromm: Backstreet Boys "I Need You Tonight", "Spanish Eyes", "How Do You Keep This Love Alive", Nsync "I Don't Wanna Spend One More Christmas Without You", Francesca Battistelli "Beautiful Beautiful", Selena Gomez "Live Like There's No Tomorrow"
Lisa Carmody
Yana Zegri: “Hippie Uprising”
Vicki Peterson
Jason Matthews: “Lonely Eyes,” “Must Be Doin Something Right,” “Country Man,” “Breakdown Here”
José B. Sánchez R.
Marvasha S. Edwards
Charles Watson
Kenneth Lovell: “Flowers for the Moon”
Brandon Evans
Terence Burgess
Jerry Chesnut: “Its Four In The Morning,” “A Good Year For The Roses,” “T-R-O-U-B-L-E,” “Another Place Another Time,” “Holding On To Nothing,” “They Don't Make Em Like My Daddy Anymore”
Jacob Davidson
Scott A Harris, Sr.
Jason Peate
Joe Lievano
Jayson Martin
Bobby Higdon
Kavarus Winston
Rob Benedict: “A Little Help” (w/Louden Swain), “Worlds Collide” (Louden Swain), “Big One” (Louden Swain)
Danny Curtis Pelfrey
Christopher Bishop: “I Will Not Lose”
Josh Workman
Tracie Turnbull
Michael Hill
Jexel
Awa Manneh
Kent Diimmel
**Eddie Sparks**: “Same City ft Keal”, “Granny House, “We at the Bottom ft Keal & Cinco,” “Private Planes ft. Cinco,” “Lock Down,” Talkin Bout Money ft. Vari”
Chela Simone
Les Hall
Amanda Torp
Andres Daxa
Jay Brown
Holly Dunn
Guy L.
Lawrence R. Jones, Jr.
Camilo Felipe Vega Willstatter
**Vendetta Ru**: Go Brazy
**Taylor Casey**: “Holy Water,” “Heaven Knows”
Louis Milgrom
**Lanny Ray**: “Jet Black Ruby Red,” “Movin' Up To Malibu”
**Richard Brown**
**Janey Todd**: “How Much,” “Me & Frankie,” “Dreamland”
**Michael Ruffino**
Scott Moffatt
Nathan Brumley
Austin Kendrick
Wayne Winkle
Joanna Lind
**Anthony McNamer**
Seamus Egan: “I Will Remember You”
pedro Luis Henriquez Acevedo
Monica Corton
Stu Cantor
**Michael J. Reichert**
**Steve Lujan**: “Just On You”
Aaron Moore
Solomon Ilori
Joseph Ham
Kevin J Gardner
Arthut Janov
**Danny Hampton**: 'Too Much To Lose,' 'Another Day,' 'How Will I Know,' 'A New Day Begins,' 'Hear You All Now'
**Gayle Wardlow**
Saone Tekoa Grant
Christian Parker
Daniel White
Derrick Southerland
David Filice  
Allyn Rosenberg  
Orlando Vereen-Mullins  
Julie Hardy  
Linda Gilbert  
Scott Sparling  
Maurice John Vaughn: “Everything I Do Got To Be Funky,” “I Want To Be Your Spy,” “Generic Blues”  
Mike Stinson  
Angelica de No (Otteau)  
Cost The Reiligon  
Kwame Griffin  
Michael Mills  
Louis G. Dusseault  
Patrick Emswiler  
Carley Gizermusic Hosley: “No Sleep”  
Jason marks  
David Bennett Cohen  
Tina Paraventi: “Fade Away,” “What You Choose,” “Something Inside”  
Matthew Kiichi Heafy  
Bradley Irby  
Kurt Neil  
Kendall Jenkins: “Phase3, (Doha own thing)” “Hood Lullaby”  
Bill Kafka  
Cody Fitzgerald  
Donavon A. Edwards  
Jonathan Harrison: “C”  
Joe Farnell  
Chris Yarber  
Catherine Rose Bell  
Cindy Braggs  
Megan Ritchie  
Monica Heiligmann: “Cantanicka Álbum”  
Thomas J. Valletta: “Be Free,” “Tip Toe”  
John P. Kee  
Dewayne S. Bone  
Trent Yaconelli: “Be still,” “Just Say Anything”  
Valerie Capers  
John Raines  
Ashley Moore  
Michael Blanton  
Ann Klein  
Henri Yonet: TV show “Take Home Chef”  
Rebekah Powell  
Robert McCumbers  
Pedro Marte
Leon Ndugu Chancler: “Let It Whip,” “Reach For it,” “Dance Sister Dance,” “Silk,” “Hot Fire”
Carl Sondrol
Geoffrey Ashcraft
Thomas Tedesco
Emmanuel Duncan
Dawn Carol Humphrey
Chad Adams
1/2 Past Dead: “What It Is,”
DeLe昂 Brunson
Brent
Brandon Thompson
Grace Thompson
Daywork: “Keep Dat Sack”
Nicholas Leveston
Keisha Edmond
David Schmelick
Luke R. Foley
Chapin Hartford: “Better Than A Hallelujah,” “Meet in the Middle,” “Shake The Sugar Tree,” “Don't Go Near The Water”
Steven Savarino: "Bored Again" -Lockjaw
Miguel Lara
Robert Seer
Richard Pratt: “Long Slow Train,” “I Am At Peace”
Leonora Diaz: “The Closer I Get To You”
Bradley Armstead
Chris Landon
Syd Straw: “Love, And The Lack Of It”
Leshaye Patterson
Rebekah White
Pete Houser
Jasmine Lopez
William S. Nophlin
Tyler Archey
Carolyn R. Currie
David J. Hudson: “When I’m Loving You,” “Let's Get Back Together”
Dario Boente
Mike Messer: “Music Everywhere,” “Donut Brain Aliens,” “Spherical,” “For Heaven's Sake,” “Mama's Song”
John Rivera
Dean Landon
Alfrd Miller
Jud Friedman: "Run To You" - Whitney Houston, "I Don't Have The Heart" - James Ingram, "For The First Time" - Kenny Loggins And Rod Stewart
Cynthia L. Slee
Brenda
Hayes Family Music Co: “Stay With Me,” “Friends”
Grant van Dijk: “Can You Handle The Truth”
Guillermo Perez
David Pearson: “I’m Dizzy Oh Really. Dizzy Oh Really” - So Much Money, “Twerk It,” “Overcome,” “I Want It All”
James Keeley
Yemane Kidane
Donnie Philip Smartt, II
John Sadler: “Gotta Get Home (Say Hey),” “My Cup (Pour it up),” “Grab My Heart,” “Tour”
Kellianna Girouard: “I Walk With The Goddess,” “Stonehenge”
Michael Shimshack
Harrison Lau
Mar'Laina Y. Kemp (Garland): "Free" - Elliott Yamin, "Blacks Suits Remix" - Will Smith, "Fix It" - Ginuwine, "Is You Feeling Me" -3LW
Kirk Williams: “Dream Away”
Julia K Trainor
Michael Beinhorn
Blanche Eden: “Beautiful Again,” “Say Yeah,” “Only Words”
Jacques Pierce
Dayna Caddell
Curtis Collier: “Tell Me”
Anthony Dorsey: Betwixt and Between, Chocolate Cherry
Randini (Past Breath Publishing)
Dana Robbins
Marcus Kirk: “All I Know Big Bank Rolls”
Corey Callahan
Erik Halbig
Pamela Sklar
Fabiana Masili
Darlene Perry
Toree McGee: “Run Right Back To You”
Sammy Arriaga
Clayton Steele
Anthony Messano
Shawn Holmes
Thomas Kenneth Peterson
Steve Blachford
Michelle Cain
Szilva Vecserdy
Michelle Zimmerman: "He Is Faithful"
Jaques Gholston
Ramin Sakurai
Rickey Ricardo Matthews
Jeremy Scott Barber
Daniel Pearson
Howard Luedtke
Vladimir
Lindsay Hilton
“Treat You,” “Cash Bling”
William Swindell
Reeve Stimpson
Jawon Walker: “Loud”
Kenny Saunders: “Montana”
Anika Paris
Michael Kiaer
Leimyrain Moses
Ronnie E. Broomfield
Daven Gant
Matt Kemp
Jalen Fluker
Juan Carlos Barrios
Jennifer Adan: “She Wouldn't Be Gone” - Blake Shelton
Lesline Johnson
Ronald Durio
Delilah Tollinchi
Cecilia Wong
Eric Johnson: “Polo Polo Polo Remix”
Anthony Watkins
Angelia Perez: “My Independence,” “Regrets,” “Dear John”
YoungJHollyWood
Martidus Tyus: “10k” - Life
Evan Rogers
Athena Perez
Donald Mcanally
Michael Smidi Smith
Mason Clark
Orlinda Littlejohn
Again”
Stephen Stahl
Ernie Gonzalez: “Proper Dos,” “Mexican Power”
Chelsea Kupitz: "The Hard Way"
Hashim Austin
Geordann
Roosevelt Dorn
Kimball Davis
Camilo Miranda
Hunter Cohen
Seven Ellis
Marti Dodson: “Girl Next Door”
Carson Chamberlain
Peter Kavanaugh: “On The Way To Your House,” “Pendulum Swing”
Araya Woldemichael: “Ethiopian Ocean”
Old Archtop Music
David Alt: “Self-Immolation”
Zak Aldridge
Brandon Jackson
Vincent White
Rex Garvin: "Over The Mountain Across The Sea"
youngroka
Nicole Toney
Pamela
Dilan Wade
Garfield "UniiQe" Galbraith
Yvonne Lewis: "Magnify Him," "Hallelujah, We're Home at Last!"
Marcellas Clay: “Fallen,” “Heartless,” “Shots,” “She Bad”
Edwin Aquino
Miriam Godinez
John Ross: “Louise”
Jacob
Daniel M. Schaarschmidt
Michael Drew
Samuel Jenkins: Take A Ride
Jermaine Terry
Matthew Smith: “Heels Clickin’,” “Georgie Don't You Know,” “I’m a Lonely Man,” “Love and Other Electrical Storms”
Stephan Lee
Carsten Lindberg Hansen
Marta R. Negron
Doug Phelps
Norman Bakes
Hailee Wright
Al Beacham
Adam Reily
**Jeremy Richard Johnston:** "I Know You" - The Passersby, "Charge On" - Then Said Almitra, "Lejos" - Ciao Granada
Josh Colow: “Slow Burn,” “The Colour Inside”
Luis A Lizarraga
Eisenhower Lewis
Johnathan Cruz
**Terra Deva:** "At Night" by Shakedown feat. Terra Deva
Matthew Barren: “Aye Girl,” “Hurricane (Ft Jay Blaze),” “Oh Dats Love”
**Jose Luis Oliveira aka Zé Luis:** “Obrigado (por ter se mandado),” “Quarta-Feira,” “Cúmplice Composed with Brazilian star Cazuza”
Juan J Nevarez: “Ciudadano sin derechos,” “El corrido de Sergio Garcia,” “La Promesa,” “Piens que es amor,” “Besos desde el cielo,”
Robert Anderson:
Kamaria Sarai
Eric Myers
Stephanie Diaz: “Their Cell,” “Yo Oigo,” “Clumsy Sky”
Andrea Monteiro
Russell Fowler
Lord Judah
Grace Ashaye
Derek Freeman
**Justin Edward:** “Mos Def,” “To The Moon And Back,” “Cymbalta,” “The Doppler Effect”
Corda Ke: “Wilt Chamberlain ft. Vatoe”
Ronald Jerry
Chris Alfaro
Kerry Leva
La'Keithia King: “Let The Beat Drop”
Christopher Barnett
Kulture DNB
Joe Ferreira
Danny Mote: “Done You Wrong,” “Crying Eyes”
Juan Mansur
Carl a Johnson
Jared Faber
Steve Hillier
Henry Woolley
Ricky Van Shelton
Eli Cook: "Please, Please," "Miss Blues's Child," "El Camino," "Shotgun Blues," "Primitive Son"
Frankie Dickens: “Euphoric Coastin”
Euarl Edward Hill
Nickolas Foster
Chelton Grey
Joe Bergsieker
James Anderson: “Tic Tac Toe,” “Taste of My Life ft JaySmoka,” “Rock and Roll”
Nicol Hughes: “You Never Know”
Katherine Mullins: "Let Me" and "Hell" by Real Lulu
Joseph Babcock
Mark Crowell
Bill Landrith
Doug Matern
Barry Spillberg: “Wargasm,” “Gozu”
Emelia Quiroz: “Ring De El Cellular,” “Viente Y Una Decada,” “Jamás Tendras,”
“Amor De Hermana”
Robert Seaback
Michael Davis: “Pecos,” “Bands Up,” “Go,” “Glass,” “Bring a Friend,” “Get Money”
Michael Baker
E'lann Brown: “Grindface,” “Cake,” “When I get Home”
Amitava Chatterjee: “Endless Radiance”
Prince Reid
Jayquan Novales: “Hit Star Productions” - Gambino Remake
Judy Valenti
Jamaal Miller
Gregory M. Boyer
Todd Peter Goodendorf/Stormz: “Peace of life”
Jahleel Eli
John Angotti
Adrienne Zolondick
Randall Crawford
Daniel Beaubrun
Carolyn Olesen: “Pagan Moon”
Timothy Johnson: "Uptown"
John Norwood Fisher
David Altizer
Angel Vega
Chad Kostner
Quintin Jackson
Aaron Vaughn
Colin Read
Joseph Sampy
Lyndon Batiste
Jazzae Dewaal
J. William Denny
Chris Munger
Marcus Merriett
Stan Beard
April Geesbreght: “My Hope Is In You,” “Dirt Road Prayer,” “Parachute”
Phalando Lawson: “U Got Me Girl”
Nikerria: “Giuseppe’s”
Lyndon Bnejmamin
John Niems
Tashia Love: “Brand Nu Day”
Carlo Sanchez
Alvin Merriett
Lloyd Conger
Amber Dunn
Antwann Carpenter: “Love Spell” (Sisqo - Last Dragon Album)
Byron Franklin: “Just Give Me A Chance”
Alexie Carroll
Ellis Dews
Donald Corbett
Kurt Risnes
Benny Turner
Darrell Lee
Tony Pasko
Trevor Grondin: "Decrescendo"(2006), from the movie "Armed and Deadly"
Gavin Coyle
Robert Holden
John Hatton
Craig Swehla: “Our Father”
Charlie Maguire: “Play Us A Waltz,” “Fall Is Here,” “Mack White”
Clark lawson
LaTreas Watts
Ellis
Clara Lofaro: “Just Smile”, “Born to Love You”
Brandt: “Get Out,” “Predictable,” “Moment Of Silence,” “We On Top,” “Live for Something”
Andrea Silva
Keith cannon: “In Dat Zone Feat Curren$y,” “Mr. Marcelo Hustling Feat Willa Boy”
Israel R. Martinez
Jimmy Teyechea
Anat Fort
Paul Wertico
Suzanne Ratcliff
Jayme Ivison
Sidney Cox
Bruce BecVar
Claire
November 20, 2015
Chief, Litigation III Section
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of Justice
450 5th Street NW, Suite 4000
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Justice Department Review of the BMI and ASCAP Consent Decrees

To the Chief of the Litigation III Section:

Each of us is a music publisher and an affiliate of BMI. We truly value our association with BMI.

We write today in response to the Justice Department’s request for public comments on the issue of whether BMI and ASCAP’s consent decrees should require the PROs to license on a 100% basis, as opposed to fractionally licensing jointly-owned songs, which has been the historical industry practice. It’s important that our voices are heard, because a shift to 100% licensing would severely impact the creative freedom of our songwriters, our ability to choose which PRO licenses our music and, ultimately, the livelihoods of our songwriters.

Like songwriters, most publishers are small business owners. Each of us has carefully chosen BMI as our PRO for multiple reasons: the trusted relationships we’ve developed there; the opportunities BMI provides for our music to be heard; the various creative networking opportunities BMI provides; and, at the end of the day, we like the way BMI values our music and fights for writers to get fees that reflect the fair value of our creative work.

Most modern songwriters often choose to collaborate with other writers. Just recently, every song in the Top 10 on Billboard’s Pop, Country, Christian, and R&B/Hip-Hip charts was the result of collaboration. If the practice of 100% licensing is mandated by the Justice Department, any of our works co-written with any of the other PRO’s songwriters could be licensed – and we could be paid – by a PRO that represents the co-writers’ interest in our songs. The licensing fee the other PRO charges might be lower than the one BMI has negotiated or fought for in rate court, and despite our chosen affiliation, we would have to accept the lower fee. Because BMI values music differently than other PROs, we also wouldn’t be able to keep the benefits of BMI’s specific valuation system.

As a result, having the work of our writers licensed by a different organization than the one each of us has chosen could dramatically affect our income. It could delay and potentially lower our royalty payments, which would now have to flow through two PROs. Somehow we would each have to monitor what we are being paid by a PRO we have no relationship with, figure out whether they have missed any of our performances, understand how and when they will pay us, determine whether we are getting our fair
shares of bonuses under the other PRO’s distribution system, and so on. For these reasons, it might no longer be financially viable for any of our writers to collaborate with a writer outside of BMI.

It also might not be creatively viable either. The creativity and success of any songwriter stems from being able to work with songwriters of their choosing, regardless of PRO affiliation. If the 100% licensing model were imposed on the PROs, in order to keep a work entirely within BMI, our PRO of choice, they would have to collaborate only with fellow BMI writers. All of a sudden, the individual and careful choice of collaborator would not be driven by artistic chemistry or compatibility, but by rules imposed by the government. The 100% licensing model sounds like the government stepping into the creative process and effectively dictating our collaborators and our licensing representatives.

As we understand it, music users from radio to digital music services to local television have all traditionally paid the PROs according to their respective shares of the music. Similarly, BMI has only ever paid us for our shares of co-written songs. What the Justice Department is contemplating is in stark contrast with how the PROs have been conducting business for decades and would wreak havoc in the songwriting world as we know it.

Each of us urges you to carefully consider your decision and take into account the impact it will have not only on all songwriters and publishers across our nation, but also on our creative contributions to American culture. Without the freedom to collaborate and choose representation, the profession of songwriting is in jeopardy, as is the music that touches all of our lives.

Very truly yours,

Giovannie Hernandez
Andres Franco
Tina Marie Thorland
Gary Sellers
Giusi Speranza
Claude M. Youmans
William D. Henslee
Laura Wichert
Little Karoo
Joel Shelton
Marquel D. Hawkins
James Stewart
Kevin Walters
Marrico Harrell
Jeff MacDonald / Louder World Music
Prize Creations Music
Art Hays

Publisher Signatures
James Louis
Chris Boardman
Stephen Kaye
Latice Tenae Manly-Spain
Jonny Polonsky
Theodore
Wilton F. Weller
James Campanis
Algoa Publishing
Douglas Tomooka
David Chackler
LaShenda Williams
Arthur Sheridan, dba Joni Music
Steve Weisberg
Gary Stanionis
David Donnelly
Randall Barlow
Jim McGrath
Young World Music, Inc.
Mifflin Hills Music Publishing, LLC
Blue Ruby Music
Jamie Teasley
Palm Island Press, Inc.
Camille Harrison
Gerald Harrell
Angela Byrd
Canvas Ceiling Music
Jeffrey Hull / Dwarf Village Music
Daren Miller
Chad Blinman
Jamoan Gills
Brittany Yates
Allon Sams
Glenda Howard
Chris Rivers Publishing
Evy McPherson
Michèle Vice-Maslin / Sweetersongs
Harold McNeal
Chad I. Ginsburg
Erik Peterson
Jimmy Keane / Cappal Beag Music
Brian Wayy
Mud Bluff Music
Francisco C. Santacruz
Amethyste Spardel
Swank Tones Music
Sunnie (Sonia) Paxson
Josh Haden
Jocelyn Brown
Jason Matthews
Joe Taylor / Moonwatcher Music
Stephen Nix
Jonesin' For A Hit
Rahanna Music / Deaconbleu, LLC
Carlos Marquez
Patti Keating
Robert J. Resetar
Fugue Music
Roland Henry
Koosamoosa Music
Christopher Fortier / NKCF Music
Janet Fisher
Steven Bernstein / Resinous Music Publishing, Inc.
Gloria Sklerov Music
Kurt Oldman Owner Particle Engine
Lily Bird Music
Jared Meeker
Leland Domann
George J. Jones
Knowledge Allah
JAMEZ
Tom Mgrdichian DBA Mgrdichian Music
Donald Allison
Jody Gray Music
Dan Bourgoise
Charles Coffey
Donald Robinson
Taylor McCluskey
Samuel Hyman Music Publishing
Theodore Currier
Reynard Thomas
Ryan Rader
Andrew Taylor
Carl Sealove / Fast Break Music
Grinner Music Publishing
Scott Huckabay
Gavin Frederick / Adair Park Publishing
Joma Music Group, Inc.
Joseph Patrick Moore c/o Music Moore Publishing
Chris Pelcer
Greg Abate
James R. Anderson
Bona Vee Music
Kenneth Liebenson
My Three Kids Music
Amir E. Capriles
Justin Redd Volkaert
Jerome Haywood
Michael Mosley
Connie Ashton
Elan Hurtado
Herb Ernst
Corey Jackson
Don McAfee
Terrytunes, Inc.
Lionel Conway
Dennis Coronel
Sophia Bastian / Bastianita Music
Al-x
Byron Metcalf / Dr. Bam's Music
Kurt Matlin
Robert Wendel
Richelle Claiborne
Don Baraka
Tirk Wilder
Cavaquinho Music
slimthee
Dario Forzato
Marvin Smith, Sr.
John Pena
Pink Hair Publishing
Kyle Kry
Tim Stafford
Ralph Bruner
Benjamin James Rew
Mister Johnson's Jams Music, Inc.
Jennifer Baum
Steve Kaminski
Paul Trefzger / Beau Chez Music / Saxony Records
Ron Matelic
Rex Strother / Lowlights Publishing
Ruth McCartney Music
Majeed Fick
Bee Cave Music
Edward Jacobs DBA House At The Corner Music
Stephan Plesnik
Lou Ragland
Pride And Joy Songs Publishing

Publisher Signatures
Jang Jang Music
Paul Lacques / Robin Lucy Music
User Friendly Music
Kevin Fortune / Heartcall Music
Nick Mundy
David Cortopassi
John Stein
Jensen Reed
Catherine Lemmon
Danny Lee Ramsey
Syndicate
Paul Dresher / Mimax Music
Joe Romano
George Bobby Boyd
Jawanza Kobie
Charles Ingram, Jr.
Frankly Beautiful Publishing
Patric Steele
Hugh Holman
Timothy Lee
Donnie Skaggs
Phillip Cayton
Hugh Holman
Nathan Collins
Framedrum Music Publishing
Irish Eyes Music
Robert Durham
Michael Childs
Arnaldo Vilches
Sonya Rutledge
Willow Girl Music
Seg Son Music Inc.
Warren Wilson
ASG Music
Maury Yeston / Yeston Music, Ltd.
Geoffrey Wilson / World Market Publishing
Murph Daniels / Missing Sock Productions
Pamela Means
Damorris Jones
Giovanni S. Fusco / Roundeye Publishing
Davon McLaughlin
Sura Spiegel
Susan Pereira
Steve Lee Stewart / Spirit of the West Music
Stephen Bedell
Jason Young

Publisher Signatures
Marjorie Ann Evans & Vicki H. Evans
Lacy House Music Publishing
DeAdrian Crawford
D.M. Jones
Geoffery Jacobs
Johnny Coleman / Luus Skru Productions
David Poe / Charming Martyr Music
Shonquay Gibbs
George Soto Avena, Jr.
Rob Robertson
Kinky Organ Music
Brian Wurschum
Erick DeVore
James C. Moore, Sr.
Tara Austin
Chien Lin
Absolute Threshold Music Publishing Company, LLC
David Monroe Maggard aka Dave Maggard
Temple Veil Publishing
Lauren Adams
Lance Tolbert
Alexander Mosely
Marla Maples
Silas Hite
Robert Lydecker
Effulgent Music Publishing
Eytan Mirsky
Larry Neil Henderson
Upward Bound Music Company, Inc.
Rob Kuhlman
Kevin Roberson
Joe Louis Walker
Miguel Balmaceda
Monica Benson
Denver V. Smith
David H. Wurst
Litchfield Entertainment Company, Inc.
Brett Cartwright
Acid Dipped Music
Lemontree Songs Publishing
Red Eye Global
John David Cole, Jr.
Chuck Cusimano
Jerry L. Masters
Jennifer Mcnutt
Jake Wisely

Publisher Signatures
Charles Cusimano
Gene Knific
Anutha Song Publishing
East St. Louis Music, Inc.
Spurt Music
Mike DiRubbo
Jerome E. Mathews
Bruce Andre Hawes
Nio Renee
Elite Embassy Publishing
Joe Carrier
Lonny Gregory
Howling Wolf Music Doug Mathewson
Peter Davison / Davisounds
Hazel Payne-Buckley
Jancarlos Orellano
Kate Ludewig
Sara Allen
Joe Galdo
Edward H. King
Peter Zepina
Colorado Sandstorm Music
Frankie Vinci
Scott Sotebeer
LaMonte' Spruill
Joshland Shervette Hill
Stephen Smith
Colin "Luciffer" Goddard
Daniel Indart Grinner
Brandi Warden
Gregory Johns
Danny Wilde
William John Wisely, Jr.
James Lee Stanley
Adrian Peterson
Santinoine Jackson
Andrew Porterfield
John Whitehurst
Marc Daniels
Gregory Rivera, Jr. / BeastBeatsNyMusic
Barry Coburn
Erinn Bates
Andre R. White
Scot Rammer Music
Donna Banks
Roger Eric Fountain
Lauro Padilla
Tom Barabas
Monteasiea Johnson
Armen Donelian / Donelian Music Co.
Edward B. Cole
Terrell Tate
Gary Hetler
Classic Panasuk Music
Artie Kaplan
Johnny J. Reyes
Irvin Kramer / Safety in Numbers Music
JD Dallam
Dan Maier
Nicholas Harris
Josh Hobbs
Govi Monka
Jermaine Perrin
Robert Christianson
Bill-Lee Music Co
Ron Williams
Jill Goodwin / Music DuBois
Ned McElroy
Benjamin Davis
Roger Karshner
Gerald H. Beulah, Jr.
Doves and Mangoes Music Publishing
Maxi Anderson
Brandon Dicino
Jomy Loz
Kingp Entertainment
Danny J. Williams
Tracie Labree
Screaming Woo Music
Lea Chavez
Richard Lawrence / Big Book Music
Evie Sands
Stanley Jones
Yucob Rylander
Daren Ross
Kenny Consor
Kai Alce
Stone Yodel Music
Charlie Williamson
Nathaniel G. Jones
Skin-Rome Music
EG Kight
Michael Udow
Keith Phelps
Michael M. Kumagai
Kenneth Kelley
Dusty Fingers Music
Larry Morton
Dayo
Chris Hillman
RonMisterwonderfuls Music
Robert Cole-Schupner
Steve E. Williams / Keys of the Kingdom Music Publishing
Susie Williams
Waterbird Music
James Hardie McGehee
Jalen Darden
Rod Rozzelle
Jimmy Ray McBride
Vinson Johnson
Melmo Music
Elizabeth Wight
Patrick Shea
Joseph Bohannan
Kristen Dabbs
Linda Kim
Gold Dollar Music
Derrick T. Lewis
Sophia Knapp
Lawrence Taube
Brian Haner
Victor Alexeeff
Henry Olortegui
Gregg Hutchins
William Mallery
Jose Luis Oliveira
Ron Datraxman Carter
Charisse Arrington Music
Svonte Crouch
Ray Vega
Ron Ellis / Raven Music Company
Roland Kortbawi
Timothy Patrick Cissell / Timbo Pubco Music Publishing
Folkstone Music Publishing Company
Rosa V. Publishing Co.
Leroy J. Jones
Harold Dennis
James W. Foster
Barry Coates
Napoleon Phillips
Raphael Polk
Tim Rygiel
Rucyrius Publishing
Jeff Claus
Devin Powers
Lifa Nondabula
Britton Shaw
Professro Keyz
Nancy Deckant / Wide Open Gate Publishing
Greg Degler
Paul Carman
Stephen A. Love
Shadrice Smith
Norma Poventud
James R. West / By My Side Music
Adam Carpenter
Matthew J. Minor
Abraham Day
Peirce's Picks Publishing
Steve Bogard
Terry Dry
Cindy Mechem
John Turner
Lapis Lazuli Songs
Elmer F. Mitchell, Jr. / Sailor Boy Publishing
Rumbeca Music
Lisa Lew
Carrollton P. Love
Seitu Music
Doug MacLeod / Gaslight Square Music
David "Nick" Scot
Stephen George Geyer
Theresa Marchione / Tarock Music
Enid Levine
Greg Coates
Christopher Johnson
Edward Arkin
Richard DeRosa
Robert Hankerson
Joseph King, Jr.
Lisa Fancher
Wilbert Wil Delfonics Hart
Javier Araujo
Franke Previte
Gary Thompson
Fewer Sorrows Music
Sabrina Best
Gintas Janusonis
Derrick Segars
Clifton Ellis
Garneta Johnston
Chris Herin
Charlotte Brown
Edward Nawrocki
Mary Jo Mennella
Back to the Future Publishing
Robert Landrum
Keith Kohn
Eddie Robba
Lynn Goldsmith
Conard Howe
Arleen Hylton
Willow Sprite Music
Anthony Gullens
Archie Smith
Ellen Burke
Thrill Hill Music
Daniel B. Rybar
Waylon I. Owings
Bob Mair
Féla J Ross
Brian Catanzaro
Letty Jo Randell
Paul D. Menefee
Jose Pagan Casas
Edletha L. Brailsford
GWAPOELKAY
Al Evers
Andy Gabrys
Mikey Hernandez
Wacissa River Music, Inc.
Braulio Arellano, Jr.
Alex Bridge
Inaya Day
Carl Johnson
Sharon Vogel / Metamorphosis Music
Stephen Denninger
Lynne Peryon Lang
Christopher Paul Lang
Conrad Connor
Ray Elbert Parker
Dollhouse Music
Euroscreen Music
Group Pro Music
Kronborg Publishing
Software Music
Edgar Orjuela
Richard Trapp
Kamau Holloway
Groper Music
John McDermott
Matt Angel
V.M. Vinia Mojica
Keatly Haldeman
Michael Wolpert
Sebastian Hollins
Rashani Zafindramahavita
Tim Enright
Four Queens And A Jack Publishing
John R. Sanders
Eddie Eldon
Trina Broussard
Tagatree Publishing Group
Robert Rebeck
Lambert Toombs
Cherie Lily
James Bratton
Joshua Noteboom
Mark Nilan, Jr.
Jan Seedman
Robert Sprayberry / Sprayberry Jam Music
Al Greenwood
Lorraine Chavana
Ken McBryde
Jaime Reynolds
Andrew Wartts
Deanna DellaCioppa
Michael Gerstein
Anthony Cleveland
Christine Sue-Jow
Stephen O'Malley
Craig Fuller
Keith Lowers
Julie Didier
Eric Elder
Cathedral Peak Publishing
Tucker Martine
Davie Moore
Tim Feehan
Round the Row Music
Roger Culberson
Sam Smyers
Satsuma Music
Paul Shapiro
Legacyworks, LLC
Frederick Melendez
William Michael McGee / Tuxedo Music
Eric Jerome Brodberg
Janice Staub
Forest Farm Music
I Wish I Could Read Music
Maria Lilla Vietri
Andrew Kay
Sally Stevens / Paw Print Music
Michael Costantini
Tonya Simmons
Jonathan Pointer
Tara Beltran
Rakim Erinle
McKay Stevens
What Is Written Music
Edward Kadane
Linda Perry
Arsenio Clifton
Johnny Reid
Victor A. Baker, Jr.
Anesha Birchett
Marcus Stanley
Pat Sullivan
Merry Ellen Kirk
Gold Hill Enterprises, Inc.
Darius Mayfield
Rhett Davis Music
Itself Music
Michael Henry
Michael Ballew
Brian McCoy
Michelle L. Hall
Todd Novak
Daniel Sternbaum
Paul H. Smith
Jonathan Dryden

Publisher Signatures
Evan Kopelson
Anthony L. Jones
John Kekar
Swofford Services
LaNelle Seymour
Stanley Halaby II
Tamara Hyler
Marty Lamain
Cavity Search
Shereka McGrew
Joe Monico
Mazinga Music
Stephen Ray Willoughby
Jeff Bishop
Robert C. Osterberg
Tony Bowman Music
Leonard Macaluso
Tabitha Lebec
Maria Begonia Ramos Ascaray
Setoria Key
Alex Moncayo
Willie Byrd
Yvonne Korbel
Aaron W. Lindsey
Thompson Ihejirika (Don Tiago)
Molly Pasutti
David E. Hansen
Frank Simmons III
Lashun Johnson
Chris Smith
Arrington Young
Aaron Birdsall / Flying Mammals, Inc.
Sweet Strawberry Music Group
Charles
David Das
Frank DeMartini
James Paulin
Art Dixie
Benjamin Limon
PeRo Music
Gail Johnson
Rudolph Tibbs
Yatae Lewis
Charlie Brissette
Ramona DeSalvo
Vincent Valentino
Philly The Kid Music
Paul Rogers
Dona Oxford
Kelest Ak Maxcena
Terrytunes, Inc.
L J Coon
Adam Ilami
Brad Stewart
Jo Crowe
Edward Peghin
Jan Pomerans
Gordon Broad
Anthony Prezio
Misha Segal
David Taylor
Jon Gray dba It's a Matter of Music Publishing
Midtex Music Publishing Company
Karen Brawner
James Stan Tristan
Palaniz Music Co.
Dean Grinsfelder
Armando Colon
Glenn Crocker
Bryan E. Miller Sensory Overload Publishing
One Alternative Publishing Co.
Marcus Green
Damorris Jones
Gerald Harris
Jeff Walter
Leon Bisquera
Sabina Johnston
John Morgan
Richard E. Flowers, Jr.
Word Pay Publishing
Jason Moss
Hungwell Songs
Trish Murphy / South Flying Songs
Philip Allen Brown / Apaches From Paris Music
Melo-Man Music
Nannie Mildred Music
Meridian Green
Simeon Spiegel
Gunnar Nelson
Lee Pearson, Jr.
Will Richter
Angel Vazquez
Mary Griffin
Willis Lane
Scotty Emerick
Mark Hayes
Moe Daniels
Douglas Cooper Getschal
Dustelli Music & Publishing
Dav Mikals
Ricky Luna
Dustin Thames
James Mitchell, Jr.
M Jones Publishing / Joe Fee Co and Music Publishing
Michael Burrage
Artist Designs Music Publishing
Richard Park
Maynard Williams
Jerry Alexidor
Chanda Fisher
J. Michael Henderson
Hubert Laws
Eric Wall
George Paras
Ian Bernard
Sean Scales
Daryl Simmons
Justin Crosby
Eduardo del Barrio
Sick Muse Music
Anthony Lowe
Nycom Music Ltd.
Rev Three Music
Jerry Smith
Melissa Ferrick
Robot Life Publishing
David Lanz
Miguel Castro
Malcolm Holcombe
Daniel May
Duane Neillson Songs
Sly West
Rosa Williams
George Brown
Kevin Richey
Shelley Gaines
Casey James
Gilbert J. Karson
Michele Temple
George Krikes, Jr.
Dwight Brewster
Charles Still
Thomas Cryer, II
John Hermanson
Timothy Lee Langford
Mark Jones
Robert Avellanet
Gene Hughes
Sonichiccup Music
Gregory P. Jones
Charles R. Day, Jr.
Green Goose Music
New Step Publishers
Bill Steinway
Larry W. Childress
Track Star Polyphonix
Scot M Clayton
Alex Walsh
Sean faires
2OLDMEN
Ruthie Foster
Marty Sheller
Jose C. Hernandez
William Redditt
Marquette Jefferson
Danny Everitt
Delvin Bock
Greg Debonne
Joseph E. Jones, Jr.
Antun Foster
Margdon Music
Jerrold W. Lasmbert
Jose Gutierrez
Toya L Flagg
Ray Murray
James E. Kirchstein dba Kirchstein Pub Co.
Summer's S I n Music
Jerome Rosen
Matthew Breunig
Sanifu Hall
Left Seat Music
Cassandra Thompson
David McFalls
Mark Guglielmo
David S. Pike
Key of Zee Music
David Alayon
Jerome Brailey
Thomas Peck
Chuck Leavell
Kevin Moyer
David Perez
Cileeeta Music
Janine Ferguson
Anthony Ponzio
Sara Hickman
Phillip Austin Pearson
Louis G. (Gus) Hergert III
Barry Parker
Nocy Karkour / Nadnocy Music Publishing Company
Big Cigar Music Company
Hannah Rhodes Music
Bell Sinc Publishing
Trey Gunn
Play Your Own Way Music
Thunderheartmusic
Jerrill Credle
Rex Carroll
Theo Bishop Music
Glen Blaschke
Jefferson Green
Dawon N. Merritt
Brandon Johnson
Marco d'Ambrosio
Steven Jones
Larry Bruce
Charles Henri Toussaint
William Mac Kechnie
Second Evening Art Publishing
Jamie Dean Luger
Rodney Gumbo King
James Dean Hicks
Michael J. Petee
Robert Götze
Kragen Lum
Larry Reiff
Jay Sartor
Jeffrey Levi
Matt Pav
Cindy Badell-Slaughter
Redolent Music
Liz Pisapia
Antoine Knight
Jose Pacheco
Chris Unck
Shawn A. Nyack
Justo Almario
Shawn Dalton
Daniel Valdez
Michael G. Smith
Michael L. Hutchens
Good For The Soul Music
Dan Diaz
Stefan Ashton Frank
Robert Henderson, Jr.
Keith Butts
Jarrell Music
Anthony Hawkins
David Klein
Edward M. (Ned) Selfe
Archie Johnson
Alexis Brown
NVIVO Music
Talento Uno Music
Wayne Milton
Geoffrey Keezer
Peter Marchese
Clarissa P. Lewis
Keola Morse
Rin Eric
Freddie Southwell
Jorge Pena
Omar Silva
Dwight Dukes
Dr. Jerry Brown
Lee O. Parkeer
Randall Hanson
E.M. McClam
Jose
Hayward LaRue Marlow
Anthony Boyd
Lorna lee pierce
Chris Hammer
Wesley Hall
NYC The Don
Darren Henderson
Joseph K. Deeb
Traci Toguchi
Patrick W. Rollins, Sr.
Franklyn Leon Smith
Rudresh Mahanthappa
John Paris
Terrance Tremon Rucker
Todd Burton
Anthony Carter
Ann Anello
McHatHam & Fries Publishing
Delendra Peterson
Joanna Lois Albesa
Samuel B. Burckhardt
Jameese Smith
Rowena Husbands
Nnekwame Music
Hiram Gyle Waddy
Germaine Valentine
Kramer Publishing
De-Va'Je / Devaje Mathis Entertainment Group
Torrance Esmond
Michael Taylor
Jim Kennedy
Sylvia Smith
Katharine Cartwright
Dianne Doss Latham
Michael e clark
David Langley Hamilton / Seven Trees Music
HCMG Publishing, LLC
Patrick Samuels
Mechem Songs
deBoogedy Music
Adrian Norton
Phaze II Jazz
Kidbilly Music, LLC
Steve Molter
Helen Massele
Anthony Jones
DMIdleton Publishing
Jerry Schneyer
Vernon E. Matthews
Sullystone Music
Roderick Layfield
Latrice McGlothlin
Robert A. Nungesser
Brian Watters
Larry Vann
Martini Walton
Claudia Hallowell
Alex de Grassi, Tropo Music
FalCamp Music
Jeffrey J. Poskin
Ronald G. Jones
Tribute To Momma Publishing Co
Ahuizotl González
Vincent Threats
Alby Odum
Trina Smith
Lance Williams
Stanley Kimes
Kirk Azar Lewis
Bill Presse
Lyrics Institute
Joey Gian Music
Sounds of the Band Music
Naomy Caballero
Hits Of Tomorrow Publications
Tameeka Roberts
Leeric Global Publishing, LLC
Treneice Henderson
Frank Cyr
704BDDMUSIC
Stanley Payne
Carl Cartee
Timeless Creations Music
Crooked Publishing Worldwide
Sonja G. Whitmore
Matt Lindsey
Supa Swagg
Robby Wilson
Richard James Cobb
Douglas Whitehead
Norm Mayell
Your Hearts Desire Music, Inc.
Mitchell Coleman, Jr.
John Fumo
Bushranger Music
Michael Laird
Romel Gibson
Walter Phillips
Jeanne C. Starnes
Janice Hughes
James Trombly
Mansour Jafari
Write Love Music Publishing
Theodore E. Lambros
Kenneth H. Williams
Edythe Meadows
Byron Binns
Scott Parker
Master Stroke Publications
Terrance Ogburn
Christopher B. Pitts
Derrick Ridfell
Carole Koenig
Crystal E.R James
Joseph Gonzalez
Wenda Zonnefeld
Wendy Davison
Pigeon Man Music
Keith Patchel
Ray Villegas
Nicholas Davis
Frank Lipsius
Bobby Joyner
Left Handed Compliment
Rhonda Warwick
Leonard S. Scott
Terrence Simpkins
Frank Bendinelli
Queen Esther Marrow
DlceGo Music Publishing Co.
Cantabrian Music
Steven M. Smith
Lonnie Craig
Bobby G. Cargill
Calvin Lymos
Deborah Perry
Van Arsdale Decker
Cross Witness Publishing
James Maxwell
Two Davids Music
Melvin Adams
John Hildebrand
Tyrone Griffin, Sr.
Doug Saltzman

Publisher Signatures
Joseph Davis
Christian Salyer
Tyverrious Edwards
Tre Canady
Brian Brown / B.M.B
John Cafferty Music
Peter van Es
Victoria Williams
Howard Collins
Santa Cata Publishing
Ace in the Hole Music / Gordon Payne Music
Ginny Johnson
Jeffrey P. Hopper
HenKid Music
James Fife
Harry Mudie
Preston Brogdon
Edward Smith
TJ Cantin
Bishop Paul Burrell
Suzanne Strickland
Patricia Panton Sunizes Entertainment
Francine Brown
Don VonTress
Ronald E. Morgan
Monkey Hat Music
Leonard Clyde King, Jr.
Rory Bourke Music Company
Phil Barnhart
Rick Diaz Tahoe City Music Publishing
Jack J. Key
Matt Grant
Vince Ippolito
Richard Pulley aka Rishard
Jeffrey Thompkins
Bonnie Silver
Leonard Hicksl
Courtney Patton
Oscar Quiroz Palma
Rowan Chapman
Janice Spagnolia
S. Dahlstrom / Gofa Music Publishing
Gary Chisolm
Charles Andrews
Michael L. Burrage
Ricky Ray Rector

Publisher Signatures
Mill Hill Music, Inc.
Terrance Smith
Charles Scruggs
John Clark
Robert Mitter
Dennis Morgan
Travis Domio
Ramza Aleem
Larry Brown
Thomas Wilber
Franklin Hill Graham
Jeffrey Scott Rust DBA Jasir Songs
Travis Howard
Gloria Sklerov
Ryan Chin
Lone Wolf Music
ARMOP Music Publishing Ltd.
Lari White
Tim Smith
Yung Kadafi
Krist Austin
Joe Pickering, Jr.
Janet Neal
Beloved Rose of Sharon Music
Emily Stephenson
Greg Lapidus
J.W. Johnson
Reginald Hall
Alexandra Allen
John Boydston
Eugenia E. Swinson
Cheryl Christiansen
Cee-Lu Music
David O. Bryant
Allison Jayne
Joe Maggini
Christopher Ward Publisher
Tod Elmore
Luther M Simmons or JR
Robert Bell
Shannon Ramirez
Susan L. Collins
PurposeWorship Music
Ocean's Deeper End Publishing
Matthew J. Como
Part Of The Problem Publishing
Efren Ramos
Jay McDaniel
Andrew P. Como
John Batdorf
Conrad Miller
Industrial Strength Records
Douglas Hough
Tom Saviano
Jim Lancaster
James Gadson
Rebecca Isaacs Bowman
Richard Ford
Laurie Goldstein
Davin James
Andrew Forsberg
Samuel C. Williams, III
Michael Bacon
Ja’Wuan Skinner
Thomas McGinty
Ed Roscetti
Wayne Lanham
Edward Alcivar
Enrique Astacio
mophoka
Penns Woods Music
Darrion Cleveland
Thomas Lea
Mike Cadoo
Roger Sovine
Michael Elliott
Eric Elbogen
Mark Matos
Fred Bailin, VP NRP Music Group, Inc.
Don Harriss
John W. Stevenson
Chris Young
Scott Sharrard
Scott V. Smith
Prof. Brian Seeger
Joseph Simmons
David Davis
Marie A. Lester Moseley
Will Waller
Mike Vance
Silvio Luis Richetto
Casey Conrad
Michael Rodino
SLR GR8 Music Publishing
Number44 Music
Lawrence R. Ross
Kinni Bibbs
Clarence Jones
Eric Tillman
Andres A. Echevarria
W. Gregory (Greg) Turner
Paula Bellenoit
Rebekah Maddux El-Hakam
Christopher Lee
Ken Brahmstedt
Marty Kupersmith
Kevin Kumar
Percy Bady
GraceChord Publishing
Nayamusicpublishing
Veronica James
Milk Money Songs
Joe Dineen
Jordan Summers
Cara Tower
Sean Newberry
Dream Management and Publishing
Paul Compton
Erik Hawkins
Jeramy Koepping
Luke Reed
Cleveland Belin, Jr.
Gregory Smith
Dr. Bruce Faulconer, President / Faulconer Productions Musi
Devon Greene
Josh Heineman
Joseph Ercole
Daniel Wickenheiser
Vince Frates
Lameshia Mitchell
Gary Smith
Carlos Perez
Garry Gene Sheppard
Vernon Hill
Mark Skelton
Jimi Randolph
Anthony Reyes
Jerry Abbott
Lauren Carter
Jared Cotter
Bernard Schreiber A/K/A Bernie Lane
Ted Thomas, Jr.
Shaun Koplow
Christopher Beard
Jakeco Music, LLC
Patricia Way Medic
James Vivino
Richard Gibbs, Jr.
Jay Denes
Ron C. Helm
Al Perez
Jerry Owen
India Lindo / Indoworks Publishing
Extraordinary Life Music
Sami D. Makarim
Gary Foote
Sharon Vaughn, Owner / Grinning Girl Music
David Latimer
Travis Wallace
Dina Rae
Roger Hodges
Danny Darst
Martin J. Staaf
Tim Feehan
Veda L. Smith Music
David Van Walker
Marc Byrd
Donovan Germain
Jess Domain / Mirrorscope Publishing
Cedric Thompson
James Jayson
Cary Eatmon
Michael Cagle
Ronald Jones
Terrell Sass
Josilyn Drake
Ian Beers
Tyler Kendrick
Nockaneen Dream Publishing
Tommy R. Webb
De-Va'Je with Devaje Mathis Entertainment Group
Saeed Younan
Marcus Parham

Publisher Signatures
Sheldon Andrews
Roderick Carter
Rondeau Williams
Herschel Dwellingham
Johnny Palazzotto
Stella Guerra
Prime Zeigler
Danny Lipman
Eric Payton
Joe Mardin
Supermaster Destructo Publishing
Jack Wesley Routh
Wraysong Music
Wildfire Records
Ted Hinckley
Doug Southern
Kelly Bryant
Cymien Hughes
Aaron Albano
David Friesen
Robert
David Hall
Rattlesnake Writers Publications
Travis J. Marvin
Michael Blitzer
Eighty Adrienne Bug
BJ Smith
James M Donaldson
William Kilson
Kenneth K.R. Wood
Mallie B. Music / Songs from AmericanaStreet / PraiseStreet Music / Laymond
Publishing
Michael Liebau
Heidi E Schaeffer
Zack L. Detloff
John Valentine Bayot
Nowell Scott
Moose School Music
Jeffrey Moorer
Larry Grisham
Corneil
Nancy Rumbe
Eric Hochberg
J. Wong
Michael Henley
Vinson Valega
Ricky Hernande
Sonya McGuire
Tyrone K. Sullivan
Robert Balducci
Shellkeyz Entertainment
Sean-Slug Publishing Co.
Pete Anderson
Heather Bradley
Barry Marshall
Shawn Dewbre
JoAnna O'Keefe
Dennis Dragon/ Hot Curl Music
Rudi Protrudi
TJ Simpson
Talmadge Conway
Antonio Bowers
Steven Cravis Music
Todd Vaughan
Alloy Hume
Deborah L. Cahan
Don Peterkofsky
Dennis Jones Publishing Company
Christian Cutrone
Patrick Ford
Chester Lester Music
Dexter Morrill
Marco Bermudez
Kerry Patrick Clark
ER Productions
Tomara Conrad
John Selway
Darrell Crooks
Michael Wickstrom
Azweni Antico / Zuzuka Power Music
Bob Burchman
Shelby Johnson
Full Thrust Music
Jeff Lehman
Jack Wyles
Edmond Flournoy
Tristan Keith Rogers
Marie Sebrechta
CineScore Music
McKinley Cunningham
Michael Rosen
Terrance Hudson
Michael Capshaw
Keith H Burgess
Marcus Lewis
Jeffrey McManus
Joseph Dominick Fulco
Thomas Price
Byron Blunt
mark slaughter
Bonifacio Jordan
Main Lane Music
Alphonzo Fuller
William Samuel McClain, Jr.
PJ Smith
Phunky Dawg Music
John Unkel
Wayne Stalling
Jean-Yves Ducornet
Rich Wayland
Terrence Brown
Doniyelle (Merlot) Leonard
Waylon Payne
Cotton Mill Publishing
WPJ Music
Richard Purcell Brown
Albert Green
Noah Harris
Jose Acevedo Jimenez
Lamont Hall
Anne Sete
John Merlino
Brandon Robinson
Kyle Douglas
Travis c. Eikner (godmoney/Ptah)
Dosley
Brandon Caraway
Lisa Joy
Gene Bourgeois
Donald Harris
Syncmaster Music
William C. Burgess, Jr. Music
Songlabs East Music
Steven Petho
Rodney Lay, Jr.
Don Casale
Jean Ferro
Autoria Johnson
Ronald W. Wright, Jr.
Joseph Montgomery
Darci Monet / Songs From The Fortress
Emmerson Edwards
Daniel W. Jackson
Frederick Burton
Dominick Bernard Francois
Marlon Hunter
Donna Amato
Rozano Falls AKA Seo-Loc
Keith Houston
Ed Pons Music, Inc.
Cole B. Best
Twisted Prophet
Jeff Silverman/Palette Music
Carl Canedy
Maverick Lion Productions
Christian Larsson
Ryan Brown
William Hunt
Nikki Poo Music, LLC
Jonathan Hernandez
Andre Tyler
Tim Fagan
Nina Shaka
Maxx Frank
Robert Shabarekh
Leroy Lewis
Emmett Dove
Hoodworld Publishing
Jay Weigel
Edgar Lee Sanders
Jack Dejohnette
Yoron Israel
Alice Leon
Johnette Napolitano
Juice On The Loose Publishing
Robert Muskeyvalley
Shane Keister
Claude Wooley
Raymond Cutcher
Eric Odell
Smooth Action Music
Marco Bronzini / EmMa Music LLC
Russell Bonagura
Alexandria Roberson
Kate Brower
Sharon McMahan-Stokes
Mac Davis
Anthony Velasquez
Angela L. Rice
Martello Farfield Melville
Kenneth Smith
Gypsy Joker Music
Neil
The Undertaker's Daughter
RadioSpia Publishing
Kenneth Sparks
Songs Of All Ears
Kampfire Kowboy
Michael McDonald
TJ Ward
David Young
Lipz Monroe
Two Old Sinners Publishing, LLC
Alicia Allen
Bill F. White
Marcus W. Reese
Stefan Barnes
Sally Meador
Armirris Palmore
Amusicom Publishing
Patricia Hamilton
Morgan Torp-Pedersen
Alexander Heddle
Mike Molinar
Jay Brown
Tali Canterbury
Longhill Music
Denice Franke
Alex Bruno
Allen D. Kohnhorst dba Alan Rhody
Abdul Razzaq
Freeman Wizer
Laurel Kittleson
Danny Bramson
Reese Mo Von Music
Jul Music Julia Dusseault
David Bennett Cohen
Billy Nix
Laurence Tolhurst
John P. Kee
Alan Goodrich
Bruce Oneal
Ashley Moore / Espiritu de Amor
Frank Rogers
Michael J. Shelby
Joyce Dollinger
On The Mantel Music
Emmanuel Duncan
Brandon and Grace Publishing
Keisha Edmond
Melissa Spillman
1883 Productions, LLC
Katie Jelen
Joe Meador
Pete Houser
Joe Allen Music
Alfred Miller
Darnell Shobey
Steve Gosdin
Stephen Artis Eversole
M Sa-Ra
Isaiah Nichols
Billy D. Williams
Courtney Turnbull
Matthew Hill
Ramin Sakurai
Christopher Henderson
Delilah Tollinchi
Eric Johnson
Carlos Cavazo
Brandon Jackson
Hector A. Gonzalez
Tony Gimbel
Jose Luis Oliveira
Lord Judah
BirdHouse Rmp
Harry Sisk
Judy Valenti
Michael Ashburne
Vernon E. Matthews
Edward Sax
Christopher Gallien
Xavier
Shameekah Smith
Philip Cialdella
Marcus Merriett
Phalando Lawson
Sallie A. Bengtson
Rickie Byars
Charlie Maguire
Brandt
Lofaro Publishing
Sidney Lawrence Music Co
Marla Music Co
ANSALY